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_ .used in 1968-69 to demonstrate the potential for 

_EOB production and 

suggested a chronological, event-driven narrative. . 

_ those who get the chance to read it. The document was to 
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Was opérational from 1962-77; 
present. A progenitor, GRAB, preceded the NRP and was operationa m 19 
GRAB and Poppy were ELINT search and technical intelligence collectors, directed _ against Séviet air arid ballistic missile defense systems. POPPY Missio was : 

>y means of low earth orbit satellites: In 1970, the USIB ac 
ocean suiveillance to POPPY mission guidance. 

efc.eg 
+ 

| ~{673)— A record of POPPY (Mission is given in the History of the Poppy | 
Satellite System (1978). The format was suggest by. topics specified by the DNRO: 

.-- program objectives, costs, contractors, mission launch and termination dates, 
significant problems and anomalies and their mission impacts, significant intelligence 
contributions, an n:. mission successes and failures, ground stations, 

| . personnel, etc. ite 1354, 1 a : “Sa : The 96-page report was prepared i: a period of weeks, and it complied with the task, literally. Each topic was addressed in turn, 
'_ beginning to end. The report records technology and techniques and their 

evolution. No particular effort was made to make the report lively or readable. 
Those significantly involved in conceiving, implementing, and: supporting POPPY 
are mentioned only in an appendix, titled "Key Contributors." ss ss—iét 

“(S/B}- In October 1996, Capt (now.RAdm) Rand H. Fisher (then the LEO systems . 
program manger) commissioned the history of issions , He 

t happens in world, 
affects design. What is developed, affects operations. Key players should be 

_ identified and credited with their contributions as the narrative proceeds. Nor 
should the history gloss over pitfalls and false starts that are part of every real 
system development. We should tell about near misses and failures, as well as _ 
successes; disagreements, as well as agreements and compromises; losses and gains. 
The objectives were to satisfy the NRO requirement for a history and edify 

written for the men 
and women who work in our laboratories, indiistrial facilities, and’ ground stations 7 
arid who want to know more about roots of systems they make happen and perform 
operationally, . | _ 7 =~” Cl a 
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“6/8)- = While research and writing were underway, the scope changed — as a 
consequence of decisions, within the NRO and NSA, to accelerate consideration of 

ification and potential public disclosure. The operational systems 
program management office of the LEO SPO, under the late 

was tasked by the joint PoPPy declassification integrated process - 
team (IPT) to provide materials, including text, historical references, and artifacts. 
Accordingly, greater emphasis was placed on precursors, particularly — 

identifying documents 
turned into‘a story of 

—{6/B)— ._U. S. Navy/NRO Program C Electronic Intelligence Satellites (1958-1977), @ history of GRAB and Poppy, is provided herewith to support the POPPY: 
declassification IPT,: The first six chapters — distributed by the LEO SPO.in January 
as U.S. Navy Electronic Intelligence Satellites (1958-1962) — have received minor | 
corrections and additions resulting from further research. Some.additional ma 
‘Paragraphs are now unclassified, consistently with DCI approval, on 30 April 1998, of the SIGINT Committee's request to declassify specific aspects of GRAB for public 
disclosure as part of the Naval Research Laboratory's 75th anniversary celebration in 
June.1998._ nt oe ret ee ee a ee ee 

GRAB, which had been treated only-cursorily in the 1978 POPPY ape! and or 
tential interest to historians. | The story of : 
fand predecessors and a supporting historical archive. 

“’ Po ang eon 
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(U) A USS. Navy ELINT satellite system became operational in July 1960.and was operated until August 1962. The mission. was to obtain information on Soviet air defense radars that could not be observed by. Air Force and Navy ferret aircraft . flying ELINT missions alorig accessible borders in Europe.and the western Pacific, 

. proposed by the Naval Research Laboratory in the spring 
of 1958.- In parallel with exploratory development by the NRL, the Office of Naval 
Intelligericé obtained’ enddrsements of Project Tattletale from elernents of the 
executive and legislativé branches. With. positive recommendations from State, . 

| Defense, and CIA, Presidént Eisenhower approved full development on 24 August — 
. 1959. By theti, the project had been placed’ under a_-limited distribution security - 

“ control system (Canes) with access limited to fewer than two hundred péople in the Washington D.C. area. Development and interagency coordination proceeded. as the GRAB (Galactic Radiation and Background) experiment. eee : 

: (U) ~ After NRL completed development of the GRAB satellite and a network | 
_ Of overseas ground collection sites, a first launch was approved by Eisenhower on 5 
May 1960, just four days after.a CLA U-2 aircraft was lost on a reconnaissance mission 
over Soviet territory. The GRAB satellite. got a free ride into space on 22 June 1960 | 

_ with Navy's third Transit navigation satellite. GRAB carried two electronic 
payloads, the classified ELINT package and instrumentation to measure solar 
radiation. The SolRad experiment was publicly disclosed in DoD press releases on 

is and achieve an initial operating capability was 
Four more launches were attempted, 

rem successfully on 29 June 1961. Total cost of the program was 

(U) ‘The Director of Naval Intelligence exercised overall control. Field sites 
were operated by elements of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and CIA. Data recorded on 
magnetic tape was couriered back to the NRL. Tapes were evaluated, duplicated,. _ 

_ and forwarded to the NSA at Army Fort Meade, Maryland, and the Strategic Air 
Command at Offut Air Force Base Omaha, Nebraska, for analysis and processing. In 
searching the tapes for new and unusual signals, NSA found that the Soviets were 
already operating a radar that supported a capability to destroy ballistic missiles. The - 

AC's processing was | 
7 uding the SIOP (single integrated operations plan), a responsibility of the _ 

Joint Strategic Targeting Staff at Offut AFB. ee ae | a 
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“S7*By~ Shortly after the NRO was officially established as an operating agency of 
the DoD, the Navy ELINT satellite project and its multi-agency infrastructure were 
assimilated in the NRP as am C (Navy) in July 1962. The GRAB successor, 
two-ball Poppy 1/ Mission ill was launched five months later and-was followed, in the next nine years, by six more launches of three or four POPPY satellites at a 
time. Starting as an ELINT general search system, the POPPY mission gradually 
expanded, as capabilities improved, to encompass: general search, ABM search, 
technical intelligence, EOB production, and ocean surveillance... : 

S/8}-— Growing concern in the U.S. defense establishment about demonstrated. 
abilities of Soviet fleets to project military power across seas and oceans, was. 
registered int 1970 by the USIB's designation of ocean surveillance as a national | 
intelligence objective. Pursuant to a study conducted by the Defense Science Board, - 

' POPPY was upgraded by NRO and Navy to become an interim ocean surveillance | 
_ system. Meanwhile, NRO, Navy, and NSA conducted broader studies to determine = 
an optimum system and concluded in 1972 that the Poppy tec 
infrastructure, and operational concept should evolve to ' operations 
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"| ’ Chapter. ANTECEDENTS: — 

(U) Antecedents to stirveillance from space in the’ 1950s were well-publicized . 
. American and Russian patticipation in an international space program and parallel, 

covert U.S. efforts to gait more knowledge of new-Soviet weapons and defenses. . 
The Naval Research Laboratory participated in both: endeavors. - a eG 

Vanguard 
-(U) In October 1954,” plannets of the International Geophysical Year, meeting 
in Rome, Italy, adopted an American proposition that artificial satellites could be 
placed in orbit above the Earth's atmosphere to observe extra-terrestrial radiation 
and geophysical phenomena. Proposals from the U.S..armed services circulated in 
the spring of 1955, and the U.S. National Security. Council consented to the idea ofa. 
Space program with a peaceful purpose, if it would not interrupt ballistic missile ’ 
programs — a particular concern of Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson. An 
advisory panel of eminent scientists was formed by Donald A. Quarles, assistant 
secretary of defense for research and development (R&D), to evaluate the several 
proposals to achieve earth-circling satellites. In midsummer, the White House and 
Kremlin separately announced intentions to put satellites into orbit during the 18- 
month scientific program, to start in two years. International participation, down to 
the grass roots level, would be enabled by coordinated efforts to track the small, | 
manmade objects in outer space, using both radio and optical equipment. The U.S. 

_ Department of Defense (DoD) committed technical skills, equipment, and facilities 
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force to build, launch, and operate a scientific satellite 
for the National Academy of Sciences. American universities and government - 
laboratories submitted ideas for experiments to the U.S. national committee for the 
International Geophysical Year. Those selected were funded by the National Science - 
Foundation.. — ? | | 

(U). . . The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in southwest Washington, D.C., 
was selected by Assistant Secretary Quarles’ advisory panel inlatesummerto —__ 
develop the scientific satellite and a passive tracking system. Administrated by the 
Department of the Navy {(DoN) through the Office of Naval Research, the Navy Lab 
had a solid track record, extending back to 1946, in investigating physical | 
phenomena and properties of the upper atmosphere by means of sounding rockets 

_ that telemetered_ scientific measurements back to earth.. SecDef Charles Wilson . . 
formally assigned overall technical responsibility for the National. Academy ‘satellite 
to the Navy on 9 September 1955. The Air Force would provide algunch siteand —s . 

' support from the Patrick Air Force Base ballistic missile test center at Cape’ -- : 
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Canaveral, Florida. The Army would build tracking stations and provide . 
communication circuits. The Glenn L. Martin Company in Baltimore, Maryland, 
won a competed contract to develop a rocket, built to NRL's specification of major 
characteristics and required performance. Martin had previously manufactured for 
NRL the Viking sounding rocket, first fired in 1949. The Viking would be adapted 
as the first stage of a nonmilitary three-stage laurich vehicle for scientific Project 
Vanguard. NRL's contract with Martin called for six test vehicles and six satellite 
launch vehicles, the expectation being that one in six attempts to orbit a satellite - 
would succeed. In the same time frame, under a higher DoD priority, Martin 
_undertook, developmental work as prime contractor for the Air Force Titan _ 
intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). The.first Vanguard test vehicle, a single- . 
stage refurbished Viking, was launched in December 1956. oO ee: 

(U) . The Russians were first in space. The Kremlin announced, on 26 August _ 
1957, successful firing of an ICBM. Sputnik was launched on a modified ICBM from: - 
'yuratam on 4 October carrying a scientific payload that transmitted for 23 days. On 
3 November, Sputnik 2 went into orbit, with a live dog as a passenger, and) 
transmitted for seven days. Plans were announced to begin lunar flights in two. 
years. The space feats boosted Russian national pride and benefited the U.S.S.R. 
economically and politically, while the U.S. debated national priorities and_ 

oe capabilities in the news media and on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C. . 

. (U) "Vanguard had completed three successful test vehicle firings, and the first 
launch of three live stages with a minimal four-pound. spherical test payload was - 

_ Scheduled for December. As backup to Vanguard, ordered by President Eisenhower 
, after Sputnik 1's triumph, the new secretary of defense, Neil H. McElroy, approved 
_ on 8 November an updated proposal from the U.S. Army Ballistic Missile Agency in 

Huntsville, Alabama, for two attermipts to orbit a satellite using a modified Jupiter C 
intermediate range ballistic missile (RBM). A 20-pound cylindrical Vanguard’) 
‘instrumentation package, designed to measure cosmic radiation arid meteoric 
impact, was transferred from NRL fo the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, | 

. California, for adaptation to a 31-pound, bullet-shaped satellite named ‘Explorer’. 

(U) ~ While the U.S. scientific program was being. dugmented in response to. 
Sputnik, the responsibility of DoD's director of guided missiles was expanded to 
include military space programs. Military operational requirements for satellites 
were under review by the Armed Forces Policy Council. The council was chaired by — 
SecDef Neil McElroy and included the deputy secretary of defense, service == 
secretaries, and service chiefs. Council member Adm Arleigh A. Burke, chief of « 
naval operations (CNO), designated RAdm John E. Clark, ‘director of the guided - 
missiles division in the office of CNO, to speak for the Navy. Clark stated the 
Navy's operational requirements for reconnaissance/surveillancé (most urgent), - 
navigation, communication, and anti-submarine warfare detection satellites. He’ 
listed as common to all thrée services, requirements for a weather satellite, an _ 
electronic: countermeasure satellite, and a nuclear armed missile space platform _ 

- (Nov 57). 7" | oe . 
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(U) At midday on the 6th of December, the U.S. failed its first attempt to orbit a. 
test payload when the new Vanguard tocket lost thrust, tipped, and exploded __ | 

seconds after liftoff from its launch stand at Cape Canaveral — to the dismay of’ ° 

millions of Americans tuned to live broadcasts. [The damaged 6.4-inch sphere is on 
exhibit at the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum near a full-scalé Vanguard a 
launch vehicle.] i | oe ee ae 

(U) Undaunted by the Vanguard failure, NRL distributed 200 copies of an’ 
updated 121-page secret report of its collective vision for America's space ‘program 
beyond Vanguard (10 Dee 57). Forty NRL contributors weré guided by John PF. 

| Hagen, who directed Project Vanguard. Included amofig military, operational, and. 
_' Sscientific-satellites were systetns designed for radio navigation, nuclear weapons test 

reconnaissance, electronic intelligence reconnaissance, communication, geophysics, 
_ Solar physics, interplanetary arid cosmic research, manriéd flight and biological | 
experiments, lunar vehicles, and satellite launching vehicles and facilities: The™ , 

rt showed that.most needs could be met by 300-pound satellites launched byan - 
BM for the first stage (either Air Force Thor or Army Jupiter) arid Vanguard = 

hardware for upper stages. The post-Vanguard programi was included as part of 
' Navy recommendations, compiled by the Bureau of Ordnance, ‘for the national — 
‘satellite arid: space vehicle program (24 Dec.57). A month later, Capt Peter H. Horn, / 

_* _"NRL's military director, forwarded a copy of the entire report directly to:CNO ‘- 
- Arleigh Burke (22 Jan 58). 7 e 4 

(U) ° The Army delivered the birth of outer space exploration for the US. by its 
launch of Jung, a hastily modified Jupiter C, on 31 Jariuary 1958, carryitig battery- 
powered Explorer into elliptical orbit. Anotialous scieritific data, transmittéd'to the 

' Vanguard Minitrack ‘stations for neatly four thonthis, coritributed to James A. Van | 
‘Allen's later discovery of the Earth's inner radiation belt, which interfered with his 
cosmic ray experiment at high altitudes. A sécond Varipuard attempt td orbit a” 
mininial' payload on 5 February agai disappointed Artietica, due to a control system 
failute a minute afterliftof. © eee ee 

WU) Military arid intelligence potential of space-based systems quickly gained: 
widespread appreciatiofi inthe DoD. Study efforts becaine projects. SecDef Neil . 
McElivy fornially establisheé-the Advariced Researcl Projects Agency (ARPA) to 

| replace aii ad hoc (guided! missiles) group and qVetsée spact-related’ research and: - 
development within the military. departnients.(7 Feb. 58). Under Roy W. Johnson, 
recfuited from General Hlectric, ARPA Was quickly staffed. by civilfains-from thé . 
office of the secretaty of defense (OSD) arid military officers from the-Anmy, Navy,  ~ 
Marine Corps, and Air Force, RAdm John Clark wag réassignied from‘duty.as - 
OpNav's director of guided imissiles to become ARPA's deputy director. ARPA 
backed a continuation of thé’Arniy Explorer project and-furided fiill-scale. 
development of an Ait Forcé‘advaticed reconnaissance system Sentry). 

(Uy. Among the needs for a satellite to support naval warfire was’ an electtonic, 
countermeasure satellite, an opérational requirement that Navy.shared with : y 
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-and Air Force. The avionics division of the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, which 
answered to ECM-related requirements other than shipborne configurations, = = a 

_ requested by confidential letter that the NRL establish a new priority B problem: "To 
design, develop, and fabricate an Electronic Countermeasures Intercept System, —— 

i 

subminiaturized, lightweight, for supersonic vehicles" (5 Mar 58). The ECM -. — 
intercept system of the future was intended to cover 1000 to 10000 MHz (50 MHz to a 
50 GHz desired), be compatible with tri-service efforts in ECM and supersonic a ‘. > 
vehicle fields, be installed on either manned or unmanned vehicles, and e 
automatically retransmit intercepted data to existing naval receiving stations. __ 
Equipment for evaluation was wanted by 1 January 1959. The new problem would 
supersede, a long-standing project to develop wide operi radar intercept systems for - 
naval early warning aircraft (NRL Problem 54R06-17). On that same'day,5 March, . © - 
the Army Explorer team's second satellite failed to attain orbit when the fourth stage . 
did not ignite. ;; - ,  & a re ee 

_ (U} ~The Vanguard team's third try with a test payload, on 17 March 1958, went 
according to plan. Solar powered Vanguard 1 was deployed in an elliptical orbit, 
transmitted its signal for seven years, and permitted the first long term observation —= — . 
of orbital dynamics, résulting in discovery of the Earth's oblateness and initiation of 
mathematical modeling of the Earth's gravitational field: ° 

Electronic Countermeasures 7 =. a ~ ae = 2 ) 

(U) - The confidential ECM task from BuAer- was intended for (andhad been = 
invited by) NRL's third-echelon countermeasures branch,.which developed. - 
equipment for conventional collection platforms to gather intelligence on signals _ 
from threat weapons systems. The branch had developed systems for use on naval 
ships, transportable equipment huts for deployments to friendly military - __ 
installations. adjacent to Cammunist-bloc borders, and ininiaturized equipment for ~ 
use on aircraft and submarines. ECM technology advanced by the branch included . 
electronic signals intercept, direction finding, jamming, and deception techniques, _ 
including chaff and-decoys. The countermeasures branch provided equipment, 
technical support, and technology transfer for various surveillance and =siesC«(« 
reconnaissance platforms, via the Navy Bureaus of Ships and Aeronautics, the Aix: 
Force ECM wing in Biloxi, Mississippi, and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). | 
Intercept equipment developed by the branch included aritennas and receivers, _ - 
recorders, and apialysis devices:. These equipments were often upgraded to exploit — | 
new technology and keep pace with the threat signal environment as it spread into | i” 

-- higher regions of:the radio frequency spectrum. Several generations of signal _ | 
direction finding (DF) equipment had been developed for shore stations, ships, and: 

_° P 
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j Ss (U) ° Howard O. Lorenzen, countermeasures branch head since 1950, had 

arranged after World War H, through wartime contacts in the British Admiralty, to — 
| borrow some captured Gertiian electronic equipment stoted at the Admiralty's 

Signal and Radar Establishment in Portsmotth, England. Two devices were to” 
3 prove especially fruitful: the Wullenwebér goniometer and:the Athos systemn's 
| “crystal video receiver. - “ ive a rn: Pre er 

| (U) ~ In 1957, at the back end of the Hybla Valley Coast Guard Communication 
Station in northern Virginia, the branch's DF section had erected a wide-aperture 

_ radio DF anteriria, consisting of a 400-foot diameter ring of broadbarid sleeve) > 
_ antennas and an inner vertical reflector scteen.. The German goniometer, located in 

a small building in the center of the array, was used to accurately measure bearings 
of radio signals transmitted at high frequency (HF) from ships at sea. The 

_ Wulleriweber technology was the basis for a collaboration between Howard’ 
| Lorenzen afd the new head of the Naval Security Group, Capt Bernard F. Roeder, a 

line officer with 4 sub-specialty in communications. Navy-funded project 
- . would enable NavSecGru to intercept and determine thedirection of HF radio. 
ae i als, then fix'a transinitter’s position by correlating bearings repotted from a net 

tatiofis. A very small experimental remote array was being built about 
‘@ mub-east of the 400-foot array and would be connected to equipment in the same 

. [In yeas to come, circularly di d Wullénweber operatioris buildin 

td 

_ (U). Research’ engineer Reid D, Mayo had-beén advancing wide-open crystal 
_ video receiver technology for sHipborne and airborne ECM applications since 1949, ° | 
based at the’eutset on the Athos warning system: Athos had beeri used by lookouts 
on German submarines to detect énetiiy airborne radar opetatitig at teri-centimeter 

and three-centimeter wavelengths.' The latest advance by Mayo's unif was the 
design of a antetina/ detector, sponsored by BuAer's avionics division for the 
Navy's two airborne early warning squadrons (NRL Problem 54R06-20). The 
antenna would be used with airborne crystal video receivers to search for possible — 
new radar signals from Soviet aircraft. | 7 ee a 

' (U) Sputnik 1 temporarily diverted. several members ofthe DF section, - | 
including Reid Mayo, to track its 20 MHz signal and help determine its orbit, using: . 
both bearing and Doppler medsurements generated by the Wullenweber system at 
Hybla.Valley.. Mayo and his assistant, Vincent S. Rose; shifted in early Dezember to 
a crash project, sponsored by the BuShips countermeasures branch, to developa 
periscopé-mounted spiral antenna, that would be 
connected to crystal video receivers for. collection of mradar 
signals within the periscope's line of sight. The systems section of Lorenzeh's 
branch developed a similar configuration, with a vertical sleeve monopole antenna, -. . 
to cover low to very high communication frequencies (15 KHz to 265 MHz).° a 
Following integration and testing at.Kolmorgen Optical, Ine. in North Hathpton, 
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Maine, Kolmorgen's modified '5c0} UR ‘s intercept equipment 2 
were installed on the to support its 
mid-January deployment to the Reid Mayo and William Edgar (Ed) 

_ Withrow, also from the DF section, observed the installation, tested-the ECM .°. 
system, and participated in sea trials. They did the same, in February and March, for 
a second system on the would operate in 

(U) “While Reid Mayo engineered the undersea project, his superiors were _ 
promoting applications of crystal video receiver technology in outer space. Howard 
Lorenzen, countermeasures branch head, and Louis A. Gebhard, superintendent of 
the radio division, had collaborated on a description of an electronic intelligence _ 
reconnaissance satellite, which was incorporated as a seven-page section in NRL's 10. 
_December report to BuOrd on the post-Vanguard program. The system would be.: - 

' targeted on one radar employed in the Moscow defense complex, which was “out of. 
range for ground-based sites and conventional airborne platforms," and utilize-“a .. 
microwave antenna, a bandpass filter, a crystal detector, a simple video amplifier, a 
pulse stretcher circuit, a modulator, a tiny transmitter, and a telemetering antenna”. 
(10 Dec 57, section 2.1.3.2). A four-pound battery would provide about 100-milliwatt 
average power for three weeks of intermittently operating a payload weighing about — 
27 ounces. ‘Payload characteristics were compatible’ with the a | 

The payload. would be 
| y radio Command when above Moscow's radio horizon and would 

. telemeter information to existing receiving stations within line of sight. Missions - 
and payloads would expand as “as the load-carrying capacity increased." They had 
"discussed the project in detail with cognizarit personnel in the Office of Naval 
Intelligence and expected to be ready for launch "within about a year, assuming that _ 
appropriate priorities. would be assigned.” Since-then, Lorenzen had encouraged. - 
Marion B. Pickett, his counterpart in BuAer's. avionics division (AV-42); to support 
NRL's exploratory research, resulting in the 5 March priority BECM problem 

ro 

. National ELINT Program 7 | | . 

(U) _- BEM equipment was designed for tactical warfare and used to support 
operational commanders. Howard Lofenzen had. been among the pioneers of after- 
the-fact analysis of countermeasures intercept data, and, to further this effort, he had. 
helped organize an ELINT component of. the joint communication and electronics ° 
committee in 1948 and chaired the ELINT sub-panel during the Korean War. By _ 
1955, magnetic drum and magnetic tape recording technology and protocol had - 
advanced to a point that electromagnetic signals of interest could be preserved on. 
tape and then analyzed elsewhere in detail after the collection event. Recorders --. | 
provided a technical means to support an urgent Air Force need to develop a Soviet - 
radar order-of battle. Accordingly, the National Security Council had directéd- and - 
the DoD had implemented a loosely coupled national electronic intelligerice’  -" 

‘ (ELINT) program under the secretary of the Air Force (SAF) to fund and manage a 
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second tier of signals exploitation. SecDef Charles Wilson had assigned 
responsibility. to the SAF and delegated to him authority to direct and supervise . 
consolidated processing, analysis, and dissemination of ELINT data and to guide and © 

' coordinate ELINT activities of all agencies of the DoD (13 Jul 29), In his new office as 
SAF the following month, Donald Quarles h had the a to ae a 
national ELINT program. 

(U) oy, * Pursuant to cational and. defense directives, the ‘Aimy. & Navy Electronic 
Evaluation Group, collocated with NavSecGru headquarters in northwest 
Washington, D.C., had been redesignated as the National Technical Processing 
Center (NTPC). The NFPC was administered by an ELINT coordinating group in 
the office of the assistant chief of staff for intelligence USAF (AFCIN-Z), jointly 
staffed by about a hundred personnel from the three military departments and CIA, 
and commanded by an Air Force lieutenant colonel. The services and CLA's office 
of ELINT were represented in AFCIN-Z's ELINT advisory board. U.S. ELINT 

_ objectives and general intelligence requirements were.prepared by the AFCIN-Z, 
submitted by the SAF, and approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) as guidance for 
signals collection (recording) to operational forces equipped with ECM equipment. | 
Operational commanders retained unabridged authority over integral ECM 
resources and freedom to, exchange ELINT for mutual support. oe were . 

| couriered, as expeditiously a as possible, to the NTPC. | 

2 (U) NRL's countermeasures branch ital in and sapped the national 
. ELINT program by serving on technical committees; developing intercept 
equipment; evaluating data acquired from ECM configurations installed on Navy, 
Air Force, and CIA platforms; and technically supporting the NTPC through the 
Office of Naval Intelligence. Within the DoN, developmental requirements came 

*.. from.elements of the office of CNO, sponsorship from material bureaus. In both 
cases, cognizance corresponded with the platform: shipborne, airborne, or shore- - 
based. Development coordination across platforms and military departments was - 
provided. by the Office of Naval Research (ONR) in the ee 
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Chapter 7 TATTLETALE: a 

(U) “The Natal Research Laboratory proposed development’ of a satellite 
lens that could produce intelligence on Soviet ai? defense systems. ‘Project 
Tattletale wiis- successfully advanced by the Office of Naval Intelligence, over a nine- — 
month period; — the’ ‘DON, arene _— and Pod: 

NRL‘s Satellite Proposal : : = | *s Sa _ : | a - _ 4 

7 (U) _ Upon return from temporary assigned duty to oe | 
Reid Mayo took leave with his family in Grand Rapids, Michigan, to. visit 8 
family. During the return trip, on the night of 28 March 1958, a late season - 

‘ snowstorm stranded the Mayas at a Howard Johnson's restaurant on the © 
Pennsylvania Turnpike. While his wife and two children dozed, he began wie 
about the work that awaited his return ta the NRL. The periscope-mounted 

' antenna project would be wrapped up in a couple months. Two airborne _- 
' equipment problemis were already on the books. Vanguard 1 had been launched on _ 

St. Patrick's Day (11 days ago) and was orbiting the Earth 11 times every day. In each 
cycle its altitude went from 400 to 2500 miles and back again.. It was time. to begin 
thinking of this new platform in earnest. 

(U).-. Reid Mayo conceived of taking the S-band’ portion of his submarine ECM. 
system to orbital altitude and thereby gaining access to air defense radar i | 
Soviet interior. He made preliminary detection-range calculations for the 
a. ona paper placemat, concluding that i intercepts from 
emitters at the radio horizon.could be made at orbital altitudes up to 600 nautical © 
miles. He presented the placemat and S-band concept directly to his branch head in | 
NRL Building 56 at the first Opportunity. An‘S-band receiver assembly, highly © 
minitiaturized, could be packaged in a satellite the-size of a fully instrumented 20-_ 
inch Vanguard, Here was a way to solve a significant intelligence problem: Did the 
Russians have different air defense equipment in the interior from what ferret es 
aircraft ‘saw on the borders? The idea was much more ambitious than the 
Lorenzen/Gebhard proposal several months ago, far less ambitious than BuAer' sO 

. vision, but it could .be done in the time frame initially suggested by NRL and 
stipulated by BuAer. Howard Lorenzen diverted section head James. H. Trexler from 

"+ his project, Moon Bounce, to help elaborate the space collection aspects; electronic 
scientist Bruce Wald from HFDF, to help on the concept of Operaeone: | 

(UU) Lorenz | arranged | with BuAer's avionics division for Mayo to suspend. 
work on the antenna/detector and to concentrate on ot 

7 | | —SECRET— 7 ‘Handle Via | 
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- development of electronics under BuAer's request for a wide-open ECM system for 
manned. or unmanned vehicles, the initial effort to be centered on S-band. Reid 
Mayo hand-carried the completed problem acceptance form to the associate director 

' of research for electronics, Allan H. Schooley, for signature. In accepting BuAer's  ._ 
problem of developing "Intercept Systems, lightweight, Subminiaturized for - 
supersonic vehicles,” NRL éstimatéd the three-year cost at $487.9K (2 May 58). 

« rg 

(U) . In addition to financial support from BuAer, ELINT community support. - 
and participation would be needed to operate the system and exploit collected data. 
The. coyntermeasures branch prepared a top secret proposal for an electronic: - 

' intelligence satellite designed to detect and transpond S-band radar signals from a. © 
. small satellite in a circular orbit (6 Jun 58). Lorenzen submitted the seven-page | 
proposal to the Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI), whose responsibilities included _ 
management of the Navy ELINT program and Navy participation in the national - 
ELINT program. ye 
(U) . + Research ahd exploratory development continued with the first increnient '. 
of funds from BuAer. In the meantime, the countermeasures brancl completed the © 
first phase of the ECM project for BuShips. The type 8A ECM periscope’ , 
‘corifiguration had been used succes in the 

re - 

. 

. 

. a 3 

| mm Orie more 2. * 
subitiarine installation, NRL's third, had to be completed by June, followed by 

.. transition to industry for production versions (type 8B) (13 Jun 58)y.- 2 

- (U):. . On 20June 1958, only four months after being formally established, 
ARPA separately asked NRE to develop a U.S. space surveillance system (weapon 

"system 434) that could actively detect and track all space objects deployed by the U.S. 
or other nations. The Navy Lab was selected because of its experience in developing. 
the Minitrack passive satellite tracking system for Vanguard and its successful « ~ 

' trackitig of Sputnik satellites, using both passive and active techniques. Sputnik's 20 
Mfiz signal had beet tracked ising the Wullenweber system at Hybla Valley, and“ 
-active tracking had been deménstrated by a joint Atmy/Navy effort. A continuous 
‘wave (CW) transmission capability of the Army Signal Corpé Signals Research and 
Development Laboratory in Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, had been used in = 

_ conjunction with the NRL's reception capability at the prototypé Vanguard 
Minitrack Trackitig Station, to’ skin-track the Spufniks. _ - 
NRL proceeded to develop'WS 434 SpaSur, a chain of trarismitter sites and receiver 
sites, forming a CW electroni¢ ferice above the southern states, from coast to coast. - - 
[The Naval Space Surveillancé Facility, headquartered at the Naval:Weapons’ ~~’ 
Laboratory in Dalilgren, Virginia, was formally establishied two years later and was | 
assigned responsibility for operating the skin-track fence. Using both active and. _ 
passive techniques, NavSpaSur would later play an essential role in producing ~~ 
ephemeris for systems that needed fo deterinine satellite positions précisely for. - 

_ mission succegs.] — eS : af 
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ONT's Staff Study 

i (U) ~~. RAdm Vernon L. Lowrance, a submariner and deputy director of naval- 
! _., intelligence for intelligence (DepDNI/Op-92B), ordered 4 staff study on NRL's. 

| __proposal.for an electronic intelligerice satellite. Action fell to the operational - 
. intelligence branch (Op-922Y4, then. to the desk of Cdr Earle'G. Hutchison; Jé, an. - 

‘ intelligence specialist assigned as head of the branch's ELINT section (Op-922Y4) and 
' appointed as the Navy ELINT coordinator. Hutchison served ‘as the Navy. member 
of ARCIN ae ger ELINT advisory board, and Ke chaired a Navy ELINT program ~ . 
review board, which guided Navy participation in the national progratt, inclading 

. the NTPC. He also chaired the review board's technical guidance committee, and he 
pO invited committee members to help with the staff study. ~ se 

(U)'.' | While the satellite project was being planned by NRL, Earle Hutchison 
had been revising and. coordinating instructions that governed the Navy ELINT ~ 

' program and_its mariagement structure. His products, two OpNay.iristruetions, had: 
'. recently been signed out by the office of the CNO (30 Jun 58). The updates‘were-. 

stimulated by high-levet scrutiny of the foreign intelligence community and the — 
national ELINT program — triggered by thie fact that-the U.S. first.learned Sputnik'1 _ 

-. Was in orbit by a Kremlitt announcement the day aftér the latinch from Tyuratam, 
_ despite Russian disclosuré of planned. broadcast frequencies. at 20 Miz and 40 MHz Ce 
several:daysbefore. (9° tt 

) (U) + ELINT was under review by the U.S, Commiunications Intelligenca Board, 

e 

whick. established objectives and prioritiés for the fofeigi communications _._ - 
intelligence (COMINT) program. The National Security: Agency (NSA), directed: by’ 
LtGen Jolin A. Samford USAF, was responsible for COMINT and forthe =» 

_ etyptography that protectéd U:S. electromagnetic communications fro foreign :+ 
” eavesdropping. Unlike ELINT, the cryptologic community was tightly coupled and 

_ highly structured. GOMINT collection, in response to NSA tasking, techincal. - 
guidance, and feedback, was performed by NavSecGru and its service counterparts, 
the Army Security Agency (ASA) and Air Force Security Service (AFSS). The i 

. service cryptologic agencies also participated int the much smaller national ELINT 
program. Although: ELINT and COMINT wete integrated at the unit level, they. 
diverged. upwatd. Thus; for exdmple,.NSG's shore-based and’ afloat units looked to. 
two authorities; NSA for-COMINT, AFCIN-Z for ELINT. Earle Hutchison's division ~. 
head, Capt Charlés M. Bertholf, assistant DNI for production. (Op-922),. sarved as the 7 
Navy member of an ELINT task force chartered. to look at the relafionship of ELINT 
to COMINT. The task force was chaired by CIA's deputy assistant director for 
collection/scientific intelligence, Philip G. Strong. The task force had concluded in. 
June’ that it made sense f unify the two signal’ disciplines at the Je and: 
recontinended that NSA’s charter be expanded to encompass ELINT tinder guidarice’ 
from an. ELINT committee (ELCOM) of a joint intelligence board.‘ The instructions 
crafted by Hutchison delirieated the Navy infrastructure for ELINT, largely" |= 
indifferent as to whether the superstructure was captdiried by’ AFCIN or DirNSA.- 
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(U) Howard Lorenzen's first quarterly progtess.report on an intercept system = 
for supersonic vehicles was forwarded by his supervisor, Superintendent Lou. . igs 

_ Gebhard, to BuAer's Marion Pickett. NRL reported completion of link analyses, j 
_ submission of a related proposal to ONJ, and completion of.*a block.diagram of a 
crystal-video intercept system which is capable of operating unattended" (23 Jul'58). ve 

(U) - ‘The first Pentagon meeting of a working group to consider the proposal of 
the-Naval Research Laboratory for ari electronic intelligence satellite. occurred ot 28 4a" Fo 

- July 1958. Organizations represented were ONI,; ONR, BuAer, NRL, and NSG, °°. «.. x 
QNT's Earle Hutchison chaired the meeting and set forth the rules.-Based onan... . 
earlier recommendation from. NSG's Cdr Frederick W. Hitz, Jr, ‘Tattletale' would e 
be used as an unclassified title for the top'secret project. A tattletale repeats what it = 
hears.. Written materials would be confined to a Pentagon reading room requiring’. = 
Special clearance for access. NRL’s Jim Trexler described the concept, using five large. - 
graphics referenced in the proposal, from ONI's production _ . = 
division summarized what was known about Soviet air defense systems.: ONR's. 

- Harris B. (Bob) Stone reported on WS 117L — an advanced, multi-mission, space-~. - a 
based reconnaissance project conceived by the RAND Corporation for the Air Force. ou 

' and under development by Lockheed Aircraft — which had receivéd a good dealof . . 
discussion in newspapers and magazines. as the 'spy-in the sky satellite’. Referring. ae 
to ARPA‘s progress report of 31 March, Stone pointed out that-117L had been funded. . = 
with $233.7M through fiscal year 1959, whereas ONR had available about $100K that es 
might be committed to‘the NRL effort. Actions were assigned to review the Lab + 3 
proposal in detail and compare it with Army and Ai# Force approaches. Bob Stone eo. 
agreed fo visit two contractors working on WS 117L: Airborne Instrument -. 4 _ 
Laboratory (AIL) in Mineola, New York, and Haller, Raymond, and Brown (HRB) int ; 
State College, Pennsylvania. Other members of the group-would study the NRL - 

' proposal and prepare for a more detailed discussion ‘at the next meeting. Paul J, | 
Martin of tli¢ DepDNI's staff wrote the. secret minutes. for this and subsequent 

(U) The working group inet for a secand time gn & August. Two more-. 
organizations participated. ‘The office of the assistant CNO for R&D (Op-91), a: «> 
regular member of the Navy ELINT technical guidance .committeé, was represented 

_ by Capt. Frank G. Marshall, Jr., 4 naval aviator who was the assistant to the systems - 
_ planning branch head of Op-91, NTPC was represented for the first time; too, by =~ 

Henry F. DeCourt. Bob. Storie briefed on his visits to AIL on 1 August and HRB on 4 

The Sentry photoreconnaissance portion of-117L et ae? 

AIL's Mark 1 Ferret ELINT. system... . -—.. ° 
_ Was initially to have been delivered to Lockheed next-January for launch in August, aan 

_ but AIL's funding had recently been reduced from $8M to $3.5M. Hardware a 
development was still in the breadboard stage. HRB was-the intelligence member of © - 
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the 117L team and had been tasked to develop information for AIL and Lockheed on 
_ the expected ELINT environment for the peribd 1960-65. Most of this mieeting was- 
devoted to pros arid cons of the two différent concepts for ELINT from space. Bob > 
Stone: had already made arrangements to visit the West Coast 117L establishments . 

meeting. -—_ .. 
"during the third week of August and would provide more information next 

(U) _. At the NRL, members of the countermeasures branch met with members 
of the atmospheré and astrophysics division on 14 August,'a Thursday. Lorenzen, 
asked for support in design, instrumentation, and testing of an ECM satellite. -Johri 
T. Mengel, head of the radio tracking branch ‘and responsible for Vanguard's _ | 
Minitrack system, proposed a Vanguard liaison man to coordinate and expedite 
work among Vanguatd elements that could be of help.“ John Hagen, division 
superintendent and Vanguard project director, asked for a day or two to’considér 
feasibility and agreed to get back to Lorenzen no later than Monday. Hagen 'then'” *. 
furnished Robert W. Stroup, who'was Vanguafd's general coordinator and trouble- + 

shooter. 

(U) a Representatives’ of. ONI, ONR; BuAer, NRL, NSG; OpNav R&D, and 
NTPC gathered again in the Pentagon on 21 August. ONR's Bob Stone reportedon - - 
his trip to California and visits to the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division in’ © 
Inglewood and. Lockheed Aircraft in Sunnyvale.” WS 117L's cylindrical. platforin 

- would measure 5 x 19 feet. The photographic capability was being developed by © 
_ Eastman Kodak; infra-red, Aerojet General; and ground data processing, Philco. _ 
Batteries would provide 20 to 30 days of life. There would be some emphasis oh: 
biomedical experiments pertaining to matined space flight, and development of a 
-capsule recovery capability would be attempted. ~ an 8 

(U) The 117L/Sentry ELINT capability, code word ‘Star’, would first be 
included on the twentieth Thor-boosted firing in June 1960. The scope of 117L awed 
many of the working group participants. Knowing the funding profiles for. 
Vanguard and WS 117L and thata single Douglas Thor launch vehicle would take- 
$5M, Frank Marshall from ACNO (R&D) was totally skeptical of Howard Lorenzen's 

_ talk of costing out the NRL project in ternis of hundreds of thousands of dollars... 
. His own estimate, based on the empirical launch success probability of 1-in 6, was _ 
that it could take as miuchyas $40M to get oné satellite on orbit a year ahead of *: 
Lockheed's schedule. Was a one-year advance in the time-table for U.S. collectiori of — 
Soviet S-band ELINT data worth that much money? Feasibility questions were. 
raised by other members, and Howard Lorenzen accepted Op-91 action items for 
NRL to prepare.a mission impact assessment of anomaloits, rion-circular orbits and - 
an explanation ‘for NTPC of methods to fix locations of intercepted radar signals. 

(U) .- | After discussion, the working grotip veted to’ go forward and settled on an 
outline for a coricise writtet endorsenient of NRL's proposal. Members were ‘given 
drafting assignments from amiong five areas that wotld receive comment:. 
statement of proposal, techinical feasibility, operational feasibility, statement of — 
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“intelligence 1 requirement and, nis fiscal ‘considerations. The | group met again on 
26. Angus, to review the joint product, compiled, and edited by Paul Martin. 

(U) -NSG had identified three | overseas naval ELINT stations suitable fog | 
Tattletale and urged participation by other services and agencies. To house. - 
receiving equipment, NRL had decided on transportable equipment sheltets; which 
could readily be relocated to accommodate various orbital inclinations, changes in... 
the status of host stations, or new targets. Shelters would be manned only during 
scheduled events. NTPC had estimated to ONI that a factor of ten to one could be. 
used as the ratio between analysis time and collection time and that engineering - 
feedback on the ELINT payload would be available within a few days after NTPC's — 
receipt of the first recordings. ONI's basic and technical intelligence branch (Op- 
922G), located at the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) on Massachusetts Avenue, . 
concurred in using the 10:1 ratio to program sesources for a joint analysis effort. 
BuAer had budgeted for five satellites and _— equipment. ARPA would be. 
solicited for launch vehicle funding. | 

(U) . As part of the intelligence community overhaul the summer of 1958, 
- operational and technical control of national ELINT intercept and processing 
activities were added to the NSA director's charter for cryptography and COMINT by 
the National Security Council's issuance of intelligence directive number 6 (15 Sep 
58). Issued the same day, NSCID 1 established the US. Intelligence Board (USIB), 
chaired by Allen W. Dulles, long-standing director of central intelligence 

- Formed of intelligence heads of departments and agencies (CIA, State, Defense, ‘and: | 
the three military departments), the USIB would asl and oversee ahora of | 
the foreign intelligence community... 

(U) _ . The decision to combine ELINT with COMINT at the national level was - 
taken in stride by the naval intelligence community.and would not affect its own 
internal bifurcation of ELINT. Airborne ELINT was collected by early warning (VQ) : 
and long range patrol (VP) squadrons, under the auspices of the deputy CNO for air 
warfare (Op-05), whereas the head of NavSecGru, RAdm Bernard. Roeder, was 
responsible to the deputy CNO for fleet operations and readiness (Op-03) through 
the head of the naval communications division (Op-30). Aside from compatibility 
in technology and personnel skills, the subordination of cryptology to: 
communications served several purposes. NSG enforced. communications security 
for naval communications, many naval SIGINT stations overseas existed as. NSG 
departments of naval communication. stations, and communications was a natural 

_ entry level for cryptology. Hence, even though the charter for a national ELINT . 
program moved from Air Force to NSA, the Navy program would still need an 

‘ ELINT coordinator in ONI. Both legs of the Navy ELINT program — ashore/afloat 
NSG and airborne VQ/VP:— would continue to be supported by.ONR as the ECM | 
development coordinator, by NRL's countermeasures branch ag; the developer, and 
by Op-922G as.the. technical intelligence expert. ONI would continue to be.a 
customer of Navy. and national programs, collating ELINT with other intelligence 

~ for the DoN and for theater and, fleet commanders. — and operational 
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commanders, in turn, collated ONT's intelligence with own forc
e dispositions ‘and 7 

plans to form the complete picture. --- 
oO ee ae oe 

(U). __ The working group finished its’ business at a sixth anid final three-hour 
_ meeting in the Pentagon on-3 October 1958. NRE subthitted papers of impact-of. 

elliptical orbits (Sep 58) and methods of fixing targets, atid thesé were well-reteived 
- by Op-91 and NFPC, respectively. The group then agreed teproceed with a low-key 
advance of the NRL’ proposal through: the Navy atid-DoD chains. BuAer’s money 
was being used in curtent fiscal year 1959, but ARPA funding would Be sotght for 
next fiscal year. “Assuming favorable review by the ACNO (1)/DNI, the ptopééal 
would first have to be cleared through Frank Marshall's boss, ACNO (R&D) RAdm. 
John T. Hayward (Op-91) — then approved by the CNO, the Navy secretariat, and 
ARPA. Marshall catttioned that it wotild be a hard sell, due to intérisive television 
and news coverage of contiiiting Vanguard orbital injection failures, the latest: 
public. embafrassment just one week ago. Even if the project was approved, White - 
House clearance would probably be needed for each launching —~ reconnaissance 
being an area of great international sensitivity. Despite these ep Te nae ‘group _ 
refined and firialized the ‘third draft of:its positive endorsement of 's seven 

- page proposal, which stood on its own metits: Tattletale would perform ‘a single 
. function, be simple, provide an early capability, and be relatively inexpensive to © , 
develop, . ~ : — 

(U) __ Insix formal Pentagon meetings of the working group, totaling 15 houts; - 
fourteen men had participated, three with records of perfect attendance, including 
Chairman: Hutchison; NRL's Jim Trexler, and the recording sectetary from Op-92B,,  _* 

Paul Martin. Hutchison submitted the final version of NRL's proposal for an. 

electronic intelligence ‘satellite, the group éndozsement, and a‘one-page brief to the 
DNL RAdm Laurence H. Frost, via DepDNI Vernori Lowrance. DNI Frost directed 

that a formal presentation be piépared, suitable for review by Adm Burke, atid thata - 
preliminary dry run first be conducted for eléments of the office of CNO. | 

Preliminary Design | | 

(Uy ‘The first increment of funding from BuAer had been received in, May, but 
only $20K had been spent in fiscal year 1958, pending approval of Tattletale.. Positive 

reception by the DNI was enough of a go-ahead to-increase the pace of development. | 
.. Lorenzen, Trexler, and Mayo had already reached oral. agreement with five other 

branches,. three of them iri different scientific areas, for specific Tattletale 

branch's DF section and was Mayo's immediate supervisor, was an experienced _ 
project manager. Lorenzen assigned to him the task of reporting quarterly progress 

to BuAer and managing the schedule and apportionment of funds ta the six — 
cooperating NRL branches. = | an | a 

(U) | ° Ray Owens immediately formalized in writing the previous oral 
agreements; requested Bob Stroup.to be the single point of contact between. the 
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Vanguard development team and the countermeasures branch; and: solicited formal 
problem budget estimates (NRL Form A-1), titled ‘Radio Astronomy Experiment’, to supersede previous oral cost estimates; Owens requested that the Vanguard team consider classified; connection of the countermeasures branch to the radio : astronomy experiment, frequency of the data link, and frequency and coding of thé command link, (They would not be provided any specifics on the payload.) Owens then promulgated a tight development schedule, in the form of a confidential | branch memoraridum to the head of the electronics area, copies to John Hagen and Bob Stroup, summarizing responsibilities and calling for a prototype for electrical. . testing by 1 January, flight units available for operational use by about 1 April 1959, 
(U) on October, Reid Mayo and Vince Rose refined detection range calculations for several types of Soviet early warming radar and determined data link | transmission requirements. By the end of the month, they completed preliminary - payload design. They collaborated on theoretical design of an RF band-pass filter-~ detector and ‘provided technical content for a 16-page contract specification for an’ | “omnidirectional microwave transistorized crystal-video radio receiving system ... _ suitable for mounting in a 20" metallic sphere" {4 Nov 58). Development of the. satellite shell and framework, power supply, command receiver, transmitters, and _ downlink antennas had been allocated to other branches. Ground equipment needs were known, and two olive drab electronic equipment vans had ‘been borrowed . 
from the Army Signal Corps for evaluation, —..°  ~... = Sh. aes 

(U), _ In preparation for the briefing to CNO, Reid Mayo oversaw the technical information division's (TID) preparation of 30 x 40-inch briefing boards, chiefly 
artistic conceptions of the collection architecture and components. Artist Nancy A. Monacelli rendered a view of a radio receiving hut in a. pastoral setting, door open .. to reveal the electronic equipment inside. NRL's internal rehearsals were.‘ previewed by Lorenzen's superiors: Superintendent Lou Gebhard, Associate - Director Allan Schooley, Director of Research Robert M. Page, and DirNRL Capt Peter Horn. _ | sc ‘ 

(U) ___ Robert Page; who had specialized in development of radar for the Navy - from 1934 until his promotion’ to ditector in 1957, was keenly interested in —~ i _Lorenzen's latest project to go after systems in the Soviet heartland and somewhat _ disappointed that transmitted pulses would — 
_ other than the spacing between theni. Lorenzen was no stranger to mild criticism _ from Director Page — his fitst assignment at NRL, as a new-hire in 1940, had been to build'receiver amplifiers, which turned out to be too noisy for use in Bob Page's classified project (called "RAdio Detection and Ranging’, for which Lorenzen was not-yet then cleared). Capt Hori agréed to furnish the NRL command presence at 
the OpNav meeting. ae 7 | re en Se 

(U) ~~ -As the dry run approached, Lorenzen was anxious about the effect on the — project of transfer of Vanguard to the National Aeronautics and Space | 
Administration (NASA), which had been formed by law on 1 October 1958. Since 
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then, work had been Panne sy on satellite development efforts aie to other 
branches. He wrote to Superintendent Gebhard ‘that Tattletale's status was - 
uncertain. He wanted reassignment of that work withiri NRL, 4 new: coordinator - 
from the rooperatiig division, and immediate commentement of — liaison 
meetings. 

Navy. Review iin, Oe nt ro. 

(U) ‘The first Tattletale presentation, the ie run, was condticted in the. , 
Pentagon on 25 November. .The new DepDNI for intelligence, RAdm Allan L. | 
Reed, conducted the briefing, supported by Earle Hutchison and Howard Lorenzen, __ 
as briefers. Hutchison covered security and Tattletale's fit in the national ELINT — 
program. (In this and subsequent. briefings, Lorenzen or his deputy, Jim Trexler, — 
briefed the concept of operations and technical aspects. Theoretician Bruce Wald 
was usually there for backup, to take notes, and to protect and help carry a bulky . 
canvas bag filled with briefing boards, Attendance and results were noted an 
consultative services record forms by either Lorenzen or Trexler.) The audience of — 
four dozen: included.a large QNI contingent, led by DNI Laurence Frost, and 

" managers from offices of deputy CNOs —- fleet operations and readiness. (Op-03), 
logistics (Op-04), air warfare (Op-05), plans. and policy (Op-06) — all but personne! 

7 (Op-01) and administration (Op-02). The. briefing was Classified top secret and lasted . 
one hour.’ DNI Frost, who had a subspecialty in communications, inquired as to the 

radio frequency used to command the satellite. Addressing Frost as ‘sir’, Lorenzen 
responded that the DNI had no need to know ‘that information. After a pause, Frost 
ackriowledged that Lorenzen was right and enjoined himi to retiemtber that fact in 
subsequent briefings. The briefing team received general concurrence from the 
audience with encouragement to proceed as rapidly as possible. [Worth noting in. 

- regard to OpNav efforts to: -exploit: this technology for the Navy, commencing tert. 
years later, was the fom Op of future CNO Thomas H, Moorer, one of two rear 
admirals attending om Op-06. 1 oS | us 

(VU). The same team. gave the sonia to chiefs of ines (Ships, 
Aeronautics, Supplies and Accounts, Yards and Docks, Medicine and Sungeiy!, the 
chief of naval material, and: staff members on 1 December. Not represented at’ the 
meeting were Personnel and Ordnance.’ The Navy bureaus were located at Main | 
Navy, .a set of World War II temporary buildings arrayed’ along Constitution 

_ . Avenue between the Lincoln Memorial-and 17th Street. The space outlook-was 
improving, due to accomplishment of the first fullerange firing of Convair's Atlas 
ICBM at Vandenberg Air Force Base (AFB) two days before, but the Soviets | 

. remained far in front and éveryone in the room expressed ‘interest in moving ahead 
. with Tattletale. Absence of the ordnance chief forestalled an early opportunity for 
_an interface with the ARPA-funded Transit satellite project, managed by BuOrd. _ 

(U). The main event for NRL, art ‘oppartunity to Stafe the caSe for an ECM 
satellite directly to the CNO, took place on 8 Décember. Allan Reed and Howard 

“ Lorenzen briefed a ou and the senior admirals ; irk OpNav, iricluding Adm 
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en S. Russell (VCNO) and depuiy CNOs.’ Burke cal that ie was a very 
worthwhile project and volunteered to.sign any papers appropriate to give his | 
endorsement to. ARPA. ACNO (R&D) John Hayward recommended to the CNO 

that a pitch be situ to NASA, too. Reed agreed to follow through on Hayward’ g 
idea. 

(U) . . Martin J. Votaw, an RF engineer, had. developed electronics seiteitiaite 

for Vanguard's antenna array and spoke the same language as the countermeasures 
branch. He elected to remain with NRL rather-than trarisfer to NASA and was | 
reassigned from Vanguard to the applications research division of the electronics * 
aréa. During the period of uncertainty, Mayo had continued informal discussioris 
with Votaw on characteristics of a satellite needed to carry an ECM package and ~ 
constraints on the payload.’ After being assigned by his division superintendent, 
Claude E. Cleeton, as coordinator of cooperative satellite development efforts 
supporting Tattletale, Marty Votaw met with six miembers of the cotintermeasures _ 
branch on 12 December.’ Lorénzen described the project and interest aroused in 
OpNav, the material bureaus, and CNO. Votaw showed a block diagram of the . 
satellite assembly and. described the status of components: Progress was better than 
expected.’ All agreed that the payload receiver was now the pacing item. Opening* 

- bids were scheduled fo begin in three days. To expédite shock and vibration testing, . . 
Votaw agreed to provide a spherical structure in i which the selected contractor ee 

| mount a prototype receiver. 

Intelligence Community Review | 

(U) " Before seeking ARPA or NASA ‘spcaiaciait DepDNI Reed needed the 
intelligence community to back the mission. ONI's representative to the USIB's ° 
critical collection problems committee got Tattletale on the agénda for an 18 
Décember meeting at the CIA's administration building in Langley, Virginia. The 
briefing team — Reed, Trexler, Hutchison — addressed 17 people, representing’ 

_ State, OSD (special operations), JCS, Army, Navy, Air Force, CIA, and NSA. 
Trexler's technical portion elicited good questions, from the committee chairman, 
Col R. R. Stewart USAF, and from CIA's assistant director for scientific intelligence, 
Herbert P, Scoville, Jr., a leading fi; in. CIA's participation in WS117L. Also . 
present for this briefing was a from NSA, on assignment to OSD's 
office of special operations (OSO) ould Jater facilitate communication 
between ARPA. and CIA regarding project approval. Misi, : 

(U) USIB's critical collection problems committee was particularly interested | 
in the potential intelligence to be derived: 

- SPECIFIC INTELLIGENCE WHICH 

: "TATTLETALE" CAN SUPPLY: 
1." INFORMATION CONCERNING CHARACTERISTICS AND: LOCATION 

- OF AIR DEFENSE EQUIPMENT | : 
7 : EVIDENCE OF NEW °S* BAND EQUIPMENT - : — 

. INFORMATION CONCERNING LOCATION OF RESEARCH, DEVELOP- ° 

ae 

rs 
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- . ee MENT AND TESTING ACTIVITY , | 
| At INFORMATION CONCERNING LOCATION OF ELECTRONIC 

4 "” MANUFACTURING AREAS ~~ 
5. INFORMATION CONCERNING AMBIENT ELECTRONIC ATMOSPHERE 

"WITHIN *S* BAND THROUGHOUT USSA | | 
: 

. The receiver’ '§ instarifaneous bandwidth would ericompass a pene of S band used 
"by several known types of Soviet.air defense radar. Anotkier briefing board depicted 
beam patterns arid intercept geometry for two major early warning systems, GAGE 

_ (cosecant-squared) and Toketi (V-beam). In view. of the purpose of these systems. 
| (defense against high altitude bomber penetration), Chairman Stewart —— an 
| | 4 immediate ee for his paren organization, AFCIN. 

(U yo - Next day, a Friday, Col Stewart escorted RAdrii Reed, Ji im Trexler, ae Cdr | 
Hutchison to Pentagon Room 4A932. The audience would number over a dozen: 
since Tattletale had attracted additional interest from CIA and several Air Force — 

_. Components, including guided missiles, advanced teclinology, and R&D. * Aside 
from the festive mood of the Christmas season, the Ait Force officers-had.a new © 

_ achievement to telebrate.: Using an Atlas booster, Vandenberg AFB-had. iainhed, 
thé day before, an 8,800-pound ARPA/Lockheed Agena’tppe? stagé, which made an 
elliptical, thougli rapidly decaying orbit.. Carried on the Agena was.a battery") 

| powered recorder and trarismitter, now playing an American ‘Christmas greeting to. 
| thé world. Presetit for the briefing was.BGen Robert E. Greer, whose staff had- =” 

| )  _. efigineered successful. Project Score, the first voice méssages from space: Greer 
: directed the Air Force Office of Guided Missiles, Pentagor couinterpart to the , 

Ballistic Missile Division in Los Angeles. The ARPA/Air Fofce Sentry projéct was - 
| . -..  répregerited by BGen H. A. Boushey, ‘director of advanced technology (satellite © 

_’ systems) uiider’ the deputy chief of staff. for development: The'senior Air Force - . 
Officer present, MGen H. E. Watson (AFCIN), showed great interest in Trexler's one- 

hour briefing on Tattletale. Trexler and Hutchison had ready answers for data- 
handling questions from George C, Miller, who was in CIA's office of ELINT and 

_ participated in AFCIN-Z. MGen Watsori noted. that.no stabilizatiort of the satellite 
was required and egncluded: that Tattletale' S greatest strength was its Menplichty.. . 

-" (U) °- In the week befare Christinas, 1958; roles and priorities of NASA and 
ARPA were clarified in tte news media. NASA's adininistrator, Thomas’ Keith - 

- Glennan, annmouriced that NASA's plans for weather and communication: ‘satellites 
and for mained platforms should ‘support civilian, not military, endeavors: .A few — 
days later, at a DoD presé conférence; Director Roy Johnsoii ariiounced ARP-A's new 

- Discoverer project, aimed at developing large satellites and launching rockets which. | 
might be used for any number of military missions and lead to manned satellites: 
and warning systems, starting with a 1300-pound stabilized satellite in ‘polar. orbit. 
He informed the reporters and television camera crews that Discoverer, like Sentty, 
was a spin-off from WS 117L; that Sentry’s-position as the largest item and highest — 

: priority in ARPA's $460M budget for 1959 would now be taken by Discoverer; and 
/ that there v was not a money in his budget to ‘sustain Seritry ori its —_— 
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edie ih Slasinacin, like holes sia include fests for infrared 
detection, cil ei age and bio-medical er needed | to nGeveree a manned | 
satellite (23 Das 2o)r- 2 

(U) NRL's a team was now Ww NASA's sina division, located at - 
the NRL until new facilities could be found. John Hagen continued as NASA's 
Vanguard project director and division chief, no longer as an NRL division 
superintendent. Lou Gebhard wrote a confidential letter to Hagen, asking that twa 
former, NRL engineers be allowed to. finish five subminiature command receivers 

_ for Tattletale.. He had arranged with the comptroller to reassign $15K to complete-” 
the work. Superintendent Gebhard closed with a security precaution: "The ECM 

- nature of this project is considered Confidential. Operating frequencies and coding 
systems are considered eee The aes code name is ‘Tattletale™ = Dec 
58). 

(U) ~ Having passed scrutiny of the USIB committee and the AFCIN, 2 
arcangeciants were made to brief ARPA in the Pentagon after the holidays. The oe 
briefing was given on 19 January 1959 by Allan Reed and Howard Lorenzen, 

- accompanied by Frank Marshall, representing the ACNO (R&D). Director J ohnson - 
was not present: ARPA's deputy: director, RAdm John Clark, Col Dent Lay USAF, 

.. and five civilian members voiced appreciation of the project's simplicity. Clark. . 
suggested to Reed that, instead of relying on a CNO endorsement, he ask JCS to send | ae 
ARPA 4 letter stating the project's urgency, which would then require ARPA to plan ’ 
a priority program for Tattletale. James O. Spriggs, wha was present'for this... ; i wae 
meeting, had served with Lorenzen in NRL's.countermeasures branch during the. 
1940s, arid he became ARPA's primiary point of contact with NRL for the Tattletale 
project. ARPA's ore ee ee liaison with ather offices. and 
AGeNGES : 

(U) , Next day, the 20th, Reed and Lorenzen briefed the Honorable Thomas S. 
Gates, Ie. secretary of the Navy, who gave his own approval and urged Reed to 
proceed on_the course of negotiations with the JCS suggested. by ARPA. The under 
secretary and the assistant secretary for R&D were not present, but their military 

_ aides were there and would brief them based on notes. [Again worth noting in. 
regard to. future events, was the presence of the aide to SecNav, Capt Noel A, M: 
Gayler, renowned as the World War II fighter pilot who was first to be thrice 
awarded the Navy Cross. Noel Gayler. would become DirNSA in 1969, several 
months: after CNQ Thomas Moorer first saw evidence — satellite rene could 

_identify. and track Soviet warships.] — | 

(Uy Following through on the sine from DepDit ARPA Clark, DepDNI 
Reed arranged a.29 January presentation for the JCS intelligence staff (J2). Reed 

7 introduced Jim Trexler, who briefed the project at a highly technical level. “The head 
of JCS J2, MGen Robert A. Breitweiser USAF, closely examined the relationship of 
NTPC to-Tatfletale. Most of his questions were fielded by Earle Hutchison, backed | 
up by: Charles Bertholf on points — to B Seat cE of the national program 
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ts under N SA and ELCOM. The reception was good, and Trexler received suggestions 
for future missions, chiefly coverage of other tatgets. 

(VU) While progress was being made on the briefing trail, development 
proceeded at the NRL. In Marty Votaw’s area, weight was allocated by ounces, _ 
power by milliwatts. The 20-inch spherical aluminum shell would have an internal 
framework very similar to the Vanguard design. The Army laboratory at Fort . 

' Monmouth, New Jersey, was developing a 24-volt power supply, consisting of 
silicon solar cells and nickel-cadmiuni storage batteries, for the mission data - 
transmitter. Votaw had nearly completed design of the satellite antenna array for 

' transmission and command reception. His second, Edgar L. Dix, had previously . 
designed Vanguard's transmitter arid was in charge of Tattletale’s space ‘and ground ° 
transmitters as head of the RF systems section. A 60-milliwatt tracking transmitter 
was under test, data transmitter under construction, payload timer designed, and — 

_ command transmitters ordered,” 

(U) . In Mayo's area, the payload antenna array was designed; a two-inch © 
prototype antenna fabricated, and a payload antenna/receiver production contract 
awarded to the lowest bidder, International Telephone & Telegraph (TT): - | 
Laboratories in Fort Wayne, Indiana: Paul L. Mast was the ITT project engir 

. Mayo was evaluatirig two types of UHF ground réceivers. The tape recorder had 
“been selected and was' under. test'by Donald B; Christman from the branch's signal | 

_processing section. Mechanical-engineet Charles. W. Price was in charge of 
procuring and fitting out equipment shelters. He was the branch's staff engineer, _ 

_ supported all of its projects, and had previously designed the mechanical structures _ 
_ employed in several generations of Trexler's massive. Moon Bounce antennas: His 

design for Tattletale was tailored to its smaller scale and budget. Starting with a © 
iy ‘plywood model of the instrumented end of a receiving and recérding equipment 

shelter erected in his office in Building 56, he developed the equipment layout in 
coordination with Mayo and tested and refined mar-machine interfaces for éase of 
operation. When it came time to similarly configure the interrogation equipment 
shelter, Lorenzen assigned Ed Withrow to perform engineering liaison between Dix 

_ and Price.. Applying the knowledge gained inthis assignment, Withrow could then.’ 
conduct the turnover for operational payload interrogation. The conimand and 
receiving antennas would be mounted. on a mast installed on the shelter’s roof and 
tilted upward ata 15° angle. To the bottom of the mast, protruding several feet into 

- the shelter, Charlie Price planned to affix the steering wheel of a Mack truck, as part 
of a steéring and braking mechanism to enable manual control of antenna azimuth. - 

(U) __ A consequence of the briefing for JCS J2 was that ONI was steered to the veo 

‘new USIB ELCOM. An ONI/NRL/NSG Tattletale team went to the CIA 
headquarters on 5 February. Lorenzen briefed’ an ELCOM. audience of fifteen, 
emphasizing the mission and roles of collection sites and NTPC... Reed requested 
ELCOM's mission endorsement and provided a draft, which was qitickly scanned by 
the chairman, Donald A. Borrman, and several committee members, including 
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CIA's intel Miller and NSA's Robert E. Drake.’ The ELCOM agreed to take the - 
_ matter — advisement and provide a om in two weeks. ° 

| (U) _ Lorenzen and Mayo participated in a review ‘of the payload receiver r design 
_ , at ITT Laboratories in Fort Wayne on 9 February. Next morning, upon returning to 

- Washington, D.C., they were met at Union Station, united with the briefing boards, 
and: driven the few blocks to Capitol Hill, where the House Committee on Science 
and Astronautics was reviewing Navy space projects. The BuOrd Transit satellite, . 
which would provide navigation data to fleet ballistic missile submarines, was the 
main item on the agenda. The session provided an opportunity for them to meet: ’ 

- Richard B. Kershner, Transit's architect from Johns Hopkins University's Applied . 
Physics Laboratory. ACNO (R&D) John Hayward conducted the Tattletale : 

_ presentation. - Lorenzen's charts and briefing of the Tattletale operational concept 
evoked ' great interest and cordial questions. Several committee members.came up 
after the presentation to express pee enthusiasm for an econornical aris not 
costing tens. of millions; | et | | ” 

(U). §-A second meeting with the USIB ELCOM | was s held at the CIA. oe oe 3 
on 19 pdbiniaty. Optimism prevailed due to a Vanguard satellite-launching vehicle. 

success two days before. ‘After some discussion of fine points and’ minor changes to : 
the wording of ONI's draft, the ELCOM endorsed Tattletale. .Through their - 
representatives to the ELCOM, ~— wali and Robert Drake, ap and NSA were 
aboard. a ge . | He, 

Transit Interface. ar _ = : , oa 

(U) . On. 9 March, the assistant SecNav tanita Fred A Bantz; forwarded the 
Tattletale proposal and endorsements to ARPA for consideration. Howard © _ 
Lorenzen and Earle Hutchison revisited ARPA in the.Pentagon on 12 March, 

_ meeting with four civilian officials, one of whom, Jim Spriggs, had been present. for. 
the 19 January briefing. Lorenzen asked for a launcher. The ARPA representatives 
suggested merging. the small Tattletale satellite with the larger Navy navigational 
satellite on a single launch. Lorenzen os to Nias the re with 
BuQrd and Applied Physics Lab. | . 

(U) °° Early next day, Lorenzen and. Viehlice met with two ) representatives of . 
BuOrd at Main Navy. The bureaucrats were in favor of the merger, expecting it 
would aid BuOrd's efforts to get additional launch vehicles for Transit (beyond three 
already programmed). They arranged a meeting at the Applied Physics Lab in ae 
Howard County, Maryland, for that afternoon, and Lorenzen got Marty Votaw to 
accompany him there; APL's Richard Kershner and Theodore Wyatt agreed that 
NRL's launch requirements for Tattletale appeared to be eo with a = 
and Lorenzen figured he had his ride into space. 

— (VU) The 18-month International Geophysical Year had been extended twelve — 
— to ee 1999. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration , 
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: had been formed to take responsibility for America's nonmilitary space program, 
- chiefly Vanguard and Explorer — partly because these highly visible projects did not 

receive high priority within the DoD.- NASA had assumed operatiorial ‘control of 
the Vanguard scientific mission, tracking system, and launching facility‘"at Cape 
Canaveral. After a string of four failures to orbit fully instrumented 20-inch 

} Spherical Vanguard satellites in 1958, Vanguard:2, launched-17. February 1959, had 
measured, reflected earth radiation differences to- map its cloud cover, transinitted 
for 18 days, and provided the first rough pictures from spate. From Vanguard 2, 

| ONR had derived 4 weather-forecasting project to record developing cloud ~~". 
| formations, storm systems, and cloud cover images. ‘Called TIROS (Television and 

} _ InfraRed Observation Satellite), this project, too, had transferred to NASA and was 
being supported by the Army Signal Corps. NASA also requested NRL ‘to propose 
an experiment to continuously monitor the complete spectritni-af solar emission™. 
for a period of over a year. | ~ . _ : j 

(U): On 16. March, at NASA headquarters on H Street in-northwest. — - 
Washington, D.C,, a Tattletale-infortnational briefing was conducted by DepDNI 
Reed for NASA's senior nianagemeit. Lorenzen's briefing emphasized the — - 

_ , Vanguard technology transfer to Tattletale and was well received. Adztinistrator: 
" Keith Glennait felt it was a. worthwhile project, which, becatisé‘of its military .. 
“applications, should be sporisored solely by ARPA. Frank Marshall, present for the | 

: ‘meeting, could report back'to RAdm Hayward (Op-91) that NASA-Would be - -. 
| ) supportive and provide ticking data but would not-furid any aspect of Tattletale. - 

 .(U)+ -- Atits peak, NRL’s Vanguard team numbered 180 personnel. All but a... 
couple dozen of them transferred to-NASA and became the nucleus, of.the Goddard - 
Space Flight Center at Beltsville, Maryland, which became operational a year later 
and built and operated satellites, After three mote launches; one successful, the 
Vanguard project was coinpleted in 1959.fot a total cost of $110M. Vanguard left a 
technological legacy that would enrich NASA and DoD space systems for years to 
come, particularly in rocketry, lightweight materials, miniaturized circuits, solar 
power, rechargeable batteries, thermal control, payload command, telemetry,.and 
tracking. Vatigttard. rocket technology migrated: t¢.NASA's workhorse of the next ° - 
decade, the Delta Iaunther, and to the Air Force's Thor Able Star.’ The satellite 

. design evolved ta sciefitific and military applications iri Army and Navy space -. - 
projects, gradually changing appearance and gtowing larger. The Army Explorer 
team, under Werriher von Braun, achieved fotr successes in nirié laiinch attempts 
and would next year become the core of NASA’s Géorge C. Matshall Space Flight. °: 

'. Center. in Huntsville, Alabama,-where NASA'S ldunchersg were developed: The: . 
International Geophysical Yeat liad truly launched.the space age. - Ei 

(U) | .Thé same day, after the presentation at NASA headquarters, Lorenzen,: | 
- Hutchison, and Wald went to the Pentagon for a working meeting hosted by ARPA. . 
Richard Kershner and Theodore Wyatt from Applied Physics Lab’reported on the __- 
launch compatibility of the two projects and technical feasibility: of a dual satellite 
launch. BuOrd!s representatives concurred. There remained a programmatic. 
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problem, the need for clear lines for control and nt. es an intpeititiaata: 
viewpoint the only thing Transit and Tattletale would have in common was : 

_ backing from ARPA. Applied Physics Lab was developing Transit under BuOrd. 
The Navy. Lab, under ONR, was developing Tattletale with mission sponsorship’ 

_ from ONI, programmatic oversight fram ACNO (R&D), and funding from BuAer. 
. ° Jim Spriggs favored funding and managing Tattletale by the ARPA/ Burd gj 

mechanism already in place for Transit. The meeting concluded with the =. 
understanding that ARPA would answer the Navy's request for support of 
Tattletale with worn Propossis as st whet the — should do to 0 jain these ae 
projects, ae! aa eee 

Organizational Changes’ : 

(U) © Implementing NSCID ‘6 of the previous ieitesiien SecDef Neil Mctizey | 
_ signed three DoD directives. The first. (DoDD S$-5100.20). established NSA as a 
separately organized agency of Dol}, responsible for COMINT, ELINT, and other — 

- functional fields assigned by specific national and defense directives (19 Mar 59)... For 
both COMINT and ELINT domains, DirNSA reported to the SecDef through the 
assistarit. to the secretary of-defense (special operations). Subject to supervision of, 

"the director of defense research and engineering (DDR&E), DirNSA was pnts ; 
to conduct research arid engineering to meet the needs of NSA and the departments 
ang agencies and to coordinate related research, development, test and evaluation 
(RDT&E) conducted by others. The directive abolished the NTPC and the Electronic 
Intelligence Coordinating Group, whose assigned functions, records, facilities, and 
equipment were transferred to the NSA. Personnel. moves would be mutually - 
agreed between NSA and the military services, .As a consequence of the directive 
and LtGen Samford's plan to establish an in-house ELINT organization, plans were 
being made to relocate NTPC to the NSA héadquarters at Army. Fort George G. 
Meade, Maryland. The second and third directives speciied E ELINT rand: COMINT : 
en policy, and responsibilities (19 Mar 59): cr 3 

-(U) —° Inthe light of NSA's responsibilities and ied for ELINT, Tattletale's , 
planners in ONI, NSG, NTPG, and NRL reconsidered data handling, As a 
precaution against delay in reconstituting NTPC's capabilities at the NSA, analysis . 
and data seduction would be performed by a task force type of operation with 
participation by NRL and NSA (NTPC). Technical support would be pravided by 
ONT's basic. and technical intelligence branch (Op-922G). They also perceivéd that 
new provisions for oversight. of ELINT RDT&E called for project endorsernents 
from DDR&E and DirNSA: . Lorenzen briefed Tattletale to Hector Skifter and 
another official from OSD (R&E) on 30 March and, through their arrangements, toa | 

dozen senidt.managers front OSD and NSA on 10 April — the-14th Tattletale 
briefing. Amorig those present at the Pentagon briefing for OSD (R&E) were several 
meri who woiild itifluence the future of Tattletale: Herbert FP. York of OSD (R&E); 
Graves B: Erskine; the assistant to: the SecDef for spécial dperations; Lquis W. - 
Tordella, deputy:diréctor of NSA; and NSA representative ta 
OSD's office of — a (OSO). Lorenzen had known and worked on 
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- various ee with the DepDirN SA feds the time he was Lt ioe Tordella, 
serving with NavSecGru during World War II. Following this successful meetirig, 
Lorenzen informed Jim Spriggs that NRL needed about sane to finish two. aaassued 

| and associated ground equipment. 

(U) ° Since August 1958, the under ae of the des Willian E H. Franké, 
had been leading’a board appointed by SecNav Gates to tighten the DoN 
organizational sttucture. The board recommended upgrading the office of ACN O 
(R&D) to a new office of deputy CNO for development and merger of the Bureaus of 
Aeronautics and Ordnance into a single bureau. In this context, with several space 
projects underway and others on the drawing boards, CNO Burke charged the | 

. deputy CNO for air warfare (Op-05), VAdm Robert B. Pirie; with responsibility ; and - 
authority to direct the Navy astronautics program, except R&D, use of 
OpNav's existing organizational structure, An Op-05 letter, signed by VCNO James 
Russell, appointed Capt Thomas F. Connolly, assistant ctiief of BuAer, as senior 

member of “ari ad hoc committee to recommend policy on the wse of space and the 
__ science of astronautics" (3 Apr 59). The committee of fourteen naval’ officers and 
- one marine — from OpNav, the material bureaus, the Pacific Missile Range, and 
NRL -— convened at Main ers and undertook a’ survey of uses of space piojected _ 
by Army, Navy, Air Force, ‘A, NASA, and industry. Frank Marshall 
‘represented Op-91 and was junior only to Tom Connolly. NRL's representative was 
Capt Winfred E. Berg, an aeroriautical engineering duty officer (AEDO) who had 
overseen Martin's development of Vanguard launch vehicles and the iriterface. 
with Patrick Air Force Base and was now NRL's senior program officer for military — 
application of satellites, including tracking. In this capacity, he oversaw ‘SpaSur - 
development. and kept abreast of satellite Projects, including’ Tattletale, 7 

» (U) Th the quarterly ‘agsessment of progress at the NRL, cone year after Mayo's - 
initial coriception, there appeared to:be-a charice of beirig ready. in time for Transit's 
fitst launch: Prototype shells were expected ftorh NRL's machine'shop iti two 
weeks, Equipment under qualification testifig included tracking transinitters; 
command réceivers, and cothmand trarismitters. Bréadboards or prototypes were 
on hand for a patch of solar cells, a battery pack, the telemetry systent, data:link 
transmitter, payload: timer, and payload receiver. An experittiéntal ground" - 
receiving station had been set up on the roof of Buildirg.56 and successfully ike to 

- collect and record signals from Vanguard 1 and 2. ACNO (R&D) Hayward requested 
of BuOrd that Tattletale bé included in a 1959 Transit launch and identified 

~ Lorenzen as the NRL point of contact (20 Apr 1959). BuOrd's response was Negative. 
An attempt to mate the two datellites, at this late date, would cause Trarisit’s 
readiness for August launch to slip'to December, could cause an additional delay of . 
eight to ter months due to the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division's extremely _ 
difficult schedule for the ballistic missile test center at Cape Cariaveral, arid might. 
incur additional costs to Transit of two to three ntillion dollars. Any délay in 
Transit wotild adversely affect Polaris. Tattletale could go piggyback with the second. 

satellite, scheduled for February-March 1960 (29 Apr 59). 
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(U) . . Before BuOrd's response arrived at Op-91, aviator and physicist John . 
| Hayward had received a third star and moved fo his-new assignment as the first 
DCNO for development (Op-07). His responsibility and authority included R&D in 
‘Navy astronautics.: In the same month, RAdm Charles B, Martell reported ‘fot duty 
to the office of CNO, having ‘Completed his assignment as commander of cruiser _- 
division four. Previous to the sea tour, he had been DepDNI under fellow line ~ 
officer Laurence Frost for 20 months. In.the Pentagon, he was charged to direct: a 
special group to plan the merger of BuOrd and BuAer. - 

— (UV) In May 1959, another change i in the ewe structure of the office of 
CNO grouped communications and cryptology with general planning (Op-90), .- . 
intelligence (Op-92), and long range objectives (Op-93) — all reporting to VCNO © 
Russell (Op-09). The director of the naval communications division (Op-30) ' was 
redesignated as the ‘director of naval communications and ACNO for . : 
communications’ (Op-94). As a consequence, RAdm Roeder's title was changed a 

‘deputy director of naval’ communications for NSG/head of NSG office of CNO’.. 
(Op-94G). The organizational change was unrelated to Tattletale but considered . 
favorable by NRL's countermeasures branch, since it brought into closer proximity 
the two rear admirals most Keri — the ei — Reed re and — 
ae Roeder (Op MG). -o . i 

Project Approval 

(U). ARPA’ s two-month review - the DoN 3 formal. sell included | 
coordination between staff members and their parent offices within OSD and the 
military departments. Issues surfaced regarding technical feasibility, security, and 
risk.to two-other ARPA projects, Transit and Sames (formerly named ‘Sentry’). 
ARPA, had worked closely enough + with Tattletale and. Transit. tobe comfortable . 

_ with technical and interface questions. Issues regarding security were linked with 
Samos and more difficult to answer. In the year. since Howard Lorenzen submitted 
the proposal for an electronic intelligence satellite, Tattletale had received a "good. 
deal of classified exposure, including ONI's staff study, briefings for the Navy and - 

intelligence community, minutes of —e Dols * Propose ® and the B ongping 
N avy BoE of space and astronautics. 

+643)— None of the written ‘materials expinined how intelligence could be derived 
from a simple transponder, whereas the ELINT component of Samos would «sy. 

: a Duplication with Samos and the value 
of —— intelligence from Tattletale were challenged. There were fears, too, that _ 
Ta ieopardize Samos. 

More importantly, they’ would be forewarned of a U.S. 
capability before the advanced reconnaissance satellites had been layriched. The 

"possibility of completely covert detection wauld be lost, and the Russians might take 
steps to watt or confuse it. 
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(U) Instead of resolving i issues and concerns with. originators, which would 
have ‘required btoader participation than the review thus far, OSO, ARPA, and ONI 
concluded that Tattletale had received wider discussion than was justified for a” _ 
sensitive intelligence project. Accordingly, it was agreed that the director of ARPA ° 
would send a memorandum to the under secretary of the Navy expressly) ° 

_ disapproving Tattletale. (This would also take care of concerns that the name’ 
'Tattletale’ was too suggestive of the system's nature.) The ARPA project would : 
then go forward under a new security control system, called ‘Canes’, access limited 
to those who had an absolute requirement to know. ARPA agreed to provide $325K, - 
augmenting $375K already provided by BuAer, to enable Transit pickaback launch of- 
‘two units before Samos would be operational. In view of questions raised about 
intelligence value and the risk ‘to Samos, higher lével endorsements would be’ 

~ sought from the ie emes a nee: the DCL as chairman of ae . 
USIB.. a | 

(U). © "On2June, John S, Patton of ARPA and Jor 050 ded 
CIA's: Philip Strong on Project Canes, which would replace Tattletale, and solicited 
his support in securing-the DCI's concurrence before requesting presidential ~~" 

' approval.” After being infortned that names of those with a need to know must.be 
recorded in ARPA, Strong requested and received’ permission to-clear'the assistant _ 
director/scientific intelligence, députy directors for plans and intelligence, deputy 

7 DCI, and DCI. Next afternoon, Philip Strong and AD/SI Herbert Scoville briefed the 
proposal to the CIA's deputy director for plans, Richard M. Bissell, Jr., who was iri * 
charge of CIA's aerial and satellite reconnaissance programs. DD/P Bissell agreed to 
look into implications of Canes for'these programs and advise the DCI They 
decided that ARPA's director should send a written proposal to the DCI via the — 
special assistant to the SecDef for special operations. Next morning, — one: 
informed ARPA’ s J ohn Patton, of the. need for a letter; == &. « 

a. * 

(U) ~~ On8 fue, ee: Daniel Sullivan of ARPA delivered 
to Philip Strong a top secret, limited distribution letter from DirARPA Johnson to 
DCI Dulles, describing Project Canés in some detail and requesting DCI coricurréiice. 
‘A cover letter from Graves Erskine, assistant to the SecDef for' special opetatioris and 
head of OSO, urged approval because the project significantly could increase critical 
intelligence on- Soviet defenses and technological: development. Richard Bissell and 
Herbert Scoville discussed the project with Allen Dulles-during the day. Strong ~~ 
-deliveted the ARPA ‘letter and OSO cover letter to the director in his office that 
afternoori. Dulles indicated that, unless ARPA’ wanted a formal reply, he would — 
simply convey verbal approval to Erskine when the USIB convened on thé morrow. 

e betweeri Dulles and Erskine at the USIB meeting, Strong: ~~ 
was advised by that DCI concurrence with OSO's position “had been - 
noted by memorandum on the OSO copy of the correspondence, and that no written. - 
confirmation from CIA would be neceusary’ (10 Jun 59). | 

(U) ‘During the spring ‘of 1959; the working ¢ committee on space tind . 
astronautics, led by BuAer's Tont Connolly, Brew | to twenty members (half of whom 
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were N avy captains) and received representations from industrial teams (Convair, 
‘Douglas Aircraft, North American Aviation, General Electric, Aerojet General, 

. Boeing Aircraft, Lockheed Aircraft, RCA, United Aircraft, Martin, Goodyear. Aircraft, 
Avco; and American Machine and Foundry). They visited the Atlantic Missile . 
Range at Cape Canaveral (where they witnessed a Thor IRBM launch) and the Army 
Ballistic Missile Center's Redstone Arsenal in. Huntsville, Alabama (where they . 

| were briefed by Wernher von Braun). Meetings were held with representatives of 
. ARPA, NASA, ONI, CIA, NRL, the Army Guided Missiles and Space Division, — 
Applied Physics, Laboratory, ONR, and the Air Force Division of Advanced - 
Technology. They solicited advice from a dozen Navy managers [including RAdm - 
Thomas Moorer (Op-06C), who directed naval warfare simulation for the CNO]. ..- 

mate) ) " The committee compiled, ot coordinated a secret, two-volume draft | 
report, running to a couple hundred pages, which Tom Connolly signed out on 8 
June. The report described ongoing, Navy projects (includirig Tattletale), scsiaaiaaas 
and involvement in space projects of other agencies and departments. . 
Reconnaissance from space, which meant imagery, was a major interest. 
Discoverer's. capsule recovery approach had. overtaken Sentry, in terms of ARPA's 
priority and funding, due mainly to limitations on data transmission from space. 
Sentry, reduced in scope, had been renamed ‘Samos’ (a Greek island in the Aegean. 
Sea) by ARPA that s spring. (Air Force and Lockheed continued using ‘Sentry’ until 

’ mid-summer.) The Navy panel favored Samos over Discoverer, due to timeliness _ 
_of data return, and recommended that the Navy support Samos in the areasof = 
sensor development, data read-out and handling, and data interpretation. In 

_ particular, they sought direct involvement of the Naval Photographic Interpretation . 
Center. (NPIC), located at the Washington N avy Yard, and establishment of a joint 
command to coordinate tri-service participation. It was felt that the Navy's 
advanced telemetry techniques (in projects like Vanguard, Transit, Tattletale, © 
TIROS, vertical space probes for imagery reconnaissance, and a solar monitoring — 
satellite) could contribute to determining the optimum compromise between data 
complexity and transmission simplicity for Samos. (On the matter of film readout: 

. versus film recovery trade-offs and particular needs of Samos, the ad hac committee . 
- had the benefit of counsel from AEDO Capt Robert C.-Truax, a member from BuAer: . 
As a veteran of the Army/Navy Project Orbiter team, which lost to Vanguard, Cdr - 
Truax had been appointed early i in 1956 as first director of the Air Force. | - 
Reconnaissance Satellite Office in Los Angeles. After his office selected Lockheed as 
prime contractor for WS 117L, he had continued on as deputy director under a 
newly appointed Air Force colonel through ARPA's funding of Sentry for 

- operational development. More. recently, he served as a technical adviser on . 
ARPA s Discoverer project, supporting DD/ P Richard Bissell of CIA) 

(U) | CNO Arleigh Burke's interest in §pace and the Connolly ‘cominittee's - 
work stimulated formation of new OpNav elements to monitor and direct space 
efforts for the DoN: DCNO (Air). Robert Pirie established an astronautics operations 

_ division (Op-54), a captain's billet, as program sponsor for space and responsible for 
formulating space — pane and eererer ‘DCNO (Dev) John Hayward 
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assigned r saibiiieg for Navy astronautics research, ieveliseail test and 
evaluation pons &E) to: Op-76, headed by Frank Marshall, and established a space . 

and astronautics branch (Op-761), headed by Cdr George Stephen (Steve) Morrison. 
This gave the office of CNO a modest — structure to — and 
control space-related ‘activities. : | 

(U) _The first meeting of a Tattletale techinical operations group was hosted in 
the Pentagon by Frank Marshall and Steve Morrison in their.new assignments in 
Op-76. Marshall had just completed his 10-week assignment to the ad hoc >. . 
committee on astronautics. TOG participants weré DNI Laurence Frost and his 
deputy, Allan Reed; Howard Lorenzen arid Reid Mayo frorh NRL; Fred'Hitz from 
NSG | (now Op-94G); from ONT; Haywood L. (Robbie) Robertson from | 
ONT's basic and ‘technical intelligence branch; Hank DeCourt; now with NSA; John : 
J. Conion froni NTPC (which would move to NSA in two years or so); and | 

from NSA. Assigned roles and responsibilities fit the charters of the. 
. Participating otganizations. The teclinical operations group would meet no 

sometimes more often, rotating the meeting place among the membership, which *’ — 
changed from time to time over the next three decades. but pk saels included. NRL, 
NSG, and NSA. en. : 

(U) Howard os learned at the T TOG mnéeitg that Capt Connally’ s report 
on space and astroriautics tréated Tattletale'ai a project under development, whereas 

ARPA had formally killed it to limit knowledge of what was being done. ARPA, 
' OSO, and ONT had placed all further discussion under a unique security control. 
system to reduce risk of compromise. Tattletale had been too widely promulgated 
and too well received to be expunged from the report to. the CNO, but-its treatment 
there should. begin a fade-out. At the NRL, Capt Winfred Berg, NRL's = 
representative to Connolly’ § committee, loanéd-Lotenzen his copy of the final 
report for a quick review and comments, Lorenzen toned down teft passages’ - 
pertaining to Tattletale, representing jt.as more of an idea than.a project under... _ 
‘development. He suggested deleting two figures, one depicting the. satellite shell 
and interior, another illustrating the collection architecture. After coordinating. his - 
comments with Berg, Lorenzen submitted them in writirig to RAdin Reed and 
provided a copy to Betg, who agreéd to follow through on thé modifications (1 jul 
59). DirNRL Peter Horn and Director Robert Page ordéred that a scientific - 
experiment derived from Vanguard.be added as a second een thereby providing. 
a legitimate, unclassified cover for the mission. 

{ 

(U) - Although the ostensible killing of Tattletale and new ‘gecurity control’ 
system silenced much of the opposition,.Air Force concerns about the risk. to Samos 
remained unanswered. Headquarters USAF still had access through its member of 
the USIB, MGen James H. Walsh, assistant chief-of staff for intelligence. 
Notwithstanding the unresolved questions, DirARPA Roy Johnson sént to the 
secretary of defense a five-page covering brief for Canes,.recommending that he sign 
an attached letter. to the — The Canes brief summarized the 9 March DoN 
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ad aiid ARPA's declan support, ckowindged questions raised, and 
ee answers to most of them. . 

(U): ~— *With regard to thie primary: indie, Roy fohsison' s letter conveyed the 
caetide of CIA, OSO, and NSA: 

. [The] intelligence community feels that this proposal is a complement to, and not a 
substitute for SAMOS bécause of this system's simpler rnechanism and different orbit. 
Also, intelligence believes that the information obtained from the interior and isolated — 

_- areas of the USSR by the twiw:CANES flights will be of considerable utility in 
appraising the electronic results of SAMOS. «.. Furthermore, the proposed project offers 

_ a partial back-up for the SAMOS electronics payload i in event that the latter system is 
delayed or restricted for technical or other reasons.” (10 Jul59) 

Johnson discussed the Possibility of Soviet monitoring of the data link and stated 
the intelligence’ community's assessment "that a reasonable risk of exposure is _ 
warranted, in view of the urgently needed information which the system is 
intended to collect." He identified the tentative short title of the unclassified. 
scientific cover as 'GREB' for "Galactic Radiation Experiment Background.

" 

(U) 9 The’ one-page letter t0 the président was a proposal by ARPA, in . 
| pe rT with the DoN, for “an interim electronic intelligence capability ‘which 
can be accommodated in, the Department of Defense's navigation satellite:. 

‘development program." “Most of the text was aimed at overcoming eitaarcue on. 
behalf of Samos. ; 

The system, ‘tentatively designated as Project CANES, ‘has been coordinated with - 
the Director of Central Intelligence, who has expressed his approval. It provides for a- . 
collection capability kt an earlier date than that provided by SENTRY (recently = — 
reclesignated as Project SAMOS). The planning énvisiens a completely covert program, 
thus avoiding political. repercussions and undue publicity. Further, the system has - 
several operational safeguards to reduce interference and to provide. considerable . 

- flexibility for decision as to its use. 
The Department of Defense and the intelligence community believe that this _ 

proposal is a complement to, and not a substitute for the SAMOS satellite system, and -” 
that it offers. ari early oppoitiinity to‘check assumptions relating to the latter system at 
very low cost.. It also. will provide-a significant intelligence i input. 

The letter ended witha request for approval."to proceed with the technical 
- development and planning” and an approval line for the president's signatufe. The. : 
new deputy SecDef, former SecNav Thomas Gates, signed and forwarded the letter. 
on SecDef letterhead to the president on 13 July. - - 

(U) On the same day, CNO Arleigh Burke released the amended Comany 
study, specifically mentioning the OpNav organizational additions (Op-54 and Op- 
761) and. approving its statement of classified. (secret) Navy came on 1 the use of 

space; _ : 
nionase priority within the — eateseautie pedor aa 

will be given to immediate development of space vehicle systems to 

improve fleet capabilities in the fields of ‘reconnaissance, com- 
unications, navigation, sea-launching and recovery of satellites,. 

- and metéorology: Thesé will exploit the potentialities of U.S. 

command of the sea and will determine Roromecers of enemy 

capabilities. 

\ 
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Basic and supporting astronautics research. will be 
- ; devoted to the ultimate development of an ECM satellite system . 

- and an anti-satellite weapon system, subject to the higher priority 
of the items in [the] paragraph .. above. 

ae ‘In Support of the national space effort, - the Navy will » 
make’ available its outstanding capabilities in bio-medicine, - 
astronomy, and environmental’ studies to achieve manned space 
travel, advariced space propulsion techniques, astronomy and space 
navigation, and maritime operations which will permit. exploitation 
of the U.S. strategic command of the sea areas. | (13 Jul 59) 

ranked lower in priorities to support naval warfare than "reconnaissance [imagery], 
communicatioris, navigation, sea-launching and recovery of satellites, and . 
meteorology." Yet only one of these missions ++ navigation — would achieve 

: " operational status before the ECM satellite. DCNO (Air) Robert Pirie effected 
distribution of. the final eae "The oe i in the a Age," arid the. CNO's 
acceptance letter (18 Jul 59). 

(U) ARPA's Canes brief and letter to the president di did not suffice to gain 
"approval from the White House, where the review was coordinated by the | 

- ee president’ $ national security. adviser, BGen Andrew J. Goodpaster USA. Further 
| : questions were raised regardirig some of the issues identified in the brief, 

- particularly Samos, vulnerability of the data link to intercept (which had not yet 
| . s been analyzed), and possible consequences of detection. Those involved were © 

j George B. Kistiakowsky, the president’ S$ science adviser and chairman of the. 
“ . " . president's science advisory committee (PSAC); Capt Evan P. Aurand, an aviator, | 

the president's naval aide; LtCol John S. D. Eisenhower USA; and two members of 
PSAC. (Prior to Canes security control, ONI had, on 30.April, briefly described the _ 

classified Navy satellite in the annual Navy input to OSO for report to the- 
“president's board of consultants on foreign intelligerice activities. Subsequerit 
annual inputs: contain no mention of the project, nor did the board of consultants 
participate in Canes review.). 

(U) » “ARPA and ONI turned to NRL for an i iesia of the technical part of the 
vulnerability problem, and Lorenzen asked Bruce Wald to provide one. Wald _ 
granted that an eneriiy informed of the system’ s characteristics could find and 
exploit the ELINT data link. On the assumption that U.S. ELINT equipment and 
techniques equaled the state of the art, his study assigned a life-time probability of 

- 0.03 to the event that an unalerted enemy would discover the satellite transponder . 
signal in the course of routine ELINT operations; 0.1, if he was suspicious and 
mounted a maximum effort. Weighing against the enemy were a previously - 

7 (U) Project Canes — the beginning of "an ECM satellite system” —. thus ) | 

| 

| 

Under these assumption, if the 

Z . 
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payload was activated twice a da the average aggregate transmission time per day 

would | , 
(U) - Other questions required beste from DCI Dulles, Gtaves Erskine . (050), 
-DDR&E Herbert York, and Secretary of State Christian A. Herter. SecDef McElroy 
sent a letter to the President with a much broader ane than the one signed by 
Gates, as follows: 

AUG 18 1959: 
‘Genk. Mr. President 

We have re-examined, in the light of your questions, certain aspects 
of the CANES project sponsored by the Advanced Research Project Agency _ 
and recently proposed for development approval by the peresteee of Defense. 

First, the members o£ the U. Ss. Intelligence Board, representing CIA, 
the State Départment, Defense, and the three military departments, subscribe, 
with one exception, to the view that the intelligence td be gained from 
the project is well worth its relatively modest cost. The CANES device 
would transmit signals from Soviet radars and:other electronic equipment 
operating anywhere in the USSR, whereas now, from either ground-based or ' 
airborne receivers, only those radars established near the Soviet borders 
can be heard and identified. . Even though other much more ‘comprehensive 
programs for electronic intercept. from satellites are planned, ‘including. 
ene, the Air Force SAMOS, which is scheduled to begin in 1960, the... 
majority of Intelligence Board members feel that this early try is - 

_ useful to the development of this new field of intelligence collection. | 
They consider that CANES does not duplicate the larger SAMOS project and 
will in fact provide additional intelligence. They further- feel. that the 
risk of detection of che project by the USSR. is slight. 2 owe 4 

vf 

The Aecewa: view of the Air Force is that: this project is ‘Giplicative: 
in coverage to the already programmed SAMOS project; and that this project, 

. programmed to. be’ lofted in TRANSIT? II, is contemporaneous with. SAMOS. ° “ 

TRANSIT II is scheduled to be fired in March 1960 and to remain aloft one. 
year. SAMOS.vehicles are to start in April 1960. ‘Thus for eleven of its 
twelve months‘ life CANES parallels and duplicates SAMOS. If CANES does 
not succeed in TRANSIT II and is lofted by TRANSIT IrI it would be appecured 

. well after oe peee ane. of SAMOS. 

As to ‘tha scientific view of the project, the Defense Director of 
Research and Engineering considers that, while the technical advancement 
represented by CANES is not very great and would not warrant the expense 
of a separate launching, . it is well. worth the much smaller cost of being - 
‘included as: a package in: an already approved vehicle. : 

The possibility that the veczanwateced signals from CANES would be _ 
‘detected and identified in the USSR has been examined with particular care. 
Detection by electronic. search and intercept of the signals. would require 
much more. powerful and sensitive equipment than that normally used -in 
intercept by this country, and even then the chances of hearing the briefly 
audible signals would be about one in a hundred. - Unusual efforts are.being 
made to hold knowledge of the project toa limited few, particularly the 
transmitting frequency to be employed. Administrative control will be — 

. vested exclusively. in ARPA, and all construction, logistics, and operations 
in the project can be carried on exclusively within the Navy and within the 
National Security: Agency. The Departmerit of Defense considers, therefore, 
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that. detection would. be extremely unlikely. 

In the event, however, that the device was detected and its gerieral — ) 
purpose ascertained, the Secretary of State believes that its employment 

“would be very unlikely té harm the United ‘States’ relations with the Soviet 
Union. 

. oe 

The Secretary of Skate thas raccnnenae that the proj. ect ba: approved 
with the proviso that periods during which the device obtains and transmits 

' data be subject to approval by the President. on the recommendation of the 
Secretary of State. 

The project is therefore. submitted agaizt for your approval. ‘I should 
be glad to answer any. further questions you may have... ~ “Se. 

‘With great respect, Lam 9” re re ' 

| Faithfully yours, : 
' /s/ Neil McElroy 

/s/ DE 
‘The. Puen gene 2 

The white House 

(U) During reconsideration of the ane in ‘the White House, Andrew 
_ Goodpaster received an office memorandum from Dr. Kistiakowsky that moderated 
his previous opposition, in the light of more recent information. _ 

' Since our last discussion of this matter, { had a briefing and two con- 
versations with kriowledgeable people.. My present conclusion is that the project 
is of no overwhelming value, but may provide useful information, and since 

__ Project SAMOS wilt probably be delayed, this information. will come at an 
opportune time. The project could not be embayragsing under the worst possible 
circumstances, I.e.. some electronic breakdown, until the President issues a 

- specific authorization, which could be postponed until the spring of 1960. When 
such authorization is given, the degree-of conceivable embarrassment would be very. 
slight, about commensurate with the value: of. the information anes and is not 
likely to-happen in any case. 

Thé cost of the project apparently will be well below Fiat a million, it 
the approval is given now, so that no air transportation of com ts is involved, 

etc. | understand these funds are available, but of course. t can't be sure that It 
will not Sprout new offshoots. © 

| present position is a recorfiméndation to approve, but not a strong one: | do- 
a thnk that failure to grant approval wil hurt our interests - ‘Seriously. ad Aug 59) . 

-(U) -  Séveral. additional precautions favored a positive decision on an interim 
space satellite ELINT capability. Presidential authorization would be required. before 
launch. Initial testing would be conducted outside the range of Soviet reception 
capabilities. .The data link might tiever be activated over the Soviet Union and, if 
so, only by White House approval. The systent would include a capability to tur . 
_off the payload at a moment's notice. Four-days later, on a Monday, the — 
approved Canes. in a memorandum, te —— oe 
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August - 999 | 

| MEMORANDUM FOR. 
| THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

I hereby approve the project recommended in your 
memoranda to me of 13 July and 18 August for inclo- - - 
sion of an electronic intelligence device i in each of two’ - 

| plansied satellite firings. a 

This approval highlights the need. for a control organiza- 
tion within the Defense Department to provide effective’ 
and unified operational control and coordination of these and 
other satellite devices designed to serve operational pur- 
poses. I understand that you are studying this matter ard 
I look forward to — with you a a for such an 
organtzanon.. 

/ $/ Dwight D. Eisenhower 

| (U) Two days later, i in very general terms, without mention or allusion 1 to any 
specific satellite or function from space, CNO Arleigh Burke personally conveyed 

' his thoughts on the coming relevance, of space for fleet operations to the —— 
senior admirals:- 

a The use of seeaid eas for Naval patosaes: is sees: 
to come about in a few years; also, the necessity for 

.* lose coordination of things pertaining te Space with . 
_ other Naval. functions will become increasingly. impor-- | 
Cant. 

' 2. 2 think it is cine for each of the Fleet. Commanders: 
"and possibly CINCLANT and CINCPAC to have a Space Section 
in their Staffs whose main function would be to ensure -— 
‘that: the commands are fully cognizant of all Space activi- 
ties and their influence upon’ war: planning, readiness, 
et cetera. The initial staff sections need not be more | 
than one officer but that officer should be very geod :. 
and should be thoroughly briefed before he takes the  .~- 

|“. job. ‘There should be a system set up so these officers’ 
_ are. kept fully cognizant of ee rapidly changing Space 
picture. (26 Aug 59). = | ie 

(U) ARPA was responsible for _—"s siikidiaanivniis of Canés, as an 
. integral part of Transit, and-funded BuOrd for two launch attempts. Augmenting 
BuAer's sponsorship of the unattended intercept system for supersonic vehicles, 
BuOrd formally tasked NRL to develop an ancillary — for Transit and tasked 
Applied Physics Lab to develop the interface. . - 

—(37B) . The Canes security control system ied’ ascitioiied development of 
the ELINT. satellites and ground network, mnvuch of which would be close 

approval o eo Officials of ARPA, OSO, or ONL Those indoctrinated signed 
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: a Prcjoct Canes Agresinent, stile wakes dated wall welinaeied: 
| ARPA's Dariiel Sullivan provided Andrew Goodpastér with a list of 50 individuals 
a rie tetas aa seta 

Chapter 2 References 

2 May 58 

” 6Jun58 

13 Jun 58 

juns8 - 

30 Jun58 

23 Jul 58° 

4Nov58 

~“DicNRL, (C) letiee to Chiel, BuAge (Aer-AV-42), Sex 01259 
Subj: Intercept System, Lightweight, Subminiaturized 

NRL © to Ciel adr Ce AV) NL Pr OE Se 0868 
Subf Problem. Assignment Request; doceptance 
Ref: (a) BuAer ltr Aer-AV-4232 Ser 02962 of 5 Mar 1958 

NRL Radio Division Countermeasures Branch (TS) seven-page proposal : 
Subj: A Proposal for an Electronic Intelligence Satellite (C) {revised Aug 58) 

NRL (C) Report 5155 (B. G. Becke, R. A: Carpenter, GW. Kelly je, RD. Mayo, V. S. 
Rose, and W. B. Withrow) | 

7 Subj . A Very Wide Band Intercept Equipment (U)‘ - 

| ONO 5) OpNevin 115024 nd by DONO (et Operon nd Rend) (Op 
03), Ser 
Subj U.S. Navy ELINT a eee 
Encl: (1) Current 0.3. Nave BLINT Capability’ 

(2). ocr baretirai rset nn 
(3) OPNAV Organization for BLINT Progst Coordination 

~@ List of key ELINT Commands 2s 

° CHO (9 OpNavin 4801, tnd by ACNO Ging (OP Ses (2534592 ca 
Subj ey ee ee 

. establishment of. | 

for Supersinic Vehicles; BuAer 
ee ee ee net a ee en 

Enc: (1) 1) 4 copie of bjs report ASD ASAHI fay 1958 

NRL (1S) stud report to Op-91 (for John P. T: Pesirman, operations analysis) ~ 
Subj: Btfect of Elliptical Orbits on the, Performance of the NRL Reconnaissance Satellite 

.” NHL (© Speciiontoes for Cuiodlectsnal MicrowaiveTexndoacen Ceyet-Vids 
Radio System, Stub Requisition #54-0718-9 ) 

23 Dec 58 

29 Dec 58 

19 Mar 59 | 

19 Mar 59 

19 Mar 59 

' 3Apr59 

Add: ‘ZDes B Adkienchim 

Washington Poot article, Biward Gamarekisn; staff iff reporter 
Subj: ‘Spy-in-Sky Project's Fale Obacured By New Discoverer Satelite Plan, 

NRL (C) letter to Chiet, Vanguard Division, NASA, NR. 5400-5¢:LAG»pk, Ser 02118 
Sub}: [Development of five subminiature command receivers] 

.. SecDef (S) DoD Directive S-5100.20 - 
‘Subj The National Security Agency 
SecDef ($) DoD Directive $-3115.2 
Subj Electronics Intelligence (ELINT) 
SecDef (S) DoD Directive S-3115.4 
Subj: Communications Intelligence (COMINT) : 

SEN MeN eR ans ice ea ar Op-507 /who, Ser 
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20 Apr59_ 

29 Apr 59 
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es silyl in tec pce i, 

CNO (6) letter to ChButhnd Opsitri Jetty, Set OOT8PS; copies to NRL, ONR, Op-2 
Subj Combination of TRANSIT and TATTLETALE Payloads; investigation of (C) 

ChBuOrd (5) letter to CNO (Op), Rez-IGP: vG, Ser 00932; ‘copies 6 ORL ONR, CNG | 
(Oypr92) OC aa | 

"Subs Combination of TRANSIT? eed TATILETALA Payloads; inestigatiog af (C) 
— W0Jun 9 

1jul59 

"10 Jul 59 

4 

13Jul59 

18Jul59 

18 Aug 59 

24 Aug 59. 
“ot 

26 Aug 59 

: Encl: (TS) Project CANES Agreement timc: oY, ee Gec5 

‘CNO (8/U, upon removal of pepgure bette te iui List; Opro5CE Feu, Ser 

CRO (9/ tL upon rembvval of Ecoilare setter tb Diitabution List, Op-05 

CIA Dep AD/SI (collection) (rs /fLiniisy a far the retoed, TS 5 116329 
Subj: .Projest CANES, | 
node BE) letter nt (Up coda fo DRONE Pr 
Subk -Ctnnolly Repost on SpadesndAsteanauticn oe ’ x 

DirARPA (TS/special handling letter to Secdef 9 
Subj Request approval of ari e sihéldsance sdtellite orejéct (Cx8ve5 crs) 

Sacer Taespecial havudling), lettexte President «0 iy). * 

00 

Subj: Report ¢ of Ad Hog, 
(U) . 7% i ‘oa Adsiontiutics, proitialgation and implementation 

of 

Encl: . 1S) ONO Ad He Commitee oni | 

Age"-af 15 Jute 196R i ee ee 

re Ser OO1PSé 

Subj ort af Ad Hoc Committee on Astronautics; distribution of (U) 
Enck ee ee ee 

. Space Age’ of IS }un 19s |. : ee GT os, 
ShetSt (18 /specal kk in ‘Telee 66 Pride. | st | 
Subj [Submission of Project ae for ih a 

a rs 

ee ned Lae oe ee 
Sibk (Cahes a 7 * approval] ~ ne 

ale a Adm CNO (5 - Personal) memoranda for Op 05-06, 
| Wright, Adm Felt, Adin Ho wood; OP-00/ rer, Op-09 Mee bar — — declassified N ov 
93 LAW OPNAVINST 551916. -' 
Subj: oe — for ais Lal 
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(U) ° An experiment to measure solar radiation was iecoleiitad as a cover for 
the Navy's electronic intelligence satellite. Army, Navy, Air Force, CIA, and NSA 
planned classified mission: “operations. Efforts were coordinated by means re a 

| add ti-agency technical operations group. 

— mamas Background 

(U) While the ARPA/DoN project w was baing oninsidered in the White ine 7 
DepDirARPA John Clark directed that, innocuous names be used for all intelligence 

_ satellites; publicly emphasized Discoverer's role in paving the way to manned space. 
flight; and directed ag sr Farce cele cana acum ta rename nn as. 

- ‘Samos’, ata . 

(U) Tn collaboration with NRL, NSG prepatéd a a top & secret description of 
Project. ‘GRAB (Galactic RAdiation Background), "a.U.S. Navy electronic satellite - 
experiment," that. revealed nothing about its actual purpose. "The object of this _ 
project is to determine the average galactic radiation background at 1200 angstroms. 
By extrapolating the results, a prediction for noise levels at any frequency canbe 
determined" (Aug 59). The project was classified tap secret, but the acronym. - 

_'GRAB' could be used in unclassified correspondence, The paper included a concept ‘a | 
of operations, identified seven monitoring stations, and specified roles.of . 
participating organizations:; NRL, NSG, CIA, ASA, AFSS, NSA (NTPC), and BuOrd, 
(ARPA and ONI were not mentioned.) NSG would, "provide headquarters. .. 
organization for directing all operations” and “directive services. to all-stations . 
involved." NSG G52, led by Fred Hitz, was responsible for overseeing and i (wt. 
supporting ‘all of NSG's ELINT operations and also ran a 10-week training school at: 
headquarters (relocated to Pensacola, Florida, in 1963) that produced. several dozen 
new ELINT operators each Year. G52's four-page paper constituted the charter for - 
GRAB gperations management for the next two years, The head of NSG, Bernard. 
Roeder, approved distribution of 15 copies: to operational elements. - 

(U). Unbeknownst to NSG, BuOrd would not be long i in the picture. ‘Effective 1. 
.. September 1959, BuOrd and BuAer.were:- consolidated to form a new Bureau of © 

Naval Weapons (BuWeps). Charles Martell had .compileted-his work and. wag: 
reassigned to Op-07, where; as ACNO (Dév)/Op-07B, he functioned as principal _ t 
executive to the DCNO (Dev),-John Hayward, and was responsible for managing the. 
a that _— the CNO's duties relative to. >» R&D (previously 1 in ae 
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91). This included assighirig developmental requirements to the N avy toureaus and 
monitoring their satisfaction. 

(U) NRL's new military director, Capt ee "1 Krai, instructed sithhnaiien . 7 

membars of the countermeas branch to oy clear of any ep of the _ 
wustintinized. Lorenzen’s visible to the press or public* Piitited-tatetfal 

ae a branch (radio division) was arid would: remain oryanizaticnally 
lated, tet branch (applications r diyisian). 

To mae tat ian a te ‘DAubeg Were ef eee ae . d sBhrespondells, 
ema ioe het Coa rit a ° 

= A abies 
on es 

~ “<= 

{SiR} tT banana had gotten NRL’ 3 approval sain 
June, and, under pra vote a's f nt Paul Mast, had delivered 
recsiven systeins atid ® final report (7 Sep99). — 
deteeters, ‘@ detector Bias be, ib erp ep a the | ! 

onset Po Nee aeteem iron ouhot bate sr ha vi 
Trazisistors were used for’, the video amplifier, buwgi- 

| orem i fin we re RE anig a gate not yet been d , Fortunately, 
forte tk bain Rokr nad. that tH ac evi eee ne ti pent | ters aifficien€ 
for the farget radars Planned ity ay, if ‘equally 
spaces iidnopolés ‘att’ a’ sphigi fovided ii offthiditec aaa fof - | 

. or wo Se, polati arization, Bd batellitg attifide wauld, pot inthe isk wie ke 

GQ) te Building Bi Gi tactphignned thereountermeonrer brandy. Vitice Rose 
Fatale shal bem deleey Uf te gayione compere t Many Voce tet tellite shell befire! dad. comporierity i ga | 
stl pers he Bidlcin a boy werent quipment between § 

it infegiatiort tind téstirig, werd wade under cover of; Building 
night. pe eter id twa branches Was discmtayed (fo forestall” = 
curiosity and: quero feseptivoserineiatred; freffuding visitors ur eff vet brant), © | 

oe es aris ty 7g OT “dare yp fF. 3 oe at SY tod 

W)* im seul cna is del GRA selene e908 lal 
ecrangemar ag 0 nde ae 

edouiote 

again as the satellite descandad, 
of intercept “a euni or more sods | 
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__ Barth satellite vehicle shelter huts would be deployed to U.S. sigrials intelligence = 
(SIGINT) stations. already situated.on fhe Host. - 

. site technicians would operaté and maintairi electronic equipment iristalledin’ 
_ GRAB huts to track thie dowrilinks and collect synthetic transponded pulses - 

whenever the satellite. passed overhead: with its payload tirtied on. Data tapes and « - 
collection logs would: bé forwarded ‘from remot? sités,’vid the Armed Forces Courier — 

. Service, to NRL; then checked, dubbed, and courieted to the Naval Security Station. ~~ 
on Nebraska Avenue for analysis by the NTPC detachment of NSA’s new ELINT _.. 
division, within the office of collection and signal arialysis (COSA). 

| | “The satellite field-of-view (FOV) © °.. 

progression, geography, and any gap in the intercept duration would give a rough” 
idea of. a signal's source on earth. Pom 

-{U) —_- The satellite would be controlled by ground nd. Adual'- ~) 0°) 
Anterrogation/ receiving hut, called the GRAB calibration Hut, would be deployétt to: _ 

'’ ‘anaval communication station on the island of Oahu, Hawaii, for initial on-orbit 
' checkout (later repositioned .at the NRL site'in Hybla Valley, Virgirtia). An”. .- 

interrogation hut, for mission operations control, would be deployed to a site in | - 
Europe. The Tratisit profect would provide a ride-ints spate with launth support 

3 ® 
» 8 

* 

ry 

+. from the Air Bored Ballistié Missile Division. ‘This wag the area df greatest concern.’ 
_ (The first attémpt.to orbit a Transit satellite had failed off 17 September 1989.) 
Operatiori and maintenance (O&M) costs. wete to be distributed in the budgets of the: - 

“project elemetité, reptesented in the “TOG, whdse roles actordéd with. their riational -" - 
or defense charters, “Se at - 

—(64%)}— th October, traveling eastward arotind the world, Lerenzen and Mayo used” 
: 35 millimeter slides. of the Tattletale briefing boards to brief the command of each = 

a - e 

nos Per Sianon: 

Their objettive was to. inform: * 
the command. about. the project and plaris for trainitig arid logistios suppott,- -- ~~ 
establish the conimand's ability to handle the hut arid equipment when they’... | 

. arrived, logate a'mitually agréeuble site, and detérmiite suitable electrical power  - 
connections. Security was eniphadized, but the requiremeht for signed and +. -. > - 

_ witnessed oaths had been waived-by-ONI, because of risk in cartyinig the classified 
paperwork. Instead, Lorenzen later identified those who received the full GRAB 
briefing (16 ir all) irt'a temoraridurtt report to the TOG (15-Feb 60). At sotrie 
stations the unclassified GREB brief-of' the’sciehtific experiment Was given to. 

” personrtel'designated by the officer in Gortuttarid (severi altogether):“There was ory: *. 
_ one hitch in the site visits.” Word of prior agreement: between NSG's Roéder and") 

a a . = as Handle Via BY : So , | 
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‘the acting’ adiiaiie of the AFSS, ‘MGen Joh B. Ackerman m failed to" rea 
e'station in Five officers of the 

neq ere prepared only to listen.to the briefing and report details 
to regional. headquarcer where a decision would be made. Because of 
the extreme heat, they suggested equipping the hut with a sun shade above.the roof ‘ 
and an air conditioner. Lorenzen promised to follow through on’ coordination with. 
AFSS, and Mayo entered in a stenographer's pad the site ~~ and power 7 

| oe needed to plan installation. - 7 oe fe 2 

(u)" | ‘The TOC reaffirmed that the Air — site cnieea critical segments of 
passes over the areas of interest and dispatched 4 delegation’ to AFSS headquarters. at 
Kelly AFB in San Antonio;,. Texas, where, on 16 December, Lorenzen briefed the new 

- commander, MGen Lewis, and four colonels of his staff: (Project security - = 
a greements ' were executed.) The presentation was well received, particularly - 
GRAB's mission aspects, and several issties were résolved. Aftei the meeting, six 
other officers and one civilian were given the unclassified GREB cover brief.. Nearly 
‘a month later, on 12 January 1960, Col James S. Novy of AFSS headquarters went to" 
Frankfurt, Germany, and briefed the AFSS European commandet, BGen Richard P. . 
Klocko, and a. staff colonel. an circuit was — peer ~ —e was, 

Realignment of Military ence Rtforis 

(VU) ARPA's role in overseeing DoD's Spe ‘anecadiied R&D for the past tiles 3 
months was diminishing, Each service pursued its own projects —- Army -_— 
< communications, meteorology, and mapping; Navy scientific research, space. 
: surveillance, navigation, | electronic intelligence, and communications; Air. erg . 
reconnaissance, early warning, and boosters.— with its own resources (Jar 
derived from missile programs) and funding from ARPA or NASA. The era, had: 

| sake ag too, interwoven with Air Force projects. Herbert York of OSD advocated 
putting like things in one organization. On 23 September 1959, SecDef Neil McElroy . 
had approved: York's plan to reassign responsibilities for space efforts: ARPA would 
be subordinated to the office-of DDR&E, which Herbert York headed, and would: . 
continue to manage acquisition. of the Agena upper stage for multiple usera and. ~ 
_Discoyerer's publie aspects, -The Air Force. would be responsible. for development, - . 
production, and launching of military space boosters. and for integration of payloads. 
as might be developed by it or other services, Air Force would also.acquire Midas. 
early. warning (infrared) and Samgs- reconnaissance (electronic i imagery and. signals) 
systems. The Transit and Spa$uy projects aaa transfer to igh the ae i 
communication satellite to Armiy. : ; fed 

(U) Once. siarted; ARPA’ $ descent accelerated. ‘Before ‘Neil McElroy left office - 
in December, decisions had.been made to reassign Agena. and Discoverer to the Air. 
Force, along with Samos and Midas. These assignments of responsibility for control 
of operational ‘space systems development entailed transfers of funds.. By the time __ 
the Honorable omas s Gates changed offices in the Pentagon, from DepSecDef to 
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SecDef, 85% of ARPA's $487M oe for fiscal year 1960 had been moved to the Air : 
_ Force budget.. 

The Pacific Missile Range, alain at the Naval Missile Center; 
Point Mugu, California, conducted test and évaluation of naval guided missile 
weapons systems and provided range support for launch operations at the Naval 

' Missile Facility Point Arguello and at Vandenberg AFB. As a consequence of DoN 
consolidation of aeronautics and ordnance in September, responsibility for the a 

_. Was reassigned from BuAer to BuWeps. Tom Connolly, wha, had been selected for 
promotion to rear admiral, was transferred to BuWeps in December 1959 t6 become 
assistant chief for the Pacific Missile Range and astronautics undet the BuWeps . 
assistant chief for program management. His astronautics hat included a project 

- office for Transit. In this capacity, — ss diay abreast of GRAB re. | 
reali are at the NRL. 

(U) To help cover cost growth, due to rework for the cover experiment and 
expansion of the ground. network, Connolly provided Lorenzen with $50K a his 
own PMR and astronautics budget: and pressured three other organizations 
(BuWeps assistant chief for'‘aircraft, ONR, and NRL) to come up with the same’ ~ 
amount. When RAdm John Clark was reassigned from ARPA to command carrier — ... 
division 16 the same month, RAdm (select) Connolly became the senior naval 

. Officer assigned full-time to space-related activities, although at BuWeps.he was 
‘somewhat in the shadow of RAdm William'F. Raborn, Jr., whose project he - 

_ supported: Raborn, the BuWeps director of special projects for the past. four vail | 
was charged with developing the submarine-launched fleet ballistic missile, Polaris, —_ 
derived from the Army Jupiter IRBM but solid-fueled. Transit would provide the 
navigation data needed to target Polaris. Raborn had implemented atotallynew ~ 
management tool called 'PERT' (progress evaluation reportirig technique), which — 

| werner all elements of his program management responsibility. . 

(U) | Hidden behind Transit and GREB, the Navy ELINT satellite ‘and eisai 
network received relatively little exposute. As ARPA scaled down, responsibility 
for administering the Canes security control system was transferred to ONL The 
DNI assumed overall responsibility for security and data dissemination. An initial = 
task was to consolidate ARPA, OSO, and ONI lists of those who had been cleared. ‘In — 
metiopolitan Washington, D.C., fewer than 200 people, distributed among Sa 3 
departments and agencies, had been administered the Canes oath of'secrecy and 
indoctrinated.. Most were senior officials. Of 78 cleared active duty‘military _ 
—— 32 were flag officers: Leading figures among those cleared were: 

White House: President saat Andrew en — eraccaccil and four 
others 

. * State: Secretary Herter, Homet Cummings (director of intelligence), and five others 

Defense: Secretary Gates, Deputy Secretary James H. Dougias, Je, Assistant Secretary Franklin’ 

B. Lincoln, Graves Erskine (OSO), DepDDR&E John H. Rubel, and 19 others sie 

Army: Gen aaa L Lemnitzet (chief o of staff), MGen Jota ‘Willems (ACSN), and fous others 
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Navy: ‘Secretary. Franke, Under ences ae ASN (R&D) pets H. Wakelin, Ie, ‘NO! 
Burke, VCNO Russell, DCNO (Dev) Hayward, and 64 others * 

Aix Force: Under Secretary Jos¢ph V. Charyk, LiGen R Rose = Wilson (cs Dev), MGen 
Walsh (ACOS infelligence), and four others 7 

boris Dc. Dulles, DDCI LiGen Charles P, — USAF, boy? Bisel, AD/SI Scoville, and 12 _ 
ers. : es 

' NSA: Director Samford, Beputy Director Tordella, Assistant Director Production RAdm 
Thomas R. Kurtz, Jr., and 27 others 7 

: ARPA: Director Johnson, Deputy Director Clark, etch Austin W. Betts USA (ohason' 
successor), and 25 others 2 . a . -. 

| APL:. Richard Kershner and Theodore vy | 

GRAB Engineering Development 

(U) ~The scientific instrumentation salen was called ‘Galactic Radiation 
ae Balance’ experiment — ‘GREB', for sliort — which became the satellite's __ 
public name. This gave the visibility and publicity to NRL's Herbert Friedman and 

’ his associates, whose equipment had previously made brief excursions into space on. 
sounding rockets and had been carried, mare recently, by Vanguard and Explorer -_ 
satellites. GREB would measure solar radiation — of interest to the Navy due to its. 
effect on HF communications propagated via ionospheric reflection. Radiation 

_ measurements would be multiplexed on sub carrier’ oscillators with health and . 
‘status indicators and telemetered contiriuously on the radio frequency prescribed for _ 
satellites of the International Geophysical Year (108 MHz), thus providing a tracking - 
signal for NASA's Minitrack system. (The names ‘GRAB’ and ‘GREB’ and their || 
expansions were often. confused, even at the NRL.) | _ - 

(WV) The GRAB satellite needeid redesign to accommodate othe scientific 
package. Marty Votaw was the chief design engineer, and he adapted the Vanguard. _ 
design to accommodate both payloads. Electronics technician Joseph Y. Yuen 3 

- provided Dr. Friedman's instrumentation with 12-volt power from the satellite's 
main bus. Ed Dix reworked the critical space-to-ground command and aaeeny” 
interface, including space and ground components. To conserve 5 Dix | 
incorporated a circuit and motor that 

| long enough, even | 
any swath across the target region. Dix's first assignment to electronics engineer . _ 
Peter G. Wilhelm, wha —— Votaw's branch in December, was to test the Bayloed 
timer. 

(U) | re project engineer, Reid Mayo ‘iatnted overall engineering . 
development for Lorenzen, and he was directly responsible for the classified GRAB 
payload and collection equipment.. Looking ahead, he had already received an ITT. 
proposal for a follow-on ystem (3 Dec 59).. With advice and ‘support from 

_ several branch engineers, Mayo designed the ground ¢ collection configuration, 
which consisted of two I antenna arrays mounted on a rotatable mast, two 

if 
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converters and general purpose radio receivers (R-390A/ URR), ‘a digital time 
generator, a microphone, and a switchable Magnecord PT-6 magrietic tape récorder. 
A sample of telemetry and.mission data would be stored on quarter-inch tape - 

_ running at 7.5 inches per second: Collection time would be recoverable from time 
_ of day..(updated every second) and a one-kilocycle reference tone on another - 
recorder channel. Before and after a pass, the operator would use the microphone to 
voice coliection particulars on the time track. - Charlie Price was ‘in charge of GRAB 
equipment layout, ergonomnics, installation, and deployment: After ex 6 triage | 
with the two vans loaned by the Army, he procured nine lightweight elicop-Huts' 

from Craig Systems, Inc., of Lawrence, Massachusetts, with accessories (work 
benches, spare parts cabinet, exhaiist' fans afid filtered air inlet, lighting, heater, 
power hookups, and lifting and tie-down slings). Seven Huts (6.8 x 8.5-foot, outside) © 
were fitted out for receiving, one for interrogation, and one larger hut for dual use. . 
The Army Signal Corps provided, on a one-year Ioan ‘basis, seven receivers to help 
equip the huts. Empty, the collection Kuts weighed'950" on. 2600 — when 
outfitted with equipment, martuals, spare parts, and t66 

(U) _ Two-thirds of the way through the fiscal years fonds were rurining out’ 
before the work was done. ARPA, now: an’ ‘élenient of DDR&B, was-ditected by BGent 
Austin Betts, who had been the Army's Peritagon spokesman iti October 1957 for the i 

oc successful effort to backup the Vatiguiird rotket with a inodified Jupiter and also ~ 
collaborated. on the Jupiter-Polaris technology transfer.’ Nevertheless, the climate 
was not good to solicit ARPA for additional money for the Navy project. In open 
testimoriy before the House Committee on Science and Astronautics (25 Jan 60), = : 

-” SecDef Thdmas Gates reported that transfers of space-related procurements from 
ARPA to the Air Force were completed, those to the Army.and Navy still pending. 
Testifying before’ the satrie committee next day (26 Jan 60), DDR&E York had stated 
that the remairiing systems ‘would probably be transférred during the later part of 

‘this fiscal year, but he had gratuitously belittled both Vanguard and Trdiisit and. 
' "recommended turnover of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency fo NASA. “Next year's 

budget.for missiles was $2.41B; for NASA, $802M; for ARPA programs, $215M. . 
Missiles, the highest priority, included Air Force Atlas and Titan ICBMs, Army~ 
Jupiter IRBM and Nike-Zeus anti-ballistic missile, and Navy Polaris IRBM. On 18 

' February, Tom Connolly submitted to, Dis ARPA Betts the Navy plan for executing _ 
| the Transit program and ee immediate fransfer of Transit —- ARPA to the © 
Navy. 

37. 

(U) ~oIn early Maich, Reid Mayo estimated a $175.2K shortfall Transit arid 
_» GRAB were in uncertain status, and this was a time to keep a low profile. A letter: 

was sent to apprise — of the need for more motiey (11 Mar 60). The team at: 
NRL was encouraged b Sova of a Thor Able Star launch at Cape Canaveral. on 13 
April 1960 that successfully drbited Transit 1B. The countermeasures branch 
completed a 116-page, illustrated instruction manual for the radio receiving huts 
(Apr 60); a 48-page version for the interrogation hut (May’ 60). (A manual was not 

‘ needed for the dual hut, which NRL would operate and maintain, first in Hawaii, 
GRAB sités were ay established by Charlie Price s two- 
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man. installation crews at selected stations sadionat the world j in 1 préparation fora - 
summer Taunch, The, a: for initial —e was. shipped to Oahu. 

. 

: ee Mea . ba : . : fe - : : : 

‘Launch Approval oe Fae ee Bo oie a 3 & BA: 

(UU) “hn April, an overflight of south central U.S.$ R by a ClA-sponsoted, 
‘Lockheed jet-powered, high altitude aircraft (U-2) pravided the U.S. foreign 
intelligence community with film that yielded evidence of huge fixed-arra callers” 
in various stages of construction on the western, side of Lake Balkhash, a ¢ 
 eramrecomincd By this. time, the Samos schedule had been lengthened 
about half a year. Writing to ‘he ‘president on behalf of DCI Dulles, Secretary of State 
Herter, and himself, SecDef Gates reported that “technical development of Project 
CANES kas now been completed" (27 Apr 60), He requested approval to launch the 
satellite from the. Atlantic Missile Range with Transit 2A and test the transmitter . 
over Hawaii two weeks after launch. ."Thereafter, if found to be aperational, we. 
further propose to activate the transmitter from timé to time as intelligence 
requirements dictate, qn.a catefully thought-out basis. In no event will the - 
transmitter be activated operationally before June 20, 1960." Postponement als 

- Operatioris over. Seviet territory untl the fourth week of-June ruled out any chanee 
of embarrassment i an. eaves Supe senference, acheduled to hain 2 as Sek ox 
sie de nian ia wt 

: (U) On the. ‘Ist " May, four days sie the SecDef's request for Canes launch 
| Se a U-2 was lost over the Soviet Union duririg a mission to photograph’ 
installations On 5 May, during | the week.of U.S. - 
insistence that the missing aircr wandered off course while measuring «© -° - | 
weather conditions, President Eisenhower initialed the SecDef's letter request for 7 ons 
the Canes launch and signed his approval "with proviso that periods of activation : 
over the-Soviet Union are subject, fo further approval by the President" (5 May 60). 

(U) The US. now ‘had four intelligence satellites under operational systems 
development —- Discoverer, Samos, Midas, and Canes (GRAB) — all.targeted |. 

' against th viet bloc.. As yet, none were on-orbit, but Eisenhower's — __ 
termination of aerial recorinaissance reinforced the foreign intelligence 
cornmunity’s expectations for the satellites: DCI Allen Dulles knew that Canis had < 
been developed for little more than the cost of a single U-2, and he observed that it 
was a remarkable coincidence, to haye lost the U-2.and, in less than two months, 
have in the wings an alternate system. The dramatic sequel to loss.of the U-2- 
promoted future US. reliance on satellites as a safe technical means of.collection.... 

(U) On 11 "May, Soviet Premier Khrushchev announced. that the American spy 
plane was brought down over central Russia by a 65-foot Soviet ‘rocket. Western ‘* - 
newsmen were shown large sections of wréckage from-the WJ-2.. The shea mane 
collapsed at the opening session when Khrushcliev refused to attend . 

Eisenhower formally oe for the U-2 or The — nerican - 
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pilot was put q on public trial in iioc as a spy trained by. the bs Air Foree, paid by 
the aa and: deployed from a secret Air Pores base | 

(U) - On 9 May, SecDef Gates had signed a letter to SecNav Franke eienualicig 
to the DoN administrative and teclinical responsibilities for Transit, including 
associated ancillary payloads. On 17 May, ARPA transferred Transif’$ remaining. 
$6.6M for the fiscal yea to the DoN, where it was assigned to BuWeps (20 May 60). 

- From this amourit, needed mostly for launch costs, RAdmi Connolly * was able to 
provide NRL with $172K to finish GRAB. NRL's developmient, space and ground, 
was. completed for a total cost of $1.1M spread over three fiscal years. BuWeps was 
assigned program management control and responsibility for — for Transit 
and ancillary payloads for fiscal year 1961 and beyond. : | 

(U) As of this transfer, from the perspectives: of OpNav and the Navy 
secretariat, Project are fit wit the DoN's ae a a structure was | 

' normalizéd: 

DCNO (Dev)/ Op-07: developmental requirements and codtdination with OSD. 

BuWeps assistant chief for PMR and astronautics: programming and budgeting launch 
requirements coordination with Air Force | 

_ DNI/Op-92: intelligence coordination within Navy and national program 

CNR: development coordination within Navy and across departments - 

DitNRL: development, deployment, training, data processing support — 

HdNSG/ Op-94G: direction of operations, aes communications, coordination with'service 
and national cryptologic agencies . 

(U) For safe handling and a low profile, two fully t tested, used satellites 
were readied for transport in a private station wagon, which its owner, Ed Dix, » 
would drive to Florida, accompanied by Mayo and a muscular escort. The launch 
date was approaching, and spirits were high. Before departing ONI to take - 
‘command of cruiser division 3, RAdm Allan Reed received a farewell by a 
delegation from NRL and was presented with a polished aluminum, waiad model . 
of the satellite he had advanced through the DoN, intelligence community, OSD 
and White House. He would have to hear about its fate, one way or another, 
through the news media. There was a change at NSG, too. Capt Lester R. Schulz,a 
special — officer for cryptology, relieved RAdm Roeder as head of. NSG that same . 
month. 

Chapter 3 References 
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Chapter 4: GRAB 1. : 

(U) Artificial earth satellites proved to be a safe means to gain access it denied 
areas. The’ potential value of data collected by GRAB 1 was- perceived by .thé U.S. 
foreign intelligetice’ community. Volume and: dénsity overwhelmed existing U.S. 
analytical capabilities and’ stimulated development of — ss haat at 

' the NRE, Noa; ins Air Force Sprategic 4 Air’ command: 

i : 

. —— 

e During integratigri anid testing in Selick facilities at Cape Canaveral, 
| Marty “Votaw's team discovered a cracked-solar‘cell and two open citcuits ori the: 
primary satellite.” The payload in the alternate passed testing by Reid Mayo and ~ 
Vince Rose, and the backup. became GRAB‘1. On thé garitry at jtacinch pad 17B, 
GRAB 1 was affixed to the top of the 36-inch Transit sphere and-readied for launch. 
by mechanical engirieer Louis T. (Jack) Ratcliffe and engineering technician Roy A. 
Harding. . The last steps were to attach four elements of a turnstile antenna array for _ 
satellite communications and tq secure them upright for launch. After Aerojet as 
General's Able Star launch crew joined two halves of the payload fairing and mated ” 

‘it to the upper stage, assembly was a compete, The aria was then fueled, and the * 
hours of countdown began. 

(U) §. A Thor Abie Star launch vehicle (4283) lifted off trom Cape C Cicada at 
1:54 A.M., Wednesday, 22 June 1960, and headed south by southeast. The second- - 
stage Abie Star separated from the Thor booster off southem Florida, fired for seven: 
minutes, coasted over Brazil to higher altitude, then fired again for a few seconds. to 
circulatize the orbit. Séparated by spring action, the launch payload made a slightly “ 
elliptical orbit. Covert Canes/GRAB 1, publicly known as GREB, was ejected from 
Transit during the first orbit, its turnstile antenna deployed; its tracking and 

_ telemetry signal. acquired and recorded. by.NASA‘s Minitrack stations in the 
Americas. The DoD news release of that day stated that a solar radiation _ 
measurement satellite had been launched with Transit 2A. The piggyback launch of | 
two satellites was treated as.a space first for.the U.S., with Transit, BuWeps, ; 

_ Applied Physics ‘Laboratory receiving most of the publicity. In the Washington, | D. Cc: | 

area, Tom Connolly was the senior Navy spokesman to the press (23 Jun 60). 
_ Scientific spokesmen were Richard Kershner from — ha ara Lab and Herbert 
.. Friedman from NRL. -” | ; ‘ 

(U). Following Transit 2A's initial on-erbit operation, Ach O (Dev) Charles 
Martell envisioned * new horizons in sea power" as a result of’ "taking Space td sea." 
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3 Mobility i is a prime factor used by the Navy to exercise control of the seas. To be useful 
to the Navy, space techriology must be able to go to sea. Just as the aircraft was 
developed as.a fundamental element of sea power, space systems must be designed for 
fleet use. Space technology is new and growing rapidly. The Navy has made its first... - 
use of two experimental Transit satellites. Many other systems will-follow for the _ 
Navy intends to develop fully this new discipline. (1960) | 

He suggested three objectives for naval dap technology: tactical applications, small | 
sa pellites and —* 

(VU) “Telemetry engineer John J. Jack) Gee J r. monitored GRAB 
status trom telemetry data recorded by NASA's Minitrack station. at : 

All readings were nominal]. Without fanfare a five-man team soon. * __ 
traveled from Washington, D.C., ta NavCommSta ns where the | 
calibration hut had been shipped. Unpacking; installing, powering, and testing the 
electronic equipment took a few.days. Crowded inside the 6x11-foot hut the 
evening of 5 July, the team acquired the tracking signal on orbit number 199. Ed Dix 
activated the. mission downlink on the second, breathing-suspended try. (Perhaps - 
the first command sequence also took, and the ground receiver may not Have been’. 
tuned just right to detect the response.). The pass was martually tracked in azimuth, - 
receivers manually tuned to compensate for Doppler shift of the radio frequency, 
and polarization changes of the very low power signals, and recorded.” 

(U) After just a few minutes of collection, Dix reset the ELINT payload! lest it 
“get away still transmitting. The team members — Howard Lorenzen, Reid Mayo, Ed 
Dix, Ed Withrow, and Vince Rose — were the first to hear a medley of radar — 
detectable by a wide-open receiver in outer space. Different tones and their st 
periddicity were produced by the intercepted radars’ PRFs, beamwidths, and _ 
scanning patterns. (That same day, by coincidence, the USIB issued a national — 
requirement for satellite SIGINT collection —- prompted by U-2 pictures of the — 
at Lake Balkhash and expected capabilities of Samos (5 Jul 60).). In two nights, 15 - 
passes were plotted, successfully interrogated ance or twice;‘and recorded on quatter- ° 
inch tape for evaluation back at the NRL. Encased in a 20-inch sphere with six 
panels-of solar cells, GRAB 1 was now ready to search for Soviet S-band radar signal 
‘with enough Power for military applications:, ; 

(U). | Fred Hitz at the NSG headquarters supervised ¢ GRAB operations : a ae 
management for the TOG. ‘Each proposed mission was designated by orbit number | 
and planned in terms of geographic coverage, targets, and the duration of collection 
enabled by sites covering different, overlapping segments of the pass. For GRAB's’ 
340 x 570-mile orbit at 66.7° inclination, — —" of vis ne ay from - 
21 to 43 minutes. | 

SH: : “oe inethd Gioup Activity. 
(NSGA) een selected as the GRAB interrogation site, 

_ Key attributes were its proximity nm the region of iriterest, continuous , : 
- communication channels with NSG headquarters, and safe distance from the border 
with The radio control hut was — locally” as the ‘triggering hut’. 

eer”. 
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- The radio receiving hut was deployed close to the border at NSGA Yr Due 
to heightefied White House concern about operational sécurity, as a consequence. of 
the U-2 shoot-down, the GRAB payload would not be interrogated: 6 consécutive 

ys; Thus, even if the Soviets 
detected the short 138.06 MHz command transmission from or -: 
intermittent ELINT data transmissions at 138.57 MHz, subsequent detections ail 

- not reveal a periodicity suggestive of collection from space. 

(U) © For phase I of collection (enginéering-evaluation), one NRL 
representative- had beeri dispatched to each receiving site: Host station fernicate 

. were shown how to operate’ and maintain the GRAB equipnient, interpret — 
schedules from NSG, acquire the telemetry signal, track asses, and collect data. th’ 

' electromagnetic iriterferénce from a loéal_Air Fofte éarly warning radar and had to. 
. be relocated eastward to NavCommSta IB where it was itianned by NSG.. 

Lorenzen, Mayo, Rose; and Withrow traveled. ftom Hawaii to. the interrogation site 
in The payload would be interrogated on passes bound northeast or 
southeast for collection over {J Mission operations begati on 9:July.- Data 

collected was much denser than the Hawaii passes, more a cacophony than a 
tniedley:. Field assessirient + termed ‘forward atea. analysis‘ ++-was limited to 
counting how many bursts could be distinguished aurally during each minute of . 
downlink reception (a difficult task for NRL's s inexpetienced field represatitatives). 

(U) “When ARPA. was elimiriated from the Transit thanagement structure, 
effective 9 May, a protocol for fulfilling the 5 May. White House requiremetit for - -. | 
presidential authorizatign to, activate Canes over the Soviet Union had not yet been . 

-. established, Wheréas the-sdtellité was moving at four tniles per second, a top secret, 
limited distribution schedule for collection phase I took two weeks to travel the four © 
miles froma NSG headquarters on Nebraska Avenue to the White House on __ 
Pennsylvania Avenue. Op-76's:space program, branch head, Capt Steve Morrison: 
worked the high-level interfaces. By. thé time chop chains at OSO, CIA, State, and - 
Defense had rendered the schedule into a form suitable for the-eyes of the président; 

* 

_ the first phase of collection, 9-21 July, was altfiost‘over, SecDef Gates, with the 
concurrefice of CIA and-Sectefary of State Herter, sent a letter to Presitient ©. 
Eisenhower, reportitig successful testifig.in Hawaii and requesting pertnission to: 
"trigger Project CANES on 12-15 passes over the Soviet Union during the course of. a 
two- to four-weeks period of time" (20-Jul 60). President Eisenhower initialed his. 

" approval'on 25 July. On 28 July, Andrew Goodpaster added a qualification that a’ 
phone-check with. State, CIA, and himself must be made before each turn-on.: By — 
then, NRL's field team had retutned: from overseas and tapes and-logs for eléven:. 
missions: overt the Soviet Union were efi routé via courier. to the NRL. The | 
intended tasking interface; which followed the protocol established for U-2 

. missions, was implemented. for collection phase Il, which ‘commenced int August. 
". Schedules prepared by NSG and submitted by Steve Morrison to the White House . 

specified mission. number (orbit), interrogation time, end of collection, and monitor 
stations. ‘Perhaps NRL's j jumping of the gun. for phase I went unnoticed i in the 
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White ‘tii for the SecDaf's quarterly, status report on n military space projects 
(Discoyerer, Samos, Midas, Transit, Courier, and SpaSur) was sent to the president 
at the secret leved = _— aie oe a made fio mention of Canes | 
(18 Aug 60). 

(U) The sumuner of 1960 marked | a stich ere for missile and ‘pines 
related activities under the purview of CNO Arleigh Burke and DCNO (Der) John 
Hayward. Communication.Moon Relay had been inaugurated between. - 
Washington, D.C. and Hawaii, enabling transmission of messages and. facsimile 

- images four to eight hours per day. NavSpaSur was operating continuously, — 
‘observing all earth satellites, and issuing orbital predictions from its control center 
at Dahlgren, Virginia. ‘Transit and GRAB/GREB satellites were operating - ~ 

_successfylly on orbit. The nuclear ballistic missile submarine U:S.S: George |. 
Washington launched two. Polaris- missiles from the ocean depths ot on 20 i 1960; | 
just three and one-half _— after aia sfart. | : 

. Engineéring valuation, : 
=. he 

“(U) Don: Christman: sna Elizabeth z Wald from the countermeasure satis 
signal processing section evaluated the tapes from Hawaii, Audio output of the tape 
from the first collection, three and. one-half minutes was fed into a Sanborn 

-_PRFs were gt and bursts associated by means of NRL’ 8 audio- | 
_ frequency spectrograph filte: ‘graphical outr zat 

sensitive paper (Jan 58). 
| ‘fapes sample tarting early — 

ry amp packages from the SIGINT stations io arriving at the NRL. When somie 
the tapes.were screened aurally, members of the signal processing section: were 

d pressed ta exploit the GRAB-take using earphones. TO get'a’ | 
better pa scone of Gensity and differences among sites, charts were produced. 

_ that showed burst counts per mintite as passes pro from.west to east: Thé 
numbers carne from the forward area arialysis of missions in| The - 
densi charts showed a dramatic [J drop as the satellite and. 
BMI 2: eoveral times more dence than Hawai, . cae 

(U) | GRAB 1 operated nearly three months, through 20 September, ils failed, 
during phase III, to respond ta repeated interrogations from the [ME site and _ 
Hypbla. Valley starting 28 September. Cause of the failure could not be detertnined.. 
Only 22 ELINT missions had been successfully executed, but these proved enough to 

accomplish the objective: The Army Signal Corps granted NRL's Request te to, 
| = retain the seven R-390A: receivers for future missions. ~ 

(U) _ Seven reels. of tape were examined i in more detail, to evaluate the payload 
~ and colléction performance of individual sites. Among signals recognized were ~. 

Soviet early ee height-finding, and shipborne cs ae Unrecognized signals 
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| _ included several with fixed beams and low PRF rates, several others with high PRF. 
-* Preliminary results were appraised at the NRL by Hank DeCourf, deputy chief of: 

| NSA's advanced signals analysis division (COSA-5); Robert D. Misner,, who headed - 
| _ the countermeasure branch's signal processing section; and Bill Howe,.now with the 

Naval Scientific and Teclinical Intelligerice Center (NavSTIC, formerly ONT's basic 
- and technical intellicence branch) at the USNO. ‘They noted that both beams of the . 

7 were clearly distinguishable and might be ~ 
exploited to determine locations. The big surprise was the amount of:data. _ 
Attempting to explain it, they concluded that the instantaneaus detection = —-—_ 
-bandwidth might be wider than‘advertised and that either the power of Seviet 
emitters was greater than previously known or the collection sensitivity was higher 

. _ than thought possible: They did not yet grasp that the volume simply reflected. the 
magriitude of the Soviet air defense:system. (a 

. (U) Continued evaluation and dialogue among scientists and engineers at the 
NRE confirmed that the payload had performed as specified. The data was strictly 
main-lobé, potential value of the huge voltime already collected was evident, and 
other satellites were in the pipeline. -Since the state of the art of ELINT analysis‘was . 
inadequate to prosecute'GRAB data, Bob. Misner began. devising a process aimed at 

>. transforming the magnetic record into a format that could be liandled by machine . 
:. computation, His team assembled an assortment of analysis equipment, some of it 

... , One of a kind. The quality of the field recorder did not permit a perfectly uniform 
'. time base during playback, but ten tapes were dubbed, using the once-per-second 24- 

hour time code to get an average playback velocity of 7.5 inches per second. =. 

_ (W) Beyond dubbing the other 80 tapes collected, at the rate of four per hour, 
‘ . ° “*"" ‘and sending either originals or dubs to NSA (NTPC) for manual analysis, Misner _ 

_ envisioned a processing program in three phases. First, all the magnetic tapes must 
_be transformed to visual records, with optimum signal-to-noise ratio, timing 
accuracy, dynamic visual range, frequency accuracy, and manual readability. He 
assigned an interim effort to his own section, because of experience and unique 
equipment that would take about $100K and three to four monttis to duplicate 
elsewhere. He estimated three and one-half hours to transform each tape and 
expected that his people would saturate resources NSA could put on the nexttwo 
phases. COSA-5's analysts would transfer. the visual racord to computer format, — 
probably punched cards, by laborious manual interpretation, estimated at 20. hours 
per tape. They would then perform machine computation of the required 
parameters, which’ should present.no problem, other than programumirig ‘a. 
computer. - ee oe eet. © e a | 

(U)- ° In the meantime, when GRAB tapes were played back at the NTPC, COSA- 
_ 5's analytic resources were overwhelmed.. Pleas:to. turn the gain down could not be 

vy. Anal isco 
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- unusual signals detected by aural screening were ‘Aiitenile on an dace 
filmed at ten inches per second, then measured with the help of a film comparator. 
_Among the analysts who attempted to dig out and log individual signals was Air. 
Force Sergeant Winterbottom. . The information would be particularly significant.to’ 

. the Strategic Air Command. In thé event of nuclear war, SAC's Stratojet (B-47) and. 
Stratofortress (B-52).bombers would encounter Russian air defense —- that aaa 

already braught dawn a smaller U-2. target at a higher ; altitude. a a 

(U) - Reporting to the president on the results of the first launch and. ongoing. 
efforts "to develop processing arid analytical techniques,” SecDef Gates stated: 
"There is no apparent duplication in this effort with other collection systems in the 
ELINT field" (12 Oct 60).. The DoN's prdposal for a second launch of a similar device _ 
shad received concurrence from CIA and State, and Gates respectfully réquested 
—— to proceed with the development and planning of this follaw-on project." 

(U) -. The TOG genetated a three-page Ptoject Canes report, providing specifics | 
of the ‘BLINT ee — pone engineering <n and? 

: . the following summarizes results of peas thus fas conducied a 
-radar Si received: 

7 It is envisioned that refinements in future satellite analysis techniques and read- 
' ” out equipment ultimately will provide.a complete and: timely picture, on a continiing 
eae defense systém, in the same manner as current weather -. 

information is promulgated. .The intelligence value of such data is obvious ‘in t. 
evaluating the strength and. weaknesses of the efense system. (13 Oct 60) 

ONI produced five copies, one for the White House, where it was attached to the ~_ 
SecDef's letter request. President Eisenhower sa desi his approval ort V7, October. 

f 
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(U).  Canes/GRAB remained completely invisible in the SecDef's quarterly 
progress report on military space projects, butsGREB received a first'tnention{ — 
"TRANSIT 2A carried pick-a-back fashion an auxiliary satellite, GREB té determine 
effécts of the ionosphere in a study of solar radiation. Separation of the satellite - 
successfully occurred at time of injection into orbit" (24 Oct 60). At this time, ONT's 
list of those presently cleared for Canes in the D.C. area numbered only 177 persons, 
mainly due to attrition at ARPA. In contrast, a USIB summary of intelligence“ 
community billets cleared for aerial and satellite reconnaissance information from 

~ other systems indicated Talent clearance for 6,189: billets; aur oad 1 ASL, with 
authorization pending for: 1,508 more (19 Oct 60) oe 

(U): ‘The month after GRAB: 1 stopped spitting, the Kremiiri warned ee ' 
US. military espionage from space and announced its intentiori to pfotect the 
Soviet Union “against any encroachments:from outer space as successfully as it has 

-doné' with respect to air space" (Oct 60). The warning raised the possibility that 
GRAB's mission data link may have been detected. The countermeasiires Bratich”. - 
reassessed the probability that ati uninfotmed.enerhy could have detected the Sigrial, — 
taking into account the actual orbit, 0.8% duty-cycle, data link characteristics, and ‘- 

_ observed data density. The likelihood was far too low for concern. More likely, the 
Soviets were alerted by years of implications of covert aspects of ongoing space. _ 
projects in the open literature and recent successful launches of Discoverer.” At any — 
rate, Saviet SIGINT satellites, operational within a couple years, were ptobably Ps 
already on the drawing boards, and the Kremlin's opposition to space.encroachment 
soon faded. The following year both the U.S.S:R. and. the U.S. supported the United" 
Nations resolution that “outer space and celestial bodies are free for exploration and 
use by all States in conformity. with international law and are not aubiet to national — 

| appropriation’ (20 Dec 61). 

. Fd ¢ 

Analysi¢. , pape 

U) ‘Room MM of Buildi 2 Ibecatne'the GRAB analysis laboratory, A tape. _ 

rom: wor on automated 
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signal processing for ‘a ities pene fot software and - 
techniques to process the GRAB: burst records on NRL's Narec computer. 

(U) - As Misner’s section continued wor new ‘analysis and processing _ 
_ methods, intelligence byproducts were fed i of NavSTIC for validation.” 
Howe wrote a summary for the TOG and Provided a copy to Hank DeCourt of NSA 

. COSA-S5 (6 Nov 60). Howe's view. of the si ns 
was that they emanated from 

a As expected, RIE Sov 

. s. 

(U) “High signal densities hiad been said in sirbotrie collection efforts - 
and processed by purely manual techniques, but the volume of signal data from 
GRAB was greater than anticipated (based on NRL's forward area | 
analysis), .Hank DeCourt had started several analysts on an accurate count of ~ 
illuminations per minute, expecting results within 10%. COSA-5 Chief John E.. 
Libbert, formerly of NTPC, supported automation of the entire analytical process, 
particularly for the known, common signal types that appeared to comprise about . 
95% of the S-Band data. If these could be automatically mee and seers then. 
—_ could concentrate on unusual signals. 

(U) | With the exception of Misner's team, most of NRL's participants in “a 
; Project GRAB had been busy preparing for the second launch. At Cape Canaveral — 

- on 30 November 1960, the repaired, originally primary GRAB/GREB satellite got a: 
free, afternoon ridé with Transit 3A. . The Thor booster burned. out 12 seconds before 
scheduled separation of the second stage, turning the launcher into an. unguided 

missile witli a trajectory toward the eastern end of Cuba. The range safety officer 
initidted art automatic sequence to destroy the rocket. Reportedly, debris rained - 
down off the countryside, and fragments as large as 20 kilograms crashed against a 
hillside ten miles from the center of Holguin, Cuba's third largest city, but noone . 
was injured. State and Defense spokesman annoinced: U.S. concern and - | 
investigatiotis utiderway, but the incident was treated. as a deliberate provocation of 
imperialism and created an. opportunity for Fidel Castro to berate the U.S. in - 
international ‘political forums and news media. State's announcement that the 
rocket had béen intentionally destroyed, due to malfunction, was interpreted:as 
deliberate aiming and explosion over Cuba. A mockup of a Thor IRBM, stenciled 
‘USAF, was paraded through the streets of Havana‘as the cow-killing, cow-eating: 
Pentagort rocket. The near-miiss prompted tighter constraints on launch azimuths 

from the eae Dogleg —_— would ‘be pequired: theréafter, | 
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(U) ~~ ‘The launch failure ae the TOG on data already collected and the 
' problems encountered by COSA-5's detachmient on Nebraska Avenue. It was 
recognized that the analysis effort had been underestimated 
NavSTIC had two goals: quickly get a usable product: from 1 missions 

_ — to lielp the DNI and ONI advance the project — and d evelop a ri techniques. to 
_ practically demonstrate the ‘system's real capability. viewed automation 

as being too distant to yield results that might influence programmatic decisions and 
collectiort design. As a parallel effort to the density study, he suggested: that NTPC: 
filter out signals with common, mid-range PRFs, then concentrateon the ..° 
remainder, estimated at one-fourth, which should be logged by characteristics afid 

_ tabulated. To demonstrate the potential, he asked | aalyas effort to prosecute all 
signals collected. on a single mission, using. ‘manual analysis fechiniques. 

(U) °° Fortner DNI Laurerice Frost had been promoted to vice adgitiral and . 
appointed as DirNSA. in November. (His primary mission was daniage control 
attendant to defection of two NSA employees to. the Soviet“Untion’‘in June.) “The 
new DNI, RAdm Vernon Lowrance, had commissioned ONT's staff study on - 
Tattletale when he was DepDNI two yéars ago. Lowrance tasked intelligente 
specialist Capt Frederick N. Welden, head of ONT's operational ‘intelligence branch 

i (Op-922Y), to follow in RAdri Allen Reed's footsteps as the Canes project advocate 
~ * in the intelligence community. In collaboration with Howard Lorenzert, Fred - 
:, + Welder began compiling a comprehensive briefing package (addréssing the 

. * objective of the project and sponsorship, mission. and objectives of the systertt; 
history, costs, security, technical aspects, project status and organization, operations 
to date, problem of data analysis and results to date, and concept of future programs, 

" including tequirements, magnitude, schedules, and funding). Before the package 
was completed,.ONI and NRL learned that preliminary reports of GRAB 1 eee 

- were enough to justify the system. NRL received formal notification that this ~- 
"tremendously successful project will be continued” in the form of a eee task 
from BuWeps (14 Dec 60). The DoN provided, $3M for fiscal year 196}. . 

(U) Design and development of the next satellite was well! isiea. ‘The 
ELINT payload would include [J crystal video receivers and’ an anterina array 
designed and specified by Reid Mayo and Vince Rose. The receivers were assi 

the necessary changes to the ELINT data. 
transmitter: For components, Mayo had'a corresporidence and dialogué going with 
ITT and three other vendors. To improve ELINT data quality, Don Christinan was 
investigating the latest’ ir caaicaan instrumefitation recorders... - 

(U) A five-hour: presentation for the. TOG and elements of NSA: was. 
conducted at the NRL by Howard Loresizen on9 January. Technical briefings were 
given: by Reid Mayo and Vince Rose (payload and field collection), Marty: Votaw 
(satellite), Ed Withrow (interrogation); Bob Misner (data processing),-and Bruce 
Wald (computer programs). ting and es narewines were Ne Most af 
the maerest: was in Misher’ 5 area. 
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and characterization by PRE. 

per second. Fortunately 
equipments. Signals could be isolated by uniformity of PRF and scan across an 
intercept. Burst sorting by scan rate was still a manual process, based on the paper ~ 
records, but Bruce Wald expected to automate this process within six weeks. Parallel . 
generation of digital data from analysis of strip-film records would be a second — 
source of input for scan-rate sorting and location fixing programs. COSA-5's optical. 
method provided slightly more accurate measurements of PRF and illumination 
time, but processing a reel of tape took three times longer than NRL's graphical 
method.. In order to eliminate tape fluttering, the major source of.error in. -. 
measurements, Misner advocated upgrading to.a recorder with one-half inch ta 

_ seven channels, and a 60-ke reference tone. His oal. was to measure 

His section was integrating a commercial graphic-to-digital readout 
e GRAB analysis configuration and had started development of a 

family of | spinning magnetic heads of different sizes and a Maphiglnas hag aereport 
mechanism, that could ‘use them. — _ _ 

(U) ONI's Fred Welden submitted comments on COSA-5's iaieaed program . i 
to Fred Hitz for TOG consideration, Welden acknowledged that ONI had also 
underestimated the impact of mass data on limited capabilities to process, analyze, 
and provide quick reference and feedback. He recommended that the TOG _ 
investigate and report to DirNSA and DNI.as to whether there was a drastic need for 
money, people, equipment, and more outside R&D. His closing summation 
assessed GRAB 1, relative. to its mission objective: 

. It is already obvious that the results from GRAB will have a direct and significant “— 
iestse ucla ware On mi teehee 
strike force tacti¢s, weapons, and EW hardware. We owe it to national security to - 
release-our tentative results — to thé extent they are valuable and of reasonable ° 

| “nai RRA abla Psa mae ain (10 fan 61).. 

(WU) "The TOG met at the NTPC and reviewed processing and jam? 
connie GRAB's data density passed the critical level, beyond which, at | 
capabilities became overloaded. A demonstration of the poteritial would help 
justify development of new tools, and the TOG committed to identify every. signal 
on one mission, stipulating 1 March as the. report date. For this effort, ‘ohn, Libbert = 

agreed tty serid some aridlysts to. NRL on temporary assighrient. The TOG - 
chairmait, Fred Hitz, submitted a. first fortnal GRAB status teport tg DNI Lowrance. 
The density problem was paramount, “although with. the number of approaches — 
being attacked by NRL, NSA and CIA, multi-fold acceleration of analysis ig 
inevitable” (18 Jan 61). Specific recommendations identified higher level needs 
where the ‘DNI's influence could help. White Fiouse modification of operational 
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security restrictions could:permit the ELINT collection schedule to be completed — . 
faster. DirNSA's support was fieeded to get computer time and additional’: 
equipment and personnel for COSA-5. Technical and intelligence coordination: - 
with Samos and’ similar reconnaissance satellite projects (Discoverer) ought to be _ 
established, but responsibility for raw data analysis ot processing should not be | 
delegated to another agency (SAC), ‘pending development of satisfactory techniques < 
and, necessary security controls. To assist development of analysis and processing 

ee le PP eRe 

techniques, data ‘was needed on U.S, fadars. 
_™ . > & 

Data Reduction i . . - : a 

(U) | Howard Lorenzen initiated discussions with NSA's deputy director “ 
regarding use of computers to automate data reduction and exploit signals, Lou. . 
Tordella brought in two experts, mathematician Bassford C. Getchell from the ~~ - 
techniques group of the office of production and from the office of © 

used to 
generate locations for SAC; provide technical information on new, passibly well- - . 
hidden, signals: and their country of origin; and. provide early warning information. 

_ by monitoring signal activity levels: He described the data reduction process and 
showed them a sample paper-tape record of compressed GRAB data. The fourmen 

. converged on.a team approach, NSA would develop a machine process’ that: 
= automatically converted GRAB analog tapes to digitally formatted. tapes, thereby-. = 

eliminating the tedious transformations from magnetic tape 'to paper (or film) |. . 
. records, then from visual records to punched paper tape (or cards) for inp 

| computer. - In the interim, NRL would furnish NSA with manually generated 
Aigtial Gata A WOUIC 

techniques already tried by NRL. 

(U) —- Pursuant to the Tordella/Lorenzen agreement and TOG deliberations, a auf 
working meeting was conducted by. Hank DeCourt at the NSA on 24 January.1961: to 

. plan the joint effort. In addition to COSA-5, NSA's offices of production (PROD). | . 
and machine processing (MPRO) were represented. Bob Misner and Bruce Wald . | 
were there from NRL. To improve collection, NRL, was fitting the huts with seven- . | 
channel instrumentation type recorders (Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp. Type ~ 
GR-2500). NSA would need to acquire a recorder to. one-half inch tapes and a. | 
pulse-width separator | |e Joseph M. Struve was... _ 
leading development of NSA's Audico (automatic digital conversion) process.. Use 
of computer equipment was arranged by, Raymond B. Potts, who led. COSA-5S's ss 
technical planning staff. Bob Misner had some doubts about Audico feasibility, due_ 
to GRAB's low and unsteady signal-to-noise ratio. Bruce Wald would oversee ~ 
NRL's production of interim burst records for mput to computers. John Conlon 
would do the same for signal logs generated at the. NTPC. Bassford.Getchell would | 
guide programming of computers for signal formation, parameter measurement, «| 
and location: The scholarly mathematician left no doubt accuracy was paramount 
when he stated. criteria for the emitter Jocation effort, including data quality (NRL), . 
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ephemeris accuracy (NASA), and benchmarks (ONI), Wald would continue work 
with NRL's Narec computer for signals search. Results of the ongoing exhaustive © . 
analysis of one mission at the NRL would provide a sample of the system's ...- 
capability and would serve also as a sort of ground truth with which to evaluate . 
machine. processing efficiency and calibrate parallel efforts. . o® aa 

(U) ~~ _ The 1 March target date for reporting initial results became inviolate when. 
Vernon Lowrance sent a letter to DirNRL Arthur Krapf, requesting that NRL make - 
a maximum effort to meet the requirements for development of both analysis and 
data processing techniques. The DNI commended Howard Lorenzen and His ae © 
colleagues to the DirNRL and stated that the project had "reached an advanced stage 
"and promises results which will have significant impact upon U.S. intélligence. ... 
The fitst formal status report on the project has just been completed; I will arrange . 
that you see it, together with CNO action on it"(27Jan61), 9° se 

U Toward the goal of identifying every signal on a single mission, GRAB 1's . ‘ 
tbit had been chosen for its night-time transit from west to east over the - | 

| NRL checked, the quality of data tapes from overlappirig-- 
collection‘sites and retained the best data for each time segment. The datawas > 

_ dissected at thé Navy Lab by 4 tear of men and women from NSA (NTPC), NF 
and NavSTIC aiid teported as a joint TOG product 

r 

. , 
7. . 

(U) . » While the joint analysis effort was underway at the NRL, managers at the 
NSA preparéd a‘set of rules for a cooperative SAC effort. SAC could‘disseminate « .. 

- results of its owri analysis internally, subject to approval of DNI Lowrance, who: . - 
exercised “responsibility and control of product dissernination and all security - 

e » 

] 
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- aspects of the — (13 Feb 61). SAC would be provided with es standards 
+ by NSA and the TOG, and SAC's technical capability to process GRAB data would - 

first be assessed by NSA and other project personnel. NSA would then task SAC on | 
a task contract basis, avoiding duplication of effort except for sample checks on. _ 
quality. Any plans by SAC to go beyond the basic rules for participation. would have 
to be submitted to NSA for approval by both NSA and TOG before execution. A 
_TOG delegation traveled to Omaha; Nebraska, for a visit to Offiitt AFB on 15 March, 
where it met with members of the 544th Reconnaissance Technical —e aie 

- commanded by Col Donald H. Ainsworth USAF. - 

(U) The TOG delegation, led by NSA, with cicehiatinie fom ONI, NSG, 
and AFCIN, discussed SAC's request for regular receipt of Canes tapes: 544th RTG's 

operated around the clock, not as many g 

but they were inadequate for handling the density problem encountered 
in the Caries tapes. Datatron 220, IBM 7090, and IBM 704 computers were available, 
but SAC was holding Canes under extremely tight security and had not yet cleared: 

' programmers. They would neéd Audizo equipment and ‘ari estimated: six months to: - 
program the computers to support the effort. Caries informatiéfi would be an input 
to SAC's Finder complex, used for production of the. Soviet tadar order of. battle and - 

_ expected to be operational in three’ months. ne ae 

(U).. | GREB, renamed:'Solar Radiation I ‘by Marty ae (5 Oct 60), operated for 2 
_, ten months of the one- fg 3 design lifetime. A aiagaet on its X-ray detector 

successfully deflected th Van Allen radiation,. e first clear.view of the solar X- _ 
ray spectrum was acquired at all altitudes. Data was recorded at. NASA's Minitrack _ 
stations and sent to NRL for analysis. Herbert Friedman found that solar flares 
produced ‘ionospheric. disturbances, such as sudden short wave fading and cosmic 

Noise absorption. In. addition to its value for pure research into the, nature of the 
sun, the data would be used to predict propagation conditions for HF ae 
communications. NRL eventually built satellites dedicated. to solar radiation 
measurement and related experiments, and their nickname, ‘SolRad’, was applied 
ere to the —— GREB. Pie sae Sane 
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(U) . Data collected 1 by GRAB 1 iiepacted SAC’ $ mapping of the Soviet ait 
defense aa and aided the foreign intelligence community in assessing. 

military radar development. . Other. systems, employing diverse technologies, 
were coming or on line and Providing more data ‘for: SAC and NSA. 

Air Force and CIA Projects. 

—(U) © © During the late 1950s, in adi with scientific project Vanguard, . 
“numerous classified studies and ‘projects sponsored within the Air Force or CIA,” 

some jointly, aimed to exploit space for vital information on Soviet strategic: 
weapons, air defense systems, industrial capacity, and transportation systems. .. 
Lockheed, developer of the U-2 spy plane for the CIA, was the primary 2 waa for: 
both CIA film recovery and Air Force film readout, infrared detection, and. * 

- electronic reconnaissance payloads to be carried on the Lockheed Agena upper stage; 
. . whieh the Air Force would boost into-space on a Convair Atlas or a Doyglas Thor.: . 

Subcontracts were awarded to other companies for specific, payloads. 

(U) | * Following Project Score’ s successful three-day Agena voice transmission 
_ for Christmas 1958, the multi-mission Discoverer and Samos projects suffered © : 
repeated launch failures or on-orbit failures, but each failure provided valuable 

. lessons. Discoverer 13 was successfully launched on a Thor Agena A from 
' Vandenberg AFB on 10 August 1960. Next day, backup ship-based recovery of its - 

floating capsule was accomplished near Hawaii. Air recovery was accomplished, as. 
intended, by an Air Force Flying Boxcar (C-119) on battery-powered. Discoverer 14, 
launched a ‘week later, and photo intelligence from the CIA's recoverable Alm 
payload, CORONA, became a national TT 

were precursors © 
signals collection for intelligence purposes. Béginning in June 1961, the Lockheed. 

Agenia platform that hosted CORONA, Discoverer biomedical, | 

Starting with vacuuni tube technology and 

battery’ power, the 
and elaborated and _ 

efined by Lockheed and its payload subcoritractors throughout the 1960s. The . 
recorded ELINT data was i fas initially by a and NSA. By the turn Of the | 
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decade some of these evolved tnchindlowied would also become primary candidat tes. 
for a passive ELINT ocean surveillance system requested by the. DoN. 

(U) - After the GRAB and CORONA successes, SecDef Thomas Gates 
commissioned a special panel to investigate the unsuccessful Samos project and 
related efforts. In accordance with the panel's recommendations and approval by. 
the National Security Council, mariagement of research, acquisition, and operations 
of Air Force missile and space systems related to reconnaissance were consolidated. 
Air Force management offices in the Pentagon and engineering and operations |. 
offices in the field (primarily Los les and Sunnyvale, Cali fornia) would report -- 

- directly to Under Secretary of the Air Force (SAFUS) Joseph V. Charyk, who had ~ 
- served on Gates’ panel, along with George mosiakowsry (White House science 
adviser) and a John Rubel. | | : 

(U) On the fast full day of the Eisenhower widisdetieasieas ‘DepSecDef I ames 
Douglas signed a memorandum to the secretaries of the military departments and 
DisNSA with several provisions for control of the intersection of intelligence with 
space. The secretary of the Air Force would assume responsibility for the _ | 
reconnaissance program. and report on it directly to the DepSecDef. All DoD. — 
elements engaged in development of COMINT or ELINT applications of satellites 

. should cooperate closely with DirNSA, either directly or through thé office of 
DDR&E.” DirNSA would, "in turn, provide guidance concerning COMINT and_ oe 

- ELINT en and will render caper assistance within his ae (19 ” eae a 

~~ « 

DoD Space Directive : 

(VU) Robert S: McNamara had cn amid by President-elect Kennedy to. 
resign his presidency of Ford Motor Corporation and head the DoD. ‘McNamara's. _ 
previous involvement with the Pentagon was limited to two years asan Army. . __ . 
officer in the supply system of the Army Air Corps during World War II, but his - 
academic background in statistical control techniques.and tenure at Ford provided, a 
the experience and will to develop a rational, missions-oriented budgeting process. —_ 

- for the $50B annual defense outlay. Roswell L: Gilpatric, a member of Kennedy's 
pre-inaugural advisory committee on the defense. establishment and former - _f 
SAFUS, was appointed deputy secretary of defense. The McNamara revolytion in 
defense budgeting and procurement was sustained throughout the Kennedy and - 
Johnson administrations. All problems would be approached in a logical, analytical 
way. Quantitative methods of systems analysis (developed by the RAND x. . 
Corporation for the Air Force) and operations research (developed by ONR for the. 
Navy) provided the tools for planning and decision making. Most importantly, the 
thousand or so DaD program elements would be aggregated, budgeted, and procured 
according to major DoD missions — ranging from strategic retaliatory forces to a 
retired -pay — instead of along the Eisenhower administration's breakdown.mated _ 
to the organizational structure of the military establishment and uniform 
ee a (procurement, O&M, military personnel, etc.). The R&D 
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* ‘mission for weapons. systems wold incorporate top-level decision points 5 at key 
-- milestones derived from the process of mass production invented by Hériry | Ford | : 

and widely used in industry. Procuremient — would be based oft éost--  o 
effectiveness analysis. | -& 

(U) - Space systems R&D was a prime target for reform. In ‘his nas iui in: 
office, MeN; amara signed DoD Directive 5160.32 on development-of space systems, 
inchiding."satellites, anti-satellites, space probes, arid supporting systems therefor" 
(6 Mar 61). Scope and funding of pfeliminary research by the- military departments - 
and DoD agencies would henceforth be subject:to approval of DDR&E. Proposals for 
‘further development would be submitted to the DDR&E for review and ~~ 

7 endorsement. RDT&E of DoD. “space development programs or projects, which are’ | 
approved hereafter, will be the responsibility of the Department of the Air Force.”. 
Exceptions would be made by the SecDef or DepSécDef "only in uriusual. ~ | 

_circumstances.”. A cover letter from SecDef McNamara to the service secretaries afid 
others indicated future roles of other services would be limited to spacé ene, : 
operations and gerieration of requirements for new equiprient. 

— This assignment of space development programs and projécts does not pri ee 
the assignment of operational responsibilities for space systéms which will be made¢ on . - 
a project by projéct basis as‘a particular projéct approaches the operational Stage,and 
which will take into account the competence and i ia of each of the services and 4 
the unified’ and specified commands. x ue F 

We [SecDef McNamara and DepSecDef Gilpatric] recognize that all the military. 
departments, as well as other Defense agencies, may have requirements for the use of 

. Space equipment. The directive expressly provides that they will continue to conduct - 
: preliminary research to aveloy specific statements of these tequirements,and © +” 
provides « mechanism Srtusl wan ties eee ye 6 Mat 61). 

(U) ‘At the begiining of March, Charles Martell had been. promoted: to vice 
admiral and assigned as DepDDR&E for administration and management. Heé.had . 
beeit' among those naval officers to sea the.directive.coming. So had Tom, Connolly 

- at the BuWeps. Working with. ASN (R&D) Jarties Wakelin, DCNO (Dev) John 
Hayward, ACNO (Dev) Martell, and their Army counterparts on formation of 4 "4 
joint DoD space agency (as a military equivalent of NASA), he had seen their efforts 
rebuffed by DDR&E York and the Air Force secrétariat, who favored the "scientific 
community & private industry" model of developrhent over the "material bureau 
& government laboratory” ‘arrangement used by Navy. The issue was industrial’ - 
versus in-housé R&D. Two prime examples of the differences wete Army Air Corps © 
versus Navy developments in radar during World War I; Air Force versus Army 
developments in ballistic missiles in the 1950s. Army and Navy maintained that 
their approach was consistent with congressional mandates. “ | 

(U) At lower levels, the DoD s ace directive took many /DoN changers by: 
surprise. Reactions ranged from indifference —- ori the parts of those who did’ hot. 
foresee roles of satellites in navigation, communication, passive and active . 

surveillance, geodesy, meteorology, oceanograpliy, and timie syrichronizatio# -— to - 

disappointment, from thosé who did, and fear that systerti development under the. 
new industrial procurement construct would not be affordable. Scientists and 
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pa nce at the NRL were 5 battled that the ae technology lave now be. 7 : _ ‘ | 

controlled (and. probably stifled) at the highest level of the DoD bureaucracy. = 
(U) | Tom Connolly and DNI Lowrance arranged for the new secretary of the - 

_ Navy, John B. Connally, Jr., to be briefed on GRAB. Uniformed Capt Fred Welden 
from ONI gave the classified briefing, using NRL's briefing boards and technical 
backup from Reid Mayo. Learning that the SecDef had not yet been exposed to the 
project or results, SecNav:Connally scheduled an appointment and personally | | 

_ escorted the briefing team to McNamara’s office. Informed of the architecture, - | a 
organization, initial results, and plans for.the next launch by articulate Fred . | 

_ Welden, McNamara commended the Navy project, saying that it would be 7 ; 
‘marvelous if we could some day reconstruct the entire cost aspects of this program 2 | 
and all the performance aspects and see just how cost-effective ithas been. Before . 
discussian.could proceed any further, the SecDef took a phone call from his wife. ° = ; 

__ Afterward he complained that last week he could. phone her, but she could nat.. | 
reach him, this week just the opposite. He asked John Connally whether they a : | 
use NRL's technological expertise to make the: Pentagon's telephone system work.  ——- * 
The meeting ended on that jocular note, The post-mortem with the SecNav | — | as 
Stables that NRL would gather data for a cost-effectiveness analysis. : 

(VU) . ‘The general counsel of DoD soon bégan coordinating a new draft DoD - -— I | 
directive e (516034) ori reconnaissance, mapping, and geodetic programs, to be aul 7 : 
by DepSecDef Gilpatric (28 Mar 61).: Air Force would develop and operate all DoD 
reconnaissarice satellites and develop processing equipment. Army would:establish | 
and manage a Single geodetic and mapping program for the servicesand DoD, . .° © 
providing specifications for satellite systems to be developed and operated by Air . 4 
Force. Other than satellité systenis fot mapping and geodesy, Aif Force would be = = = i 
responsible for' aerial systems; Army, ground-based; Navy; ocean areas. Under... 
Herbert York's concept of like things in-one organization, the Ait Force had airand = 
space; Arniy, larid; Navy, water. [As.it turnéd out’ Army —— ARGON relied On 
CIA's CORONA technology: for gpacebiime geodesy.]- “ | 

(U) 7 "Draft DoDD 5160.34 was unclassified and did not mention a a role for NSA, 
in the development of reconnaissance satellites and processing equipment in the -. - 
SIGINT domain, but parallel correspondence between SAFUS Charyk and DirNSA 
Frost established that NSA would ——— in poner and execution of the’. 
ELINT capaminty} in Satfios. 

(U) | After digesting <pobved D DobD 5160.32, and its en or on. ated i 
space systems then in R&D, Tom Connolly of BuWeps tried to forge a balanced ed 
perspective as the beginning of.a.Navy proposal that the directive be reconsidered. ~ - 
He prepared a thoughtful 13-page confidential memorandum for the Navy: 
secretary, which included his supposition that the directive was. motivated by. | 
perceptions. of "problems of unwise: duplication, waste, or mismanagement of.space 
projects" within the DoD. Although se § a was — his field wi 4 

° ; . t 
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future" (11 Apt 61). 

(U) .._ Asanextremely covert space program 
was not immediately affected by the new policy qn space systems-development. The 

GRAB TOG was preparing for Igunch of EE ole: NRL's unique 
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view was limited to projects among the three services initially funded by ARPA, — 

| | and he insisted. that, "Such problems did not exist, nor were 
they bréwing.” 

(U) — ~ Connolly likened Air Force and Navy roles in natianal security and _ 
mutual pursuit’ of the "best weapon systems to achieve it;" cautioned SecNav — 

‘Connally against’ those who would let the Navy's "strength lapse and have the ~ 
Navy become a comfortable, old-fashioned girl concentrating on limited or 

-. - eonventidnal war;" praised the Air Force's ability to acquite “absolutely top-drawer: 

_ caliber" talent from the scientific eae eéntrasted Air Force inivestinerit in -. 

think tanks and. industry with the DoN's iti-house R&D by government civil’ — 
service scientists ard: eriginéers; and hoped that the nation’s wisdorti in choosing a: 
mix of sea-based and land-based weapon systems would be applied to military space. 
as well, He chastised himself for not Having been sufficiently aggressive on behalf - 
of the Nuvy and urged that the DoN "take time out for honest self-examination," ' 
including assessment of the current situation and recommendations on “sound _ 

ways to correct, eliminate, realign, establish and strengthen elements of thie Navy 

that detérmine its strength and overall usefulness to the ration — now and. in thé. 

_ x (U) ‘The din raised by an abortive CLA-sponsored invasion of Cuba, six dilys oF 

after Tom Connolly sent his memorandum, stifled any chance for it ta. stimulate 

reconsideration of the DoD directive. The Second Fleet had no rdle in planning or: 
supporting the assault by Cuban exiles at the Bay of Pigs, but, when it happened, all © . 
US. ships nearby, including awzdliaries transiting the Caribbean, went to. general - —— 

quarters with all hands manning, battle stations. OpNav concentrated on | 

éontingency planning. RAdm Connolly, an aviator, was immediately transferred . - 

from. BuWeps to command carrier division 7. America became preoccupied with 

the CIA's Cuban fiasco and negotiation with Castro for return of captured exiles. 

‘The Pentagon began developing comprehensive contingency plans for amphibious ei 

and airborne invasion of Cuba. No evidence is readily available on SecNav: 
 ‘Connally's reaction te Tom Connolly's memorandum, but the future Navy strategy- . 

regarding affordability of space systems would be to press for jointness and funding, 

under.the DoD general support program element (i.e., defense overhead), which 

would, not affect the DoN's budget for procurement of ships, airctaft, and weapons 
needed. to control. the seas, protect the shipping lanes, and respond to crises = 

worldwide. «= . _ oe 

Readiness Review 4 an 7 ‘< -.. 4 7 ee | 

ajready established, Canes/GRAB 

Gerber machine had been further modified to speed production of digital data... . 

NTPC's Sergeant Winterbottom earned respect from all participants for. his: 

perseverance in operating the Gerber oscillograph to measure distances, hour after. 

hour, day after.day. Measurements of signal and cajibratior marks, alongwith ~~~ 
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Rayspan calibration and tape speed control settings, were automatically transferred 
to punched paper tape. The Gerber’ output was‘ fed into NRL's Narec cofriputer, — 
programmed for this effort by Bruce Wald. The computer combined. the numbers to 
produce a record of time of occurrence and PRF of each burst. A record could be 
printed and graphically displayed by the Narec- computer, both as histograms and 
burst plots. If the selected time increment approximated the scan period, the bursts - 
formed a line. By varying the time in¢rement, the program could be used to search 
for associated bursts. The objective was to determine optimum selection parameters: - 

for machine processing at NSA. Paper tape records of burst data were couriered to _ 
the NSA, to support development of scan-sorting: and location-fixing programs. 

- (U) "A TOG readiness review was conducted on 2 May. The countermeasures 
branch had fielded teams to shin si the huts for improved habitability and'data.. .. : . 
quality. Except for sites, huts were being equipped with sun _ 
protection and air conditioning. Fifteen members of NRL received Jaunch ~ - 
assignments, Ed Dix leading those from the satellite techniques branch; Reid Mayo, 
countermeasures. NavSTIC's MM had assigned sone people, including” | 
Robbie Robertson and Ethel M. Smith, to gather information on a | - 

(U) COSA-5S reported NSA/NRL progress on GRAB 1 tapes (1 May 61). 
Primary emphasis was on NSA's Audico I/Bogart program. The Audico servo” - 
control feature used the 1-kc component of the GRAB time channel as a reference to — 
regulate tape playback speed, but tape flutter and low signal-to-noise ratio were 
problems. Audico output consisted simply of numbers representing time between” ~ | 
successive pulses (or noise spikes) in machine units, each count representing 67 
microseconds. , Machine processing equipment included a Bogart computer built for” 

and IBM 727 magnetic tape drives. The _NSA by Sperry Rand, an IBM 704 computer, 
Bogart computer would be used 

(collected eight months ago), results of Bogart | 
processing of NRL's burst records were not yet satisfactory as compared to ground 

SAC's Capt 
JOA provided a formula used with airborne collectors for ~ . 

t finders, but Bassford Getchell found it unusable for GRAB. 

(U) _~ONI was responsible for disseminating results and had not much new to 
convey siftce the 1 March report. Reality was far short of the vision conveyed to the 
Whitt House last October. «In view of SAC's urgent need, Fred Welden‘and 

turniiig over Bruce Wald's process ‘to NSA. They glédned a set of action items for . 
NSA and NRL from discussion duzing TOG meetings and. other interactioris and 

mp =| Handle Via BYEMAN_ Rion oe —eCzly 

truth from manual analysis. ‘An IBM 704 computer program, was being developed 

placed highest priorities on iminediately transforming all magneti¢ records to: 
computer format (NRL), completing computer programs for locations (NSA), and: «| 
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correspondence. The actions were transformed into a set of nine eninitione that DNI 
Lowrance submitted to his fotmier boss, VAdm Frost, now in his sixth month at the 
NSA. On 5 May, DirNSA Frost.forwarded ONI's questions by memorandum to the 
chief of COSA, Herbert L. Conley. In response, Conley reported statusof —Si. 
standardization, equipment, programming, and personnel. William D. Wray, chief 

_of PROD's techniques group (PROD-03), was in charge of GRAB processing. In all, 52° 
‘NSA personnel were cleared for the project. Members of COSA, MPRO, and PROD~ 
03 were working with NRL on data reduction and processing. Hank DeCourt, LCdr._ 

| Joe Struve, and Bassford: Getchel] were most actively involved . 
with NRL. The need was recognized to standardize calibration tapes and data. 
formats used. - manual and — Processing elements, both at the NSA and. 
NRL. 

(U) COSA-S was reluctant to sateieel more effort on anil eisiiadiacn of 
o_o data, and Herbert Conley stated NSA's processing philosophy: or 

: that is, should we reexamine our 
i rh ener prem rege rsen anwar mesy Ai the first GRAB shot? Our © 
efforts have been aimed heavily at developing techniques and methods to process all | 
signals from all tapes and locate as many as possible. us Sa soqraiot ata tae peel” as 
ONI questions would suggest that’ we might corisider adding additional resources fo the be 

- effort to obtain partial and piece meal results iri adlvance of more complete solution. If =... 
_ this decision is made, than jt may be advisable to expand the Sees SP PTOR: We’ 

. will discuss this with ONI. (11 May 61). 
Usable with either Audico or manually generated digital data, a PRE-sorting 
program was operational and a scan-sorting program was written and ak 
NavSTIC had been asked for information on PRF and scan stability that would 

_ guide Bogart processing thresholds. Benchmark locations, to verify a i a _ 
_ program for V-beam location, had been requested from SAC. _— a 

= QU) Participants at the NSA and NRL stayed of coutse and worked harder, 
‘ both in processing of GRAB 1 and. preparation for'GRAB 2. By thé erid of May, - 

Bruce Wald and Bassford Getchell. established a common language format for digital _ 
tapes. NRL distributed to participating stations an addendum to cover thie upgrade 
of receiving huts, including the new GR-2500 tape recorder and a solid state te digital: 
time code generator (Jun 61). . 

(U) — InJune, ONI received a summary - SAC's s initial results i in processing, 
of data (two data from GRAB 1, based on the first 92 minu 

available to SAC,. By consistency in 
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(U) Growing Air Force interest in the project was evidenced by new requests 
for clearance. In late June, the TOG endorsed and forwarded, for DNI's approval, 
requests to clear three Air Force officers assigned to NSA; three, SAC; four, AFCIN; 
one, AFSS. Three among them were general officers. In the same time-frame, NSA 
submitted clearance requests for fifteen more civilians, ranging from GS-4 to GS-14, 
and one Army specialist. As NSA's in-house ELINT resources increased, NTPC was 
winding down. | 

Launch 

(U) For the impending launch, news reporters keyed on two worldwide firsts. 
Three satellites would be lofted on a single rocket. Transit carried a Martin-built 
atomic battery for auxiliary power. Ready for processing or not, a partly successful _ 
Thor Able Star launch took place at Cape Canaveral the night of 29 June 1961. 
Transit 4A achieved its intended orbit. The GREB satellite remained attached to a 
scientific satellite, developed for Professor Van Allen's research project at the State - 
University of Iowa, due to human error in the sequence of ground commands. 
Electromagnetic interference ruled out concurrent operation, and an ag ent was 

reached to operate GRAB/ CRE Injun, The 
constraint of prior White House approval of ea interrogation had been 
removed. Orbiting 475 x 540-miles at 66.8°, GRAB 2 began collecting on 15 July. 

(U) Stimulated by SAC's success on the Tokens, NSA PROD-03 formed a task 

proup, led by Walter G. Deeley and supported by NavSTIC's analysts, to locate 

total. The Audico interface was still unproved, but Bc 

were disseminated in NSA's product report on data from GRAB 1 (20 
Jul 61). 

When GRAB 2 data tapes arrived and were dubbed at the NRL, NSA could 
not keep up. Discussion in the TOG revealed that analytical resources were being 

. ari AnCBsegelee spread TOO . wtaroneg in ine JeOA-) nad an infiux o oredr Bele. 

amMmOSs, 

The next | 
a 

‘ Preparations were being made to process ELINT data from 
expected in January 1962. The volume from GRAB promised to grow, too. 
two satellites, scheduled to go within eight months, had identical covera 

Fred Hitz had been reassigned from NSG headquarters to command 
NSGA His place in the TOG was taken by Cdr Franklynn 

R. Sperberg, who eld experience in GRAB operations from his previous tour 

of duty as officer-in-charge of a station overseas. ONI's Fred Welden was being 

relieved as Op-922Y in July. His successor, Capt Donald Mac Showers, had been, in 

1957-60, the first officer-in-charge of the U.S. Navy Field Operational Intelligence 
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Office (NFOIO) at Fort Meade, Maryland. Lorenzen sent Showers three copies of a 
program outline for three heavier and larger GRAB. satellites next year, proposing 
that it be used to guide planning by Pan and BuWeps (18 Aug 61). 

— =(64B)— Each satellite in the follow-on series would include | ELINT | 
_ detection bands. Because useful location information fro was. . 

thus far limited to other methods of measurement were 
considered. Based on techniques employed in NavSpaSur, NRL was 
investigating "a satellite based system which tere the 

| fees (18 Aug 61). NSA did not favor incorporating | 
| with GRAB, due to the necessity of completely reworking space and 
ground instrumentation. 
engineering model sta 

did not pursue much beyond the 

(U) A major. reorganization of NSA was effected § in August. Operational 
_ groups, corresponding to targets, were established and assigned alphabetic codes. 
Herbert Conley became chief of A~Group (targeted on European Communist and 
Warsaw Pact countries). Designation of his former office of-eollection and signal 

_analysis was changed from ‘COSA’ to a now under Libbert. Designation of 
Libbert's fo dvanced signals ana division was changed from ‘COSA-S' to 

— "C-15', with DeCourt as chief. sient rae 9. signer Raed 
division (C-14), responsible for machine processing of ELINT data. DirNSA BA Prost 
and ‘BNI Lowrance had agreed that A-Group could redirect scheduled GRAB 2 
collection when quick reaction was required, in response to 
ee eg ce 
NSG' Sperberg and NSA’ t Deeley from A-3 3 

(U) Mac Showers agreed to query SAC on its GRAB processing techniques, and 
CNO (Op-92) senit a message to that effect on 24 August. The from 
CincSAC’s deputy director of intelligence, Col meee, ae included a 
statement of SAC's processing philosophy that y from NSA’s: 

SAC’s primary objective when processing GRAB-1 ELINT data is to select, from the — 
total data available, that intelligence which is of immediate value to the current 
SIOP. Obviously the most valuable intelligence to be gleaned from such data consists of 
the type and location of radars considered pertinent to the Bdefense 
et ELINT signals, the significance of which cannot be determined due to certain 

or the inability to locate the source, contribute less to the 
developinent of the SIOP. Based upon this premise, only those ELINT signals 7 
osetia dy caniiand acl oii cane cased «ivan Garou az aieiek 
confidence, receive maximum attention and processing. This is not to say that all other 
signal intercepts are ignored. During the film readout any intercept which appears 
unusual, regardless of whether or not it can be located, will be recorded and analyzed. 

(25 Aug6l1) 
SAC had by then received tapes fér 21 GRAB 1¢ ns (all those for which 

cant portions of them. Results ephemeris was available) and had processed sig 
far surpassed those at the NRL and NSA to date: 
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Attachments included a handbook of operating procedures 
. a computer program, and listing of radars ° 
_ located. Copies of the letter and attachments were sent also to Headquarters USAF 
and NSA. Assessing the information, the TOG concluded that SAC Kad mounted a 
massive manual analysis effort, mainly optical methods, aimed at developing the _ 
radar order of battle‘as qu lickly as possible. Their brute force ‘tectiniques, although -.. 
sound an sized at the NS; id not advance the machine processing efforts being” - * 
emphasi 

(U). After comparing collection. times on NSG's GRAB 2 mission tasking with 
sample times of arrival of dubbed tapes at the NSA, Walt Deeley concluded that 
quicker access to tapes of potential interest (due to proximity with events known ‘ 
from other sources) would be gained if NSA did the dubbing. A-3's interest 
reinforced a belief in Joe Struve's area that less tape handling would avoid tape, - 
stretching that, distorted time relationships for Audico, During TOG ee, 
Deeley suggested NSA take over the tape dubbing function. Both NRL and C-15.. 
(manual analysis). opposed processing work with original tapes (one-millimeter - 
Mylar) because. of their fragility and because NSA did not have equipment that 
could produce usable dubs. In consultation with and NSAC-15's* 
representative to the TOG, f Howard Lorenzen drafted a letter aimed at 
getting rhore resources for NSA's analysis effort and improving coordination 
between’ manual analysis, under John Conlon, and the machine processing element. “-. 
Prepared as a formal letter from DNI Lowrance, addressed to the TOG and to- | 
DirNSA Frost, the draft went no farther than Mac Showers’ office dué to disclosure 
of an impending national program that would consolidate all satellite’. 
ens systems under CIA and Air Force oaagement: po 

° Chapter 5 References | . 3 oe : 

19Jan6l DépSecLef (S) memorandum om Seckimy, SecNav, § SecAF, DirNSA, copy to Chics oe 
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general’ counsel, assistants to SecDef ~_ . 
Subj: Development of = Systems | | 
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at the NSA and NRL and were not ‘applicable to all types of ‘equipment. os 
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_ Subj: GRAB Processing 
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« . DirNRL (classified) proposal to Op-922Y 
" Subjs Solar Radiation Satellites in FY-62 

NRL (S) Report by Space Surveillance Branch and Satellite Techniques Branch of 

’ Applications Research Division 
Subj: A Satellite Surveillance System | 
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Chapter 6. NATIONAL PROGRAM 

(U) — The GRAB project became assimilated in a national program led by the 
Air Force in response to indications the Russians were developing an anti-ballistic 
missile/anti-earth satellite capability. The second successful GRAB payload 
observed different portions of the spectrum and enabled NSA_to chatacterize 
couerful, new system probably beated-at he as 

National Funding. ... 

(uy - The Gilpatric/ McNamara teformation of space systems develo
pment wae — 

being extended to the intelligence arena in.1961, as forecast by the DoD general 
counsel's draft directive af 28 March. The SecDef signed a top secret memorandum. - 
that informied John Connaily and other service secretaries of the collateral §. 
designation of the SAFUS as the SecDef's assistant for reconnaissance, as well as the 
plan to consolidate all DoD “satellite or overflight photographic reconnaissance, ° . 

. Mapping, geodesy, and electronic signal collection programs" (6 Sep 61}. Attached, - | 
for guidance, to the memorandum wag. q letter from DepSecDef Roswell Gilpatrig, to 
outgoing DCI Allen Dulles.: The letter reported Gilpatric’s agreement (apparently- — . 
verbal) with the DCI, concurred-in by the acting‘DCI, Gen Charles Cabell, “with’ 
respect to the setting up.of a National Reconnaissarice Program (NRP)" and to 
establish "on a covert basis a Natiorial Reconnaissance Office to manage this. ° : . | 
program" (6:‘Sep 61). The office to be formed (by mid-1962) would be jointly directed | 
by the CIA's députy director for plahs arid the SAFUS, as special assistant for 
reconnaissance.to the. SecDef, with authority delegated by the-DepSecDef. NRP 
management would respond solely to USIB requirements and priorities for. 
photographic and electronic signal collection. The two NRO directors (Richard 
Bissell and Joseph Charyk) would control -- without intervening teviews or 
approvals — reconnaissance systéth project directors in the field: A chart attached to 

~ the agreenient showed: 4 joirit organizational structure for managetrent of the-NRP, 
down to directorship ef the Samds project, in both its actual (covert. NRO) and 
apparent (overt Air Force) manifestations. The-NRO directors (CIA DD/P-and 
SAFUS) would be supported by a special staff, overtly identified as the Office of _ 
Missiles and Space, Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAFMS). The special 
staff (SAFMS) had alread} been formed within the Air Force secretariat, to support — 
Under Sectetary Charyk's control of Samos, and staffed by members of the former’ 
Air Force offices of guided’ missiles and advanced technology (satellite Systems), ~ 

which had been directed by brigadier generals: (The agreemént made no mention of 
the two operatidnal systems, GRAB and CORONA = probably because Samos was 

o ” 

' =" . 
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(U) ‘ __ Electronic signal intercept and processing fell under the purview of NSCID 
6, which assigned NSA responsibility for national COMINT and ELINT intercept 
and processing, DirNSA Frost objected to Gilpatric's plan for joint CIA/Air Force . . 

direction of all overhead electronic signal collection. Eugene G, Fubini, an 
intelligence expert in the office of DDR&E, was appointed to look into the:matter, in 

_ coordination with the affected organizations. a 

(U) Gene Fubini solicited representation from DDR&E, CIA, NSA, SAFMS, 

ONL, and Army ACSI. DNI Lowrance assigned action to intelligence specialist Mac 

_ Showers, who headed ONI's operational intelligence branch, Showers assigned two — 
TOG members to Fubini's group: of NavSTIC and Frank Sperberg, who’ 

coordinated GRAB operations from NSG headquarters. Herbert Conley was the 

senior representative from NSA. Walt Deeley was the recording secretary. 

(U) - The meetings chaired by Gene Fubini disclosed the rationale for a - -** 

’ nationally funded program. The radars photographed by U-2 at Lake Balkhash were 

part of’ ari emerging Soviet defense against Polaris ballistic missiles and SAC’s 
budding Atlas ICBM capability. More suspect sites under construction had been - 

found by the CIA's CORONA system. A crash program, similar to the Manhattan ~~ ° 

project, was needed to detect, analyze, and couritet signals from these radars and to: 
find other ABM sites‘in the Soviet: Union. The NRP would fund additional photo? *. 

and ELINT satellites needed for this purpose. All aspects of the program would be ~ *- 

‘placed under extremely tight security, top secret codeword, with separate control 
systems to cover tecHinology and product, access‘ to, technology limited to those ~~ — 
planning and implementing the systems. | _% | 

(U) Neither the office of DDR&E nor SAFMS were well informed about : 
Canes/GRAB, and.SAFMS challenged its continuation in. the national a 
The project-had strong representation, though, not only. from Conley, raat 

Sperberg, and Deeley, but from CIA's Harold W. Willis, who had been a.Canes. 
participant sincé well before the first launch. His office had also helped advance - 
analysis techniques.:" ~ = -. a | 

(U)'. _ By way-of a tutorial for Geng Fubini's group, NSA issued its segond ... “ 
product report on Canes, the result of collaboration by NSA, ONI, and SAC (19 Sep : : 

61). This included results from NSA's manual analysis and processing (semiv ~ 
automatic and automatic) on GRAB 2 data plus results from further analysis of - 
GRAB1 data by NavSTIC, SAC. and-NSAv em 

(U) - The case for Canes was further buttressed by NSA’s revelation of the dawn... 
of automated processing of ELINT pulse data, in a five-page report filed asa. — 

memorandum for the record (12 Oct 61). For GRAB 2, analog tape playback speed .. « 
was regulated by the 60-kc reference tone, which ran the Audico clock. The critical = - 

part was manual adjustment of threshold. to fit the incoming signal level, which, — 

ulse times were written to an IBM 727 digital tape drive. 
- required considerable operator experience to attain satisfactory performance. Audico « — 

nIBM 704 computer 
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- . and fairly accurate. The process effected for GRAB 2 was being retrofitted to the . __ 
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GRAB 1 data. The analog/digital conversion would be harder since the original - _ 
recorders were of low quality and the 1-kc timing tone was not suitable to run the © 
Audico clock. Routines were nearly complete to convert outputs of Bausch and - 
Lomb film processing and the Gerber process to a format usable by the scan-sorting 
program. Equipment had: been ordered to enable the signal conversion branch of C- 

- 13 (communication intelligence division) to take over the dubbing task from NRL. 

(U) . | Working in concert against the understood defensive threat and focused | 
mainly on the covert electronic signals collection aspects of the Samos Cts 

rojects that were being optimized against it, the group soon agreed to 
_ distinguish between ELINT collection and processing, allacate space-based collection 
to the SAFMS, allocate protessing to NSA or organizations designated by NSA or _ 
authorized. by USIB (i.e., SAC), and utilize “resources ‘of-all other components of the 
U.S. Government engaged in electronic signal intelligence activity" as feasible. — 

' (This opened the door to participation in the national program by elements” 
supporting Canes.) The group specifically exempted "present approved collection - 

| from the new construct through — 

(U). Absent SAFMS support for the current fiscal year, DCNO (Dev) Hayward — 
had approved diversion of a Thor Able Star: procured -for Transit to GRAB's next 
launch, two months Hence (29Sep61).0 wee 

(U) The concise written product of Fubini’s multi-agency group was attached 

to a top secret memorandum from DepSecDef Gilpatric to the service secretaries and 
others, which approved for implementation withiri the DoD its determinations and | 
assignments of responsibilities. The forwarding memorandum equated the SAFMS 
with "that activity for which the Under Secretary of the Air Force has been.:- 
designated as my [SecDef] Assistant for Reconnaissance’ (20 Oct 61): . 

ABMThreat ft 

(UI) ABM tf eat arqused participants in the GRAB project to.action, __ 
' . NavSTIC's likened the developments to a new division in the Soviet _ 
Army of electronic warfare: In ‘the national ELINT domain, Howe was . 

6. —SBERER—. ——s Handle Via B : 
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‘acknowledged as an expert. He had participated in the national ELINT program 
since its inception, He crafted Navy inputs to the national program through the 
USIB structure, and he reviewed inputs from other departments and agencies. His _ 
work ranged from broad mission objectives down to detailed technical requirements 
on priority and accuracy of individual parameters, and his view encompassed all. __ 
systems and users. In his requirements work, he continued. placing search first, now- 
primarily ABM; radat order of battle, second. Howe interpreted national — requirements for the GRAB project, which would need to be reoriented accordingly. "- 

(U)*" . The new threat and measures to combat it warranted tighter sectirity, and =~ - 
the ONI replaced Canes with the Hold control system, which required new 
indoctrination. Those who executed the secret Hold security agreement thei read a” 

two-page description of the Hold Program, as follows: | | 

- “ SPECIALHANDLING ©“ it ae 
' \. HANDLE VIA HOLD CONTROL SYSTEM". 

“7 +". + ‘THEHOLDPROGRAM* " | 
_. Project HOLD is an ELINT collection system, utilizing an earth satellite as the 
‘sollector. The program is sponsored by and carried out under the auspices of the United . 
States Navy. The Director of Naval Intelligence has been appointed Project Director 

‘anid given overall responsibility for the project by the President of the United States. A. 

- ‘Technical Operations Group (TOG), composed of representatives of the Office of Naval 
‘Intelligence, the Naval Security Group, the Naval Research Laboratory, andthe —_. 

Nationa] Security Agency, exists to advise the Project Director in all phases of Project | . 

- HOLD. — ses | 
To date, two ELINT satellites have been placed in orbit under this project. ‘The first 

, y collected ELINT datainthe . §‘ ~ megacycle range over 
the Soviet Uni The second is currently collecting ELINT data 

"~ "Project HOLD was originally designed to test the feasibility of ELINT collection by 
* satellite. The feasibility has been proven beyond doubt, and in addition a large volume 

of operational intelligence has been provided. Most significant, perhaps, is the ability 

7 to collect ELINT information in areas of the which are completely 
inaccessible té all othet‘collection systerns. rr eee ae 

Dissemination of HOLD information (either information regarding thé program _ 
itself, or intelligence information which might reveal the satellite intercept source) is — 

- made only to persons who have been officially briefed on and cleared for accesstO 

iect HOLD. The briefing and clearance alone do not have the effect of authorizing ~ 

free and unlimited access to HOLD information. The divulging of any individual fact 

 concertiftig Project HOLD will be determiined by two critetia, both of which must be met. 

These = 
7 | ; | 

E ; “me 
~ 7 : : p *. ae! ts 

(a) the recipient must have. received this briefirig and.have been cleared for'aceiss - 
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(b) he must have a valid and demonstrable need to ae the individual fact. to be 
~ divulged. 

Each | person who i is briefed on this problem i is individually’ responsible for 
maintaining the security thereof, arid for ensuring that both of the above criteria are - 
met prior to divulging anf information conceming this project to another, By executive 

__ order of thé President of the United States, the Projeet Director is responsible for: 
oo acini. who shall obtain ciearees for HOLD, (dated. when eecued) 4 

(U). Mac Showers continued, as the DNI's representative to the.TOG, but he 
was engaged more fully in a reorganization of Op-922 occasioned by activation of the. 
Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) at the beginning of October. As a consequence, 
350 ONI personnel and attendant functions in the Pentagon were. being transferred 
to DIA. His own operational intelligence branch, Op-922Y, was lightened and ° 
renamed ‘composite support branch’. The ELINT section (Op-922Y4) was _ 

_ redesignated ‘fleet support section’, and Showers now drew his support for -° 
GRAB/ Hold from a special projects section ual in the _—— as well as: | 
from N avSTIC at the USNO. - 

(U) Following a TOG: meeting on 27 October, naval officers wd civilians 
continued discussion of the possibility that an ABM signal, if detected by GRAB, _ 
would be recognized in the data, How would PRF and scan sorting work on a — 
whose parameters were unknown? Highly skeptical, was asked to - 
amplify his comments régarding NSA's processing difficulties in a summary feport — 
to the project director through the TOG chairman. NSG G52 typed and iar eae 

_ Howe's repre: to the DNI, copies to i a and Lorenzen. 

(U) On the positive side, the report acknowledged the engineering 
| gers ror | 

NSA has in thei machine work,. accomplished a tremendous breakthwough in reduction 
of thié analog data-automaticall bo hand copy a0 8 sina sampling CO eee 

‘ which is really a milestone in ELINT processing: (30 Oct-61) 
Howe lauded individuals who had-made tremendous contributions:to the - 

achievernent: Mrs, (manual. processing), LCdr EEE general. - - 
guidance and interpretation), Mr. Deeley arid Mr. Struve (general management). He : 
noted, though, that NSA had as b produced only-twe final iritelligence product — 

he identified obstacles to further productivity: 
- The NSA nianual-processors are entirely involved itt analyzing Air Foreé input* which. 

is more difficult to analyze.. The automatic output of NSA is‘étalled due to difficulty in _ 
obtaining qualified operators for the AUDICO equipment. ... the task group that Mr, -' - 

' DERLEY had available in mid-1961 is no longer available to ‘GRAB. The turnover in 
"mathematicians working on computer programming has been severe. Furthermore, 
_ réorganization within NSA and a general lack of ELINT appreciation qutside of cs 

- has inhibited résults further. . .. Nb curtentt manual processing of intéves . ions of 

[with regard to ELINT rae and mek for unusual spr Howe would 
scan aa it cis iie - aoe 4 a | 
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(U) assured-DNI Lowrance that his “coniments do not Teflect upon 
the many faithful and diligent NSA workers who have in many cases, worked . 
unrewarded. overtime ort the task. We admit the problem is difficult. Nevertheless, 
we must all do more or consider abandoning the GRAB project entirely." His’. 
personal despair of squeezing any more effort out of NSA was reflected in a set of 
oma er for oon ssheitead efforts by. NRL and ONI. 

} report, Howard Sania turried to - 
to hardware, software, and personnel in C- — 

(U) - After receiving a copy of 
. Bob Misnér (who was closer than 
14) for an assessment of the status of processing. Regarding Audico threshold levels, — 
Misner favored experimenting with a fixed setting, pending some future ~ .- 
development of cormputer-controlled adjustable settings. A few runs should 

_ determine an optimum level to get most of the signal and little of the noise. Based. 
on ongoing dialogue with Joe Struve and he did not believe that — 
Audico was a problem anyway, The disruption in processing was due to C-14's. 
upgrading to a more powerful IBM 7090 computer. Misner accepted 
that Audico was 90% effective and suggested asking EEE to commit to a date 
when ine new a software wont ad ——— and ee a ee 

Future oe Commitiee "Fs = a : ee yee ee. . Et ae 
: ; ¢ 

(U) A GRAB research slat group (BuWeps, NRL, NSA, NSG, NavSTIC),- ce 
chaired by Howard Lorenzen, met for a second time.at the Navy Lab on 2 November _ 

and: began to consider an ambitious development schedule, stimulated by the ABM 
threat and NSA's interest in the possibility of a two-satellite GRAB configuration. 
‘With BuWeps paperwork in progress to transfer $1.5M to NRL for fiscal year 1962 . 

. (14 Nov 61), the countermeasures and: satellite techniques branches would be able.to 
do their parts. The chief obstacle was a-launch vehicle, cost of which-was retained int 
the BuWeps budget for transfer to. Air Force. Samuel H. Hubbard of BuWeps - 
favored the new joint Ait Fotoe/NASA Scout booster, even though it was still an 
untried systeth and had a current lift capability of only 60 to 80 pounds, because the. . 
cost per shot was about $1M compared to $5M for a sirigle Thor Able Star.. Either a 
dual-satellite Jaunch would have -to wait until the Scout matured to its eventual lift- 

off capacity of 150 pounds, or two Scouts would be needed. Howard Lorenzen, Reid — 
Mayo, and Bruce Wald went to. the NSA on 9 November to discuss with Bassford — 

' Getchell, NSA's suggestion for two-ball GRAB 
data than.was being provided by NASA. and a means to get more 

(U) A pait-of GRAB satellites 
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_ accomplish complete coverage of the radio fre 

'(U) >! An NRL/NSA committee (Bruce Wald, Bassford Getchel| ae 
'.’ was formed to investigate the ephemeris problem. Wald set up al4November 
. meeting with.two members of NRL's computing team for Minitrack and - 
_NavSpaSur.. After this productive session and further research, they visited ~. 

_ NavSpaSur on 20 November and were ready to write their report for the TOG. The 
" Teport assessed all existing U:S. space-surveillance asséts afid cdnéliided that érbital ; 

~(64B}— In early Decermbar, NSG hen 
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and a suitable launch vehicle found, Lorenzen agreed to incorporate NSA's” | 
. The first priority was to .. 

y spectrum for 

= | | Eu | _ two-ball launch. Provided that ephemeris accuracy’ could'be improved sufficiently: —. 

objectives in the long-rangé development schedule 

ee rr A ee ages 

elements “from SPASUR appear to be the best for NSA's purposes" (4 De®61). 

.. (U). ~ SAC's director of intelligence, BGen Robert N. Smith USAF; sent DitNSA 
Frost a copy of the 544th RIG's latest version of GRAB location techniques, used for 

The locations were considered 

|. (U) - -”” Bitéouraged by SAC’s progress and assured by the NRL/NSA réport to the 
TOG on potential ephemeris accuracy, the GRAB reséarch planning group: 
concluded at RR oul succed against single beam 

radars. The group, renamed ‘future program committee’, recommended Navy 
programming reorientation for that objective and NSA advocacy in DoD for a as . 

suitable launch vehicle (19 Dec 61)... 

Navy SIGINT stations iri, , 
both tracking and ELINT signals:from GRAB 2: NRL's satellite and: payload 
engineers studied the messages, dihalyzed ‘most‘recently available recordings of 
ELINT and telemetry data, then conducted experirhental tests at Hybla Valley. 

& 
Modulating tones for the telemetry were inoperative, leaving the 
but ending collection of SolRad data.‘ The upper band of GRAB 2 
had failed in early December. The lower band |Mhad lost some | 
sensitivity, but there was no reason {6 éxpect early failure. [Although ELINT. | 
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eliecdan rane | SolRad's jones alia the end of nee useful Letime i in 
unclassified tables of launch, histories] co | 

(U) TOG review disclosed that sailors who dbbnigited a received 
little in the way of guidance on their duties. Those trained by NRL, trained their 
successors. There was no set procedure for reporting anomalies: Another GRAB - 
launch was scheduled in a month, and the TOG agreed that the situation should be 
remedied before then: NRL's Ed Withrow provided the technical content, which 

_ NSG transformed to a set of standard operating cine aa cede oo 
peated failure reposting 0 an, 62). . | a - 

-Lorenzen submitted a plan for the future program to the TOG, aimed at -. 
per satellite, with slight overlap, commencing in the final — 

quarter of 1962. Further tailoring the program to the ‘amamlint vvcciet : 
‘ outcome of NSA's proposal to Dr. Charyk (16 Jan 62). In the meantime, CIA and. 
SAFUS were realigning their projects under the joint management a in. 
accordance with the —- gsarie sii er and SecDef . ye 

. anno uncement. 

(U). On the morning of 24 a a Thor iAble § Star tfted off from oe: 
. ” Cantaveral carrying three satellites for NRL's experiments, along with two others. 

7 

The smallest, SurCal 1, at 9 pounds, was desi as a space object to calibrate the. | 
NavSpaSur fence A low frequency trans”. : 

_- ionospheric experiment, to study ionosp ects on very low frequency (VLF). 
propagation, was carried on a 60-pound satellite (LOFTI 2A). GREB 4, at 55 pounds, — 
carried SolRad 4A,and GRAB, Injun 2, at 59 pounds, carried another of Van Allen's 
payloads. A 36-pound Army communication satellite completed the assemblage 
called.'Composite I’, nicknamed 'Buckshot’.. The first stage Thor went well. a 
second stage separated on schedule a few minutes later but = afore — : 
sufficient veloxity to attain haetinae and, fell i into othe sea, 

: »~% ¢. Re a 7 , “ oo x : * aa : 
~ Pa - é . ‘ x . a ms . a 7 ‘ . 

Follow-On Program a res ee ae ee a ie ue 

(U) . As work proceeded c on building t more  ELINT: ‘satellites at the NRL, a | 
proposal for a Navy satellite program was prepared by ONI's Mac Showers with 

- inputs-from _Laorenzen's futiare Labs om committee. The 1 

(U) | ‘The naitie ‘Dyna! ‘was sisestnigk tb tha edad idlewaat al aie | 
— letter from RAdm: Kleber & Masterson, deputy chief of. BuWeps, to the DNI. 
BuWeps was in somewhat of a bind in-the-cyrrent year, in regard tg its support for 
Transit and Dyno. The two systems were no longer launch-compatible. The Thor — 
Able Star diverted from Transit to Dyno, had left a gap in the —_— sails 
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. when, as it happened, Russiari cosmonaut: Gherman Titov-was in uncertain =~ 
_ ~.. recovery while the world anxiously.awaited news. C-15' 

_ for two of these missions discovered 

—6+B)— | The two intercepts were extensively i 
* and the NRL. over a period of several months. 
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request to SecNav for emergency funds was under consideration. -A feeler to NASA 
was so far unanswered. The BuWeps letter summarized BuWeps' launch support 
to date and provided a Dyno launch schedule and budget through fiscal year 64, 

- aimed at two launches per‘year. Subject to CNO and DoD approval, Dyno funding ~ - 
to NRL would be $2.325M in the current year; GE in FY63; in FY64. Fiscal” 

Able Star launches, retained in BuWeps' budget, would be, year cost of five Thor 3 | | | 
' respectively, $5525M, i T° help execute the program, ChBuWeps ~ 

~ 
~ 

requested DNI's agreement that: 7 3 ee ae 
-  & A Bureau of Naval Weapons Representative be appointed officially, as an ‘associate 

member of the Technical Operations Group for Project DYNO. = +t + 
b, Program Requirements, havirig been approved by the Project Director, willbe = 
forwarded in writing to the Bureau of Naval Weapons forimplemienting action.- 9. 

. ¢. The Project DYNO briefing team be expanded fo include a representative ofthe. Bureau of Naval. Weapons to provide information that is of a program nature. (21 Mar. 
62) 2 Ps tf | 

Sam Hubbard became the BuWeps fiscal representative to the TOG. In some future 
_ correspondence, GRAB 1 and 2 were renamed as “Dyno 1' and ‘Dyno2.*  ° 7) 

(U) Whether or not Bill Howe's 31'October report to the DNI found its way to 
NSA is not clear, but subsequent events show that C-15's analysts had continued |_| 
attacking the backlog. GRAB 2 had been tasked for three missions o 

§ manual analysis of ta 

and com ared at the NSA 

was photographed, studied, and compared with other groups: NRL __ 
developed a simulator to test payload reaction to such a signal and to explore tighter 
yulsing patterns that mi 

Caan, “aan 

(U) _ Preliminary reports of the arialysis’ stimulated intelligence community. 
inquiries regarding the Navy's capacity for increased production, which ASN (R&D) 

- James Wakelin and the new DCNQ (Dev); VAdm: William Raborn, investigated in 
the context of fabricating unclassified satellites; ONI updated the classified 
description of the Navy satellite program to point out that one of the'startling 

part of the anti-bailisti¢ missilé coniplex of the Soviet Union. 
“4 
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contributions of the program has been discovery of a new radar system thought to be ~ 
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7 8 ‘ (U) es . DCNO (Dev) Raborn's Polaris missiles were among the weapons that. - 

might be thwarted by a Soviet ABM system, and he now had responsibility for 
developmental requirements to be answered by the material bureaus. The BuWeps 

, assistant chief for RDT&E queried DirNRL as to NRL's capacity to maintain 
“engineering excellence" for an expanded program involving "as many as five: 
COMPOSITE type launch operations per year.... possibly twenty (20) satellites of the 
Solar Radiation, LOFTI and SURCAL types ... without adding new facilities ... ona 
continuing basis by ] January 1963" (3 Apr 62), ChBuWeps sent to DirNRL a task — 
and project order for $576K to cover long-lead items (10 Apr 62). (Although _.. 

_ BuWeps aggregated. this amount with the FY62 $15M previously provided for 
GRAB, this money was allocated directly to Marty Votaw's branch and accounted 
for, within NRL, separately from: funds allocated to Mayo's Problem 54R06-29.) - 

_ (U),.... GRAB's fifth launch vehicle, a Blue Scout, was BuWeps-funded; procured 
by the Space Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command, and scheduled — 
for.a West Coast launch. To conduct pre-launch checkout of the satellite and’ ~ <* 
support launch vehicle integration, NRL got the use of building 517 at the Naval 
Missile Facility Point Arguello [later Vandenberg South]. The rocket was launched 
from Point Arguello on 26 April and landed in the ocean, in sight of the launch pad, 
barely three minutes later due to loss of attitudecontrol. = = © ti. 

(U) ’ "Disappointment over the Scout failure and two previous Thor Able Star failures was reflected in NRL's response to BuWeps., Claude Cleeton, 
superintendent of the applications research division, prepared the NRL replj:” 7 

' +. Within over-all Laboratory commitments and without adding new facilities and —— 
personnel two launches a year of the COMPOSITE type would be reasonable. At least'a 

Six months lead time is essential. ... By January 1963 the capability to support féur .. - 
_ launches a year of the COMPOSITE type could reasoriably be provided. This a 
| capability is limited by the ability to recruit and train persannel and assumes an early Gat . 

determinationto proceed.... . a e 
This laboratory has enthusiastically supported the satellite development for the — 

Solar Radiation and LOFTI programs based on the need for new information in these _ 
areas and the excellent results of the first satellite in each program. The vehicle © > ~ 

failures for SR 2, SR 4A, LOFT! 2, and SR 4B place both programs in a precarious. . ~~. 
position. The reliability of the Thor Able-Star was barely acceptable, atid the retent - 
shift to the Scout vehicle while it is in the development stage appears to be-even lesp  __ 
acceptable. - For the Laboratory to build up the enthusiastic support of a large effort on: 

__ Satellite development the productivity of scientific information must be greatly __ 
' ‘improved. Plans for NRL satellites on Scout vehicles should be deférred until the Scout 

has demonstrated improved reliability. The accelerated program can be accomplished 
using known techniques and existing hardware only if every effort is expended toward 

_ the early procurenient of Thor Able Star’ velficles for COMPOSITE type Biunches. ~”” 
" (Apr/May 62), Cae | ee pore ut Lorenzen received the TOG’s coticurrerice that they forego.a second Scout launch of 

GRAB planned for July and: go directly to.a Dyno, two-ball launch with Thor Able | 
Star later in the year. ae rae 

—{9#3}— NSA had concluded that GRAB 2's ABM-relajed ‘3i 
_ with what might be expected from 
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j “5 a The TOG recognized that location-fixing methods in use or foreseen .. 
: _ for the follow-on program would be unable to resolve the question. ChBuWeps. ~ J funded NRL with $50K to resume study of localizing radars by means of, 

(2:-May 62). (Again aggregated with previous funding fo 
a | GRAB, the money went directly to Roger L. Easton's Problem R02-39), . * 

J BP Meanwhile, a Sag Agena ELINT satellite had. reached orbit 
: as Talent Keyhole Missio i scanned portions of SH : _, bands, and recorded measurements of pulses detected in its MMM lifetime. 

Like GRAB, the Samos data was analyzed by the special projects section. of the 544th 
Reconnaissance Technical Group at the SAC and by the advanced signals analysis ~ 
division (C-15) of the office of collection and si analysis at the NSA — to mae 
identify signals and determine Samos antenna footprints for each signal of interest, 
Another Thor Agena launch was scheduled for June. , (Samos Project 101 film 
readout had been proven on orbit the previous year but terminated due to aa 
CORONA's better resolution of imagery.) CIA had by now lost its senior leadership — 

a 
| _ On participation in the national reconnaissance progtam. ‘Ip addition to DCI Dulles, - 

| 

the Bay of Pigs had also claimed Gen Charles Cabell (after nearly nine years as 
deputy DCI) and DD/P Richard Bissell. The SAFMS refined the management ~ 
construct for the NRP. The new DCI, John A. McCone,.signed an ‘agreement with 
DepSecDef Gilpatric on 2 May 1962 that the NRP would be directed by a single 

. individual (to be mutually agreed upon by the SecDef and the DCI), instead of by the © 
) | CIA DD/P and SAFUS jointly. The Air Force would manage NRP programming > 
"and budgeting for bot DoD and CIA projects, and the CIA would be responsible for. 

sea _procurement secrecy and delegation of security responsibility within the CLA, DoD; ~ 
[_ _, and industry by means of its Byemani control system. if eee . 

| _ -==(648)-" Within the Byemian control system, which superseded Hold, Dyno was 
} . renamed ‘Poppy’, DCNO (Dev), ChiBuWeps, DNI, and CNR accepted DirNRL's 

assessment that NRL could support ‘four lauriches per year, starting calendar yeat 
| _* 1963. ASN (R&D) James Wakelin submitted for-SecDef:-Robert McNamara's _ os 

| consideration a SecNav proposal for additional POPPY satellites to “expedite further 
coverage of the Soviet ABM system as well as other Soviet R&D. and operational 
electronics" (21 May 62). An attempt to launch a pair of ELINT satellites could be’ 

_ made each quarter during 1963 and 1964. With a .65 probability of launch success on 
_ the recommended Thor Able Star and one-yeaf satellite design lifetime, this should: 

_ achieve continuous coverage from two pairs for two years. For FY63 had - 
already been apportioned for POPPY development and launch; FY | 
Additional funds would be needed for four more pairs of satellites, four launchers, 
ground site upgrades, and data reduction and processing. dot 

—(6+B}— On 25 May, DirNSA Frost and Under Secretary Charyk agreed on terms of - 
_ NSA participation in the NRO, iricluding NSA‘s responsibility for analysis and |" 
reporting of SIGINT data collected by satellites and reassignment of the chief of . 
NSA's advanced signals analysis division, Hank DeCourt, to Charyk's office. (Since 

af . ra 
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. DeCourt was a naval reserve cryptologist with the-rank of lieutenant commander’, | — 
this move was considered a plus for the future of Navy ELINT satellites): = = . | 

-_ SecDef McNamara soon signed DoD Directive TS5105.23 (14 Jun 62),‘which * 
established the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) as a DoD operating ageticy to - Pa 
manage the NRP. Joseph Charyk (SAFUS and SAFMS) was designated covertly as . | 
the director, NRO. His staff — formerly the SAFMS, now the Office of Space | 

{ 
. | 

_' Systems, Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAFSS) — became the covert NRO -* | 
staff in Pentagon room 4C1000, former home of the Air Force Office of Guided © Ly 
Missiles. The objections of the DirNSA notwithstanding, the DoD directive made” - = 

- no mention of a role for NSA. DirNSA Frost was replaced, two years early, by LtGen , 
Gordon A. Blake USAF at the end of the month. [The distinction established by —¢ 7 Z 
Fubini's working group — NRO collection and delivery of electronic signal data, | Z ps’ 3 
exploitation, by "NSA or other user" — was subsequently ratified by agreement of | 
DCI McCone and DepSecDef Gilpatric during DirNSA Blake's watch (13 Mar 63). | ! | 
The term ‘other user’ referred toSAC) °° 7 : 

Project Regults__ . : es | : 7 | 

(U) - GRAB 2's useful operational life extended to whendata . --- . 
. became too sparse to make regular collection worthwhile. Through the 
payload _ — occasionally to check its status. During the fourteen months of. ° .. 
regular tasking, | 7s 

as their intercepts diminished and. 
Jturned out tobe the last 

survivor, hence most powerful in the lower band, which included i 
early warning radars. = ds dees. ee 

. (U) : intercepted a new signal that SAC's analysts initially ” 
judged to be an ABM radar, because of its power. The report drew a lot of interest.. ~~ 

- finally ended altogether. 

f 
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’ ’ (U) | GRAB's contributions to U.S. knowledge of Soviet air defense radars were | reflected in changes in tlie DCI's estimates regarding the chance of successful US.~ - | attack by manned bombers. Before GRAB: es en er 
14, We believe that the Soviets will continue to improye the overall capability of ~ their large and complex air defense establishment. Despite these improvements, the Soviets probably will still not achieve within this time period [through mid-1965] a high degree of assurance in dealing with a large-scale sophisticated attack by manned .- ‘bombers armed with high-yield nuclear weapons. They would probably expectto «gis * destroy. a significant number of the attackers, but, given the increasing complexity of . : - the air defense problem, we doubt they will be confident of the extent to which they . 
could reduce the weight of any given attack. (29 Mar 60) se ge 7 Re 

, 

| - _ ae 

| 

|. , 
| ) | 

(U) _ _GRAB's engineering legacy was on a par with its intelligence results. '- Existing ECM technology was readily exportable to space applications. Feasibility of . . . ‘intelligence collection by satellite was demonstrated. A platform in outer space . | | could collect as much as all-the platforms in its field of view -<- at a-fraction of their. 
cost and at no risk to personnel. The oltput, initially overwhelming, stimulated 

_ .  inivention 6f madhine processing of digitized data using commercial computers, - * te Relatively sophisticated space-and grourid equipment could-be operated by soldiers, 4 sailors, airmen, :and aivilian- technicians, All elements of the intelligence - . & 
community, agencies and departments, could participate in collection, processing, aa and exploitatiort of the irfotmation derived. Intelligence could partner with 

/ science, without reducing effectivenéss of either payload. ‘Three yéars after transfer _ "of NRL's Vanguard team to NASA, DoN had resurtected an in-house capability for 
—SECREP— —E_s Handle Via B 
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wile response lnitietietis of smal satellites and’ wound equipment to meet _ 
multiple defense needs. .° ; : , | 

St3- Funding for Navy ELINT satellites es averaged Ie per year for fiscal years 
1963-69 —- nearly.as much each year as spent on GRAB evelopment in five years: 
with five launch attempts. Launch.costs were retained in the Air Force budget. 
(Program A).‘ National funding brought multiple satellites in each launch and more 

_ payload receivers and downlink transmitters, steadily expanding the radio frequency 
coverage throughout the decade. Technological advances, along with increasing 
NRO efforts to define and implement more ambitious space collection concepts and 
on-orbit measurements, led to sophisticated tasking and collection. procedures and 
satellite support functions. NRL applied new technology i in design and 
development of satellites, payloads, and ground equipment. By whatever name — . 
Tattletale, Canes, GRAB, GREB, SolRad, , Hold, sa POPPY - — aes i cai wae a 
success and had only just — 

Chapter 6 Retreats: : : 

29Mar60. DCO (rs#0035857) National Intelligence Estimate Number 11-3-60 — — Appeorsd for 
| release by CIA Historical-Review Program, Sep'96 ae 
+ Buby: Air Defense Capabilities Through Mid-1965 © 

6Sep6l DepSecDef (TS special handling) letter to DCI. ; 
a Subj: Management of the National Reconnaissance Program 
ie Atch: (TS special ao chart Single ——- for National Reconnaissance rg 

| i ce Program (TS ; 

6 Sep 61..- _ SecDef (TS) cecauial Skney, Sechav, SecF, DDR6E, Chics, and GenCoun | 
- Subj: . -, Assistant for Recognaissance (TS) a a Ea 

sp lt io. 
ea Subj: | GRAB 1/2 resulty], > aS ee a OE tee, ; 

29 Sep 61 ' . CNO (Sj'lettes to Cabadieyt, Ser 00281P76 a ee a 
, ' . Stabj:- COMPOSITE I | A ee 
120ct6t NSA (IS/LIMDIS) ad cena pe the record 

| Subj: NSA Processitig of Pfojedt GRAB Data - : 
20 Oct61 SecDef-(TS) memorandum for the SecAnmy, SecNav, SecAF, DDR&E, CHIC, GenCoun, 

_« .... DixNSA, and Special Assistant for Reconnaissance to the ‘Secbef 
| Subj: Space Vehicle Electroni¢s Intelligence Program’ . 

'- | Atehd (TS) Space Vehicle Electranie Signal. Collection Responsible and Resources 
Ey = (A) -(TS) Implementation of Collection Responsibilities ee te . 

; (B) (7S) Implementation of Processing Responsibilities - ¢ 

30 Oct 61. : - W. E: W. Howe (TS/LIMDIS) latser’ to Project Director, Posen GRAD: 52/0 pe | 
7 Subj Processing problem: with GRAB data; amplification of (VU). 7 

14Nov61 BuWeéps-(C) WEPTASK Assignitient to NRL, Set 06101, WEPTASK No. RISA sodas 652 : 
-* -1/FO19-02-009, /s/9 Nov 61. 

| ‘Suabjs Satellite Applications; Applications of Satellites te, Scientific Research i in. 
lo _ Support.of Navy Research.and Development Problems (U) 

: Aad: it (U) Project order PO-2-0061 fo DicNRL cae N 19624 [s15M] 

eae. 4. or ae erent ‘Handle Via B 
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NRL/NSA Committee (S/LIMDIS) memorandum for TOG | 
Subj: Orbital Elements 

. CineSAC (TS/LIMDIS) letter to DitNSA, copies to ONI and HQ USAF, $-0002-G 
Subj: (C) Transinittal of Documents Defining Technical Procedures for ane Radar 

: Locations 
Atch: (TS/LIMDIS) GRAB Location Techniques, prepared by Special Projects Branch of 

the Defense Analysis Center, a Reconnaissance Technical oe (SAC), Onut 
AFB, N ebraska | 

-TOG (S) report 
Subj: Report on Future Program Committee 
Encl: (1) (S) Report by Wald and [ion Tracking Systems 
NSG (TS/LIMDIS) Standard Operating Procedure No. 2 
Subj: Interrogation 

.H.O. Lorenzen (TS) eter to Chairman TOG ; 
Subj: Future Program _ 

ChBuWeps (S/LIMDIS) letter to DNI, copy to CNO (Op-76), RTOS-1.SHH, Ser 00704 
Subj: Project DYNO; information concerning (U) 
Encl: (1) (S/LIMDIS) Project DYNO Launch Schedule - ) 

(2) (S/LIMDIS) Project DYNO Funding FY 1962 Through 1964 

ChBuWeps (C) letter to DirNRL, RTOS-1-SHH, Ser 05375 i. 
_ Subj: Navy Astronautics Program Support Requirements (U) | 

ChBuWeps (C) WEPTASK Assignment to NRL, Ser 05768, WEPTASK No. RTOS 200 
16/6521 /P019-02-008, /s/ 6 Apr 62 | 
Subj: Satellite Engineering Functions Development (U) | 
Add: ChBuWeps (U) project order: PO-2-0061 to DirNRL (RDT&E, N 1962) [S576K] 
DirNRL (C?) letter to ChBuWeps, 5100-33:CEC:wdw, Ser? | 
Subj: Navy Astronautics Program Support Requirements 

_ ChBuWeps (C) WEPTASK Assignment to NRL, Ser 06838, WEPTASK No. RTOS 
~ 30013/6521/F019-02-004, /s/ 2 May 62 

+ Ref: NRL Proposal, “A Localization System using Satellites" of 24 November 1961. (S) 

15 May 62 

21 May 62. 

14 Jun 62 

13Mar63 

Title: Surveillance Satellite Study (U) 
Add: ChBuWeps (VU) project order PO-2-0061 to DirNRL (RDT&E, N 1962) [$50K] 

ASN (R&D) (TS/LIMDIS Special Handling Required) letter to, SecDef 
Subj: Project POPPY (TS) 
Encl: (1) (TS/LIMDIS SHR) Frequency Coverage Plan for Four Dual-Satellite Events © 
| (2) (TS/LIMDIS SHR) Program Costs | 

(3) (TS/LIMDIS SHR) Summary of Launch Vehicle Considerations: 

SecDef (TS) DoD Directive TS5105.23 ea 27 Mar el 
Subj: National Reconnaissance Office % 

FY : i 

DCI (TS#0037584) National Intelligence Estimate Number 11-3-62 — — Approved for 
release as sanitized by CIA Historical-Review Program, Sep 96 
Subj: - Soviet Bloc Air and Missile Defense Capabilities Through Mid-1967 

DepSecDef/DCI (1S/BYEQEE Agreement Between the SecDef and DCI on 
Management of the National Reconnaissance iced 
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(U)° ‘The Cuban ‘missile crisis overshadowed the ABM/AES. threat and — 
. engendered requirements. for national tasking, increased collection, and faster :, 
_ results. Sdlitary GRAB satéllites were succeeded 3 .@ pair, then triplets in a.single. 

¥ 

orbital plane. Overseas sites began. sending messages. Data from the triplets — 
enabled NSA. to characterize MM ABM-related systems ot es 

. « 

. Py 1 ¢ 7 . a : 
. nips . ig . . ° 

6 . « . . . . . . 
‘ « 

. . : 
. a . 

- a 

((U) DoD Directive T$5105.23 of 14 June 1964 was prescribed by SecDef ~ 
‘McNamara to be the sole non-compartmented identification of the National: 

. Reconnaissance Office and the National Reconnaissance Program, Although the - 
directive officially established the NRO'and NRP, it did not disclose much about. - ‘- 
either of them. Participants in the Navy ELINT satellite project understood that the” | 

3 NROQ's orientation’ was hardware — launchers and satellites — and that future - 
programming and budgeting would be a responsibility of SAFMS, instead of Chief, _ 
BuWeps; launch planning interface from Air Force, instead of BuWeps.. There was 
some talk of supporting the.Navy project by excess capacity in Thor Agena launchers - 
used with polar orbiters. To forestall detailed West Coast planning in this direction; 
DNI Vernon Lowrance.sent to DNRO Joseph Charyk a specification of orbital — 
requirements, stressing the 500-mile orbit at 70° and the compatible network of 
ground sites (7 Jul 62). 

B) "* POPPY would include two new collection sités, as replacerfients for «+. - 
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NRL ee the GRAB equipment iad trained, sapectvely, | 
airmen and soldiers i in operation and maintenance. 

-(/B) -DNI Lowrance informed the director of NSG, RAdm Thomas Kurtz, ain 
increased requirements for the project: |. .. 

Project POPPY is entering a new phase of operations! in Novacabes when the 
_first two-ball satellite will be launched in orbit. . 

This will be the first launch for the Navy under the 
ie Nation onnaissance Office and it is desired to maintain the sanie auspices 

a high degree of performance we have had in this program in the past. (20 Jul 62} - 
Two huts and dowble the pérsorinel would be required at.each site. The DNI-.” - 
conveyed concerns about retaining experienced operations. personnel and requested: 
that NSG coordinate with.NRL to prepare new ‘Standard operating procedures for. 
the two-hut configuration. DirNSG Kurtz assigned action on these matters to Frank ; 
Sperberg: NSG's detailers at BuPers were cued on the desire to transfer 

' GRAB personnel to sites where the follow-on en ebciaes be iaepeae an ‘to 
" rota te experienced operators among the sites... +: 

643)— a: a new ‘concept for i improving POPPY: | : 
production or the radar order of battle — was just emerging. The President's — e- 
science advisory committee (PSAC) had recently reviewed machine processing, | __ 
capabilities and location finding methods in NSA C-1, the office of collection and. an 
signal analysis. During C-1's briefing‘on Poppy, Richard L. Garwin from IBM had. . 
noticed and asked the reason 
ayloads, He was. informed that it enabl 

Prog Stricture ea es : po te Ee 

63 Atew ee a defined F Porry's orbital inimical the NRP 
structure became mych clearét, when the DNRQ defiried his new organization... .--. 
functionally in-¢ Byeman memorandum: The; NRP on — defined ¥ four 
sub-elements; Progranis A, B, €, and Dr: -' 7’. re | 
© PyOgram A funded NRO bchietie /ensellit integration a a haunt ug well 

__as overhead Teconnaissatice ‘studies anid projects nsored by thé Air - ™-:. . 
"* Boter _— inchuded aia SIGINT gre and fitire.. 
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_ SIGINT Missions Program A was managed by an 
extension of the SAFMS — designated as the Office of Special Projects, 

_ Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAFSP). The'SAFSP was) 7 _  . headquartered at the Los Angeles Air Force Station, where it was hosted by _ _ . the’Air Force Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO), formerly 
_. the Ballistic Missile Division. SAMSO's deputy commander for satellite < 

programs, BGen Robert Greer, covertly managed Pr
o gram A as the | 

aa director, SAFSP.. _s 2 a ne . | 

©. Program B funded aerial:(U-2) and satellite photo (CORONA): =. = 
reconnaissance projects sponsored by the CLA and was managed by CIA's. 
new directorate of research under, DD/R Herbert Scoville. oe 

“* Program C funded continuation of the Navy ELINT satellite project, > 
which was placed under the Byeman security control system for protection 

_ of technology, capabilities, and. even the confidential project name, : 
‘PorPy’, and RTE (Since “POPPY’ was classified, the name . 
‘Dyno’ continu c 
Nickname for POPPY and GRAB.) POPPY. was designated as ‘Mission i 

in occasional use at the NRL and NSA as.an unclassified 

in the Talent Keyhole security system established for broader release of 
locations from satellite systems. DNI Vernon Lowrance, who directed 

the NRP 

~ Program D funded Air Force strategic aerial reconnaissance over denied | 
, areas and was covertly managed by SAC: SAC also processed data from the 

ELINT satellites. ss a ee ee : 
Funded covertly by Program A for NRO support, SAMSO procured 
boosters and launched satellites for Programs A, B, and C and operated the - 

_ orbiting collectors for Programs A and B by means of several Air Force 
remote tracking stations, collectively called the Air Force Satellite Control 
Facility (AFSCF) and linked by communication with Lockheed's Satellite 
Test Center in Sunnyvale, California. .(Actual launch operations at the 

__. Atlantic Missile Range would continue to be conducted by civilian launch 
_ crews under the direction.of the USAF Space Systems Division's 6555th 
' Aerospace Test Wing at the Cape Canaveral Air Force ‘Station; Pacific 
Missile Range, the 6595th Aerospace Test Wing at Vandenberg AFB.) For 
unclassified launch eodtdination edttespondence, POPFY was:désignated as 
Prograin 
-ACGNO (D/DNI Vernon Lowrance; a Pacific combat veteran with 32 years 

of naval service, mairly in submarines, informally assumed ‘his directorship of 
Program Charlie. His.first task was‘to realign the Navy ELINT satellite project as an 
element'of the covert DoD. operating agency, the NRO, Mac Showers had orders to 

hp | 
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report to CiricPacFlt as assistant chief of staff for intelligence in August, so the 
realignment was conducted by his relief as Op-922Y, Capt Frank M. Murphy, and his _ 
deputy, Capt Edward E. Kerr. On 10 Septerhber 1962, DNI' Lowrance informed . — 
DNRO Charyk by letter of agreed-to roles and responsibilities for the POPPY project. 
As a program director's ‘staff, the DNI used a multi-agency technical operations: . 
group (TOG), which acted for the DNI-through the DNI's PopPy project director, | 
double-hatted as head of Op-922Y (composite support branch). Comprised of 
specialists in intelligence requirements, satellite instrumentation, missile rocketry, 

_ orbital requirements, field station operations, and-signal processing, the TOG was 
structured aécording to the roles of the participants: «.-- © i en 

* DNI provided a project director from ONi (Frank Murphy’ and alternate 
__ Edward Kerr) and a prodict control.representative from NavSTIC. STIC's 

:-” representative informed the DNI's project director of 
. intelligence requirements that might affect design, sent quality control 
‘data. to. field stations, and monitored and supported NSA's analysis _ 

-. program. a eww cn rr 

_ © Chief, BuWeps provided the project fiscal representative (Sam Hubbard). 
BuWeps prepared and submitted the budget, disbursed project funds to 

_. NRL, and stbmitted expenditure statements'to DNI.. atte fa 
. © DirNSA provided an-adviser to the TOG. NSA processed collected data 

and developed the ELINT product; disseminated product according to 
=, initial agreement of the DNI and DirNSA; translated national intelligence. . 

_ requirements into technical ELINT requirements; recommended. . 
- operational tasking of the satellite; and provided magnetic tapes to the 

_. field sites on a continuing basis. {As chief of C-1; John Libbert was NSA's - 
| ‘primary spokesman.“ TOG meetings were attended by Joe Struve, chief of | 

C-14, and John Conlon, deputy chief of C-15.). 5 ree TS yee 

¢ DirNRL provided the project technical representative. The Lab developed 
_” overall instrumentation concepts and the satellite; developed, installed, 

and logistically supported ground equipment; trained site personnel for 
_ on-orbit interrogation and collection; controlled the ‘satellite prior to 
launch; coordinated launch vehicle/satellite ‘integration, prepared the’ — 
satellite for launch, and monitored launch. (Howard Lorenzen was and . 

. would continue to be, for another decade, the POPPY technical director and 
_ central figure. Reid Mayo was the project engineer ‘and alternate. TOG 

Member) et 
-. @, DirNSG psevided the project operational representative (Cdr Frank 

Sperberg, who had previously led the NSG detachment at 
NavSecGru directed and coordinated field station operations, including 
-isfuanes of project plans, opétational directives, and tasking requirements; 
acted as: the DNE's: focal point for all’ project electrical communications; . 

* 
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" «The Amy Security Agency collected data at Army Security Station 
Se ann provided an individual authorized to act for" 

the ASA in coordination with the project director,: The ASA was -- 

represented ASA.) = *., fe te dee 
"* > The Air Force Security Service collected data at the USAF Security Serviée 
Station and the USAF Security Service - 

. director. The AFSS was headquartered at Kelly AFB. (Except for: 
“occasional TOG meetings held at AFSS headquarters, uniformed - 
representatives flew from San Antonio to D.C. for the’monthly TOG ~ 

meetings.) = Pee fe Be a 
y -: 

"i National Tasking : . «ae 2 oe 

"; (U}-  . When the DNI first formally delineated the Program Charlie infrastructure, in order to inform the DNRO, regular tasking of GRAB 2 had ceased 
oe and. the next launch was several months away. The TOG and 

. its ELINT resources were unable to contribute.to U.S. efforts in'a pending direct | 
. confrontation with the U.S.S.R. in the North Atlantic, which immediately te, 

. overshadowed the defensive ABM threat. In the summer and early fall of 1962, the 
_ USS. intelligence community was gathering information on a military buildup in . ~~ 

_ Cuba, by means of ‘human intelligence derived from interviews of Cuban refugees, . 
. ONTss analysis of shipping traffic, CLA U-2.photo reconnaissance, and COMINT from ~ 
NSG's spy ships. 7 

(U) The N ational Photographic Interpretation Center's analysis of film from’ a | 
SAC-piloted U-2 mission on 14 October provided the first clear indication that - ‘°° 
offensive missile'sites were being constructed in Cuba. Follow-on U-2 overflights 
(one of which was downed by a SAM) and targeted, low-altitude penetrations by 
Navy, Marine Corps,-and Air Force planes, provided photographic evidence that ‘the © 

' Soviets were rapidly establishing a significant military presence in Cuba, including 
medium and intermediate range surface-to-surface missiles, yushin-28 bombers, ~ 
MIG-21 fighters, SA-2 Guideline batteries, missile guidance and target tracking 

_ . radars, Komar guided missile patrol boats, and-military personnel. Navy VP — 
squadrons, ships, and SIGINT stations detected more than a dozen era , 

i og 
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(U) To eliminate the threat of attack by Soviet missiles with nuclear warheads 
launched from Cuba, President Kennedy, acting through the SecDef and JCS, relied 
firstly on America's overwhelming superiority in sea power. The Second:Fleet 
quarantined Cuba, interdicted and inspected ships with cargos destined for its ports, . 
hounded Russian attack submarines in the North Atlantic, patrolled Cuban shores 

_ with carrier-based planes, and was ready to launch a Marine Corps amphibious 
assault on the island. Suspected arms carriérs turned back from the apparent naval 

. blockade, but the Soviet Union and Cuba continued the confrontation in diplomatic 
channels and public forumts: Contingency plaris were implemented. Army. 

_ airborné, infantry, and-aimoted. divisions moved to.staging areas inthe 
southeastern United States. Air Force tactical wings patrolled offshore and stood 
ready to strike targets in Cuba and support the Army divisioris. Strategic retaliatory 
forces, including Navy Polaris submarines, Army Jupiter IRBMs, Air Force Thor 
IRBMs, and SAC's bombers and Atlas ICBM squadron, were targeted for nuclear. 

_ attack on Soviet cities and military installations. The sudden storm abated after 
Premier Khrushchev publicly agreed on 28 October to withdraw the disputed _. 

' weapons in exchange for President Kennedy's lifting of the naval blockade and — 
- assurance that the U.S. would not invade Cuba, | _ 7 a 

cleared its own dec ction. VNKO mission operations directive fér ‘ ~ 
Mission ia informed the DNI that an NRO operations center had been formed © — 
and would be the "focal point for centralized control for all approved operations of.. _ 
Missfon MMF (6.Nov 62). 0 

~~ 
er 

A Pair © 

* 

the summer developing and testing payloads, designed a 
radars. ‘The band that produced ABM 

4648)— “In NRL's countermeasures branch, Reid Mayo and Vince Rose had spent’ ee a sae 

- (U) —— The payload doubled the hardware configuration of GRAB 2... Neither ° 
. Satellite would carry a scientific experiment, but the payload electronics and we 
antennas still needed more space than a 20-inch sphere could provide. Within the — 
satellite techniques branch, across the mall in Building IJ Jack Ratcliffe's Structures 
design section stretched the sphere 3.5 inches by placing ah aluminum band between . 
two hemispheres. .A completely assembled satellite weighed 55 pounds.: | 

(U) __ Charlie Price maitaged procurement fror Craig Systems and fitting out of | - 
a second receiving’ hut for each site éverseas and two intertogation huts. Since 
Consolidated Electrodynamics had ceased production of the Datatape GR-2500 

| — ee ae . 65 REF 
' Handle Via B 

* 
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‘ recorder, Don Christman procured the follow-on GR-2800 instrumentation recorder, 
which was completely transistorized and employed FM amplification for improved _— | 
signal-to-noise ratio. To simplify maintenance and logistics support, some of the . . | 
pteviously deployed GR-2500s would be moved, leaving only. one of the two types: | 
installed in both primary and secondary huts at each site. The new 6.7 x 11.5-foot “~” : 
-huts were shipped in October and November, and installations were accomplished ~ ! 
by three two-man teams covering two or three sites each. Electronic warfare = 
conferences and liaison took Howard Lorenzen to London, Paris, and Frankfurt’ ~~ | 
during the same time-frame, so he worked into his schedule visits to a ! 
sites. Between Lorenzen and Price, who led the i | 
region, all field participants had ‘the opportunity to discuss the expanded project, . . - | | 

| 
new program structute, and new security control system. NavSTIC’s Robbie 
Robertson accompanied Lorenzen to the European sites. _ | : 

“S78 7 The DNI was responsible to the DCI for managing the Navy allocation of - i | 
Byeman and Talent Keyhole billets. During the fall of 1962, each naval command | 
with a role in the POPPY project corresponded with Op-922Y to get approval of: . | 
Byeman billets by function and clearances for incumbents. Since marridge toa’ ~ = : 
foreign’national precluded Byeman access, some of the GRAB veterans were lost to’ * 7 8 
PopPyY and returned to conventional ELINT.. Those approved were read into the oe 
Byeman {iM compartment. Byeman control officers were collaterally assigned by 
each command. NRL's Byeman control center, a windowless vault, was established. 
in Building 43, the administration building, at the other end ofthe mall from 
Lorenzen's building and: overlooking the Potomac River. Cdr John T. Geary,an 
engineering duty officer, was NRL's first BCO (12 Dec 62). [A decade later, during. . . 
initial development of the system, Capt Geary would be NRL's military“) 

(S43). “Marty Votaw coordinated West Coast launch schedules for Program || : 
with a launch control officer at Vandenberg AFB, an Air Force major, and worked 
the POPPY/Agena interface directly with Lockhetd Missiles and Space Company. He — 
also established a permanent NRL facility, Building 660, at Point Arguello for a cost — 
of ME The pair of Poppy satellites, Mission Saw sincludedinaThor 
Agena launch ae Point Arguello on 13 December 1962. } 

ote 

ie ha . " - 

. 

NRL's engineering evaluation discovered some occurrences 0 
REE 20 these Would not be tasked atthe same tine. 
6/B}- After coordinating with DirNSA Blake, DNI Lowrance responded to 
DNRO Charyk by letter that the TOG would. "meet with the Deputy Director for ° | 

Operations NRO,.as required, to'prepare routine tasking schedules’ (21 Jan 63) and” 
— | — | -SREREP | Handle Via BYEMAN— ae, pecan 
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__ would conduct operations to fulfill mission requirements from the NRO's satellite _ 
: operations center (SOC). The.DNI's letter also summarized his formal agreement _ with the previous DirNSA (Laurence Frost), whereby NSA A-41 could redirect NSG- scheduled PoPPy interrogation and collection tasks when quick reaction was. — required, in response E epregrereercr space or missile activity. This five = " page. letter, which reiterated and superc the September description of roles and ' responsibilities, was essentially the POPPY charter until a new one was drawn up 
eight-years later. The POPPY operations coordinator, Cdr Frank Sperberg, was 
reassigned from NSG to the NRO.SOC in the Pentagon, where the first order of business was to form an organization. Before long, the SOC outgrew its space in. 
room 4C1000 and relocated to Se : ee rat ee os 

(U) _ _NSG headquarters continued as the tasking interface to the sites, project 
communications center, and formulator of standard operating procedures. Thése 

\ ° 

functions were performed by a special operations branch (G524), consisting of two. - 
Officers, LCdr Kobert A. Horan and Lt Andrew N. Michael, and three enlisted nien,. 
who worked in a vault. Standard operating procedures ‘for the two-hut’ tg ie Sie 

configuration had been issued to host stations (1962). NSG's collection tasking —- 
- messages to individual sites and their re } 2 flaggec ports of results we 

—(6/8) | With significant improvement in design reliability and redundancy, 
Mission joe was tasked operationally forffJmonths. Both primary and secondary - 

. receiving huts were equipped with four R-390A receivers, for reception of the : 
_ tracking signal, [ELINT data links and a time broadcast. 
A 30-foot whip antenna for receiving radio time signals was erected between the - 
huts. used Moscow's time broadcast to set their Astrodata - 

_ time code generators. Collection operators patched one ELINT receiver to each of Lt 
two earphones. Both huts were equipped with the latest five-inch cathode-ray. - 
oscilloscope (Tektronix Type RM-561) to aid RF tuning. Spaced 100 to 150 feet apart; 
the two huts were linked by intercom. The new configuration was documented by 
NRL in a second addendum to the instruction book (Feb 63), Collection oj erators 
noted during announced periods of Soviet — 

and NSA's initial ~_ 
| The drivers were Bassford Getchell and * "| 

from C-1's technical planning staff, Joe Struve and _ < 
from special projects (C-14). The Bogart and IBM 704 computers had been - - 

eliminated from the processirig configuration. Although some controversy — -_ 
remained over amplitude threshold settings.for Audico, Struve and were 
satisfied with improved Audico resolution and output, which now went directly to © 
an IBM 7094 computer system.. Bob Misner encouraged the Audico developers and.- | 
phased out NRL's interim process for digitizing data. Overtime, NSA 
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~ signals were found by Mission 

the daily orbits. 

_ Withrow undertook. this task with support from Charlie Price and branch. 
technicians. 

. communication. station adjacent to a small NSG operations building for ari 7 
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some of these location estimates. Both satellites were sti y retired 
because of the elliptical orbit and availability of more capable successors. No ‘ABM 

but some of the exhibited” 

| Field Sites sar”, ae 
—{64B}— Poppy's geographic coverage eatly. aw western to central U. ss. R, 

. . compared to becatise of placement of the in ation 
‘capability at which permitted. collection on about ill of 

The US. 

TOG got 1a 
authorization from DirNSG Thomas Kurtz and ACNO (Comm) Bernard Roeder to. 
deploy interrogation huts to in preparation for the next launch, Ed ~ 

OPPY huts were sited a ai Foe iles from the 

st installed experimentally at Hybia Valley in 1958. e 
was the first to have both interrogation and: , 

a few years later, 

version that NKL hac 

fenced. site, nicknamed 
collection capabilities, When NSG ie pat 
POPPY ppeilic ds the iditita — 
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—{(6/8)— - Even though Poppy was not operational during the Cuban missile crisis, 
the TOG participants perceived that product latency was the chief defect in the 
concept of operations. between data collection and NSA's issuance ~ 
of reports, due to collection at remote sites, Byeman handling requirements, analog 
tape shipment to Fort Meade via bi-weekly courier runs, and the tremendous - 
amount of work performed by NSA for tape handling, analog/digital conversion, 
location processing, output evaluation and correlation, and hard copy issuance of 
 results,. NSA also manually analyzed si of interest on analo 

. 9 

“=(S4B)— The latency problem was addressed, starting in April 1963, when NSG 
alerted site collection operators to detect, log, and report electrically those si 8 
having PRFs 
other characteristics whi may be considered unusual. provided sites with 
ELINT training tapes, working aids, and electrical feedback on signals reported. NRL’ 7 
committed to provide additional equipment for sites to analyze recorded data and 

_ measure signal characteristics. As the quality gradually improved, NSA would be _ 
able to prioritize its own analysis and processing according to Byeman 
ae from the sites. These coordinated actions were °° 

| planned, and tmplemented through the multi-agency, TOG, © et | 

A Triplet = = ° > = 7 | 3 . ae | : 

(U) - The satellite techniques branch had implemented a new, larger satellite, 
design on [MMM satellites shipped to the West Coast for latinch-in June. 
Two 24-inch hemispheres were separated by a 3.5 inch band. Charging power in 
sunlight was doubled to a range of five to nine watts, depending on solar aspect, by 

mission operations averaged Weighing 85 pounds, each also carried a" 
scientific experiment: SolRad 6 on one, a radiation counter called ‘Dosimeter' on the 
other. The third satellite was a 20-inch stretched sphere at 60 pounds. ~ 0 Sige 

4648) Gn 15 June 1963, the first triplet of POPPY satellites, Mission IM was 

using smaller solar cells and ae the total area by 50%. Consumption during _ 

launched, along with several unrelated satellites, into a 95 x 495-mile orbit and lived _ 
for about six weeks — as the orbit rapidly decayed into the atmosphere. The Agena 
D had failed to i 

this mission did yield one - 
inter ignificant piece of intelligence: 

e radar was suspe 2d to have 

a - 
a7 

a 

. 

tapes, which was 

ite on its second, circularizing burn. Covering portions of the J 

epts enabled NSA's correlation ofa °° | - 

ee A A AC IN A AT, 



' ". battery-powered — that were successfully launched in 1963, was IME But the 
——“péint was well taken, . Lnger Hifetimes were being built into future Si | 

' satellites. [The first.Missio 

 (U) Bd Dix succeeded: Marty Votaw i 

-and Vandenberg AFB: Te support the countermeasutes brattch and other... | 
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Comsat, .a corporation formed to develop commercial communication satellites. 

- Comsat recruited Marty Votaw for an executive position, Just before departing the = 
NRL for greenet pastures, Votaw vented his spleen, in writing, regarding “the _ 
extremely poor performance record on [Agena] vehicles 235] and 2353,” requested’a . 

> change in’Vehicle trajectory "to provide a perigee of 125 nautical miles even if the - 
"restart fails again,” and. reiterated required launch parameters for individual |. ~- satellites scheduled for Agena 2354. Signed by DirNRL Capt Bradley F. Bennett on 16. 

--.” August, Votaw's letter was sent to Capt Edward Kerr, head of ONT's cothposite - 8 
' |. Support branch. ONI was now directed by an intelligence specialist, RAdm (select). -_ 

Rufus L. Taylor.. (His predecessor, Vernon Lowrance, had returned to the silent - - * . service atthe beginning of July as.deputy commander and. future comumiander of 
* submarine force Atlantic Fleet.) 

GAB} | As the TOG planned for the next mission, DNI Rufus Taylor‘and ONI's “.- 
' POPPY project director, Edward Kerr, complaiiied to-their associates iti.the NRO that — 
-Program-C funds were being.wasted by mialfunction of two Lockheed Agenas in-a - 

, Jr..directed the NRO'staff. Relative fo other NRP satellites of 
yetime of POPPY 2 seemed like.a ripe old agé, As of the death of : 
the average useful lifetime of ee SIGINT nrissions —- —_ 

row. ‘Brockway McMillan had relieved Charyk as SAFUS arid DNRO. BGen John L. 

gust 1963 ag NRL's chief builder of - 
launch codidinationi. with Lockheed . satellites and point of contact for Program 

‘ oe e a : 4 . a ‘e oy J ;  ¢ .* fe aes ‘ 
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customers, the satellite techniques branch had 15 professionals and 25 technicians, -° | 
distributed in six sections. Section heads (grades GS-13 or lower) were Pete Wilhelm: 
(systems design), Robert S. Rovinski (structures design), James G. Winkler’ 

_ (telemetry systems), Patrick H. Cudmore (RF systems), Albert P. Canal (power. = 
sources), and Ralph M. Gran (ground instrumentation). Of 18 small satellites built ~ ; 
to date, ten had carried ECM payloads and were funded by the countermeasures , 
brarich. A former Air Force lieutenant colonel had privately informed.Howard |. -? 

_Lorenzen that the SAFSS valued NRL, more than anything else, for its-cost basis, 
Program C's relatively small budget was often cited to. gain negotiating leverage. 
against defense aerospace contractors. eke 68 eae A 1G or 

rat ms : pe o. appeke fe en a ee — nF ag x a Coe 

Transmission Security” © = ee 

cael -On‘a Monday morning the last week of August 1963, Howard Lorenzen, 
‘Reid Mayo, and Bruce Wald drove to NSA fora two-hour “gerieral discussion . 
_— ining problems related:to Future encryption of data from. Satellites in the 

[POPPY] program, possibly beginning with (26 Aug 63). The meeting - - . 
“was conducted ya the encipherment area of NSA's office 
of R&D (R-13). In attendance were one other encryption expert from R-13 and three ~ 
members of C-13 (COMINT division.and signal conversion branch), > NRL. team 

After a long.discussion of synchronization | a 
probiemis, bruce Wald posed the questiqn, “Whether or not it would be feasible, if 

aeclinec to “404 A ohig wit i oe 

as 
Bruce Wald agreed.to OS 

that approach: This mieant that the 
well and that. 
analyze impact on electrical power ari¢ 

—$/3)— The countermeasures branch had three members dedicated fo POPPY: Reid: . | 
Maye was both project engineer and ground collection engineer; Vince Rosé, . 0. 

payload; Ed Withrow, payload interrogation.’ They were supported by btanch 
engineers, scientists, and technicians who had their-pwn projects, by: the‘hfanch “, . 
engineering staff under Charlie Price, and by NRL's engineering services division. 
With PopPy 3 under tést, PoPPy 4's RF bands then being ttegotiated, field analysis 
positiéns to bé develdped, arid needling serious consideration; the: ~ -_ 

workload promiséd t6 grow: Up againat tie limits of oveytime for his branch and — 
unable to acquire more civil service engineers within authorized ceiling’ points, 
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. a letter to the DNI aimed at defining Program C's requirements for a 
D cecrecmierein Ata TOG meeting on 7 November 1963, much of the 

F ston was devoted to Se reramras stimulated. be Capt Cook's 
, direct interest. His representatives askéd whether Progyam.C réquired 

- Mission 

, missions at various altittides, After acknowledging that the systerit 

- supplemental funding request to the NRO.) NSG pressed for specifications for a . 

- Thinking it unlikely that NSA would create a 
SNA 22 ented he cule rate undertake © te 
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| Howard Lorenzen aad the need for on-sité tontractor niece: He discussed 
- the situation with Fred Welden, who. had retired from naval service, joined the. 

civil service, arid ‘was now employed as a senior advisor on naval intelligence in the 
countermeasures branch. The budget was adequate and some space could be found. - 
for a few people, but they would nee ernie! & and rr from the = to get a a 4 
beat a cleared for Byeman 

—  (S/ B). "Fred Welden requested DNI Rufus teyter' S permission arid support for ° 
‘including a contractor‘on the NRL team. The two of them secured DNRO Brockway - | 
_McMillan’s permission. for NRL to acquire Byeman engineeritig support services" ~ 

and the promise of his support for additional ceiling points (for government 
civilian personnel) in Reid. Mayo's area. Welden brought word back to Lorenzeti: ’ 
that the DNRO had offered the advice not to use.the same contractor for both space | 
and ground segments and that the DNI had made this a rule. Welder now, 
undertook the task to.find a suitable contractor. a 

7 (U). ~ Ketiving RAdm Thomas Kurtz had been slice on. 23 Auigiat by ¢ Capit | 
Ralph E. Cook, an electrical engineer and cryptologist, who would remain at the 

- helm of NavSeeGru for eight years. Ralph Cook had recently concentrated on 
* ” communication security: tw years as head. of the erypto engineering branch at NSG . 
: ‘| headquarters and, after being prdmoted to’ captain, on nes aaa as: 7 = niece 

Sg COMSEC operations department, | | 7 7 = | 

Whien DitNSG Conk 
and Hybla Valley, he tasked NSG's crypto engineering brarich to F 

‘-NRO's Frarik Sperberg ‘sided a NRL on the 
due to his field ¢ perience where standard. ELE 

,oOsSIi tions ad fai PG EO find Y: 

dr Ashbacher would be tasked tc ofother responded that 

ing that full Reid Mayo attempted to end the discussion by suggestiri 

trawlers off oui shores. (He did fiot - 
workin a 1 October mention that he had asked for 

ELIA LE TE SO 8: mS Re en, Peg rE “a 

RL's position was that -. 

disclosure of the POPPY capability would answer thé Russians for their rho ag of . 
- our aircraft carriers and operation of s i. 
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study a of the BorPY syste and feast of improving | the a 
security. 

: 

6B Rather iui wait be a dak requast ae NSG,; Mayo haga a a. DiNRL 
letter to DirNSG that included Bruce Wald's analysis of four years ago. After ‘ 

_workirig most of the day, recognizing that his typewritten draft was too defensive’ 
regarding the EER iss.ic and that he was not clear enough about the topic to . 
give the letter a subject line, he went to the boss for guidance and was relieved of the’ 

chore. Howard Lorenzen took up his ball-point pen and wrote six pages on a yellow - 
legal pad, mostly a review of relevant events for the past five years, including 

He enclosed a new chart from Bruce Wald that depicted probability of 

and ended with: 
From. the inception of this project NRE engineers have faced the reality that with the. 
increaséd number of satellites i in orbit and realizing that ELINT capabilities | 

- throughout the world are improving slowly but steadily, 
would be required... Sirice NSA is recognized as the authoti 

. ‘the present state of the art was requested by NRL, Mr. Se 
_. area nih the discussion and furnished, the follawing. summary, of engineering. . 

state of the art 

_ The ‘draft ended there, pending receipt of a task from NSG, which riever came. the - | 
matter was put = as NRL's usa fags a took tation for ee 
Jaunch, | E iO Poti Sh, Sa te oe Saas 

| ene Rinses 

WU) ts NRL participants noted shorter hairouts and much greater attention to’. 
. detail > the Douglas (Thrust Augmented Thor) and Lockheed (Agena D):teams at. 

- Point Arguello during the next attemipt, which succeeded on 11 — 1964. One" 
— of the satellites carried SolRad wh plus its classified payload. 

6 Anois Poppy: triplet, Mission a. was. injected into the nominal orbit, 
etd circular at 500 miles. In collaboration with payload technician Vince Rose, 

_ payload remained useful for 

(VU) .The gravity-gradient stabilizatiori experiment (GGSE) was necial by a 
mechanical engineer Robert T. Beal, who worked in the satellite structures design 
section. The stabilizing mechanism was developed by General Electric and consisted. _ 

COTES. GREER Handle Via Bygpaaa see 7 z a : nels Only 
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S48). _PorPy 4 payload definitions were still in flux, even though ‘satellites were 
already being assembled in Buildinga A target: laurich date of November 1964 had — 

1963. 

‘available in 1964 
| (Commercial transistors for RF amplification wete | - 

Since then, Reid Mayo had 
_ been informally negotiating the RF band plan with NRO's In, 

" response to the need for peat Mayo had providedin = * 
_ August a two-page description of primary and alternate sets of Hicollection bands _ 

for each of two 24-inch diameter satellites, still within scope for schedule and 
_ budget. The naturally suggested to NSA the 

desirability of as well. After Mayo and Vince Rose 
. worked the possibilities and redesign with the satellite techniques branch, Mayo 
submitted an informal commitment on. Christmas eve that all four satellites would — 
be 24-inch stretched spheres, 

to ship until February 1965. 

: —($/B}— The formal announcement of a slip was not greeted as warmly as the : 
informal increases in scope. When ONI's Edward Kerr questioned NRL on what" . © 

could be done to-meet the original target date, Howard Lorenzen responded with a 
- memorandum that offered three satellites and fewer collection bands all around. 
The slip stood. Refinements in band widths, allocations to individual satellites, and - 
assignments of primary or alternate status continued throughout the year, driven by ° 

_ new information on target signals, characteristics of delivered components, and _ 
Vince Rose's art of antenna selection and placement on the stretched spheres. — 

4 

The thrust-augmented Thor Agena D launch of the POPPY 3 triplet had 

that ITT“s Paul Mast had proposed to Vince - _ 

- et 

oe. . 

It was clear, by late that the [POPPY 4 would not be ready - 
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: ‘shhied “Agert'tidé provided = 
petitonel Spates tt a Jed! fo dlacussion with Fred Welder, then fo 
correspondence with Howard Lorenzen, on the possibility of an engirieering sipport 
Mate wo ae oe eS 

and pl sit ‘ forth | ' 

e a 

> Chea : 

4 

7. . : ‘ 

a 

(U) —Aftet' negotiations and paper work ore coitipleted, tie ONR’confracting = os 
_ officer issited a fixed price. contract to-HRB fot "techiiically qualified’serviced ... f° 
programig in the catinfermeastires fleld of research Bein directed by the Naval 
Research LabaralSty” (1 Mar'64). For 4 total pricé of MEENRE would stejve ond’. 
site services of two engineers fot ond year arid 30 dag of Support Hoth'a third, HRB 
resident engirieer. The price included expenses of relocation to Washitigtol, D.Cy. 

and, trayel:to-field stations, Jn March, HB sent technician James N. O'Connor, an:- ~ 

"Army veteran, followed two weeks later by research engineer LeeM. 
Hammarstrotn, fo, work in Mayo's sectign at the Lab., Both helped design and 
‘develop three bays of analyais equipment and a tape récorder that would be 

assembled and fested at the NRL and thefl deployed to sites ag they becatie 
established in permanent buildings over a period of geveral years, [The fWo,rnent 
would enter the government civil service in the garly 1970s and contribute te 
sevaral genesations of space-based pystettp] | ne 

~(642)- ‘The NRO got'a'hew cfiarter ag a DoD operating’agericy‘solely under thd =” 

| SeeDef by D SecDel Cyrus R. Vance's approval i$ revised Dots Disectv TS5105.9356" 
(27 Mar 64), DNRO Brockway McMillan would keep the DDR&E ahd the rare i pecs 
secretary: of defense (comptrollet) personally informed oft sfaths of NRP-funded | 

projects afd establish requiteifients inferlaces‘withi the USIB, JCS, DIA; and NSA" | 
which indicated intensé military interést in the output of photo and SIGINT =. 
satellites. The realignment had no effect on PopPy. ‘Thé Porry TOG continued t¢’bé 

Pe %. : 4'- oy? 

the foruxi for participating intelligence organizations — CLA, NSA; NRO,ONE! «| 
NSC. ASK, Afsd — £5 suggest antl negotiate bequlibriehite that affecitd design tind” ~ 
operations. DLA did not participate directly, but its chief of staff, RAdat Allan Reed, : 
was periodically updated on new developments in the project he had steered <= 

through jnitial approval, four years ago, by intelligence specialists Fred Welder from ° |: - 
NRL ag Ape Faylox (ND), Other 7 attletale spnaciates with gonnectong ta POPPY. | 
were aC NO (Conte) RAdm Bernard Roeder and ACNO (Dev) RAs Nos! Gayler,, 

* 
. 

1 

ASA...” PrOgiarh 
spadé anid ground segments, had npt beet granted, Instead, a feasibility study'was |” 

i re a . . . eee pe bel - , is as : i | 2 —~ 

C's requést for MMMM for digitization, to; be split Vendy between * * 

required: . Benepe + ° ee io gs: eo 

fe: 

» 

cans ee 

e 
* 
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MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, PROGRAMC | 
SUBJECT: “ Feasiblity Study ono! POPPY = 

Previous studies furnished our office have | Bde ot ni ac 
indicated 

po in view. my respec 

... _” (8) NRO programs 
call for additional It is requested that Saas: 

_ Program C conduct a feasibility study directedtoward 
possible . 

_The study should include the following group of 

in the event that future operations - | 7 

options: . | te 4 - 

ae a. Use on present POPPY configuration. 

Gg | ho ee hee 

Consideration for each of the options shauld include; - 
but not be restricted to: tae f - te oe 2 

a» Minimum degradation of the data, 4. +: | 
ica b, Mifimum bandwidth and power requitemnent&. 

>" =" @. Cost estimates for development, procurement en = 
and operations. Pe tae, ice a 

2 __-It would be helpful if the study could be completed by =. 
eRe 1 June 1964 so thal, if needed, develdpment of long fead-time ~ 

tems can be authorized. Se fe ee 

ae. Brogkway MoMilan iy = 

“: 5 +48) National Reconinalgsance Office 
- oe (A Apri) a2 S14 2 os 

—5/B) - -DNI Taylor gave Howard Lorenzen a copy of the DNRO's request, which 
he sanitized and brought back to the NRL. Whereas Reid Mayo was in schedule. 

- difficulty and showed no enthusiasm Bruce Wald viewed the * 
prerequisite digitization as an opportunity to improve PRI measurement accuracy, 

: allow for field processing, and eliminate Audico at - . 

- NSA. The problem dovetailed with his work on automating the 
- location system. Moreover, Wald saw some possibility of tying this effort to his = 
ongoing doctoral studies in electrical. engineering at the University of Maryland, so . 
he volunteered to.conduct the: study. : : 

‘ 

—to48}- ; Technical information and consultation 1 equipment was * 

provided by John Boyd of:NSG headquarters and 
of NSA. Wald. 

completed: a seven-page, single-spaced working draft within a month, following the. 
outline suggested by DNRO McMillan. His itivestigation concluded that "Nov - - 

HE equipment exists or is likely to exist priot to BR that is satisfactory for. 

| | se SECRET- Tr... —_ Handle Via BYEM : 
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consumption, 
data degradation" (May 64). The most nearly suitable 
scheduled for completion in January 1965, but it had an‘enormous power drain of 

: a solved the {ij problem but entailed. an and employed 
unacceptable bit error rate for Poppy data rates.. These problems could be cured by - 

rebuilding th with integrated electronics units to achieve a total power —~ 
consumption of which could. be supported by the POPPY power 

ly of the future average), and employing. periodic automatic 

envisioned for mid-1965 and beyond would be able to deliver 
allocation for ELINT payload functions might also profit from 
(RE Wald advocated a joint NRL/NSA six-month study, followed. by a 30-month 

- development effort commencing July 1964, for which he included a schedule of 

milestones and cost ranges for components. NRL would be responsible for - 

digitizing the data path, space to ground, and requisite upgrades in data ee 

transmission and collection, for a total cost of a: development and’ 

production. Wald guessed that the modifications could ‘cotnmence in mid- | 

1965, after experience with thé original prodirctibn units, at a development cost of 

ea ‘Cost of integration and. electromagnetic compatibility would be estimated ~ 

er satelite designs were complete. NSA ‘would be responsible for 

actually costing, scheduling, arid implementing the modifications. =. 

(WU): Bruce Wald's informal proposal circulated in the c6mmunity, but the | 
complete package was not approved and funded for nF postin The-growth 

trend:in solar array and battery storage technology would eventually accommodate 

power-hungry Nevertheless, the discussion highlighted the _ | 
advantages of digitization for its own sake, and Bruce Wald had identified several 

milestones that could be reached in small steps under approved budgets in the years - 

to come. | | | 7 

o 

“Analysis and Processing 9 
6/8}. _NSA:C-14 and C-15 continued siiaking good use of the 
Missio data. A-series of intercepts of 

ing enabled John Co ‘8 analysts t 

providi rtunity. . 
concept by 1] 

Valley, Virginia, NRL callected 
NSA C-14 initially focused on 

as compared ty. 
coverage aided locations 

- ~~ 
wer 

POPPY 3's modest 
for further development of they 
1964, at its ground readout site in Hybla 
NSA from the 

‘coordinates deriv m photo reconnaissance. 
on 7 etie Handle Via on 
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Chap ter 7 References | 

7Jul62 . DNI (flimsy, classification not marked) letter to DNRO 
Subj: Orbital Requirements for POPPY Satellite . 

20Jul62 —— DNJI (flimsy, classification not marked) letter to DNSG 
- Subj: Project POPPY; increased requirements for 

6 Nov 62 DNRO (TS/ B) memorandum for DirPrgmA, DirPrgmC, DirNSA, DitNSG, DisNRL, 
' copies to HQ COMOR, DirDIA, BYE 4337-62 

: Atch: Mission Operations Directive Missi 

.12Dec62 _ DirNRL (S/LIMDIS) letter to CNO Op-922Y3,. 5430-147: ee Ser 001043 
. : Subj:. Special Control Officers, designation of 

1962 NSG (Op-94G/G54) (S/B - codeword) Standard opernting * Procedures for System POPPY . | 
| Data Collection, BYE-3997-62, revised July 1965 - 

21Jan63 . DNI (TS/B- codeword) letter to DNRO, copies to DirNSA, DirNSG, DiNRI, OIC 
_ * NavSTIC,-BYE-10613-63, Op-922YB/Mlk : | 

Subj: System POPPY; reassignment of responsibilities for (TS) 
Ref: NRO directive Mission Operations Directive BYE-4337-62, dtd 6 Nov 62 | 
Ref: DNRO memorandum subj: “Organization and Functions of NRO (S)", dtd 23 Jul 62 
Ref: rh letter subj: "Project POPPY; eT of responsibilities for (TS),” dtd 10 Sep 

Feb 63 - NRL ao: Instruction Book No. 25 Addendum 2 
Subj: Description of Radio Receiving Facilities Hut Modemization } No. 2 - 

* 26 Augé3 - R. J. Schron B - codeword) Memorandum for the Record 

1 Mar 63 ONR (U) Contract. No. Nonr-4447(00)(X) issued to HRB-Singer, Inc., Science Park, P 0. 

- Box .60, State College, Pennsylvania 
Subj: Contract for research in the field of countermeasures 

27 Mar64 —_SecDef DoD Directive TS 5105.23, TS 047-64 
: . Subj: (S) National Reconnaissance Office. 

24 Apr64 © DNRO(S) memorandum for Dir , BYE 22795-64. 
Subj: Feasibility Study on of Porry ll 

_ May 64 Bruce Wald (TS) Technical Memorandum (working draft) 
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| Cost-Effectiveness 

_ of them had ELINT search, technical intelligence, 
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« Mee 
» 

(U) —_—- Recognition by the foreign intelligence cottinunity that satellites were an 
effective means of.technical collection was followed by.a community quest for cost- 
effective systems. Programs. and technologies began competing: Competition 

fostered. ideas for improved capabilities and increased technical oversight to 
evaluate them. =. DR ee ae 

{6/3} An effort to evaluate NRP systems against other technical means began ir: 
January 1965. CIA's chaired a SIGINT working group to develop a - 
yardstick applicable to electronics, communications, and telemetry signal collectors. 
Among the icipants were Howard Lorenze m NRL, Gene Fubini from 
DDR&E, from the NRO staff, ‘and who had left NavSTIC - 

ago to a senior position on the staff of the Army ACSI. (BGen ~* - 
' Charles J. Denholme USA, expected his senior scientific adviser to lead the way to *_ 
_ Army's exploitation of overhead ELINT capabilities.) As an input to the working: 

- group, Howard Lorenzen prepared a page-long summary of advantages of satellite 
collection for the national ELINT program — stated in general, qualitative terms. . 

and without mention of specific systems. Discussions and papers provided NRL 
with its first comprehensive exposure to other overhead collection concepts and the 
infrastructure of the NRO, including-the SAFSS.and SAFSP. NRP-funded electronic 
signals collectors provided ELINT, COMINT copy, 

missions. From overhead ELINT collection, NSA processed 
weekl of them from POPPY, and issued reports 

with significant intelligence value. 
from time of intercept to publication. 

reflect the predominance of ELINT, | .. 

SfBy— . The overhead ELINT 5 stems com 
a 

lemented one another operationally. 

Only 
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or rough location. The chief criticism was that it di vide ad 
accuracy of fixes and must await evaluation of 
into Poppy 4. The new baseline was twé 
launch every other year, which made PoPPy the most 
seal — abdut’ average on.a: a basia, - 

a. 
expensive system on a per- 

. Pp: ; 

. RF coverage cupabilitien Often based.on 
oF for ’ searching previous] recorded -da 

7 si a“ 

207 
‘ 

_ positive results of Pop participation in the worki was that the TOG was. 
sensitized to Air Force appreciation of This ‘ — 

| perception would be reflécted i in ongoing design | work for POPPY 5. hee) ee - ae 

ne Te me . 
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aes “SREREP— age itt 

~67B}- . At the beginning of spring EE group briefly celebrated the .- 
newest addition to the family of operational collectors when the O 

‘i 
‘ re; 

(U) ___ Four scientific satellites shated the ride on 9 March 1965, resulting int 
_ another world record for number of satellites, eight, launched on a single booéter. - 

Each of the four classified satellites was a stretched sphere, formed of two 24-inch. . ~ 
hemispheres and a 6.5-inch equatorial band, and weighed over 100. pounds. Pete — 

.WilKelzn designed a.commandable micropouhd thruster, which could change the 
momentum of a completely stabilized satellite, but Bob Beal's 
not work as planried — the satellite flew. with an 

The previously successful 

me NRL subihitted to ONI ten copies of a technical description for Mission « - - 
(17 Mar 65). All huts weré now equipped with GR-2800 recordeis, and the . = 

sever surplus GR-2500 recorders were being reconditioned at the NRL for use in: - ect 
uality ‘control (analog analysis) positions. By operations at ae oe 
a oud be conducted in permanent buildings. At 

oo 

- got the tse of.a wooden building when the successor installation - — | 
was completed. Af one-quarter of the administration building (formerly ‘- 
a inadé of condreté block and mortar with a gfay stucco finish) was” 
made aVailable: New collection antennas on towers wete trained in aziniuth bya> - 
motor drive system remotely coritrolled by collection operators:inside the builditigs. -. 

—SECRET-. Handle VinB 
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6/0) | To power _— payloads I achieve longer ‘iwehil” 
rational lifetimes, Pete Wilhelm was. redesig the solar arta gt for the 

ieg ta support a peak load of watts, Withelr 1. gayerned the electrical Peer bu ded pimndelt and would pversee on-orbit p power management, Reid Mayo and 
are designing payloads: fot PObPY 5 with. the 0 oo af j Sang tl 

nae They were working with satellite engitieers ae eng for several new payload experimen =a ee 

tional sfeans of collection, arid Gith bile. eri rin Uector ¢ with mild criticisms no Vv 
orsed ‘all app toyed’ Freee. he The final re results’ of ‘the d ed ae 

methodology sycecee ty attention ¢ space-based ELINT, 
buf, Apparently, the results ere no acceptab ble a tile DCI 'Retized VAdsit Williain 
app rw for. applying a ed Nery oe techniqties to manage the’ | “** 
su ola appr 1965 and Navy development, had sticceeded Ji hn 

' McCane ag at pty a : rhs e USIB pace onoverhead _.. 
reconsialgnannce (COMOR) establi Loe isk ics fo more rigorously evaluate a 

| meee overhead, collectors The objective’ was to assist the:-DCI/USIB in planning. 
a mri ced prograni for. ‘ea next five yearn, DNI Rufua Taylat, who controlled Navy 
reptanentaticn to, the USIB structure (now through the deputy director of DIA)... 
suggested that | 1 be appointed ag tbe } ry mreibet ofthe sost-effectiveness 
task force (CEI F). “The DitN NR Apt TI kf | 

i the ne ont, wold 

ways td con reniti 

Charles Dentiolme appointed. epientifie advis 
meet, off and pry for Ougt a Year, ele tes pe eee peas 
ee pied s a inanagemact suc structure was cx to teadmit’ th 

when rea agreement 2 organization and ha of yesponsibilies (3 ug) sueES). THENRP vould be ot. 
: y ta intelligence requirements UsiB hi aired by the. - 

| eae have besa oft ef ie of t i ch taffed by . * 
personnel, and wou i plement the NRP for the SerDef. The Secief | 

choose the deca the DepSecDet ap concus it the DCI's choise eae 
deputy atid ie Secef wotild reyiew the NRP budget as the final approval «. 
authprity within \ Be precul ive Branch An An NRE, awe committee Ey 6th) - ae 
contig of, a Des JepSecDef, DCI, and specie te president Gr science. - 7 

bi  (S& T). a9, @ ormiula Of oe": 

throtigh t RO. The =. Bese would ad goa sty onde fiot Adel of ie Nee 
with the USIB on NRP matters. (The US was now composed of DDCI, — 

\ +e net : ec or ‘5 
dg : “fe: fae 

FE res mire me eet i tee  Sabesy, au Pisin 
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DepDirDIA, State's director of intelligence and research, assistant to director FBI, and. 
Atomic Energy Commission's director of intelligence.) i rr 

a) SecDef McNamara appointed Alexander H. Flax, the-Air Force assistant 
sectetary for. R&D, as NRO director two. months after the Vance/Raborn agreement. 

- - DCI Raborn chose James Q. Reber, former chairman of COMOR, as the NRO's '’ 
deputy director. These checks and balances worked for more than a decade, and 
NRO finally had a charter that protected the interests of the parties. [The policy 
changes were at too high a level to affect the POPPY project directly, but USIB's- - 
committee structure would constrain ocean surveillance efforts in 1969-70 and — 
ExCom's oversight role would affect and delay decision making on the 

_ baseline during the Nixon and Ford administrations in the 1970s.]. - -_ 

Collection Upgrades | 

{548} Based on lessons learned during engineering evaluation and ground 
receive path calibration for the ME (Porry 4), several upgrades to collection _ 
equipment were underway at the NRL, all of them aimed at improving data quality. | 
for NsA's i processing. Charlie Price's unit undertook replacement of =. 

“| ground antennas that tracked in azimuth only with Scientific-Atlanta antenna 
| afrays that tracked in azimuth and elevation, . Starting with 

 * sites would be upgraded: before next Jaunch. Ed Withrow’s new interrogation. —_—«_ 
‘antennas and five racks of equipment. would be installed’ at RE 

and the [IM operation would be phased out in the spring of 1966, Mack J. 
Sheets of NRL designed adaptive, | a emi eeireen Sheets had previously been the design consultant on 
the GRAB receiver/recorder interface. Jim O'Connor developed an automatic -- 

xt year,all- 

polarization selection feature. HRB's Mark J. Van de Walle and Paul A. Oesterling 
incorporated both of these innovations in a second-generation receiyer developed at 
the NRL. With the new solid-state receiver and GR-2800 tape recorder, stand or 
eviation measurement on test.data was reduced from ‘ta 

+ 

' —(6Ai—= Howard Lorenzen, Reid Mayo, and Bruce Wald spent the Tuesday _ 
' afternoon of 18.October.in room 219 at the NSA with two key men. Joe Struve 

_ processing of overhead ELINT data. loan to NSA. from the’ 
; ief architect 

of NSA's and si - 
PopPy output for | ae processing. NRL wanted to improve the quality o 

both of Struve's customers: electronic orders of battle (EOBs) and technical © 
intelligence. Using a chalkboard, Wald drew and explained his architecture for ~ 

_ digitizing POpPy data in the field and how NSA would incorporate the field- 
digitized tapes in its internal processes, which he identified and added to the flow - : 

| of solid state . chart. The concept would capitalize on the bette , 
receivers vit rr . (Lead analyst Jo on had urged field. - 
digitization four years ago; but the enabling technology was nat then available.) 

eo...) GBERER 9” Handle Via B 
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Both digital and siiad tapes sould be couriered to NSA. Analog pes would — 
‘continue going through the Audico process for parallel processing, until Joe Struve 
was satisfied that the field digitizer was as good or better thani Audico. The group - 
converged in principal on technical advantages but recognized a problem in the 

‘need for a field computer for quality control. As 4 matter of policy, SIGINT stations 
were not equipped with cpmputer systems, due to their expense and difficulties of 
logistics support and maintenance. DirNSG Ralph .Cook:had already concurred with 
NRL's endeavor to get a small ih se for one or more NSG sites, but the funcing ; 
— remained to be solved. 

(Uy “The couritermeasures branch had Gatead a new talent i in August 1964 : 
when Fredrick V. Hellrich joined NRL, fresh out of Penn State's graduate: ptogtam 

_ in electronic engineering with a specialty in ionosphere research. His resume, had 
been selected from a large’ pile by Reid Mayo as best fitting the unit's need for a 
digital systems engineer. Awaiting clearance for the compartmented project, Fred 
Hellrich had performed design work in‘several less sensitive areas, including a filter 
to multiplex timing signals to three channels of the data recorders,. In November - 
1965, Hellrich made his first trip to an overseas eld site, as a member . a receiver. 
installation team led by Mayo. 

| — the installation was completed arid tested, team menwer Lee 
_Hammarstrom took advantage of the better data and sqme capabilities in- 

new analog analysis position to conduct an experiment of his own. 
- design. He wanted to demonstrate the potential to reduce data in the field and - 

improve timeliness, The of Mission as then too widel 

were sent over Teletype to NSA for: 

system that would convert analog data to digital formiat in real time as the data was: 
_ being collected in the field. He-expected to complete an engineering breadboard by 
next summer. Fred Hellrich became Wald’s understudy : on the digitization project. 

6/3}— BGen James T. Stewart, newly assigned director of the SAFSS (NRO: staff) : 
in the Pentagon as of July 1965, visited the Navy Lab to see.” 
hardware and facilities. He was accompanied by Cdr ‘an . 
intelligence spécialist who succeeded cryptologist Fi g to avy billet’ 
in the NRO SOC.. DirSAFSS Stewart was informed that POPPY had intercepted 

Mission 
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ring models of the new receiver inter were  field-tested at the site. te 

Officer Johnny D. Martin, at the end of a 
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pointing the way to a: of Sovie and 
ee in. Missio Stewart also toured the site at Hybla Valley. 
There he could hear for himself what was, at the same time, POPPY's main strength * 
and drawback: that a processing trade-off ae 
existed between completeness and quality. He was informed of NSA's gibes about eee 

ee joint efforts with NSA at data reduction. (a ar oe 

| Cost-Effectiveness Task Force. 

(S48) ~” In the new year, Howard Lorenzen isatliciadl faciieniiing the Nav} 
the cost-effectiveness task force, but he tapped his branch for support in ‘ulfiting his 
own action items to provide information and review CETF materials. He sis. . 
exchanged misgivings ih a about cost-evaluating NRP electronic signals ; 

‘ collectors in isolation from other collectors: SIGINT stations 
rtable vans, ferret aircraft, SIGINT ships, 
a It was this comparison that made the satellites s 
representatives to the CETF were supported b 

out. 

—(S+8} . The COMOR generally focused on aerial and overhead photographic = 
missions, rather than signals collection, and its predilection was reflected ina +- 
tendency of the CETF to favor the spatial domain over the frequency domain. Early 

__ on, the focus became even narrower as a decision was reached to concentrate on .- 
- large Soviet land-based radars fully operational and widely deployed, perhaps: ° 
. , because they were targets for both photo and ELINT satellites. Photo determined 
where they were; ELINT, when they became operational and what they did. = 

expressed reservations with the flowdown of USIB requirements, particular! 
e CETF's emphasis on the EOB, SAC's requirement that 

the 
corresponding neglect of “mobile targets and the smaller tactical radars of concern to 
Navy and Army" | that were not contained in the EOBs (7 Jul 66). ° be Ou 

(U). _- Whereas leported to the Army ACSI, Howard Lorenzen was | 
pretty much on his own at this point. Intelligence specialist Rufus Taylor had been 
selected for a third star, was serving as DIA's deputy director, and was slated to _ 
become deputy DCI. (The former DDCI, Richard Helms, had already succeeded. 
VAdm Raborn as DCI at the end of June.) Taylor’ s successor as ACNO (I)/DNI, ‘after 

a two-month gap, was RAdm Eugene B. Fluckey, who had just reported to the office ,; 
of CNO on 8 July, fresh from command of Submarine Force, Pacific Fleet... 
Submariner Gene Fluckey was one of America's WWII heroes (medal of Korior, 
four Navy crosses) and, as a captain, had served.on the staff of the National Security «. - 
Council six years ago, ‘but he had no experiance we the. — ae er by .. 
the CETF, nar. with the — structure. . , 
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'- {648} The COMOR's abbreviated cost-effectiveness metrics did not satisfy any of’ 
the systems’ representatives in the CETF. Each system was measured primarily for “"" , 
its potential EOB contribution. All other missions were grouped under’ | 

Little or no credit accrued to POPPY for detecting new signals. The Air: = | 
missions received no visibility whatsoever. The successful ~ — 

had turned into” | 
scheduled for 

-($/8) Each system had its own criteria, tailored to missions and capabilities, and : | : 
all of the competing systems wanted to be responsive to USIB requirements and to ae 
look good. The participants knew that the COMOR's findings would be reflected inv = = 
future ExCom decisions on NRP programming and budgeting. The CETF estimated | 

-- what percent of data collected was usable for EOB location — a measure of system. - 
efficiency that favored collectors 

Lorenzen viewed most of the effectiveness - © 
_ metrics as sub-optimizations. It seemed to him the less a system could do, the =—-—-—~w Cts i 
. higher it would score. He and were dissatisfied with the amount of: | a. 
technical information available’ on particularly on planned- : 
‘upgrades and future systems, and with West Coast re-engirleering between ie 3k | 
meetings. [NM pleaded repeatedly on behalf of the Army ACSI that efforts be 
made to evaluate the systems "on what they HAVE accomplished rather than what — 
they may hypothetically do” - se an ae 

~6/B} NSA's office of ELINT would have been the logical’source of information’ - 
on what the ELINT collectors were producirig, but, apparently, NSA wasnot ~ -—  * 
solicitéd, for perforrhance information on the overhead systems. As a result of an. 
organizational change, the divisions in C-Group that analyzed and processed = > 
overhead ELINT data had been redesignated as divisions in an office of special | 
projects (K-4/SP). Ray Potts, the chief of K-4/SP, had earlier provided equipment for 
the initial NRL/NSA collaboration on machine processing of GRAB data. Asa 
veteran of Audico and’ member of C-Group (machine processing), he had led analog - 
to digital conversion for the early Program payloads that - 

Conversant with raw data from all- 
the overhéa collectors, he was regarded as a hardware man and the agerit _ 
for bringing powerful, state-of-the-art computers to the ELINT domain. _ 

{SLB}. K-4/SP was Staffed by about 240 personnel and Kad acquired a CDC 6400 ae 

‘computer system, which wotild mioré than double its pro¢essing capacity. ‘As the 
threat signal environment continued to evolve, ELINT payloads.were being” | - 

Ff . P aa ; . . ; Jt e ; . s : % 
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distributed among fi programs, | 
Most of the tapes came 

into account each © 
payload's electronics, data formats, orbital characteristics, calibration data, ve 
malfunctions, and any peculiarities logged during ground collection. The task was) - 
rather like painting a landscape while seated on.a moving train. ee ee = 

(S43). Within K-4/SP, ras responsible for production of . 
techriical intelligence reports derived from all ELINT collectors (K-44). His deputy, 
John Conlon, focused on Poppy. and Conlon had moved, almost as a teatri; 

manufactured by Wi different R&D entities, 
_ and built at the rate of about 

front employment in NRL's radio division III (aircraft) until 1954, then to the Army -=- 
& Navy Electronic Evaluation Group — which became the NTPC the following _ 
year. Both made the move frorti NTPC to NSA's new advanced signals analysis - 

_ division, successively redesignated as COSA-5, C-15, and K-44.) Joe Struve mariaged’. - 
‘signal location reports (K-46). Another division conducted quality control (K-45), -*. 
and C-Group continued to run the Audico digitizer and manage production control: - 
(C-46). Struve arid Conlon usually attended TOG meetings. Lorenzen asked Joe 
Struve for an updatéd-assesstnent of POPPY's emitter location accuracy, as compared . 
to EOB coordinates for NSA's results from Mission showed that ©: . 

| More and longer 
intercepts resulted from but improvements in data quality 

‘would be needed to sustain accuracy. Hoping to offset the COMOR's preoccupation 
with EOB production, Reid Mayo asked John Conlon to screen the POPPY output for © 

: (648) Increasingly partisan efforts at the Navy Lab and discussion at TOG" - 
_ = . meetings sought ways to alter the CETF's logic so that measurements would bé -_ 

made along the samé lines the TOG strove for performance gains: ori-orbit lifetime, - - 
_ geographic access, RF range and instantaneous coverage, passes collected, AE 
eee detected, SOIs and intercepts, and ELINT technical reports issued by 
“NSA. NRL's mutations did not endear Lorenzen and his associates to CIA, Air a 

participants, and some previously cordial relationships were Force, and Vic ! 
strained as the study wore on in the summer of 1966. With POPPY 5's 
slated for a winter launch, the follow-on baseline had been halved to and 
the fiscal year 1967 budget reduced by J Poppy no longer had‘a strong advocate 
in ONL After a brief two months in the Peritagon, DNI Gene Fluckey had yet to 
engage in directorship of Program C. Edward Kerr had departed a year ago, and | 
cognizance for PopPy had dropped one echelon to Op-922Y3 (special projects 
section). . a car 

Electronic Warfare Division 

' (U) CETF diminution became more bearable to the countermeasures branch, 
when DirNRL Tom Owen and acting Director of Research Schooley lifted it to the 

i —SECREF— Handle Via : 
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second dion ‘oft the NRL organization 29 Sep 66). ean to increased ECM . 
development needs related to the war in Vietnam, the’electronic warfare division 
(NRL code 5600) was established effective 12 September. Each of four. branches had a 

imary R&D focus. -The space technology branch, under Jim Trexler, concentrated . 
and communication applications. 

recording and processing development was a 
_to by the intercept and ‘signal processing branch, headed by Bob Misner. The. 

| antenna/receiver configuration and direction finding systems for. ships and ~ 
"air were developed by the emitter location branch, under Mack Sheets. ae 

Defensive electronic warfare, under Lynwood A, Cosby, developed airborne and i 
shipborne equipment for conducting ECM and countering hostileECM. 
Sponsorship for various electronic warfare projects came from ONR, naval systems 

 comimands, other. military departments, and national or defense agencies. Only ON]. . 
and NSG had significant visibility into all endeavors in NRL's electronic:warfare =. 

_ division. Reid Mayo's section was buried in Trexler’ s space a branch, its -. 
project never named ina public fashion. © sss e 

(VU) > ‘Superintendent Lorenzen and the division staff decid across the mail to 
larger offices iri Building J which freed up some office space in Building : 
Underlying the division's organizational structure was a team approach to every 
project, with Lorenzen allocating resources according to need and priority, 
reminding his associates now and then that the squeakiest wheel gets the grease. 

_ Lorenzen reported to Claude Cleeton,- associate director of research for electronics, as 
_ did William R. Faust, superintendent of the applications research division (NRL 
code 5100). Bill Faust's division included. the satellite techniques branch.(5170), 
which supported geveral space projects: Ed Dix had followed Marty Votawto - ,.- 
Comsat jn June, and the branch.was now headed bY Pete ere: as much at home = 
in Lorenzen’s division as he was in Faust's, | 

(U)-__.. The satellite techniques branch had grown to 54 personnel, 40 of wtjonn 3 
were professionals, Section heads (grades GS-12 or GS-13) were John S. Poole . ah 
(systems integration), Bob Rovinski (structures design), Frederick W. Raymond 
(applied physics), Jim Winkler (telemetry), Leonard. on Hearton — sire cop 
Bob nn “— lai _ 3 | 
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17 Mar 65  DirNRL (TS/ B- vay letter to DNI (Op-922¥3), 1050;TFC:web, BYE wae 

. . Subj. Mission technical description of , 
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Encl: (TS/B - codeword) 27-page Technical Description | for om 
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_ Chapter 9. - ore THREAT 

(U) * "When the usr ieieeplaitell the need. ia intelligence’ 0 on. the Soviet ore 
Galosh. and Gammon ABM/AES. systems late in 1966, all programs were challenged — 

' to respond. The overhead community deliberated over proposals from government: 

-& 

resented .patentia] . 
a 

and industry. Results determined col ection: architecture bus the remainder. of the - 
i decade and welll into the next. 

-. 

PSAC Canaan _/ 

SP Proceedings of the USIB COMOR's CETF. were ‘diaiidls and the reins © 

photographed | at —_— were not being collected by ELINT payloads designed 
- sOlely for that r 2 and asked for an explanation. 

intercepts were belie ave a uon, and a few were . 
correlated with PoPPy intercepts as well, including the most recent ones from Siete in 1968. Cac 2: aes, 

| was again intercepted by POPPY No other NRP system had yet” 
detected this signal: Significance of the Soviet ABM __ 
defensive threat was reemphasized when, on 18 November, the USIB identified. 
Soviet ABM/AES radar signals as the top SIGINT. priority. Overhead cae 
systems were tasked in concert to collect the target signals. 

64B)— - Col Thomas O. Haig USAF of the NRO staff coordinated preparation 
among the programs for a response to the PSAC. His team briefed a PSAC panel on - 

_ Monday, 6 December. Representatives of Programs A and B briefed capabilities of 
CIA’ ‘SR speculated that the Soviets refrained JTOm 

operating their ABM. tadars when U.S. satellites were in view. Howard Lorenzen . 
gave the Program C portion, which included EOB-related statistics that had been. . 
gathered for the CETF. He emphasized NSA's POPPY 
distribution on and similar but with larger | ence ellipses, 
on Soviet air d radars operating in S-band (2 Dec 66). After the briefings were — 
delivered, panel members invited. the NRO to identify what it might do to be more _ 

- responsive on the ABM problem. When the group.convened next day, SAFSP 

ro 

- wh 

~ 
é 
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gradually restored to the NRO, after the PSAC registered concern that signals ral : 



' - addressing increased 

cal 

. gave a ten-miriute pitch to | } s 
appointed time, APS noncomunittally observed that the charts looked good, , _ 
when he was .c to join Col Haig's group ready to enter Flax's office. As ==... 
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(U)  . Sitting next to Air Force Assistant Secretary Alexander Flax and having 
only some ideas, nothing in writing, Lorenzen informed him that the staff had not. 
alerted the Navy to have a proposal ready. Flax assured him that-he would be asked 
for contributions: = SS -_ 3 

“(3/3)- ' During that week, in response to Reid Mayo's request, NSA completed its 
tabulation of day-by-day counts of Soviet signal types ; si 
for periods each day when Poppy had the 

‘These results, although interesting, had no bearing on the ABM 
_ problem and were soon set aside. 

(U) 3 Lorenzen and Mayo went to the Pentagon at the end of the week, ‘at the. : ; 
request of BE SAFSS technical adviser. They were invited to brainstorm a’ 
proposal to make their system more responsive and present it to him on Monday. - 

' Over the weekend, ideas were exchanged and briefing boards prepared at the NRL, - 
3 coverage. and on-line data sorting for Mission as ae 

Lorenzen 
and sévefal others in his office at the - 

Lorenzen and Mayo departed with the classified charts, intending to return to. the 
-NRL, a chance encounter in the hallway provided another opening. Inquiririg what: : 

__ the chart case was for and learning that Lorenzen felf that the Lab was not welcome. ~ 
‘on the team effort, perhaps due to its obstinacy oti the CETR; MGer: James Stewart: eae 
invited him ‘to'an office where they could talk. . ~ me 

4513)— | After hearing NRL's response to the ABM problem, DirSAFSS Stew 
escorted Lorenzen to the DNRO's office, interrupted SAFSP’s pitch, and 
recommended to Alexander Flax that he hear Howard's proposal right away. 

- . 

. 

Lorenzen asked for [J and a seven-week laiunch delay for enhanced ABM tadar*. : 
signal detection, including modifications to several RF bands to enable 
processing, completion of upgrades to ground receivers dnd recorders to improve “_ 
data quality, on-site analog/digital conversion, ahd deployment ofa computer ~' ’ 
system to a POPPY field site for ABM signal isolation. _NSA's Ray Potts (K-4/SP) was 

' there to discuss processing for Mission§§j and he objected, ori principal, tod °°. 
computér at an overseas site. Despite this obstacle, Flax was obviously enthused ~ . : 
about the collection énhancements, and he spiitred: the West Coast delegation to’ 

more timely action, saying that he could not go back to PSAC with only this token. 
Collection sites in the Secnn 

a 
i most coverage of the Saryshagan - 
lready in permanent bu | 
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Jess than uncertainties in costing other proposals imnder consideration, and -° *” 
. Lorenzen received a tentative go-ahead that day. - | en ees 

—{6/B}-._ Thé TOG closed the loop with K-4/SP as soon as possible. The‘ computer . _ Was needed to provide-quality control for analog/digital conversion and digital 
_ tecording backup functions. Without a computer to read back digital tapes at the - site, bad tapes might be shipped for weeks before a problem was discovered at the 
NSA. The computer would be used to write tape headers and trailers and pack 
several passes on a single tape, thus reducing expenditures. Moreover, the SO. 

_ computer could quickly find signals associated with the highest priority ABM radars 

| missile testing complex and several other suspected ABM sites. The total cost was _ 

The total equipment cost, about and benefits — - had-been discussed in the TOG. A computer engineer from HRB would be resident. 
_ on site to teach maintenance and operation. .NRL would provide logistics support. — 
Ray Potts withdrew the objection to a computer in the field. On 21 December, } | 

__ was formally notified that its plan had been approved at the December meeting of 
' the ExCom and authorized a three-month slip in launch of POPPY 5 to complete the 

_ changes. On the same day, Mission yielded the intercept. ~~ - 
Before the end of the month, Fred Hellrich had an approved purchase order for a 
computer, priority Brickbat .01. 2 oe ee et eee 
ys ater ag Ae ; ee 

ABM/AES Technical Comuiittee ©. | | ar 

—{S/5)._ Late in December, DNI Gene Fluckey sent word, to Lorenzen that his 
community service was again required on a committee to review proposals to bé 
_made to the PSAC panel. .Appointed government members of the ABM/AES 

_- technical committee were (chai Howard Lotenzen (NRL), ‘ 
(NSA R&D), Thomas. Haig (SAFSS), (NRO SOC), Hal... 

_ Willis (CIA office of ELINT), and, Maj | (SAFSP). DNRO Flax = _ had reported the specifics-of the POPPY upgrade to the PSAC — ag a first step in the ~ - - 
¥, 

(8/8}- In less than two months, these severi men would prepare the complete - 
response arid definie overhead ELINT architacture for the next ten years. The SAFSP 

| provided special consultants from The.committee jj 
reviewed proposals from Byeman indus ni 
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(U): - Starting on 4 January 1967, Lorenzen devoted nearly six weeks to _ 
committee work in the Pentagon and filled a.steno notebook with notes and 

_ diagrams. He was in the unique position among committee members of being both 
a system developer and a reviewer (a conflict of interest in the eyes of some of the . | 
presenters). On the same date, DirNRL Tom Owen submitted to DNRO Flax, via 
DNI Gene Fluckey, a proposed optimization of Mission[fjffor the ABM/AES 

_- problem, detailing the band plan for four-ball coverage of the targets and an. 
accelerated schedule (4 Jan 67). The DNRO agreed to a four-ball baseline and_ 
requested detailed design planning and scheduling: 8 x 

—678) - The ABM/AES committee proceeded with an intensive review of what. 
was known about Soviet strategic defenses and of capabilities of present and 
proposed ELINT systems, including satellites, aircraft _ 
The committee recognized that POPPY had the potential to do a better job of location 
than anything else flying, and Lorenzen was keen on identifying new capabilities - 

. that might be incorporated with POPPY 7.— still in the conceptual stage. - 

—(6/8}-  _ DepDirNSA Tordella had been: present for the PSAC/NRO meetings on 6-. 
7 December, and NSA's analysts had since determined why ABM si intercepted — 

~ by POPPY and 

7 after collection, the typical data backlog being about ~ Next fisc 
year, Ray Potts planned to add nearly a hundred people to the over! ad ELINT - : 

_ systetn processing and artalysis office (K-4/SP). 

46/8}- To assess probability of ABM signal detection MMMM formed an... 
ere Ce subcommittee ard enlisted the aid of mathematician [EE 

av 

from Lorenzen found that TE initia calculations were 
orable te Poppy: tp acconiplish an ABM intereapt. During subsequent’. 

_ meetings, as more information came in from NSA about operating’ charatteristics, — 
parameters, and duty cycles, the probability subcommittee's target models became 
more conservative. probabilities for all ELINT collectors fell accordingly. 
Under assumptions for BMEW radars’ operating characteristics and a io 
confidence level; the Program would need 



_ the BMEW signal iriter¢epts to date had been made by POPPY, 

develop 
i idea contained the germ of a new solution to the ABM problem, 7 | 

' DNRO Flax. 

- U.S. gold flow problem. (France was leading a growing ‘among foreign b 

_had grown to a point tha 
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not significantly upgraded for the ABM/AES mission.) Despite the fact that most of 

evaluation = -— 
the 

echoed the CETF and NSA's processir py difficulties: "Fo 

Jan 67). According to probability model, _ 
to accomplish a BMEW signal intercer for 

Newly proposed 
a need only Hj days in either case. The committee projected a cost of 

and ground upgrades at 

POPPY 5 would need 

wo 
for, an improved series of Mission 

a with a first launch in 18 months, 

| ‘working papers contained a brief sketch of ay e 

@ 

” 

under the stewardship of the technical committee and ‘guidance from 

e 

to exchange dollars for U.S, gold reserves at $32 per ounce.). The cost for a fitst phase was estimated to be between and [MMMM depending on implementation. 
tation to the director of Program 

Col David D. Bradburn,on 275°. 
PPY 5 and projected POPPY 6 and 7. The level 
program — from CIA, NRO, and NSA— .. . - 

decided, after this meeting, to reduce the ae 
briefing team to Programs A and B._ Lorenzen informed DNI Fluckey (6 Feb 67) that.>. . 
neither Navy nor Army, which had been assigned responsibility within DoD to Ce 
coordinate ABM threat assessment, would be represented in the ABM/AES.. 
committee's final presentations to the PSAC. He sought, unsuccessfully, to inject 
Flax's Navy counterpart, ASN (R&D) Robert A. Frosch, in the proceedin diy. oe 

January. Lorenzen brie 
of interest in the proposed 

Lorenzen wrapped up his committee work after participating i 
run presentation for DNRO Flax on 10 February. The systems’ presentation was 
divided into present systems . 

‘ : 
. feo 
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| ns Pro ram POPPY) was 5 covered with present systems, briefed by" = 
SAFSP's Ma The advanced program was briefed by CIA's Hal Willis. 

~S/B)—- The PSAC endorsed and the ExCom approved SAFSP's Program 

(EAB) a. or ELINT directed coverage/ technical intelligence 
objectives were assi to Missions in the 1968-70 time-frame: 

represented to the ABM/AE 
recorders on 

To process data 
expected from POPPY Starting late spring, and 
later, NSA K-4/SP would add a CD€ 6600'system to its computer complex anc 
to furnish blank digital ta [As it turned out, the first ABM 

atellite with a was completed by | 
quickly enough for launch on ight thonths ahead of 

e committee’ S schedule.} ae | 

tE7By 

o ET ee rea 

These payloads were developed by Byeman contractors 3 
COmiumittee tor intecratior with ne anirennas-anc ape 

Spotted by both NRO (collection) and HSA. Grocesstn, ithe patnary a
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‘ 
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companion. Followin ExCom approval, DNRO Flax assigned the : 
ie. the 

as selected as the prime contractor for Prograr a year later. A mission 

surveillance = By then, 
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ground station (MGS) was established as 
§ [The first 

became operational, with a broader mission, as Mission 
that NRO would initiate studies for an ocean 

had been transferred to the 

Chapter 9 References , = = _ | 
2 Dec 66 NRL briefing for PSAC Panel, BYE-5 1900-69 a aaa 

Subj: Navy Satellite Program C. 

. Sooccr tter to DNRO via DirPrgmC, 5600:HOLr, BYE 26900-67 
proposed revision for 

Jan 67 | (S/special handling) paper 
2 _ Subj: Preliminary sara Evaluation | 

- 6Feb67 | HO. Lorenzen piper | | . 
_ Subj Suggested Talking Paper for RAdm. Fluckey Oo : 

Encl: ae eee for RAdm Pee | 
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System Upgrade ; , 

—6/B) Meanwhile, as the ABM/AES core group completed its broad-stroke | 
_ ELINT architecture for the present and advanced programs, NRL was moving in 

_ ABM upgrade 

_ distributed among the payloads with incidents . 
when it reached the NRO, was evaluated by the:directorate of engineering (SAFSS-  - 
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" Chapter10. ABMSEARCH 

(U) _~' As part of the response’ to the ABM/AES ‘threat, Program C. was authorited — 
to modify one series of satellites for increased coverage and to equip oné ground’ § - 
station. with a =a — The — was immediate, and the system began ~~ 

\ 
Lie ad 

e :* 
3 : ’ . 

* . e 

a 

high geay on its present program, On behalf of the NRO, the Air Force Space 
Systems Division 

made available directly to NRL an additional to fund the” 

contract extension with HRB-Singer, and preparing design, schedule, and costing 
‘information for follow-on missions. 

“787- Due to the urgency of the ABM/AES problem, Mayo enclased with the ~~ 
PopPy 6 plan and schedule to DirPrgmC Fluckey an initial design concept and 
accelerated schedule for Poppy 7 (7 Feb 67). Both missions would 

Broader bands above this region would be 

7), headed by William Boenning. He asked Reid Mayo to provide two sets of cost : 
_estimates, one predicated on immediate go-ahead for POPPY 7, the other based on — 
- waiting a year for authorization, until just prior to launch of POPPY 6 (as was the. 
custom for POPPY approvals). Mayo prepared detailed cost breakdowns for both © - 
missions and the different lead times, which DirNRL Tom Owen submitted directi y | 

_to DNRO Alexander Flax (6 Mar 67). An immediate start would permit assembly-— __ 
_ line production of satellites and save: In response on 21 March, 

authorized NRL to proceed on POPPY 6 only but to 
comuynit for ee of long-lead items on POPPY 7. Final approval was ~~. 

e need to weigh alternative methods of improving the NRO's : - 
withheld, due to 
collection capability for ABM/AES SIGINT. | | 

| ch relocated the command and telé ne 
me. wae q WY JVie att vy = . ie | 

ry 

__ The satellite techniques bran 
{ ° ¥ e}F: => 

(o> i Me —— a 

a e 

ante dn “eye 

’ 

ER eee ee et SE Rg er serie en me ore 

Reid Mayo was overseeing implementation, negotiating a | 

coverage. The proposal, — - ° 
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‘way and The electronic warfare division quickened development 
were ) ideas still on the drawing boards. Collection capabilities 

- established in permanent buildings by Charlie Price's crews. With rigorous 
technical oversight from electronics engineer George E. Price (Charlie's.son and: the i 

first second-generation member of NRL's electronic warfare division), production | 
versions of solid-state receivers, true to the performance of engineering models 
developed at the NRL, were fabricated by HRB at State College, Pennsylvania, and “4 

: FIRB also fabricated the . _ 

Fisher, new to Mayo's section, designed and implemented a 
. digital recording system, using an Ampex BTM-9 recorder, to produce ta 

(U) ° Fred Hellrich was the architect for the computer configuration, which . 
would enable quality control checks of digital data tapes, data packing, and the — , 
beginning of efforts to process data in the field. When news of the ExCom approval | 
.came in December, every computer on a production line in the U.S. was spoken‘for. —.. : 
Hellrich had reviewed the trade magazines and scoured the computer industry for 4 _ _ 
small general purpose machine, found one already assembled at the Systems = 28 
Engineering Laboratory (SEL) plant in Plantation, Florida, and used the Brickbat 01... 2° 
priority to persuade SEL's customer to defer to NRL's need and take delivery of =. | 

another SEL 810A six months later. The computer word size was 16 bits, and the *: ° ee 
memory capacity was 16K words. Input/output peripherals included a. - es 
Teletypewriter, paper card reader and punch, paper tape reader and punch, line = * 
printer, and magnetic tape transports. Tape drives were procured from Ampex. ~- . 
After a pass, the SEL 810A configuration would be used to check the digital récording ~ 
for parity errors and write the tape header and trailer. It could also be used — in the 
event the BTM-9 recorder failed or was taken off line for preventive maintenance 
— to record digitized data directly from the A/DDS. NSA C-46 specified the digital 
tape format required for its CDC computers and information needed on tape headers 
and trailers. When Fred Hellrich's funds ran out in the spring, Howard Lorenzen’ ; 
got him another [i from RAdm Mac Showers, DIA assistant chief of stafffor .0 = °-- 
plans and programs, to complete the computer system. For software development, - .. - 
Hellrich turned to HRB, which had helped develop the concept. At; 
State College, mathematician, Robert E. Daniels wrote most.o initial processing _ 
programs deployed with the SEL 810A and was still writing FORTRAN code on the ~ 
flight to inMay.  _—_ a : - i | 

—{(S/3)}- Launched 31 May 1967:on a Thor Agena D, Mission fe remained - 
. Operational for nearly Pete Wilhelm, chief satellite design engineer, 
developed the-new POPPY multifaceted solar array structure employed on 
the satellites, which measured 27 inches across a 12-sided equator and weighed 162 

Ye ee —SECREF— ss Handle Via ByEMx 
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J a to 222 pounds. | | at 109 pounds, continued the stretched spherical design used * previously on POPPY 4 and had to be ower-managed through much of its «- -.*" : I _ Operational lifetime. employed different-methods of three-axis . 
| stabilization, both designed by Bob Beal.- Sufficiently | riods of stability at 

Proper aspect were achieved to execut facility and initiate station-keeping . Thesé experiments led tod * 
new and reliable configuration, used with POPPY 6 and thereafter, a single boom _ with.a damper for pitch and roll, a motor-driven flywheel for yaw. George E. Flach ] _ derived the flywheel design from a prior implementation in NASA's Nimbus = meteorological satellites...” ;e oY oe 

~(S78)- Bob Eisenhawer had included experimerits to measure in a * | _ Selectable receiver of [MMM John Poole designed an experiment to measure ; ] in a selectable receiver of Vince Rose incorporated a 

= | Army's | ad nusheac OF : 

) . coverage, and it proved successful on the first pass collected.) 

oa USIB mission guidance was expanded, | | 5 om the usu detection of technological changes, to include the 
requirement to search for and locate ABM-associated signals in the ao 
range. i IN ee ee. ein 

« —_ 

ps ‘ 

, ra 

(U) ‘The payload engineering evaluation ahd ground receive path calibration; 
_ directed: by NRL teams deployed to the field sites, was disrupted and lengthened to -~ 
four weeks by turmoil and tragedy that followed Israel's preemptive air strikes on 
Syria, Egypt, and Jordan, the 5th of June.. Three days into the war in the Middle East, 
while monitoring communications of the Sinai combatants, SIGINT ship USS. 
Liberty was devastated by. repeated and- prolonged attacks from Israeli aircraft and 
motor torpedo boats. Sixth Fleet aircraft flew over the area in time to prevent total 
loss of the ship and crew. Nearly every career sailor or officer at the three Navy. 
stations mourned friends among Liberty's dead or wounded, mainly ~~ =. 
communication technicians from NavSecGru's. radio ‘and linguistic brariches, . 

% i . *s aseta 

: ot = r a eee sf a‘ a a ¢ 7 ae ne | ious a “ea, 
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Operations = . tes eee. oe we | "dee ; ar se LL | 

~{6/B} __In his first month as director of NRL, Capt James C. Matheson, signed out | : 
the final Byeman technical description for Mission {MMM (23 Jun 67). On roa 4 : MM after NRL teams completed engineering evaluation and departed the field sites, — 
intercepts and parametric measurements were made from Missions | 
on an ABM-like signal, which NSA later correlated with the 

the had been collected by ferret aircraft nearly two 
times in the past three years.) er nl a a oP a ae 
6a ‘The first tapes from Mission illilhad arrived at NSA C-46.0n15June. a _ — 

The quick results on suspected ABM-related targets and quality of Mission 2. 4 | 
data across the spectrum prompted NSA to seek NRO reconsideration of 

OZen 

. . . . 

“the plan for the next mission. now chief 
of ivision for satellite projects (R-83), arranged a meeting. He and: o_o 4 : went to the NRO on 17 July to meet with Bill Boenning, “et ) 

of the NRO; Reid Mayo, John Poole, and Vince Rose of NRL. - ae 2 
made the case for reconfiguring POPPY 6 7 ' 

and rOPPY ougnt not dedicate its capabilities to the ABM 
' problem. The consensus of those assembled was sufficient to proceed on this . ee ee: 
engineering change. Accordingly, Mayo prepared a revised prospectus, which = 
DirNRL Jim Matheson submitted to DNRO Flax ten days later (27 Jul 67). There ~- —— 

-. -were some objections to NRL's cancellation of 
and follow-on discussions of waysand = 

means to restore it, including but the basie plan. was * “a 
recapitulated and affirmed in a letter to DirNRL Matheson (copy to. DirPrgmC | : 
Fluckey), prepared by Bill Boenning and signed by the new director of the NRO staff, ~ 
'BGen Russell A..Berg USAF (5 Sep 67), 

~645}— ‘The RF coverage and data density from Mission | earned for POPPY the 
reputation of a which would stick. In the summer of 1967, with | 

| Data from was processed only by SAC. "Turri down the gain!” was 
no longer a laughing matter in NSA's around-the-clock processing complex: From 

this time on, an unworkable Popry backlog would accumulate, and it was reduced’ 
_ intermittently by winnowing instead of processing. About half the passes collected 
in the field were actually processed at the NSA. Many of the passes overlapped 
between sites, providing some data duplication, and not ail payloads, equator 
crossings, bands tasked, sites, times of day, and days of the week were equally 

1Channels Only - 
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.___ ptoductive, of course; but a good deal of work went into planning and: collecting a 
) single pass, there was little tolerance for collection failure at a site, and it was not 

good for morale when the analog backlog listing was shortened by selecting blocks of 
- tapes to be degaussed and recycled. T6 alleviate these ‘problems, NSA pro to 

7 NRO that eographical coverage be reduced, by phasing _— 
uttin on standby, and that the remaining analog sites — 

— be digitized (28 Sep 67). 9 eM 

and distributed in Talent - 
ence showed that signal coritamination and __ seynole Channels. Years of expe , 7 

attendant inaccuracies resulted from relaxed processing criteria. : 
Ee NSA continued to rely on its manual z, a oan to 7 
handle the more iriteresting and exotic os : 
residue. Field site analysis and quality control eventi ecame reliable to the _ 
point that analog tapes were forwarded to NSA only if they contaired 
signals ot were specifically requested by NSA's analysts. ..- 2 - ee 

(U) _. Howard Lofenzen took the deputy DirNSA, Louis Totdella, ts Germany in. 
. the fall, to see firsthand the experimental processing in action. NavSecGruAct 

J | g With-a complement of 116 personnel, including six. _ 

Only 
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officers, the station had two missions conducted in sé 
classical ELINT and Siss Zulu. 

The Siss Zulu site was managed, operated, and maintained, 
ofa watch-standing basis, by three dozen cleared personnel, including one officer, _ | 
Lt(jg) Ronald L. Potts, two senior chiefs (one for operations, one for electronic °° | 
equipment maintenance), and a contracted civilian technical representative of NRL,; | 
senior research engineer Richard L. Wales from HRB,» © -. eo 

the A/DDS battery oflittlered = | (37B)— In the Siss Zulu (POPPY) operations room, 
lights, the ‘cherry picker', was excited when 

rational availability . _ a 
was excellent, except for occasional outages of the BIM-9 digital recorder— —_- _. eS | 
necessitating use of the SEL 810A and its tape recorders in the backup configuration,. — : 
until the BTM-9's failed diodes could be isolated and replaced. There were large 
stacks of line printer listings of being analyzed and annotated with . = ° 
computations, remarks, and connecting arrows. But hadmade sit” 
no contribution to isolation of ABM-related signals. The process was initiated at ~~ | % 

uring EE&C in the summer of 1967, was in full swing when Tordella) - | 
being not very 
i re was little ~ 

and Lorenzen visited, and was abandoned there early in 1968 as 
_ productive while being very tedious and machine time-cons 

to show for the effort: some 

DepDitNSA's visit, POPPY sites were tasked for 
on-line detection of ABM/AES-related radar signa 

POPPY collection operators ~ 
~ | } | ; bo ay § 2 ; : 
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J SORS' — | | 7 
| : —~6tB)- = A SIGINT overhead reconnaissance subcommittee (SORS) had been SR ae } : chartered (effective 1 July 1967) as a permanent subcommittee of the DCI/USIB _ ‘i SIGINT committee —-to advise, assist, and, as directed, act for the SIGINT. ._ comunittee in al]: matters pertaining to SIGINT overhead reconnaissance. _.__ xepresenjation to the SORS included CIA, State, NS. NRO, DIA, Army,. Navy, and. _ Air Force, The chairman wag CIA's _ who had seen Jim Trexler's Tattletale presentation at CIA headquarters back in early 1959 when he . represented NSA to the USIB's critical collection problems committee. Army ACSI | was represented il NSA's charter member of theSORS was John  —S_— _.. Libbert, another veteran of Tattletale and GRAB. Military members were at the -. . 1 — O5/Oslevel 

| 

| 

—(5/3} - Chaired by th SORS met at the Navy Lab on 13 December _. and was briefed by NRL and NSA representatives on POPPY, results against the... . ” 'ABM/AES mission, and plans for follow-on missions. NRO SQC's . _ . arranged for a repeat of the briefing for DirSAFSS Russell Berg and staff memberg . | - . later in the month, emphasis on six months. worth of accomplishments since. - 

. 648} The I anm 
_ radar signal had not yet been detected when the SORS was briefed. ' + POPPY the first collection of the a. ~ highest on the list of national ELINT priorities. Recognition of the POPPY share would await NSA's analysis.and processing, since the AFSS. collection site at a then had no analysis capability. O; the signal wag again. - 

2 publicized informatio OF} As soon. - | 
as the tapes arrivec 

—(S¢B}- POPPY sometimes to influence . . design, more often for tasking (including POPPY itself), mostly to search throu | archives of previously collected data. Intercepts from NRP 
and classical ELINT systems enabled NSA to complete the 

(U) .| NSA disseminated results to the ELINT and electronic warfare | communities by ELTs and updates. to the ELINT parameters limits (EPL) lists. ELTs. . . / and the EPL informed the community, not only what was known. or each signal, 

a i ee —SECREF—— = Handle Via Bye 
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but what remained to be discovered. This technical information constituted the | “ | 
detailed tasking for ELINT collectors; formal tasking simply listed SOIs by their ©. . ELINT notation. All ELINT managers had to read the daily message traffic, to stay 7 | = | abreast of the state of information. . SO ae Oo. eg 

_Tudimentary state of tools at the site, this first operaticnall y significant location took - ' | | about 700 man-hours of work on signal isolation, digital data analysis, arid ‘orbit- fe oe 

Thée inanually intensive process was applied next to9intetceptsof 2 8s 
and results weft reported irr Talent Keyhole channels t) NSA: < : i. 
and John Conion), information copies to NSG, NRL, and the | igence Command (NIC, formerly ONI). Over time, interactive software 1 _ progtams, written by HRB-Singer and field sites to iterdtively isolate a sigrial from — . _ the recorded data, would become the computer-aided manual system (CAMS)... | With stich tools the initial step became superflious. All thatwas ©... Needed to giiide CAMS | ig was the collection operator's that aM..." > 

analog: measurement of the parameters, and time of ° : intercept (TOD). Pulse data tape made for NSA would then be read by the ' ’ SEL 810 configuration, reformatted to fit its smaller (octal) word size, and written to another tape drive. The SOI could then be extracted cleanly and completely, __ - 

~—- = 

(U) ._._-On a'coupi occasions, HRB's softfvare stiifrnents indluded new 'rotitines ~~. - added at the last minute and' inacecithpanied by descri iptions of piirpose of 2°. :- _ instructions for use. Utility would be ascertaitied in the field by readifig « code and .éxpefimenttationi. “In Jatiuaty, Petty Officer CHarles Joerger spent... two weeks at HIRB's plant iti Pénnsylvania to complete a software catalog, including ve _ brief configuration identifications ahd a configuratiiri status actounting protocol == : | geared for changes originating at multiple sites. For the first few years, 3 iency overruled configuration control, and neither HRB nor field sites. had compunctions — about modifying others" software arid sending soutce code and configuratiori update . on thé next courier run. Those involved corwidered that the level of configuration - management was appropriate for the project's R&D. status atid the high priority that 
USIB and SORS placed on result, 2 ee ae 

Chapter 10 References as ; oe 3. ot 4 
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DirNRL (S/B) letter to DirPrgmC, 5600-RDM;jch, BYE-26904067 

Encl: (1) Detailed Design Plan for MISSION! (C) 
_. (2) MISSION ign Concept Proposal (C) 

DirNRL (S/B) letter to DNRO, 5000-RM: 
Subj: Detailed cost breakdown for Missions 
Enck (1) Monthly expenditure-rate and Funding Summary Table 

_(2) Mission ostComparison- TABLEI 
(3) Program/FY Costs - TABLES I & II 
(4) Program Cost -Details Based on Pees Program) 
(5) Program Cost Details Based ent Program) 

DirNRL (TS/B) letter to CNO OP-922Y3, 1050:RBH:web, BYE-26910-67 
Subj: Technical Description for Missio forwarding of 
Encl: (1) Copies 1 through 10 of Technical Description for Missi 

DirNRL (TS/B) letter to DNRO, 5600-114:RDM:sr, BYE‘29611-67 
Subj; Missi modifications, schedule and design plan for 

NRO Staff (TS/. B) memorandum for DirNRL, copy to aaa cee BYE-52635-67 
Subj: POPPY Missi ye 

7 

Atch: Mission Frequency Bands | 

NSG (S/B - codeword) message to NRO, info CNO, NSG, USAFSS, vem CIA, 2819082, 
Sep 67, Cite NSA SPO 1637-7. _—~ 
Subj: Project POPPY Resource Adjustment 

042017Z Mar 68] 
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_ Navy Space Program Review © | eee og. | 

(Up The DoN redesignated its material bureaus .as systems 
The Naval Air Systems Command, responsible under the chief of naval material 
(CNM) for procuring and ‘supporting aircraft for the Navy and Marine Corps, . ~ 

and Air Force doctrines of nuclear deterrence.) 
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| Chapter 11. - SHIPBORNE EMITTER LOCATION 

(U) The Soviet Union accelerated development and production of combatant °° and auxiliary ships in.its: Baltic_and Black Sea shipyards-during the 1960s; The new. . warships. included cruisers, frigates, and destroyers artied with guided missiles; missile-equipped helicopter cPuisers; and nuclear submarines: armed with ballistic. missiles. ..Out-of-area deployments of ‘the emerging world class fleet increased . . - dramatically, particularly in waters adjacent to nonaligned nations. - 

—S7B) SS — the national intelligence objective to detect technological 
changes in military radar development, PopPY Mission WME datd was used by NSA to detect new modes of 
and provide technical intelligence on signals from new landbased and shipborne: * radars. Of significance io the U.S. Navy, POPPY field sites be 
reporting locations 

an generatirig and 

. aw 

se - 3° 

commands in, 1966, 

included a small space systems division (Air 538)'té sponsor exploratory: : development, mainly by NRL. NavAir brought to the attention of VAdm Thomas 
Connolly, DCNO (Air), the need for comprehensive review of space-related projects 

- of potential value to the Navy. Tom Connolly remained a strong advocate of space . ‘systems, but his own plate was full with development of the next carrier-based | multi-mission fighter (which would turn out to be his namesake, the Grumman F 
14 Tomcat), He suggested to ACNO (Dev) Noel Gayler (Op-07B) a working conference to bring together all the experts the Navy had invested in space over the ‘past nine years. Gayler proposed a new Navy space review, an update to Connolly's | 
1959 report on space and astronautics, in a 3 August memorandum for Adm. _ 
Thomas Moorer, who had taken office as CNQ the first of the month. Following 
Gayler's staff coordination within OpNav and DDR&E, the task went fo RAdm _ 
William N. Leonard, assistant directo for operational test and evaluation in the’ 
office of DDR&E. Gayler would be unable to participate himself, since he had orders - to Offutt AFB, Nebraska, where he would be deputy director, joint strategic target _ 
planning staff. (Coincidentally, Capt Gayler's boss in 1959, SecNav Thomas Gates, 
had created the JSTPS in his position as SecDef in, 1960, in order to reconcile Navy . 

t i] 
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—(648)— Within NavSecGru, 'Siss Zulu' was used as an unclassified covername for 
PopPy, chiefly. with regard to organization, billets, budgeting, and logistics. The NSG 
headquarters element responsible for routine Poppy tasking and project | 
communications (G524, or G52 Charlie) was headed by LCdr Floyd H. Heindl, who 
represented NSG in the TOG. Di ion by-the TOG disclosed that only a few ° 
shipborne emitters were ori Over the years, signals from about 20 

in GRAB/Poppy data. Many had, 
ecame well known through various for a time, beeri designated as SOIs, unti 

| included a few families of signals, indistinguishablé one from another unless the 
antenna was sighted. In 

: | to report detection of Soviet-.. - 
shipborne emitters, on a basis not-to-interfere wi 

m 
wee 

648) - Theve were obstacles at the sites. NRO's taskinig of RF bands was 
_optimized for USIB objectives and afforded few collection opportunities for 

_ Particulars on each one were Teletypec in SOL format, Byeman channe 
NRLandNIG 
(U) ~~ William Leonard was charged by the VCNO to conduct the space review - 
and report on Navy requirements and potential use of space systems; capabilities of 
current and projected DoD space programs and their adequacy for Navy use; and ©. 
suggested solutions (programmatic, technical, organizational, and fiscal) to provide 
operating forces with usable system capabilities. The two-week conference was 
hosted by the NRL, commanded by Capt Jim Matheson. Participation included 24 é a 
full-time members and 15 part-time members. The billet of OpNav program | 

_ Sponsor for. space (Op-54) had been disestablished several years ago,butTom _* . 
Connolly provided two representatives to the Leonard committee from Op-05. ~.. 
NavAir, which had instigated the review, was represented by Robert F. Speaker and 3 
Joseph Kay of Air 538 (both of whom would-be plank owners’ when the DoN’ 
consolidated management of space projects in a single office a few years hence). 

(U)- _ ° VAdm Connolly gave the keynote address. at the 26 September 1967 kickoff 
meeting, teiterating the themes in his 1961 memorandum for the SecNav on space 
and the Navy's future. The proceedings addressed navigation, ocean surveillance | 
{overhead and acoustic sensors), meteorology and oceanographic application, all 

 —GBEGRER=" Handle Via B 
els Only 

sap Aey : | collectors, their modes of operation and parametric ranges fully documented. These. . 

onse-to a TOG request, Floyd Heind] tasked NSG's Siss ~ 
th the national mission (14 Aug. 

ls, to NSG, - 

=e ap 



' physics program had been transferred from the Navy to NASA years before. NRL's | i 
Z aa applications division, represented at the conference by. Superintendent Bill : 
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. sensor military reconnaissance, communications, and fleet security. Although the © space age had dawned nearly ten years ago, Transit (officially renamed the Navy’: ~ 
Navigation Satellite System) was the only operational space-based system that. : supported the fleet. Sponsorship of Applied Physics Laboratory's broader space ~- | | 

ust, built and operated satellites for several active research projects, including = 
space technology experiments, measurement of solar X-rays (SolRad), calibration of . | 
NavSpaSur's fence (SurCal), time transfer and navigation (Timation), and HF wave 
propagation for HFDF calibration... See ee, | ee rae 

(U) + The Navy Space Program Review (1967) concluded that great technical : 
_ ~ potential was at hand, the DoN must move boldly to translate ‘space policy to fleet | 

needs, and commitment to space exploitation was imperative (17 Nov 67). The 
_ chief finding was that the DoN must ‘work miore closely with the Department of the _ Air Force to define requirements for space-baséd systems to support military“ =. . 
-Operations.. Another consequence of thé review: was the upgrade of Op-76 to flag: a 
rank. Directorship of the Navy spacé programs division would go to RAdmt\ 
William J. Moran iri Novémber 1968 upon completion of his assignment in North | 

| .« Vietnami's Gulf of Tonkin as commander, anti-submaririe warfare group 3. The. 
’ final a to the CNO was teviewed and released by RAdm Vincerit P. dePoix,Qp~ .— - 

07B and : a acting DCNO (Dev). [In his next assignment, as deputy DDR&E, Vinoént __ dePoix would chair a DoD-wide steering group to dversee DDRé&E’s overhaul of 
defense system acquisition policy, including space systems development] = si sti 

5 

(U): - Ocean surveillarice by overhead means was-6n the agenda, but this topic ‘ 7 
received little visibility in the report; Soviet naval activity in the Mediterranean 

. Sea.dpubled in 1967 from the previous year, but the U.S; defense éstablishment-did ° 
_ . not have a high regard for the capability of Soviet fleets t project military power. 

_ across seas and oceans.’ The prevailing view was reflected in a contemporary a 
assesStnent by SecDef McNamara: “0 Fe 

_” Soviet developments iri.strategic weapons such as sinti-ballistic missiles give eviderwe:| -- 
" «-” of a continuing search for security through moe advanced arms. But the military 
_ applications of Soviet power, such as recently increased naval activity in the ._ 

"Mediterranean, appear to be primarily diplomatic gestures. In that specific case it _ 
- “may be aimed at redressing political losses sustained from Moscow's inability to _ 
_. prevent Israeli victory over the Arabs. Soviet naval craft jn the Mediterranean, . 

~_ including missile cruisers and submarines, have effectively shown the flag, but they’ = - *_ 
have done so without the base structuré and support facilities that would be necessary’ 

“-. forsustained thilitary operations. (1968)0 2 

—(5/B)—.. A. Byeman compartment af the Navy Space Program Review included ... 
articipants in POPPY. Bob Speaker of Air 538 was °° resentation from Na 5 . 

NIC was represented by LCdr Frederick W. 
Glaeser, ari avionits duty officer... NavSecGru and the affice of ACNO . - 
(communications and cryptology) (Op-94) were represented by GRAB veteran, Capt | 
Frank Sperberg,.naw assigned to NSG headquarters as cpordinator for Project. 
Bullseye (GH). RAdm Leonard, who previously commanded carrier division 14, 

ma. 
a cn, Y ie 

s 
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was 1s keenly interested i in ‘heaping track of Soviet ween and he submitted . er a ee 
‘ separate Byeman supplement report to CNO Moorer with a succinct | ‘ 
recommendation: "Request the conduct of tests by the NRO to evaluate satelite use 
for passive detection, classification and localization of ships at sea" (6 Nov 67). | : 
Subsequently, ACNO (intelligence) Gene Fluckey (Op-92) assigned action to Capt eg 

_ Lloyd William (Bill) Moffit, who reported to the Pentagon on 17. November for duty ro } 
with the Naval Intelligence Command as the assistant for intelligence systems —— ae : 
requirements’ and support. (NIC-2). Moffit and his staff, including Fred rag - oan , | 
commenced discussion with the NRO SOC and the USIB SIGINT comunittee's : ; : 
SORS. : 7 3 ; 

SIGINT Capabilities - ae 7 ag ae 3 a i ee ; 

(Ww) SIGINT ship U. S. s. Pueblo was weitial boarded, and heel intact by 
North Korean air and naval forces on 23 January 1968 before the Seventh Fleet. 
could react to radiged SO§s. Some crew members, who would be brutalized in - 
captivity, had just reported aboard after completing tours at activities hosting Siss 

_ Zulu sites — like Petty. Officer James A. Shepard Se By the turn of the | : 
«decade, all the SIGINT ships, whose electronic surveillance positions were - . 

operated by naval communication icians-in response to NSA tasking, would © 7 bed ned. — 

As was the case with the CIA's U-2s, numerous downings with. loss of . 
crews of Navy and: Air Force planes on intelligence missions-in or near sa 
air space, and the U.S.S: Liberty, the Pueblo incident heightened the intelligence - , 
community's enthusiasm for national capabilities that were now acagraine asa safe 
and very: productive technical means of collection: — | 

(U) |” A week after the ‘Pueblo capture, America received-even mare - a jolt 
when, on 30 J anuary, Vietcong and North. Vietnamese army units attacked. more 
than 100 cities in South Vietnam during the Tet holiday truce. As U.S. and South 
Vietnamese troops rallied and proceeded to crush the Tet offensive, the TOG, now . 
under Lloyd: Moffit's-direction, reached agreement that the site 

should be digitized and equipped with a — 
NIC submitted a message proposal to that effect, seeking 

. NSA K-4 was'satisfied with the quality: of | 
digital tapes « coming from the gain in efficiency, and improved-accuracy, - — = 2 
Occasional errors in tape headers or trailers would be correctable, as soon as HRB me 

_ deployed tape editing software.- NSA positively endorsed the NIC perl on 15 - 
March and’ recommended to the NRO that EE be digitized, as well, : 

(U) U. 9. SIGINT capabilities were beirig reviewed iti 1967-68 by. the Eaton 
cornmittes (nanied after’ its chairixan, who had no role in the foreign intelligence ‘_ : 
community), Which had beeri chartered by the SecDef to. look at both NSA and NRO. - fj 
Robert Serra had —_— on 29 Februaty after the last Vietcong Tet offensive 
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remnant was extinguished in Hue, South Vietnam, but the Eaton committee's ' mission continued under SecDef C! ) ark Clifford. ACNO (1) Fluckey decided that CNO Moorer should be refreshed on Navy participation in the NRP before a 3 Wednesday working lurch on 3 April with. Fredrick M. Eaton, A | 

# 

(U)____ Capt Frank Murphy, deputy ACNO (1); walked with Howard Lorenzen te __ the CNO's office. They were trailed by Fred Welden and Reid Mayo, sharing the 

very large area with few aerial reconnaissance 7 as he put it, with very few eyeballs. Before Mayo could finish the presentation, an. alarm and light flashed af anticipated summnions for the CNO to join a JCS'session. The NRL team packed the charts but waited alone in thé aide's office, on the chance " - there might be a little more time before Mr. Eaton. arrived. When Moorer Teturned, | he asked if they could brief him more quickly and less formally than by the briefing boards (of the same sort he had seen in Lorenzen's Tattletale presentation a decade ago). He was shown a three-ring binder by Mayo, which he thumbed through at his -_ desk while coriversing. When they got to the topic of signal geolocation, he was "more intrigued by the possibility of locating ships in motion than the fact of locating nt q . e. He commented that the White House people were — saying that results from satellite p! oto recc pa and he asked how fast this program could respond, Mayo's ensuing recital of factors - that affected processing timeliness and trade-offs with accuracy, was interrupted by the aide's announcement of Mr. Eaton's arrival. Moorer, ended the discussion by © - directing his aide to arrange a monthly briefing memo on the POPPY program,a _ quarterly briefing on progress, and a visit to the NRL to see the next POPPY. satellites during construction. 

(VU) | Beyond digitizing the site at NavCommSta subject to ee : | 
SAFMS go-ahead, NRL. planned to install solid state receivers at fore the © end of the year, but available funds would stretch no farther. NRL so advised NIC . the day after the briefing for CNO. A resource adjustment for only was ~~ approved by the SAFMS (11 Apr 68). Action at the NRL was assigned to Fred” oe 

ins 

“G7B}- . The three Navy sites had reported during February, Mllintercepts of Soviet... shipborne emitters. The TOG asked NSA for a sum ry on shipborne SOI . 

committee's request and bolstered by these results 
- Pursuant to the Leonard , and interest from the CNO, NIC succeeded in arranging a speci task that would. ' apply to Poppy only.. The NRO SOC authorized 2 | 
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Although this was a not-to-interfere task, NSG's director, RAdm Ralph a 
Cook, urged personnel at to give it everything they had. Mayo traveled — 
to the POPPY site in toparticipaten =| 

(U) _ Reid Mayo was.a frequent and most welcome visitor. He would come to - 
the sites and tell the sailors what the nation needed and what they could do to help, 
arid it would be as though he were coming directly to them from the CNO or the. 7 
DirNSA. Mr. Mayo would listen and act on their needs for equipment or technical. - 
information or logistics support or even a water cooler. At any hour he might be 
found sitting the collection or analysis positions with the sailors or perched ona. .. - 
stool between passes, and they would talk with him, about ELINT as though the + 

signals were mutual acquaintances, - _ ie 

On this trip, Mayo informed site personnel of the CNO's delighted to learn that the frst ie signal had already been produced and reported (collected 11 days after the CNO was s-:~— briefed in the Pentagon on the possibility): in . 
Sea. Petty Officer David Miner had operated the $ 0, guration to | 

interest and was 

. 

isolate and geolocate the signal. _ 

benchmarks for location accuracy assessment and for training watch-standing digital 
analysts and were being reported toNSA. © 9 < e 

—(S+B)-. Results of the engineeting evaluation of ship location feasibility were 
inconclusive.. During the authorized péritd, spherical was experiericing.  <. 
voltage problems, due to a lew sunlight phase, and producing much less data than. - > 
multiface fil Mayo suggested that processing. techniques. be developed for = i | 
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: fitting the battleship with 

a x@ traffic 

intelligence much farther 
reconnaissance assets and 

sll While  petiipants at the NIC linidiasiastiant in the Pentag 
uring May, hoping for indications of Soviet | they were apprised of an urgent operational need. for a different forrn of 
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shortened. The refurbished U.SS. New Jersey was being deployed to Vietnam for bombardment of enemy supply routes, and NRL’s electronic warfare divisidn was _ : ECM equipment, including repeater jammers for guided | _ missile defense. There were fears in OpNav of vulnerabilit; a - from North Vietnamese fast attack — 
to suicide missions 

south. ComSixthFlt, citing his own limited 
other priorities for their employment, complained of inadequate photo intelligence on targets assigned to Sixth h Fleet i in nh CincEur’ S- contingency plans for the European region (23 May 68). 

6 - After Man o's visit and revival of P| intensity of the not-to-interfute effort iricreased. 
already looking for Soviet 

we 

collection operators and analog analysts, 
ipborne emitters for RAdm Cook, 

for Adm Moorer.. The main vin nen was on the | 

—~643)— In the meantime, the NRO SOC; directed by Col Edwin F. Sweeney USAR, was not receptive to Lloyd 
_ conditions, for the feasibili 

Moffit's requests for:a: second: chance; under better 
ty test. The RF spectrum had to be collected in lla with — priorities, and coverage requirements were methodical! allocated to on- . 

Moffit was also informed that-the NRO 

wa 

(U) ' ASN (R&D) Robert Frosch devoted the ibid of 22 iiss 1968 to’. Superintendent Howard Lorenzen. For each. ‘major technology area (mooni relay, HDF, tactical‘ECM, satellite), the assistant secretary was briefed by key personnel of - 

f 

', each participating branch on missions, Organization, and resources. He toured the © oenonie warfare division’ S spaces in Buildings the satellite techniqiiés’ 

cece. _ eres 

would anon: Aa | promulgate policy guidance for use of NRP systems, ae ee that their | eS é _ function. is to address national requirements. 
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branch, Building {J A 30-minute briefing in secure conference room i os a ee 
| ‘Building was placed last on the agenda.so that Frosch could dwellon NRL's -. 

classified satellite project as.long as he might wish. Director of Research-Alan |... 
Berman was. present for the briefing, and Associate Director Claude Cleeton gave the... _ 
introduction.. The- group learried ftom Reid Mayo of the first few manpower-. "|. | | - 

- intensive locations of shipborrie emitters, Whether or not a second engineering 
ia was authorized, a modest capability was becoming evident. On the’ 

floor, Pete Wilhelm showed Frosch and Berman the. begirinings of the p] 
f satellites and described latest innovations in on-board memory, - 

stabilization, thrusting, and attitude sensing, = = 3 . ee we 

__In the second week of August, Capt Lloyd Moffit spent two days at 
:-which was plannirig expansion of its Byeman coritrol center to’ * 

encompass the entire building (quadruple its allocation a year ago).. Tension in ©) -. ; 
was high due.to Red Army maneuvers along the Soviet border with - | 

d with results against targets on the hig data, but Moffit was favorably impresse 
seas, Several] more 

As.a naval aviator with extensive combat and photo reconriaissarce experience, . | Moffit was familiar with BS era rerrcih Paap seamen ncn. ngicon ag 
surface ships in the Soviet fleets. Work had started on 

the-joh training, and software improvements had redu ays of interactive’ ~ 

processing on each signal to hours, but there. remained a trade-off between ef 
timeliness and, accuracy. Study of I had shown that use of aria 

on NavSpaSur's observations at the time of intercept improved 
EE — which entailed a vedit of three or four days fer contemporaneous ... ore 
ephemeris to solve and <p} ii 

“(S/B}— In his covert role as the POPPY project manager for the ACN@ (I), Moffit. 
added his encouragement to Cook’s and Mayo's and réquested standard installation 
and aperating procedures to use in guiding other sites: Moffit planned to visit 

where Dick Wales, reassigned from#Bin June, would soon be; 
training sailors in digital maintenance and computer operations and would field: 
test NRL's second A/DDS and computer installation in time for launch of POPPY6a. - 
year hence. ~ oe a. ae 1s P : ‘og ‘ - . : : : _— ie ct a a. 

{S4B)- . After Capt Moffit's departure, the timeliness potential was demonstrated> 
once, on 13 August, by a mid-day rehearsed team effort that electrically. reported a | 

~~ 

‘ 
' 

Sele < after signal uptime — which includec that sneaker-clad:--:-"- 
eaman A, R, Walters needed to get the message pouch. ta the communications =~. 

center in the other building but not the | . 
(communications. operator) poked the Teletype ma 

Joy. oe) me BEREE | | Handle Via 
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—(37B)-.._ Before heading for 

; program. Therefore 

: _. that-some specific task be assigned to the site. ; 
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processing was automated four years later would this kind of timeliness be bettered 
routinely and automatically, = . es fe ge a ee 

, | Lloyd Moffit visited the Sixth Fleet. - intelligence staff (N2) at Gaeta; y: Much of the photo intelligence on contingency areas in the and others aligned .. with them, was three to five years old, completely out of date, and relatively useless. _ VAdm David C. Richardson (ComSixthFlt} wanted updated hotographs covering specific targets within these areas, refreshed ever, for his own use arid for training strike forces. Moffit informed him of NIC's objective, being’ worked - through the USIB committees, to establish target folders, similar to the SIOP, for . ~~ ComSixthFlt, CincLantFlt, and CincPacFilt, = oo, oe ae 

62° 0ni6 August, Fredrick Eaton submitted tiie so on U.S. SIGINT capabilities to DCI Richard Helms. With respect to E , the report suggested that . ‘the USIB and NRO were focused on ABM/AES targets.and that the armed service's ~ capabilities in electronic warfare had been dangerously weakened by NSCID 6's - centralization of ELINT under NSA. On 22 August at the NSA, John Libbert - updated Howard Lorenzeii, Reid Mayo, and Army ACSI's enemy on the status of overhead SIGINT projects. He anticipated NRO ExCom approval of operational «= - development for the Ij | (ABM/AES project, later — NSA must provide its best and most competent talent to the most important | would go to the West Coast and join an NRO/NSA system project office (SPO) a Ray Potts offered to realign and strengthen K-4/SP's lines of communication with the Navy program to make up for the loss, - -’- ussested interfaces with R-8 (system planning) to consider adaptin technology to PoPrY, specifically use of a ie . ‘Five days later, Reid Mayo and Lee Hammarstrom returne to ursue the subject and sreot fl reclacemens: Ray Potts indicated thatthe ©). 

} two He agteed to arrange a detailed technical briefing on said that he would talk privately. with Howard Lorenzen about his decision to go to El Segundo. He gave a. | strong: vote of confidence on location accuracy, and Hammarstrom recommended 

aunch of tw 

% 

. On returning to the Pentagon at the end of August, Moffit conveyed Porry __ 

RAdnw Frederick J. Harlfinger, II, the new ACNO (1), ComNavintCom, and::° 
DirPrgmC.. In hopes of expediting the process of developing target folders for Sixth” . Fleet, artangernents wete beirig made by NIC-3 (intelligence operations <<. - 
coordination) to brief the COMIREX (USIB contmittee on imagery sr Sate and exploitation) in two weeks. Moffit also read the promised policy guidance from the . NRO. DepSecDef Paul H. Nitze, in his capacity as the DoD member of the NRO. ExCom, had informed the service secretaries of the Tequirement to deal with the ” NRO on satellite-borne earth sensing activities, including “feasibility studies, 

‘s . ; ; ‘ 
re  ——@GECREF . °- Handle ViaB - 
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potential application’ studies, developments, tests, uses, plans for symposia and 
conferences, and papers and presentations” (23 Aug 68). The NRO would refer 

_ collection requirements to the DIA for submission to the USIB. To ensure wide | 
distribution within the- military departments, Nitze had attached to-his) -. 
memorandum a non-compartmented, paraphrased version of the guidance. - 

* —{648)- The DepSecDef's memorandum inadvertenfly stimulated additional 
interest from senior Navy managers. On separate occasions in September, Lloyd - 
'Moffit and Howard Lorenzen briefed Adm Bernard A. Clarey (VCNO) and SecNav - 

. Paul Ignatius on overhead systems, POPPY, and initial results against Soviet a 

was attracting Navy interest, too. | 
. Harlfinger irtformed SecNav Ignatius that the VCNO had designated Capt Thomas’ 

L. Dwyer to. coordinate ocedn surveillance matters within'OpNav. Likehis 
predecessor, Gene Fluckey, Fritz Harlfinger was a submariner.’ Until a month ago,’ 
he commanded the South Atlantic Force; headquartered in San Juan, Puerto Rico. - 
Prior, he served as assistant director for collection at the DIA, where he knew Popry’. 

ELINT collector and modest corittibutor.to the EOB (which was -.. 
under ‘s. purview). | o. = FE i 2. rr ee a) ae 

—(S/B).. Reid Mayo and Lee Hammarstrom’ received the SM riefing and. _ 
documentation from NSA's R-84) on 16 September. The prospécti 

a ; : ¢ 
bd lo paeie LEMOUPT) OF) Piainmarsirom § ef 

The process ‘was iterative and time-consuming. 
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; maneuvers had masked the beginning of a sw | . Soviet armored divisions. By the end of September, the Prague leadership was intimidated, the movement toward liberal reform reversed. ee a re 

et 

. : t 

| , 
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~ 

‘ 
o 

a . 

closer look’ at the 
Thomas L,; Hughes 
to the attention of 

and a. 
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“ 

la cou le tracks: had been plotted on a — 
Ty had been serit to Po ae ae 

urope. The Red Army's August —- - 
west across: Czechoslovakia by? ~ - 

—) deployment stimulated the intellig ce dommunity tp take a 

went unrerharked, for the -° | 
(UU). ‘Days-old ihtelligence or 
_. intelligence community's focus was on Central 
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(64 B- During the fourth week of November 1968 the lat 
. more visible.‘ In his windowed office in Buildin 
Fioward Lorenzen received an update on Tuesday morning 

Siss Zulu officer, Lt Ron Potts. The superintendent was heartened that | _ 
the investment in a computer was paying off, and he scheduled appointments for: ~*~ 
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est POPPY results became . 
near the front gate of the NRL, | 

from: Reid Mayo and °° _ 

them two days hence with the Qp-09 ocean surveillance coordinator, Capt Tom — 
Dwyer, a veteran. in electronic warfare, and DIA's Mac Showers, long-time supporter 
of GRAB and Poppy. An impromptu exchange with Mayo's b | 

Fr, in 4 nearby offi Tr 

of ELINT analysis and processing complexes. K-4/SP was 

and was responsible for POPPY tO 
one veteran of the GRAB era, 
‘since the: launch of GRAB 2. . - 

HEMI chief Charles Cram conducted a technical interface meeting. 
_ the ASA station at IE was ed, and he had 
the POPPY collection equipment be 

ce produced a comprehensive unders 

__ On Wednesday, Reid Mayo, Ron Potts, Dick Wales (visiting from i aa 
Lee Hammarstrom, and several others from NRL went to NSA for a tour. . . 

who had participated. 

. é 
ranch head, Jim. __ 

ding of complex * 

ote to create division dedicated soll 0 data rom ‘lM! 

under ColJohn O. Copley USAR, was responsible for © 
was staffed by two dozen NSA civilians, led by Charles'Cram; 

roposed internally 
, provided that the 

. 
+ Navy pay for digitization. Reid Mayo regarded this sort of horse trading as_~ 

"unseemly, particularly since NSA was the greatest ee of digitized data... © 
Cram acknowledged the point and agreed to furnis ith virgin tapes for 
digital recording, to reduce the high incidence of parity errors experienced with - 

» Fe, ‘ 

heavily used tapes. 
« 
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, |.:. .. that started with the y Potts (who was not present I : for this meeting) had ruled against broader dis mination, due to the absence of 
| confidence ellipses in the message reports. Debate with K-4/SP's mathematicians ori | error modeling foundered on insufficient knowledge of ephemeris uncertainty all | | around, and the visitors agreed to pursue this question with NavSpaSur. A degree “' 

_- Of skepticism had set in at NSA-since earlier vote of confidence, due td ' : 
several recent priority-precedence messages from reporting that the — 

fo 

— wnen 
. 

Not until this meeting Ass participating 5: a 
elements were informed by Ron Potts of algorithms used in the field and on details’ 
of determining locations — i head of operational : 

- ELINT in. A-Group, regard them seriously enough to later que 

characteristics 

skeptical: 
collection with eports of visual sightings. 

| The information resulted in NSA's " 
_. deletion of from the EPL and cessation of ELINT community tasking for the | 

' . signal. On a visit to. two months. later, 
| nnel that his office had been able to reconstruct that 

. ae 

| - .RAdm Showers was informed Thursday morning about field capabilities to detect, classify, and geolocate radar aT 5 

At his referral, the same information went’ .- 
‘next to rancis J. Fitzpatrick, ACNO (communications and cryptology) and: . 
commander, Naval Communications Command; then to his assistant for’ + 

- cryptology, Capt Chester G. Phillips. For these discussions, a simple world map, a 
commonplace feature on walls of executive offices of that era; was the only prop, 
and. there was no script. Tracks were drawn with a finger or pointer, ships and. 

_ radags. and parameters were identified verbally, missile and ABM sites and test . 
' centers were pointed to and their associated systems named. ACNO (Comm) —s_— | 

Fitzpatrick sent Reid Mayo and Ron Potts to the office of the ACNO (1), where the .° © 
_ process was repeated, RAdm Harlfinger interrupted Potts' tracing of ship tracks in "(MRM 0 yh he CNC reeds to hea thins His deputy, Frank 
Murphy, recommended that the Director, Program C himself inform Adm-Moorer, _ 
_80 the two visitors spent the afternoon at Harlfinger's conference table producinga - | 

j (U). |. The NSG commander and assistant commanders received the wall map 
“. briefing from Lt Potts at NSG headquarters on Nebraska Avenue at the end of the « 
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week, 22 November, as part of the agenda for a regular weekly briefing inthe. ss pe 
_ CNSG's conference room: After ascertaining that Rear Admirals Showers, © 
‘Fitzpatrick, and Harlfinger were abreast of recent results, CNSG. Cook asked fora é : 
system concept to exploit the technology for Navy support. Floyd Heind! arranged 
for recording of a two-hour briefing for the operations and logistics é& niaterial © a 43% . ) 
departments that afternoon, 

{648} ~~ On Monday, the Poppy system point paper for CNO was reviewed and ” 
rearranged by Lloyd Moffit, Chet Phillips, Cdr H. C. Quitmeyer (Op-76C), Fred , | | ) Glaeser, and two members of the Naval Intelligence Processing System Support “ = - Activity (NIPSSA), Edward L. Barker and Charles A. Trombley. Reid Mayo" i, | 
amended figures in the cost section. The paper became a three-page NIC-2.° [ - 
“memorandum for CNIC Harlfinger (25 Nov 68). Ed Barker, NIPSSA's technical ~ | 
director, agreed to provide with weekly, couriered printouts of dated -. | 

development. Later that day in the . Pentagon, Chet Phillips updated ACNO (Comm) Fitzpatrick and CNSG-Cook, and 9s 
they discussed Navy exploitation of the operational capability now being - ..* 
demonstrated. 20 ete ee, so 

ons ° y= & : . ees ‘: a A 

6/8} _ Ina ineeting ‘at the NRL, Richard J. Anderle of the Naval Weapons | 
Laboratory was read into the Byeman control system and briefed on criticality of 

and confidence regions. = = = ~ 9 : knowledge o 
Within a year, orbit prediction software written by NSGA as replaced. S| 
with a Brouwer-Lyddane model fitted to the POPPY orbit by Dick Anderle's team at | 
Dahigren. In another year, with support from.NRL's Fred Raymond and HRB's: ~ gw 
Thomas F. Lawton, Richard H. Smith, Jr. of NavSpaSur in Dahlgren, Virginia, =. 9. | 
would lead production of extended-theory ephemeris elements tailored to the oo 
exacting needs of POPPy.and furnished daily. to NSA and digitized sites, The TOG, et 
too, was pleased at the payoff. . Digitization of JJand of the Army station at «= 

urged by Army ACSI, ranked ‘first and secorid on the TOG's list of ae 

A : } 

_ priorities. . | a 

(U) . © NRL’'s Charlie Price, who handled facilities f division, undertook: .- 
deployment of additional air conditioning capacity for which would efid - 
frequent BTM-9 digital recorder outages and free the computer for processing. Reid 
Mayo's section had grown to MEINE government civilians, responsible for payload © 
and ground segment development and for O&M support to the sites. There were 
another nine vacancies fo be filled, chiefly in Fred Hellrich's unit, when ceiling’ 
points and qualified personnel could bé found. Personnel shortages and digitization © 
had induced a significant degree of reliance on HRB-Singer, which now provided fi. 
full-tithe personnel. In NRE Builditg MJ HRB men supported’ ground systems ~~ 
R&D; another, logistic support. At the main plant in State College, P Ivana," =. 
ME people performed software develop : dware production. fill _ 

_ others were at overseas locations. HRB's was managed by EugeneC. - ~~ 
DeMark. Mayé was designated as scientific officer on the ONR. contract. . ae : . 
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%8/8> = Agreements were reached at the HRB plant among Dick Wales, Bob 
Daniels, Michael D. Keebaugh, Joseph L. Riale, and William W. Bickham, Jr. on — 
prioritization of software problems and enhancements, as well as allocation of work ~~ to HRB and represented by Ron Potts). Applying a Taylor series for a 

~ function of two variables, Bill Bickham had worked out the mathematical equations _ for a non-linear programming gradient-search algorithm and was now writing the — FORTRAN code for emitter location (EMLOC). His product would reduce 
ucomputation time, for a good signal, from a typical 

Computer scientist Earl D. Lybarger from HRB had beg 
in October and was already writing a program to 

a 20-month tour. 
and 

hich would be . 

lessened reliance on 
and was:a first step toward automatic tailored ta 

target signals. Lybarger was also investigating which ©..-- 
might halve the time needed for signal isolation. .. = 7 44 ass 

| —643}- ‘Adm Waldemar F. A. Wendt, commander in chief, U.S. naval forces | 
Europe, and his deputy, RAdm Joseph B. Tibbetts, were wall-map briefed athis == 
headquarters in London by Ron Potts on the first Monday in December.. At Wendt's : _ Suggestion, the staff cryptologist and director, NavSecGru Europe, Capt John A. ; 

' “Skinner, directed NSGA as one of his administratively subordinate 
rts to commands, to begin electrically sendin repo | 

CincUSNavEur N2 (intelligence) Toward theend of = =—™ . 1969, after an extensive period of evaluation, the N2 (which was not Byenian-briefed. 
‘ into the POPPY technology and techniques) began incorporating without attributi | 

_OpNav Action PAs oe: | ae _ 

| (U) ~~ Ocean surveillance needs had come to the attention of the PSAC.. RAdm - 
Evan Aurand, director of the long range objectives group in the officé of CNO (Op- - 
93), was appointed by CNO Moorer to serve as the Navy liaison officer to the PSAC's 
naval warfare panel. (Moorer himself had directed Op-93 six years ago.) As was the . 
case for the ABM/AES threat, the PSAC took an analytical approach to the problem, . 
reviewing requirements, deficiencies, alternative solutions, specific programs, and. 
projects in the'study phase. Within the office of CNO; assignments to. provide _ 
information were given to-elements under fleet operations and readiness, : -. ; 
development, intelligence, ASW: programs, and the Navy Space program; under 
CNM, .NavAir participated (3 Dee 68): RAdm Bill Moran, an aviator, had just taken 
his new position as director of-the.Navy space program division in the office of | 

_CNO (Op-76). He inherited ar office and budget already committed to exploratory - 
development of.an 
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pe For Op-76, the PSAC naval warfare panel provided another — 
forum to advocate development of the Program 749 concept. Similarly, Op-92 a 
advocated ELINT satellites. Radar would detect iron on the water; ELINT could | 
determine whether it was friend or foe. The technologies were already ibe a oo | _ 
the hard part, for OpNav, was to get funding to implement them. 

~{64B} ~ ACNO (1) Harlfinger sent CNSG Cook a formal letter statement of the y wae e | 

need for a “Program C facility" (30 Dec 68), to be included in the | | 
system concept. (The terms ‘Program C: and ‘Program Charlie’ were used as cover’ - 
names in unclassified correspondence, to refer to DoN participation in the covert ===, 

_ NRP. Such correspondence i no association with NRO, space, or SIGINT.) o | 

ee epee eT 

nese : NIC conducted the ocean wanvellaciee presentation for ENO Mooreron  - | 
Wednesday of the second week .in the new year, Lloyd Moffit's compartmentted, | | 
scripted briefing covered Program C's mission, elements, organizations, technology, | 
national tasking, reporting, and potential use against the Russian naval threat. The = = i, 
director of the Navy space program, ACNOs (intelligence, communications &. ~ } 
cryptology, long range objectives), VCNO, CNO, arid the Navy secretariat were Set 
aboard, and all the elements were now in place to begin a concerted OpNav effortto. —_. 7 

' exploit the particular technology, under the umbrella of the PSAC panel's broader | } : 
ocean surveillance requirements analysis. Several fundamental questions needed - | 

- answering in detail. What could POPPY do to aid in meeting the world-wide threat ==. sits _ 
- to U.S. naval forces? What area of the threat can be addressed by POPPY? Whatcan i iti‘(‘(ti«isCC 
be done to bring POPPY to bear on these threat areas? What are proper areas for ae 
futute POPPY employment to support naval operations.. ACNO (1) Harlfinger agreed _— | 
to form an executive tactical operating group (ExTOG) to address the CNO's ee | 

_ questions arid develop future plans.. After the meeting, Adm Moorer wrote a’ | 
personal letter to the project officer a expressing his interest and i | 
expectations for "important contributions in the future. I look forward with ‘great oa 

| pleasure to hearing of further progress in you work" ie Jan 69). moe 4 

S/BY The ExTOG firet met on 6 February. The group consisted of seven rear - 
admirals from OpNav, two captains, and three civilians. Among the flag officers 
were Vincent dePoix (Op-07B), William Leonard (prospective Op-07B), Fritz - .  .. 

_ Harlfinger (Op-092), Bill Moran (Op-76), and Evan Aurand (Op-93%. (Two others, J. E.. - 
Dacey and M. D. Carmody, were from fleet-operations and readiness, later surface : 
warfare). Civilian members Howard Lorenzen and Reid Mayo informed the group - 
of technical capabilities, recent successes in locating Soviet combatants at sea, and — . 
future plans. for launches. and site digitization. DirPrgniC Harlfinger disclosed: ‘the 
goals of soliciting USIB approval fof use of Porry for océan surveillance, - ve. 
employment.of the system. . 
ground site in and investigating alternatives to. sites on fdreign soil, 

- Members took assignments to gather details for futuxe mvestings, every other —- 
‘month. Harlfinger submitted a cai of the first re to CNO. — via: - 
VCNO Clarey (24 Feb 69): © +. 

2 an ae ” . | 7 . ? Only. 

f 
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{S43}. . Fred Glaeser of NIC-2 authored a letter that the Navy SORS member, LCdr Judson K. Cokefair, signed and submitted’ to the chairman (8 Feb 69). The letter informed the SORS that the U.S. Navy was responsible to the JCS forocean’ is surveillance, pointed out that “greatly increased Soviet naval. activity in many areas — of the world has in turn increased the Navy's Ocean ‘Surveillance responisibilities on a world-wide basis," summarized performance on Soviet shipborne emitters, and asked the SORS to approve and forward to the USIB, via the SIGINT __ committee, the Navy's request for tasking, through the NRO, all NRPELINT ——..- ‘systems for ocean surveillance. The NRO member attributed the POPPY results to luck and strongly opposed NIC’s request. The NSA member, jolin Libbert, was. unable to cortoborate the performance stimmaty;-since 8 
Chairman ended an : 

by asking Judd Cokefair to arrange a briefing on 
‘unproductive debate on 19 Februa 
the Navy position a month hence. 

Chapter 11 References _ 
_ 14Aug67  +=NSGC (S/B - codeword) message to Siss Zulu sites, 141810Z Aug 67, Cite G52C/807-67 Subj: [Not-to-interfere tasking for basic Soviet shipborne emitters] 
|SNov67 - Senior Member, Navy Space Program Review (1967) (TS/B) letter to CNO, BYE-23081/67 - Subj: Supplement Report 

Subj: A Report to the Chief of Nav Operations on Navy Space Program Review by - : The Ad Hoc Working Group - , . = —— a 

23 May 68 . ComSixthFit message to CNO, 231350Z May 65 ne _ Subj: [Photo intelligence deficiencies] - a 
23 Aug68 = DepSecDef memorandum for SecArmy, SecNav, SecAF, BYE-73268-68 _ Subj: Department of Defense Satellite-Borne Earth Sensing Activities 
Sep68 Trip Report Captain L. W. Moffit 10-30 August1968 , | - 3% -.Enck (2) (TS/B - codeword) Program "C” and Related Items of Interest, NavintCom-2, +s BYE-64668-68° 2 8 : & oa i 3 | 

4Nov.68 Director of Intelligence’ and Research (5) letter to the Secretary, RSE-159 | - Subp Growth of the Soviet Mediterranean Squadron | : | 
25Nové8 NIC-2(TS/B - codeword) memorandum for CNIC, NAVINTCOM-2/hs, BYE-64699/68 - Subj: Ocean Surveillance with the POPPY ELINT Satellite System. 4 

. 1968. Robert S. McNamara; The Essence of Security: Reflections in Office (New. York, Evanston, - _ and London: Harper and Row, 1968), p. 16 
3Dec68 = Navy Liaison Officer, Naval Warfare Panel (S) memorandum for distribution list, Op- - _93/afc, Ser 00133P93 Be : : : | ; ‘ |  —<—ReER RP —— Handle Via BYEMd¢e 
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Subj: PSAC Naval Warfare Panel, 5 December i968, ged and iting spony, : 
(QU), - 

noe 

Subj: _ {Tasking of NRP Systems for Ocean Surveillance) - 
ACNO (1) ms / B - codeword) memorandum for cng. ‘Via CNG; Op-092/ ep 8 BYE- . 
65622/69 
Subj: Report ori — of Executive Tactical Operating Group veils 
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oe F - _ ‘ Chapter12, MULTIPLEMISSIONS  — - 

(U)- Capabilities of overhead systems were applied to-a' ‘number of national - 
intelligence problems: general and ABM search, technical intelligence, and EOB - 
production, Seeking to obtain timely and accurate information on the disposition 
and rhovéements of Soviet fleets, the DoN endeavored to get the: USIB to recognize 
ocean surveillance as a national intelligence. objective. Taskthg constraints > 

Processing Priorities - 

viet naval targets remained on a-not-to-interfere - 
basis. In December, a ne cancellation, NSA specified priorities for POPPY . © 
field processing, initially and two T (temporary) 
signals yet to be correlated with antennas. NSA soon also evaluated previously 

_reported 
—e provided technical feedback, including 7 : 

; ined by K-46 on the same intercepts. The ==; 

ed more accurate results than could be obtaine 

implemented a numerically scored quality rating, based o 

were 
zh interest. HRB's Bob Daniels was looking 

© e e. | : : | j only 2 signal was of - | iC _ 
probabilistic theory of confidence ellipses; but, in the meantime, the | 
benchmarking and quality ratings gave Ray Potts enaugh confidence to begin | 
including results of field analysis in NSA's reports. 

a SRCRET | Handle Via BYE] 
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candidates, including several from Popry, and the would remain the highest priority until its detection years later, first by conventional systems, 
thereafter by overhead. (One of candidates turned out to be a variant 

87D" NSA‘s regional director for Eur 
in early February, guided by John Skinner 
_DirNSGEur were informed of priorities ar 

They asked about potential system ges that could improve productivity and received some recommendations, chiefly tasking changes, more satellites, and more — supported by computations and illustrations in a techniques manual prepared for CNSG Cook (3 
Feb 69). Philbin emphasized the need to stay abreast of 

NOAEUr Was added to 
the POPPY Talent Keyhole reporting distribution. 

SB) _—— Results of field processing a 
: responsible for - analysis, location, and dissemination of POPPY end product. He submitted to the .- TOG'an agenda for site visits to be made by himself and a 

deputy chief of the division. They would brief on the K-4/ SP reorganization, POPFY. 
accomplishments over the years, new SOls, and forthcoming Mission They te 

' would become informed on site operations, equipment, and analysis techni ues, 
The planned itinerary included, in sequence, none 
of which had been visited by K-Grou resentatives since 1966; return to NSA for 
debriefing; then schedule a visit to a NSG added Lt Andy Michael (G524B) 
to the team. ee" oo ape 7 

~S/3}-. During a stopover at on 4 F 
a courtesy call on Capt Fred Hitz, director for NSA 
The father of the GRAB operations management protocol was briefed on current 
DPPY operations and technological improvements, emphasis on development of 

pe ahi techniques for ocean surveillance, and ongoing efforts to secure . 

-_ 

. 

— 

71969, the team »aid 

funding to digitize oi the 18-day trip, the team spent several days in the . 
reconditioned building of ea site: 

Only. 

, BGen Philbin USA, visited 

ared in NSA's ELTs and ELOs. Stephen 

ee OE en | 

tear 
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tel persons 
__. Were interested in their chances of getting a computer system to locate’ 
a eerie | oh Lt Michael advised that the NRO 

", comptroller was trying to. find i rthispurpose.. = 
At the | pli operations building near Army Security. © 

-.. Station requests were teceived and endorsed for supervisory and 
* : analysis personnel to make 10-day visits to MMM for familiarization 

. .-- dn analysis techniques and exchange of ideagi;..- © wet 
‘8 At EE NavCommSt: the operations building and’ 

all s were nearly ready for installation of the SEL 810 computer | 
system, due to arrive two weeks hence. NRL had just completed ~ __ 
_ installation of a second-generation interrogation antenna, controllable in 
both azimuth and elevation. _—_—. ~ = 3 SO 

—(6/8} : During the [iJtour, there was hopeful talk of assigning an NSA” 
représentative to each site, but nothing ever materialized. Along the same line, *_ - 
NSG had established two Siss Zulu analyst billets in K-46 and incumbents would be 
recycled to field sites. Team reports constituted a mini-IG for POPPY operations with _- 

" constructive recommendations, including a shopping list for facilities, physical ~’ - 
* >. security devices, equipment, billets, documentation, and procedural enhancements. 

oo a Steve Roman committed to meet these needs: a ae 
‘In our view, the cost of the POPPY Project is more than adequately justified by its = - . 
inherent intelligence production potential. This potential could be more fully realizedt 

"1, by improving or correcting the conditions noted in this report. K46 iritends to proceed 
accordingly, and will take whatever action is necessary to implement the = si _— 
recommendations contained in this report through NSG, NRL, NAVINTCOM, or on our or 

| own, (BAPE) ated ant | oa 
Andy Michael recommended that’similar site*visits be instituted on a regular’ basis 

(3 Mar69). die ee Oe ae wg 

'NSG Special Operations Division (G3) 
| =(S4B)—_ CNSG Cook had moved Siss Zulu to the second echelon, establishing a - - 

'"~ headquarters special operations division (NSG G54), focal point management for 
'  ‘Siss Zulu. G54 was an O5 billet, which would be occupied that summer by Cdr Ross _ 

_ W. Olson. In the meantime, Floyd Heindl's relief, LCdr Lloyd H. McGraw, acted as - 
division head. G54 was responsible for interfacing with tasking authorities (NSA _ 

' and an NRO SOC detachment being established at Fort Meade); with NSA's : 
_ technical ELINT organization (data exploitation and feedback to sites); with NRL 

(satellite anomalies and site upgrades); and with NIC and DIA (exploiting satellite 
data for Navy needs). President Nixon had taken, office the previous month and 
was intent on winding down the war in Vietnam. Budgets were a duetothe — 
war. rations would terminate at the last Air Force POPPY site, a 

&t the start of the new fiscal year in July — to offset CCP funding‘ofa __ 
computer system for the Navy site in the northern Pacific. The administration's 

Perspective on overhead systems was not clear. A new DNRO, John L. McLucas, 
 “SBEREE -. Handle Via BYEMAN' * 4b f ) 
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-was soon to be sworn in.. DNRO Alexander Flax had beeri supportive of Poppy, but 
‘his influence was already diminished and the Bureau of the Budget, under. new 
management, had set its sights on Program C. NIC referred the budget examiner, 
Charles Sorrels, to NSG's Lloyd McGraw. Sorrels had gotten the impression that the 
NRO needed Poppy to keep the Navy happy and had concluded that the Program C . 
sub-element might well be cut from the NRP budget. His perspective was fiscal, but 
he understood that NRO's primary ELINT mission was a : 

e O and he knew that newer rce 
systems were flying and in the pipeline for just that purpose. ‘ie * 

(37B)- Recognizing that the budget examiner's impressions of mission priorities 
_ were out of date, McGraw arranged for Sorrels to visit where he was 

briefed the better part of the morning on capabilities, tasking, and results. He kept 
returning to the concept of which he found difficultto, «> 
appreciate, having expected something more esoteric. Efforts at explanation and 
diagram failed, until, in a Hallway. enroute to the operations floor, an analogy was 
hit upon. Lt Potts pinched the arm of the activity's commanding officer,a Ss, 
lieutenant commander, and the CO pinched Sorrels' arm — which did the trick. On 

. the operations floor the NRP budget examiner was briefed by the watch supervisor, . 
Petty Officer Lloyd C. (Red) Fraser, and he-witnessed a live pass as sailors | _ 
commanded the satellites, tracked downlink signals, collected data, and made log 
entries of SOIs detected on-line. He then saw a watch analyst dissect a technical SOI |. 
in the off-line analysis room while the analog chief, Ronnie Brooks, explained the _ 

patterns on dual beam oscilloscopes, and functions of the test oscillators,, 
audio spectrum analyzer, oscillograph, brush recorder, arid special stop watches. In 
the computer room he witnessed successful post-pass digital processing for 
Gar and listened, above the line printer clatter, to explanations of each step. 
by the leading digital analyst, Petty Officer James M. Arnold. Questions regarding | 
maintenance and logistics support of the electronic equipment and computer system 
were answered by Senior Chief Paul L. Lenker, who also described some _ | 
modifications he had made to Ampex tape drives, Manually maintained 
files and ship tracks penciled on.maps were explained by Petty Officer William T. .. 
Chumbley. These events were somewhat staged, in that the briefing and pass_ 
demonstration were timed. for payload tasking conducive to productivity, and this.” 
fact was acknowledged to the visitor. Had he arrived earlier or later, the pass may 
have preceded the viewgraphs. The command sent its required message report of _ 
the visit to NSG headquarters, and Lloyd McGraw continued the dialogue with __ 
Charles Sorrels. [The Bureau of the Budget never again raised its axe over POPPY 
and, in fact, became too zealous an advocate. A challenge from the successor — 
of Management and Budget (OMB) to the DoD in 1973 would nearly scuttle - 
before it got off the breadboard stage — in favor of sustaining the less costly POPPY 
system] - Pe ae | - ee ee re . eee ew 

support from NRP systems. 
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"meeting iri room, 7Z24 af the CIA headquartets in Langley, Virginia; on 19 March’ 

- capabilities, and iticontpatibility with:systems’ design charavteristica tailored to -. 
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anded ELINT mission to include i | 
sroducti appealedtomany . © 

reviewers in OpNav and NavintCom.. There was some fantasizing about having 
such a capability at the Battle of Midway. Reviewers at the NRL and the NSG ‘noted © | 

spt time it Would take with  — and the amount of inte 

= 6/8}. While NSG ‘arid NRL prepared to support NIC's briefing to-SORS, an 
indirect testimonial was received on .POPPY's contributions to the ABM. problem 

_. from one o 2ayload subcontractors. The draft of a proposal to SAFSP:- 
began: 

t intercept of radar - — 

from 

Within the overhead program, the general 
'. .main-beams is a venture with low probabili 

should bé seridusly challenged 

nas existed # 

of success, This lon 

Navy Request to SORS | : a : ar 

(U) -A NIC presentation was given to the SORS during a Wednesday morning 

1969,- Chairmar [ME stated the coricerns: competition with the principal . 
responsibility (ABM), resource coristrainits, doubts about cuffert systems’ © 

produce intelligence front déitied areas. The Navy pteséhtatio® was conducted by: . .. 
Lloyd: Moffit, who introduced his tedtn. Lidyd McGraw and Fred Glaeser took riotes. 

6/B}- Reid Mayo briefly described futuxe capabilities related: fo the forthcoming 2 
September launch of POPPY 6 and ongoing upgrades to ground systems, including °~ |. 
digitization for which had just been authorized by former DNRO Flax. . 

hour on POF | Signal identification ahd repartin rocedutes, basis and. =, 

Lee Hammarstrom pointed out; os 

“SEEREE:, ‘Handle Via YE 
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NSA; cited ABM firsts.in two published reports each from CIA, NSA, and DIA, to 7 - 
show that POPPY was fulfilling its ABM search mission; and suggested that — 
opportunities for increasing shipborne emitter intercepts could be increase 
modifying existing task groups. While he had the floor . 
developed by himself and Tom Lawton — a product of 

‘To put the metric's 

operations with 

could deliver in a sear 
operation. A group of personnel from Program 

OpNav position ta the SORS chairman. | 

2 informed Lloyd Moffit that he should not ask the SORS to. 
-cover the waterfront, he had to be miore specifie and say just what he wanted.. He - indicated that an ocean surveillance requirement needed careful statement, . 

_ including comparison between accuracy produced and required. NSA's Ray Potts“ | 
interjected that K-46 had recently processed data corresponding to NI locations MEM of which went through theme 

_ which required manual interface. K-46 and esults on: known = - 
benchmarks typically agreed to 

_ accuracy would be further improved by the forthcor 
model, and Ron Potts added tha was now 
correcting for differences i 

SLB). contended tha: SORS needed more time to act and. a detailed 
. Mission statement: agrtiracy desired and accuracy usable, priority. by ship class, | 
reporting timeliness; signal targets, and whether processiiig was to be done by field ~ - | 
sites or NSA. He was concerned with long range imipacts and interference with, 
approved missiohs, including the implicit need to design paylaads and general. ° © - ; 
processing for ship emitters, Moffit asked whetherthe tequest-would be forwarded . . 
to the SIGINT: committee and USIB. (Since VAdm. Vernon, Lowrance, formay,DNI.. and DirPrgmC, was the Pentagon's member of USIB, for he was now .in his third. 
ear as deputy’ director of DIA, NIC would welcome a change in venue to the USIB) 

ENE responded that the USIB was already alerted and that the Navy first needed 
SORS approval, which could be approached in three steps: settle for a provisional - 
capability now, establish and define specifie‘longer term goals, and determine trade- ~~ | 
offs on system design."He suggested reworking the memo request of 8 Februaty, <9 
which was. too open-ended; taking six td iitie months to define specific goals;‘ahd .. 
then working ‘longer term problems: and. definitions. . The NRO member, 

of other systems simply would not su 
mussiofy, but ‘that: Program was’ coming 

d by. i: ss 

very large numbers 

mode ina year of continuous - 
: was in attendance, awaiting its . 

turn.om the SORS agenda, and the metric provoked a lively and heated exchange, -.. 
| which ended only when Moffit unplugged the overhead projector and reiterated the - 

Hammarstrom mentioned that ..- - 

‘added that sithple task group: changes could be adcornmodated for POPPY, ~~ 
pport a worldwide oceati surveillance 



f 

".” possible problems, and Navy efforts to get specific authorization for a worldwide - 
_ System. Moffit questioned the route such efforts should take: SIGINT committee? * 
‘USIB? The CIA memb responded that the SORS needed time to 

data handling and processing capabilities could not support a worldwide . 
_ Tequirement for timely reporting. The SORS had asked Navy to say just what it 

Telephone conversations with Reid Mayo resolved. questions on technical feasibility. 7 

- Capability’) was completed in March. _ | -_ 

648) ~—sBefore the paper was ‘finished, as if to reinforce Cook's conclusion on 
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-Libbert suggested that the SORS endorse continued R&D, more definition of the 
Navy need, allowance for some interference with the primary mission to expose 

consider that question. opined that there was a narrow line between 
‘being an NRP resource provider and consumer (alluding to Moffit's dual role as - ! spokesman for Program C and naval intelligence). He offered to work closely with _ 
Program C to develop an approach. exclaimed that the line ought to 
be wide and ended the meeting on that note. ay Ee * 

(U) After the meeting, Col Lew Allen, Jr. USAF of the NRO engineeririg 
directorate asked Reid Mayo for a tour of NRL's facilities and a chance to see the 

. Space hardware. It was arranged that he would see the same demonstration then. 
being prepared for a forthcoming visit to the NRL by CNO Moorer. 

= The briefing on POPPY was well received, but neither the oblique criticism | 
Of nor Moffit's request, during the discussion, to task all overhead systems 

rt the Navy were appreciated. POPPY already had its priorities. Coverage by - - 

wanted. The Navy really wanted general recognition of ocean surveillance as a. 
national intelligence objective, not just a Navy responsibility to the JCS: Itwas = 

_ becoming clear to Lloyd Moffit that the weekly SORS meeting was not the right. ~ 
forum. Be Gee oe, tial. eo ae Bs i 4 e 

o € “. 

“SB Concluding, during a post-mortem of the SORS briefing at the NSG a 
. headquarters, that the Navy need could not compete with higher national priorities oo 

for use of satellites and convinced that PopPry technology was affordable and — - 
effective, CNSG Cook directed McGraw and Potts to transform the manual on ship ...- 
location techniques into a concept proposal. After agreeing on an outline and ae 

_ writing assignments, the two officers typed each day, until quitting time approached; . 
reviewed each other's work; and used scissors and scotch tape to merge the drafts. 

and cost estimates. The paper (titled The Development of an Ocean Surveill ce. 

4 ‘ 

orting for all POPPY collection sites was 

a positive progress report.; 
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on Mission that may have reinforced SORS reluctance to. endorse diversion to 
ocean surveillance. Particularly supportive of continuing the search mission was an . enclosure titled, III lll eee | 
follows: =~ ane “2 i _ i rn eer 

| A great deal of the success achieved against the Soviet ABM effort - se ge a 1 
:. ‘can be attributed to the collection and processing effortsof POPPY, . - ~ °°... - Y 

_ The success of the POPPY vehicles in detecting those signals can in turn ie oe 
be directly attributed to he capability designed into © 69%: 7°) 

_ the system from its inception ihe demonstrated capability thai] - - ~- “4 | 
intercept does give a high probability of intercept of new emittersin.. 0-0. to 

the Ré&D testing phase. Stated in the most direct terms, all of the ABM a a 
signals detected by SIGINT satellites were detected first by POPPY. = | =o 

, ae Past successes of notable interest are listed below by signal: (31 Mar 69) ° 
There followed the particulars'of POPPY firsts on every signal in the 
MM By this time, NSA had produced i. from Missior 

(U) © CNO Thomas Moorer visited NRL Building [Jon 8 April 1969 to see pre-. _ 
flight satellites and discuss their potential utility to the Navy. Several key figures in a 
the'effort to exploit space-based systems were present for a meeting in Room Ill = 4 
including RAdm Evan Aurand, director of the long range objectives group (Op-93); 
-RAdm Bill Moran (Op-76), RAdm Tom Owen, chief of naval research (CNR); i +3. ay 
RAdm Ralph Cook (CNSG); Capt Wendell J. Furnas and Charles Trombley © ©...” . A 

_ (NIPSSA); Capt Moffit, who represented ACNO (I) Harlfinger; and NRL managers, ~ 2 « 
-_iricluding Capt Jim Matheson, Director of Research Alan Berman, Associate Director | 
_Claude Cleeton, Fred Welden, Reid ‘Mayo, and Pete Wilhelm. DitNRL Matheson 
welcomied the visitors to. his command. Fred Welden, standing in for Howard ~ 
Lorenzen, previewed the agenda, informing the CNO that the briefing and tour - 
would deal primarily with space hardware developed at the NRL. Moorer = 
_tesponded that he was glad to be there and wanted to hear about everything. 

rational highlights, and“... ~ 
where the computer __ ee 

potential capability. ~ es 
| intercept, wasof. == - © °° . 
particular interest to naval aviators in this group (Moorer, Aurand, Moran, Moffit}. -- 
Mayo informed the CNO of recent approval to digitize JI which had been. 
funded by NSA (18 Mar 69) through the NRO, following unsuccessful efforts to “: _ 
obtain ir, the NRO — and the likelihood that the [J operation would - . 
be terminated next year. NIPSSA’s Charlie Trombley briefed on POPPY's shipborne~ 
emitter locations, including a plot of the ns. . months: - 
ago, and: favorable after-the-fact comparison with all-source information in- 
NIPSSA's data base. OP Got. Se RY Pu a see S 

—S7B)-- Reid Mayo described the POPPY syste 

—(6/8} Discussion fully informed the CNO of difficulties in applying NRP 
capabilities to Navy needs. It was agreed that NIC would coordinate with DIA to ... 
press the-issue in the USIB (meaning that CNIC Fritz Harlfinger should talk with — 

. DepDirDIA Vern Lowratice). CNO Moorer was anxious about digitizing (due 
to the and he asked why he was 

oe —SECREF— "sda Via B ; 
ae __Conteot eric Only 
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not informed of difficulties on funding. He ‘enjoined the group to get out of the _ 3 Nickel séats. and put.an Old Granddad label on the system, leaving: no doubt that he. . 7 was in earnest. Bill Moran assured him that everything that could be done, was. ~ - being done. Ralph Cook interjected that a proposal for dedicated satellites had been prepared and would shortly be sent out for technical coordination with NIC and © _ NRL. During Pete Wilhelm's guided tour of Room 409, which included: introductions to key personnel, the CNO and his party were shown the four _ assembled 220-poun (POPPY 6), then being ‘tested, and five. | smaller NRL satellites that would go on the same launch. The tour ended with a” - live demonstration of teal signals fransponded from s0 the visitors could © - 

! 
| 

a 

! 
| 
| 

(5/3) +. Next morning, some of the NRO managers overseeing Program [JC development took a closer-look at the NRE and POPPY. Included were Bill «9... | Boenning and Col Lew Allen from the NRO staff: Col Dave Bradburn, director of | - and LtCol project director for Mayo —- - covered the NRL overview, pointirig out that the total annual effort on Poppy had Bi man-years. Because the last known exposure of PopPy tonad ~ been the ABM/AES technical committee over two years ago, Mayo presented ~ ~~ | . ~ updated versions of charts used to brief the PSAC panel at that time. He convéyed,- | _ but did not quantify, aan in EOB accuracy at closer spacing, due to better 

grown to 
| 

. . timing. Regarding the capability for ABM signals, he acknowledged that .~ ) results had been modest an capability was not being tasked operationally. Pete — | Wilhelm briefed on the schedule for the forthcoming: Thorad Agena D launch and > }  . space technology, with emphasis on new techniques being employed in the Ij . | be we rer Mage and SE departed after the briefing, but Wilhelm too enning and Lew Allen to see the space hardware and chambers used for - - testing, including anechoic, thermal-vacuum, system: test temperature, and’ Ci _ vibration. Allen was particularly interested in the avity gradient stabilization - “" _ technology, micro-thrusters, and he commented that =“ NRL's resources and expertise were far greater than he had known. During the ~ walk-through, Mayo informed the colone! of interest ‘from N avy’s senior = - management in new capabilities for tracking Soviet warships." ~ 
Pal 

6/8) That day, 9 April, wasa lo ne for Reid Mayo. NSA was nextonthe 9° 
' schedule. erry ee, eight members of A and B groups . 

to the NRL for an afternoon discussion of POPPY's operational ELINT results and ; ship tracks. Afterwards, Mayo briefed historical highlights of intelligence: _ - contributions to members of the electronic warfare division and the satellite . Oe . techniques branch. arrived at 6 P.M, with i from the Army | _. Missile Command's Redstone Missile Intelligence Directorate, Huntsville, Alabama. * Bachman's interest was solely in Soviet missiles, and his appreciation of ELINT and depended on their contributions to intelligence on ABM and SAM systems. _ As midnight approached, the three men ‘were converging ‘on a vision of future 
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complementary uses of ee Poppy and BE vied ae ) 

Program [i against the missile threats, re a oe _ 
| {S/R While Reid Mayo and Pete Wilhelm were informing the CNO and’ | : intelligence community of POPPY capabilities, Howard Lorenzen was informing’ a aa ’ major European commands. He returned in time to participate in a briefing on 14 y 

April for several members of the office of DDR&E who were studying the Program _ 749 satellite radar concept, Lloyd Moffit discussed Navy needs. LloydMcGraw . “ ©, covered ship location and by means of the viewgraphs prepared | ‘by Ron Potts for the SORS meeting, Next day, DNRO John McLucas visited NRL“. - . : Building MM In attendance were the director, BGen Russell Berg, andseveral members of the NRO staff, including engineering director Bill Boenning, ain of SU 22. technica vse ing _ -OpNav were ACNO (1)/DirPrgmC Harlfinger oy it. aes he Ee - represented Army ACSI DirNRL Matheson conducted the briefing. Lorenzen = briefed the history; Mayo, POPPY achievements and Mission objectives; . 
Hammarstrom, digital systems; Wilhelm, evolution of Space hardware and 
techniques and the need for additional engineering equipment at i (an : item in NRL's budget proposal for FY70).. Before d arting, the visitors saw the live: _ demonstration and heard the voice of POPPY.. a was disappointed thatthere sj had been no opportunity to voice a reclama on closure of the sole Army site. -  -—s! and the only one he had ever visited: © 8 =§ pas as, - 

~{(6/8) Nine days after the CNO's visit to the NRL, CNSG Cook sent the 
development proposal under a Byeman cover letter (17 Apr 69) to CNIC Harlfinger 
and DirNRL Matheson (by protocol, but intended for Howard Lorenzen — who had.” tried, in vain, to get an advance copy from McGraw while the proposal was still a draft). NSG proposed a dedicated ocean surveillance system based on POPPY .° ~ 

. 
. oe og, 

aee se NO rte creer cote mee oe, 

regions; andj billets per site. (A development cost off had been estimated but . 
was omitted from the final proposal.) Implementing action items were identified — for NSG, NRL, and NIC. .- - | Soe Soe eS en 7 

(U) . On.18 April, the Building Ii] briefing and live demonstration were oe presented for members of the Navy secretariat, including Under Secretary John W. _ 
Warner and ASN (R&D) Robert Frosch. NIC was represented by Harlfinger and ° 
Moffit, who attested to the quality of information provided thus far and the’ : 
potential for worldwide support to the fleet. With a go-ahead to formalize-the - Operational need as a necessary prelude to exploiting the technology, Moffit set his | 
staff in NIC-2 to work with the ExTOG on a formal statement of Navy requirements - to use national systems for ocean surveillance. Five weeks later, SORS member oe | Judd Cokefair submitted letter requirements for tasking national assets (23 May 69). “ } In case of challenge to his credentials, he was armed with a letter on CNO letterhead: _ : | 

SCRET” ss Handle ViaB ; 
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From: Chief of Naval Operations | . | | To: Navy Member SIGINT Overhead Reconnaissance Subcommittee: LCDRJ.KCOKEFAR =... sti ae - 1. As Navy member of the SIGINT Overhead Reconnaissance Subconunittee (SORS) you are directed to request from SORS, at the earliest opportunity, authority for Navy — __ to task through: appropriate channels the NRP ELINT satellites for ocean surveillance suppor: | , i. ae /3/°T. H. Moorer (23 May 69) ~ 

(U) Unable to find an opening in his workday schedule, VCNO Bernard Clarey went to NRL Buildingfiiearly on 27 May and, starting at 0730, recéived from Claude. Cleeton, Reid Mayo, and Pete Wilhelm neatly the same briefing and live  . .: : demonstration provided to the CNO seven weeks ago. NIPSSA was not re ted to brief ship tracks, so Mayo showed the message report of the very first 
location, the‘one that aa which was a bit of an embarrassment, but the Visitor was pleased it could be ne at all and there was no need to apologize, Adm. - _ Clarey graciously observed ‘that the 
the. sea and. that t 

ere - conclusion of the meeting, the VCNO née , Saying that we have gotto. get this out of the-nickel-dime stage, perhaps a first indication that DoN would need. - to transition from R&D status to operational systems development [which would . Start in three. years}, ane “= 476 = a no 
(U) - Lorenzen and, Moffit had recognized a hole in NSG's proposal. The paper: _ did not address how. the system would be funded, and. there were no action itemsin this regard. Systems with national missions were funded through the SAFMS. Nor ~~ could a system designed uniquely to support the Navy stand achance ofbeing . __ - funded by the DoD's general support program element, managed by the OSD. | OpNav sponsors of ships, aircraft, a weapons were not likely to give up the, equivalent-of a couple 4000-ton frigates to fund NRL's development of less thana. ton of classified space hardware. The proposal was circulated, read, and commented - upon. Fred Welden advocated a more substantial role for NIC in ev i sey Ma disseminating data to the fleet. Pete Wilheltn preferred beefing. up 
NSG's proposal for a new site in NIC convened a meeting of the ExTOG on . 18 June to discuss NSG's proposal. The OpNav mani focused on: those aspects _. that did not-entail a outlay (or MAIoa ites andtwo . launchers, namely, ground sites, equipment, and billets. == tis uae 

—{(SAB}- Near the end of June, as the tuzn.of the fiscal year approached, Pete Wilhelm. earned thatthe NRO intended to defer FY70 funding for three items _=Si<s associated wi A/D systems fori facilities test equipment and _ fabrication for ‘and operational field assistancefoifMMM These items had __- made it through the programming and budgeting cycle and. were included in the Air. Force appropriation for. the new fiscal ‘year, but. the NRO staff was not convinced of their need. Therefore, informed ‘DirPrgmC by letter that the — items were deferred, pending lon aad justification Progra C's |. | purchasing power was based on 
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| 
Special Navy Tasking 8 | | os 

(U) Starting late June (finishing the end of October), the major elements of | NIC headquarters relocated from the Pentagon's 5th floot to leased office space atthe . ae Hoffman Building in Alexandria, Virginia: ACNO (1)/CNIC Harlfinger remained in : the Pentagon, his OpNav code having been changed ta Op-092 (indicating that he ~ ©, reported to the VCNO,.Op-09). During this time of transition, Op-092.and NIC 7 oe continued efforts to get intelligence community recognition of ocean surveillance as a nafional objective and to plan special tasking for | Ge 4 campaign was boosted by a complaint from the command of thie Army officer who ; _had represented the president, nine years ago, in taskitig GRAB. Gen Andrew = a Goodpaster (CincUSEurCom) cited. ; region, and he stated the need. for. z 

un 69). Within 
technical director, Ed Barker. 1: 

Jsituation by NIPSSA and NIC, 
informing him of capabilities of 2 | the POPPY system’ (22 Jul 69). SeeNav John H. Chaffee; in.turn, sent a memorandum | to the DepSecDef, informing his of the CNO's concern. and the demonstrated. - | capabilities of POPPY to support thie U.S. Navy against the’Soviet threat (24 Jul 69). 

464B)— _NIC's Fred Glaeser, in coordination: with NSG's Lloyd McGraw, obtained 

the NRO detachment's formula 
permitted collection of the-target 

a eg 

authorization from the SORS and directed . tse, for'a two-week period, -. 

and: report intercepts:-to CincUSNavEur. This. < . 
cial surveillence tasks authorized by the SORS to - 

-No chariges were made, though, to. - 
r relative frequency of activating RF batids, which 
signals 
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workers after morning audit of 

” had alread 

__ELINT satellites. E 

' Building in Alexandria, Virginia, to discuss a field site for the 

_ NavSecGru’s pillars, 

RP tituce would permit J more visibility per day than 
Wi pointed out that command. and telemetry functions had become more — 
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oA POPPY promptly demonstrated that mistakes could be made — and 
corrected. The digital analyst on a mid-watch located one of the Soviet warshit 

A corrected versidh was sent by day- - -. 
7 the intercept report package and recall of the watch 

supervisor and digital analyst for questioning by the senior chief and lieutenant. os 
$678} Another two-week special task was requested by NIC and authorized by 

the SORS for a second, anticipated 
had continued tracking the ship 

provided the first overhead interce 

ince i ent and : 

Using an‘average of i Missiori’. | 
passes per da ere tracked as 

was used extensively by NSG 
the early 1970s to brief POPPY and the potential for ocean surveillance by 

rienced naval line officers receiving this briefing noted that | 

navigator 8 position Dy means o | an P § position by 3 : at times, as the navigator relied on dead reckoning iano 

(U) __ On 15 August, NSG and NRL representatives went to the Hoffman: 
region. NIC's Lloyd Moffit conducted the meeting, assisted by ee Pinesen th 
the Army-site definitely scheduled for clostite, its equipment would be available by — 
mid-1970,- An additional would enable digitization. had been Lloyd’ 
McGraw's idea. 

| | yor cOtrimpunicahofis: in 

network’ at the operations site near 
ort and administer a Siss Zulu field site. Its 

and now a [of the 
Infrastructure was in place to su 

complex in the ID He explained that his brarich rieeded access’ to a complete 
ground configuration —.for testing and on-orbit payload support and diagnostics 
functions — and NRL did not have the resources to establish a detachznent in 

. | . 7 SECRET ; Handle Via BYE} . 
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= or go back and forth every time an anomaly was reported. Mayo fully and | 
singularly appreciated both points of view — operations and engineering — but saw 
no way ta reconcile them. To break the deadlock, Moffit suggested that a case might | 
be made for two sites, offering the starting logic that different equipment 
configurations, would be needed for operations and engineering, even if there were. 
only one site. A consensus was tiot reached, but.Moffit concluded. that both options.” 
should be pursued. Wilhelin and Mayo considered this approach whimsical, since 
neither option wag yet funded. On that same day, SAMSO' finalized 

"resolution of the Missue (15 Aug 69), | eo 

“6/8. NRO's Bill Boenning visited ae « 5 September 1969, toured - 
the facility, and listened ta Pete Wilhelm's justification for new equipment and - 
software to support in-flight calibration, diagnose payload ariomalies, and measute © _ 
erformance. Payload receivers tended to drop pulses as they aged, and Mission ~ 
ee already i beyond its design life. Cross-talk situations : 
were voltage-dependent, and voltages changed with age and available sunlight. __ 
NRL.had no ready means to monitor these payload conditions or to verify site 7 
reports of possible payload data ptoblems: Larger, more capable POFPY 6 satellites __ 
were already at Vandenberg AFB being readied for launch. Boenning offered to _. a 
support an NRL reclama of the deferred funding. Reinstatement would enable - | , 

collect, digitize, and evaluate ELINT data and to acquire on-site 
contractor support from the Bendix Field Engineering Office, ,Howard Lorenzen 
prepared a request to that the deferral be reconsidered before Bill _ 

' Boenning departed the NRO to rejoin NSA (12 Sep 69). Facility modifications for an 
expanded laboratory area and Byeman vault would be paid for by Navy MilCon: 
funds. a ee , ~ & % pk ase 7 

. 

a * 

id 

First Priority. _— 

443)- Mission operations were not perturbed by deliberations in Washington, | 
D.C. ABM-associated radars were still designated oo : 

. reporting and for inclusion in messages t0 NSA. The USIB had 
_ affirmed that ELINT was the first priority for 
ELINT collectors;:‘EOB and ELINT surveillance staod second. A Mission pass 
collected by the Army ip provided the first indication ._ 

_ that the was operational and enabled NSA to 
deterntine that: its tion 

ROR Handle Via 
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mettiodalo 
cons, but og idee vitae ty d. not really comprefiend an ELING pnreek 

_ mainly | 
which they gemside: oO ¥ 2 Host signi Licaat ¢ ae Ox hibites Dyas raga: sizti; AS, 

and, the, ke 40 fu fet han, 5 cit | G in NSA afi 
SpoiNEA C d be the mahi fh thing sn 

“«/ tay’ 6 “.° ft 
i fe ° fy” : wie . , . e - . ; Lae j , “tipes ae ue a ; ; : rs : e, 

: / NavSeeGra’ Buildup: ee ee od ST tina uae 
| - pyaar: i eg ? —taayst tage, 

Cpe) _NOGN opecdal eperasans’ Aiieica (G54 was phos ja Septem ber by: 
_ newly outunissioned maustatig Lt(jp) Jattics B Morgary who would manage tasiéng 
and cogedinate site operations, Jim Morgan had been a:SIGINT ship and subinazine 

to 

officer, and he quickly became the D.C. area. 
primé exarple, Morgan used the 
diredticn 4 the site «» Stop reporting: this sig 
inset terhpering theit sometimes curt technical feedback of from atialog . 
analysis... Msrgait also cHampioned — effos i$ fs Acquird fteqtiéricy synthesizers, ~ 
which: Stave Roman (K-462). alse eridorse 

gobi ng lesional Ay fd a ta speed att: ‘a Operations: : 
pa ah mn of the POPPY field altes:’ Agar 

radar and NSA's earlier 

, . 7 Loe ~t - Beals a ee 

Oe eof Ross inaas duties wpa 9 emabligh Sige u ite bile fot the 
Navy sites as they wert being digitized and find qualified funtion officets (JOg). : -” 
NavSecGru was given the pick of the graduating classes at the Officer Candidate 
School {mt . Rhode Island, and sought foro Sarai ‘with techhical — 

38 degraea. The: first recmuit was Ens Robert Ey Lentz USNR; wh ohad.miajored itt = 
engineering dlectronics at the University of ae IM'this direct aren 
NSG 4354-was bréaking new A ocnginah duty officersfor cryptology were - 
generally made, not-boditr 
line offiters who had beri assigned shipboard dutids related ta-navabi: °° sie. 
comimmanica tions; taok-4 shore tout ata na Sommuni€ation stafibn, or security ~- isan’ tes ss 

logic corimunity; 4pplied: for and group activity that provided to #1 
a duty officer: {eryptulogy); tMert:continued: - wert dcoagited for duginentation to'sp 

_ their carbrs with tourt-at- Navy SIGINT shipy' or stations < stologit «ints afloat)’. 
NSA ot NSG*Keadquarters. offices; atid navat-or. joint staffell The Siss ségional , 
Zul a would be: oe ofjentation for ensigns, with exposure to NSA, 

Snipes ri “eee | 

, . POpFY files after sa satellite ieiaerog ation Operations had. ceased | | 
theme iis, [can hardly: tell you how. sach eri bow often I haverwished 

_ that I care seme part of this inarediblg “anchivel" Jan 94)].-Aftet 4 onesday visit 

«= to shame NSA's ELINT. analysts’ 

ith, rare exceptions, tiaval: cryptologists wer: onmidr 

‘@ es) 

end 

“a 

iuneal 
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- mute on the subject of dedicated or additional satellites, but it stated the need,;. 

- action regardirig the establishment of the addi 
. specific guidance referring only to 
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NRL, NIC, and NavSpaSur; one or two. site operations tours; postgraduate school; 
then acquisition or Operations mariagement. Not then fully comprehended was,- 
that at the fourth tung, the O4 or O5 would be too specialized to be a good candidate . 

_ for command of a typical NSG activity or departnient, which conducted eryptologic 
missions in numerous areas, such as Morse arid non-Morse communications, 
linguistics, HFDF, radar signals, instrumentation signals, SIGINT communications; 
‘and general service communications sécurity. Not many of tliose officers who: 
climbed the Siss Zulu ladder would stay long enough with the Navy to reachi O06. A: 
similar difficulty was already being encountered by enlisted personnel. Other than a 
few billets at NSA and NSG headquarters, the only stateside tour for Siss Zulu _ 
technicians 
Competitive exams for promoting communication technicians contained.no 
questions derived from Siss Zulu operations and mairitenance.' [A naval supply 

_ corps officer working with-G54' and field sites in the mid 1970s would observe that _ 
SecGrueatsitsyoung] © OE ie ER eS. Gye Se 

i. (U) Five months after submitting his proposal for an ocean surveillance 
capability to ComNavintCom and DirNRE, CNSG Cook re¢eived a. letter response 
from ACNO (1) Harlfinger. The ExTOG's. report had “indicated that ComNav$ecGru 
should proceed with Program "C" planning’ in‘accordance with the concept paper, | 

(15 Sep 69). The letter was 

Or an “engineering and techrtical training site at a:lo¢ation. 
" CNSG was assigned resporisibility to “initiate preliminary - 

itional sites required,” followed by 
.Lloyd McGraw . - 

assumed, correctly, that NRL had injected into the ExTOG's deliberations and , 
Harlfinger'’s letter the bare statement of need regarding Band, 
incorrectly, that DirNRL Matheson, who received a copy: of the letter, would take 
action. The mention, of training was an invitation for NSG to participate with NRL ~~ 
at but the idea wenit no further. Before the end of the month . .°. 

autherized SAMSO to release funding for the initially. - . 
deferred: POPPY requirements related to . An opportunity was missed 

without elaboratio 
such as 

_ for Navy participants to address the possibility of a-joint NSG/NRL facility, and a‘ 
consensus never did form on a consolidated program support facility for Program C.. 

~648}- _ In September, CNSG Cook reported to CNIC Harlfinger by message that 
PopPy-derived Soviet shipborne emitter reports had established the potential - - 
capability of POPPY against naval targets. To lighten, the analysis workload, in the _ 

. face ofa pending launch, analog reporting requirements to OpNav were being esis 
_ teduced to a weekly count of recognized Soviet shipborne radars. Location firding 

_ and ship tracking a 
S site i 

PorPY operations © continued; stor also, . 
y te at.the at the AFSS 

AFSS site i 

-™ * ‘ 
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a reliance on analog ror Ha | 
| mm Maintairied an interactive processing guideline for eac 

family of target signals that specified a sequence of computer programs, control . _ 
arameters, and-decision criteria. A guideline constituted a template for associating 

diminished 

oom 

_Guidelines. were updated. to reflect software changes or ° 7 changes in signal characteristics, either observed or promulgated in NSA's ELTs and. 
| EPL changes, Data was still stored on magnetic tape and intermediate results written” . 

to tape, but computer programs were now accessed from a 1.5 megabyte movable - 
head disk, the size of a washing mactiine. Qn a well-behaved sig De, an ex 
digital analyst (like Petty Officers Jim Arnold‘or Dave Miner at LaneK. ~ 
Snodgrass at could perform the requisite steps and be ready to prepatea si 

- Except for the computer-aided © |: ” 
remained a manual function, =8=§ «5 (swsti(i“‘“‘ SC 

first Feport 
location feasibility check, 

(UU)... ‘Pursuant to CincEur’s request for all-source. location information on 
Soviet warships NIPSSA's Ed Barker had collaborated with. - 
NEOIO at Fort. Meade on a statement of need applicable to area of’ a 
responsibility. After coordinating the draft with NRL and NIC, Barker sentitanda . -. 
copy. of the CincEur méssage-to intelligence officer on 19 September. In~* 
a background, cover letter, he noted that VAdm Richardson's interest had been 
aroused, by Howard Lorenzen's visit to in the spring and had stimulated - 
the chain of events leading to this draft.. Some thought a réquirement should ° 

od a ith NavEur . originate with NavEur, but Ed Barker recommend 
endorsing. 7 _ : 

A Quadruplet —_ ee ; hee | 7 

{S48} After agreements on primary radar targets were réached betweeh NRL 
and NSA’s Ken Gallagher, NSG. G54 issued initial collection tasking for the first five 
orbits of Mission The four 27x34-inch multiface satellites were launched the — 
last day of September on a Thorad Agena.D. All satellites were stabilized in-three . 
axes and equipped with fore and aft microthiusters for station-keeping. With two 

| (Hisenhauer hac previously a 
as an engineering”. -. | 

only. The engineering 

proven the 
experiment on with ground readout a 

: e ; id 
- : 

« «. 
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mechanisms for POPPY 6.) ~ 
| data had contributed to an NRO-funded redesign of gravity gradient stabilization. 

apiece. Nothing out of the ordinary was observed int data collected by the-sites On. 
the first five revolutions. ' nat | a rn et a ee 

- s==(6/8} = The TOG reviewed NRL's report of the engineering evaluation and 
__ noted one concern. On 4 October, the Agena D had apparently exploded, scattering 

debris but Allsubsystems 
operated properly, but 
NRL expected to complete its analysis and distribute a final update of prelimitiary 

_ technical descriptions in’a month or so (10 Dec 69). There were no constraints ort - 
. collection tasking, which commenced in but there were severdl riew issues — 
. before the TOG related to processing and reporting. NSA had expanded its - - _ 
: | processing complex, which now included one CDC 6400, three CDC 6600s, 
and a dozen smaller slaved computers, but rocessing could neither 

ooking askance at reporting of shipborne intercepts directly : 
CincUSNavEur. More alarming, NSA's system planning office (N-1) was ~ = 
considering closure of meee: to waning importance of its classical ELINT __ 

_ Operation, which accounted for about a third of the activity's personnel. , oe 

“(S/B)- _ The new SORS chairman, CIA's Charles W. Cook, and two officials from 
DDR&E (Messrs. Whitt and Fisher) visited [MM on 31-October 1969, as part of . 
an assignment from DCI Richard Helms to investigate whether intelligence had 
become a.one-way street. Dr. Cook explained the role of SORS inthe USIB : © | 
organization and stated that, with regard to POPPY, SORS evaluated requirements 
and passed appropriate guidance to the NRO. His committee welcomed submission. 
of requests. for special tasking, and: these requests coyld be accommodated within 
current national requirements — without the need for excessive lead: time. During 
a live demonstration. with month-old POPPY 6, the visitors split. up and addressed 
questions to watch operators and enlisted function heads.. Then:they were briefed: - 
all afternoon.and into the Friday evening on POPPY capabilities and products:— both 
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land and sea. Charles Cook, was, puzzled on discovering that field 
riorities priorities, specified by NSA, did not exactly dovetail with a list of location p 

for Mission that the SORS had issued on 27 August. Following 
the SORS list had specified 

He was reassured to eam at eportec 

: | ee all these signals, except , which 
had not yet been detected. Much of.the ensuing discussion was devoted to the quest 
for Square Pair.. In light of the possibility that this high priority SIGINT target might 
have charagteristics similar to a friendly military radar that analysts ignored, Mr. 
Whitt proposed a. 24-hour stand-down of NATO military radars and said he would 
‘pursue his idea with the USIB committees, ee ee 

U)_. Charles Cook's team. next visited VAdm David Richardson onhis _ 

~« | Richardson was asked by one member of the DCI/ DDR&E team why 
was not making use of the POPPY data. The commander became exasperated”: | 

on hearing their account that a | 

but being generated - “available and not automatically reported to | - 

while his senior officers: routinely by sailors at a SIGINT station 
were fussinig with a requirements letter. 

: Pe ve 

~S48)- = On Friday, 7 November 1969, Howard Lorenzen met privately with VAdzt- 
Noel Gayler, who was one wéek into his fourth month as director of NSA: ~~ 
Lorenzert had sought this meeting to discuss several issues regarding POPPY z= 

' Gayler checked into the points‘raised during their discussion and. 
wrote Lorenzen 4 personal lettér.a week later. BE esccting of shipboime = 
intercepts to CincUSNavEur would not led.’ Ty ontiniié’. 
fundirig several elemerits of including’ ’ 
ee ; Teséarch projects,-and sich operational tasks as are 

—SECREP Handle Vis EMARe™ 
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it ke ks 
' question of the future of 

.NSG. The first product emb 
flow in the automatic 

‘Fequested by Moffit: Reid Mayo briefed on histo 
‘Johnny Martin briefed on software techniques. 
_to the notion of additional ground sites at 

' Concerned about gold flow, he queried Mayo on the n imber 
_ ” site and challetiged NRL to reconfigure the system without overseas sites. Capt - Geiger disclosed that the NRO planned to phase out the Thor booster-in two years,. _ ” Titan HID would become NRO’s workhorse, and there would be room for a POPPY "pair to share a ride with 

_ action items regarding improved ‘ocean surveillance support... 

_ architecturg:of POpPy’ 

—64B} Following Charlés Cook's visit io ii 
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~ mutually agreed, NSA would furnish copies of specified Poppy data tapes, provided that NRL coordinate its requests with similar ones from NavSTIC, so that tapes could be retrieved and duplicated more efficiently. Ray Potts had welcomed the offer of computer programming support, was already making arrangements with - Lorenzen's office, and was also looking at the make-up of the NSA team in charge — 

-was more complex, but that he had “no. | 
POPPY interrogation site with no site at all" (14. > 

of POPPy tasking and _— Gayler acknowledged that the final point, the 

intention of replacing the 
- Nov 69). [Todendorf's viability would be an issue for six more years.] In tandem - with DirNSA Gayler's response, Ray Potts proposed that NSG, NRL, and NSA — _- embark upon a team effort to establish a more totally integrated processing concept, aimed. at eliminating redundancy between field and centralized processing (14 Nov 69). .With existing technology, the obvious split would be between tacticaland technical intelligence. Fred Hellrich represented NRL on the team effort; Bob Lentz, 

arked upon was a complete description of processing - 
system. 

- Navy interest in océan surveillance prompted another meeting atthe = —S si. NRL, thie afternoon of 13 November. The NRO was représented by its deputy ~ - 
- director, Robert. F. Naka, and Capt Robert K. Geiger USN, a new member of the NRO staff, The Navy was represented by Bill Moran (Op-76) and Lloyd Moffit (NIC-2), , DitNRL Matheson welcomed the visitors and previewed the informational briefing _- 

y and how POPPY worked. HRB's- 
DDNRO Naka was not Feceptive | 

‘of meri ateach 

or other NRP systems. The meeting yielded no“ — 

. .—{64B}- The information on the Titan ID. went straight to Pete Wilhelm, who 
- would need to restart his planning for the Action on Robert Naka's . 

arstrom, who subsequently sketched to scale'an‘ . 
suggestion fell to Lee Hamm 

e configuration and adjacent waters. gre 
Hammarsttom's draft toncept-of operations stopped at the poirit he noted that the - 
chief technical problem would be to devise an on-board timiing system that could -- meet the gunn budget. years later, when techriology had caught . up with the vision, the , would be selected by the DNRO and. DitNS/ as the follow-on to Missions  —. | 

, first to take:the heat was the 
staff cryptologist, who had beet ignorant of the POPPY syste: : , 

—SEGRET— . Handle ViaB 
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Richirdson's ire had b nen tf risitt eds to Obie ds well, hen back dow ie chat. 
In the aftetmath of the iriqdent, the Navy’ ane vp cryptologis Ralph | 
Son i it cl my Was added ta Talent iy ed ued 

Soviet ‘warship Jocafi¢ . ini 
es of ovarhes Kd Sauté i a ORimManger. 
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: After Being ‘signed by | | 
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.and EPL update were promptly issued by NSA. Other collectors, | i 
would later provide the invisible to POPPY's 

it enabled the late 1970s, using | 
7 Message reports as a guideline 
technical representative tuned the rocessing system to enable 
MGSs to automatically process. this sigrial i ., The effort paid a large dividend, would be included in the electronic fit of the Soviet navy's 

{6/8} ~~ During NRL's engi eering evaluation - eid Mayohad ~ - 
_ told, the sailors at A cia: the vice chief of naval operations, Adm Bernard - - 
Clarey, jumped up and down in excitement when he saw thé message report of their’ 
locations had been running oni due t6 and - 

“7 __For 1970, a formal land EOB production rec uirement was added to the 
Mission Ii guidance from the USIB, and fell off the list of 

| processing targets for the Weekly analog counts of | 

Te pts continued, averaging Subsequent land EOB’ 
PSULIS Included 

= + 
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western Pacific region the. qverriding priority was the Vietnam War. 
contributions was discovery, by locations of 

: Support to the Na continued as a lesser priority. B 1970, the major ora 

—(87/8)- ~=— NSA‘had' completed a description of Westbend's automatic processing.: | 
flow, to support NSG/NRL/NSA evaluation of processing concepts.(15 Jan 70). Ray — _ ee 
Potts’ team approach was now being applied to technical intelligence by Howard ~- 
Lorenzen, who hosted a first multi-mission ELINT technical exchange meeting — 
focus on POPPY. A group of nearly three dozen overhead ELINT managers met in 

: of NRL Building [Jon 3 February 1970:: chief John Conlon _. 
chief John Copley were supported on Missions — 

and in-house contractors. chief Charles Cram ~ 
were supported by NRL and -HRB for Missio | 

NSA’s system planning office was represented by Bill Boenning (N-13) i a 
nner SAFSS, by who had succeeded Boenningas = 

RL's engineering point of contact; by Maj John M. O'Connell, acquisition. - 
manager for Program | Lotenzeri conducted the briefing portion and stated - 

. the objective, exchange of information on technology, techniques, and high priority — 
targets. Reid Mayo briefed on the POPPY concept, historical achievements, and 
Mission GRE capabilities. ‘Evolution of spacecraft techniques and hardware was 
briefed by Pete Wilhelm; ELINT payloads, Vince Rose; site data processing, Lee 
-Hammarsttom. The group thier looked at hardware, toured facilities, and discussed 

—SECREF— ta ‘Handle Via B : 
re els Only 
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_ japproaches to common objectives, including the hunt for TE 40 isolated _ 

a was the subject of an intensive archive searchthrough | 
recorded data collected from the area since by Mission : 

and since [i by Missio | 

(U) On 11 February 1970, an interagency ELINT RDT&E coordinating group 
_ reviewed capabilities at thé NRL. Representing the Army Security Agency was. — 
Edwin A, Speakman, who had been Howard Lorenzen's Supervisor, twenty years | ago, as previous head of thé countermeasures branch, and‘had been the first. 

_ Chairman of the joint comniunication and eléctronic committee's ELINT sub-panel, 
a forerunner of the national ELINT program. Army ACSI was représented -by 

i | BE whose transfer to ONI from NRL’s radio division in February. 1949 had freed 
. a céiling point that allowed Lorenzen to hire Reid Mayo. [HEE had been ONI's 

] : representative to the ELINT sub-panel when Lorenzen was chairman during ‘the 
Korean War. Technical director Stirling Thrift from DCNO (Dev) had been a 
member of NRL's radio division during. World War Il. The Air Force member, Col _ 

had been a captain on SAC’s intelligence staff when manual analysis of 
NRL's dubbed GRAB tapes started there ten years ago.. Representing NSA's R&D 
directorate, a had‘a fitier grasp of modern, automated ELINT data | 
processing than anyone present. Art: Thom, also. from:NSA; had helped formulate. 
ELINT requirements for WS-117L when he was a senior analyst at the Air Force . 

- Technical Intelligence Center at Wright-Patterson AFB near Dayton, Ohio. Other 
Organizations represented were CIA, DIA, and the Army's Missile Intelligence 

7 ‘Directorate at the’Redstone Arsenal. It had been.a reunion of old friends and. 
a pioneers in ELINT, and the chairman of the group sent.a letter of appreciation to the 
-s director of NRL for the "pleasant and productive" visit, expressing gratitude "to Mr. | 

Lorenzen and the personnel of the EW Division for arran ing an Outstanding. __. 
program of presentations.and demonstrations" (11 Mar 70). bee, | 

| | {5 /B}— At the time of the’ review, Mission had reached its zenith as al 
technical intelligence collec | on-orbit failures in 

Vv during — 
became an‘. 

after pass, to’ 

command and telemetry subsystems 
field sites' payload interrogations on 

" emergency ward where the satellite techniques branch strove, pass. 
bac] collectively bring 9 life, Surviving 

covered more than coverage-was limited to! of this range. 
Mission | | es and 

Chapter 12 References 

3Feb69 --NSGA (TS/ B- codeword) manual, RLP:wr, BYE-57169-69 a 
| _ Subj! Shipborne Esilittér Locition Techniques — oe 
3Mar69 —Lt A.N. Michael, G524B - codeword) tri BYE-52310-69.- . 

ye  * with POPPY ops ae | a Se 
s | *. 
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15 Jan70 4 (TS/B- cert ED ot Processing System, NSA BYE 18072-69, cy 1 
of 2 

11 Mar70 ERG Chairman 
. Subj: Letter of Appreciation 

SA) wu) letter to DiNRL 
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Chapter 13,, OCEAN SURVEILLANCEAUGMENTATION 

(U) ‘The DoD conducted an in-depth study of ocean’ surveillance and 
recommended, as_an interim solution, that existing systems be augmented. 
Following USIB ‘validation ‘of the requirement, the overhead comminity began 
exploring longer term solutions © © 9° 9 fo eS 

Quick Response Tasking | 7 , : —? 
(U) ‘At the end of December 1969, DDR&E John S. Foster, Jr. had requested: the” 
Defense Science Board (DSB) to appoint a DSB task force, chaired: by CharlesM,. 
Herzfeld, to conduct an eight-month study of the ocean surveillance problem and . 

' programs. The committee began gathering information, and several members were 
briefed at the NRL on 12 March 1970. Reid Mayo found them to be Supportive and 
ill-informed about POPPY. At the NSG headquarters, Lloyd McGraw drew their ~~~ 
attention to the year-old proposal for a dedicated capability, but the committee's | 
Stated interest was in exploiting data from existing systems, not in developing new’ . 
ones. Still, there was sorhething to be salvaged in the concept of augmenting NSG's 

existing sites and building two new ones. ‘_ Sy we Oa : 

—(S/8} = The archival search task sporisoted by NSA 
had continued throughout February and March, culminating in two-ELTs that 
reported probable discovery of the 

payloads were unable 
was then tasked 

| but decisive results . 
were available 

signal remained unknown. Poppy fared no better in the quest. latest 
candidate (based on a single line of position Cutting across for a 

signal, the —{6/8}— Oni the same day, 2 Aprtil, that K-46 ‘resolved the . 
_ SORS receivéd a POPPY update from NIC, NRL, and NSG in room of NRL . © 
Building] The new Navy SORS member, Cdr Fred A. Hull, was among ten 
representatives of CIA, NSA, NRO, Arihy ACSI, NIC, and AFCIN (DIA and State ‘did ; not show). The SORS heard NRE briefings (Lorenzen, Wilhelm, Mayo, = ee 

—_ | Handle Via B: , 
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arstrom) plus Jim Morgan's half-hour explanation 7 are? track of ; 
~The chart as seen.from Mission J and the U.S.S. 

cial tasking period of - showed a fairly solid POPPY track during aE spe 
passes per day — after which collection opportunities were halved, processing ’ 

ON Ours ccsasion, SORE Cratenan Charts 
submit a tasking requirement by message addressed to the chairman for action, for 
information to. each other SORS member, NRL, and NSG. Unless the chairman. . 

_ received adverse comment from an addressee, he would direct the NRO SOC and .. 
NSA to adjust priorities for collection and processing during the requested time ~ 
frame. a: office of CNO requested tasking and priority field | 
processing by in support of CincLantFit and CincUSNavEur 

| fequirements associated with major Soviet surface force deployrnents int the — 
later, CNO i | 

& 

_ Cook validated'a quick response tasking protocol, whereby the Navy member could 

initial deployments were coincident with initiation of major | ae : : 
which are currently underway" and requested similar adjustments for 
support of CincPacFit (21 Apr 70); ee es 

tame at 

femyn: temeaapie 

e 
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SecNav Proposal 

matters in the Pentagon. - The de facto position of POPPY project manager was 
assumed by a fellow aviator, Capt William G. Jensen, who had been Moffit's deputy 
in NIC-2 since January. At a 30 April meeting of the TOG, chaired by Bill Jensen, 

of NSA K-46 reported that VAdm Gayler (DirNSA) was very _ 
interested in POPPY for.ocearr surveillance. -NSG reported that the Herzfeld - 
committee had unanimously approved the’ concept of luplicate POPPY sites and 

' was now looking into processing concepts, including additional SEL 810 computers 
for ocean surveillance. NRL suggested shifting to a larger computer and automating 
the processing. The Army member reported that riothing was definite on the future — 
of and that NSA had stated to DoD that the site should remain active. 

S787 The USIB’ s issuance of new mission guidance for ovatkaall ELINT was a 
disappointment to OpNav. ‘A 32-page requirements document, with needs 
projected through 1974, had been in the review cycle for many months and.did not 

. mention ocean surveillance or specific Soviet shipborne emitters (11 May 70). 
_ Emphasis was on scientific and technical in . A full 
was devoted to each ABM radar 

The prevailing argument.continued to he 
_ denied areas merited expensive NRP ert whereas all nations pies free 

_ access to the world’ ‘8 oceans. © 
o¥ 

NSG G54; recommended by messa ge to the NRO SOC that] 
be tasked on each pass 

collection. .Tasking modifications were aiithorized by the NRO detachment at Fort 
Meade. Resulting field locations at 

~ endeavor stimulated the NRO to update | the | 

| BRERET.. 7 Handle Via BY 
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cinta inarenerierarene to include some new quick resporise ‘tasking 
message types. The effort was completed the next month and approved by'S S 
Deputy Director (satellite 0; ations) Edwin Sweeney. (15 Jun 70),- At a,.22 May TOG 
meeting, a-cryptologic duty officer, was introduced. as 
Charles Cram's replacement as chief of NSA K-46. IEEE presented the K-4 view 

_ on both meee, ae operations should be sustained al at both sites - 
until other means of coverage become available. 

6 Lloyd Moffit was reassigned from NIC headquarters i in the Hoffman. 
Building back to the Pentagon, where he served as executive assistant to ACNO (1) 
Harlfinger. In the midst of staffing _ proposal to augment POPPY for 
surveillance, he arranged a Navy helicopter irip from the Pentagon to 
ME on 27 May for DNRO McLucas, DepDNRO Naka, RAdm Harlfinger, Bob 
Geiger, Bill Jensen, and himself. The group toured the recently upgraded facility © - 
and witnessed scripted, interactive SEL 810 processing of a tape that had been 
collected a a demonstratiori of 

Poppy data a hint of what | 
a more power computer. | 

648) _ The DoN reiterated its need to. DepSecDet David Packard, whee as a 
member of the NRO ExComi (along with the DCT and pens s adviser for S&T), 
oerenres NEP —, as the cpanel 

Subj: Use Of POPPY Elint. Satellite ‘System for Oceat 
< Surveillance 

i. Recently the. Chief of Naval Sees forwarded to ne oh 
a memorandum in which he expressed his concern with the 
increased threat to the Nation, and to the Navy, posed by: 
the Soviet fleet. I share his concern, "and concur in his: 
belief: that the Navy must be able tq locate, identify and- 
track all. Boviet Naval units, especially all: missile | 
delivery platforms and threats to our seaborne strategic 

deterrent forces. “This is vital to our strategic warning - 
and defense. The threat’ pésed by the Soviet Navy is of. 
such significance: ‘today that surveillance of these type ~~ es 
platforms must now be recognized as a national requirement, | . 
and the use of national overhead reconnaissance assets should > 

“be utilized, where capaBle, to. Bespond to this requirement, 

2. As you ‘may recall: I addressed the problem of the Soviet 

threat in my mamorandum to you on 24 July. 1969, particularly . 
with regard’ to the utilization of National Reconnaissance. 

_ Byegram resources to provide meaningful’ information relative 
to this threat. At that time, I expressed my support of: the 
National Reconnaissance Program, while infortting you of the 
demonstrated capability of the Navy sponsored NRP POPPY Elint . 
Satellite system to provide ocean surveillance ‘information. 

- Jy informed you of my intention to task POPPY, on a non- ° : 
. interference basis,- for collection against tha Ocean Surveil- . 

lance pesecremenss and eee your eos for continuation ar ar, 
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of thig time proven and. economical 1 program. 

wae Bipertetice gained during: the past ‘year has er cig 
' Navy to define'a specific proposal for NRP support to Ocean ~ 
‘Surveillance within existing national constraints. - This a: 

- proposal herewith’attached establishes a requirement for’. .:+ 
collection of electromagnetic signals associated with Soviet 

_ Naval forces, Utilizing the POPPY asset of the National 
‘Reconnaissance Program, without interfering with existing 

USIB requirements. It requires. dedicated military analysis: 
_ centers, located with existing or planned POPPY ground sites, 

in order. to process and disseminate ocean surveillance inform- 
ation of tactical value to: the operational commanders without 

interruption of pe ocessins in support of existing national 
, directives. | | 

4. T have Scena reaakeni led eexdiveeenee: and’a see iad 
- o£ fiscal and personnel resources. required to implement this’ 
proposal, utilizing the POPPY system on a non-interference. 
basis with national tasking. There are no satellite system - < 

. costs” er beodent waht the adores of this speci tic proposal. sae 

eo .. “Se /s/ “John H.- ‘Chaffee. (11 fun 70). 

6B “SécNav Chaffee proposed development of regional ocean surveillance _ 
processing centers. to exploit PopPy data. An enclosure to his memorandum 
detailed a.plan for a new collection site a and, conditionally, — 

| a upgrades for oi” 
capabilities for all sites; and lor billets. Estimate cost for 

facilities and equipment was more, if NavCommStalf 
went forward in the Congress)... 

” —(S#B)-. The NEP did not havelfiio spare. des Packard forwarded the: 
SecNav proposal to the directors of DIA, NRO, and NSA, soliciting ideas for more 
effective'or lower cost approaches. The director of DIA, LtGen Donald V. Berinett 
USA, positively endorsed the Navy need and proposal. DirNSA in a assigned to’ 
‘K-4 the task of preparing the NSA i fesponse. | 7 

* {S48}. Detailed planning and authoring of the enclosure’ to the SecNav ial 
had been conducted by Ross’ Olson and his crew in NSG G54 with the knowledge of 

SA K-46). Everything in NSG's package was off the shelf: —— 
capabilities at each existing site and dedicate the new - 

equipment and (i additional personnel to ocean ‘surveillance. The bulk of new — 
billets and investment cost would be for new sites at 
GE neither of which would support 
roduction. K-4 simply whittled down NSG's appro dorsing: a 
am 2s for the existing sifes and a second SEL 810A for 
‘ of a total NRP cdst of BE an idditional CCP paeaey (Cutting from. 

new billets would seve hears pet year a 

oa 
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(S78) — Another way to lighten the burden on the NRP, while defending the 
_ proposed capabilities, was to fund new: facilities and-upgrades through the Navy 

- “MilCon budget.. The DoN allocated in 1970-71 for new facilities at: . 
and to establish a new. collection site for the 

site,. (The fate of 
depended on congressional deliberations.) These would be the first permanent 

_ buildings designed specifically for POPPY. operations, built in accordance with 
detailed requirements and equipment layouts prepared by Charlie Price of the NRL 
in collaboration -with Reid Mayo's section and with NSG G40 (logistics and. . . 

_ material). Alt previous PopPy buildings had been adapted from their original 
_ purposes, running from phased out (preliil pr Systems to barracks. - 
Emergency military construction projects would be implemented by the Naval 
Facilities Engineering. Command (NavFac), including. NavFac’s engineering field 
divisions and resident officers in charge of construction at the host naval.- .. 
installations. he gt A Ea eee ps ee 

(U) Whatever the scope, most of the action entailed by the upgrade would fall 
on NSG (facilities and manpower) and NRL (equipment and software). Bill Jensen 
(NIC-2) and his staff were preoccupied with NIC's larger goal of creating all-source 
intelligence fusion centers to serve the theaters afd fleets, particularly with 
establishing a prototype fleet ocean surveillance information center (FOSIC)'at-. -- 
CincLantFit headquarters in Norfolk, Virginia. Fred Hull was reviewing the. | 

. bidding on Navy requests for special tasking, now up fo 30 days at a time, and SORS 
responses. CNSG Cook sent to the CNO, via the ACNO (Comm) and VCNO, a letter’ . 
recommending that responsibility for managing Progtarn C be reassigned from 
ComNavintCom to ComNavSecGru. At the Pentagon, Capt Chet Phillips, a ~ 
cryptologic duty officer, kept Cook's letter in his two-drawer safe, instead of 
forwarding it up the chain to the CNO — due to ongoing discussion céncerning 
meni Prallicc of the naval support elements.’ As former CO of NavCommSta ~ 

Phillips had direct experience’ with the Prograin C organizatioii and §-- -- | 
operations. In his Pentagon assignment, as director of the cryptology division under __ 
ACNO (Comm) Fitzpatrick, he advised on cryptologic matters and: participated in 
OpNav planning, Naval intelligence, communications, and cryptology would most : 
likely be grouped next year in a single command support programs directorate 
under, RAdm Harlfinger. In light of the pending reorganization, the matter of 

_ directorship of Program C needed to be rethought;. ae 

-USIB Mission Validation 2 
(U): The Navy was undergoing a change in top leadership as well, Nominated 
by President Nixon in. April, Adm: Moorer became JCS chairinan on.1 July and could 
no langér function as the Navy's chief advocate. His-relief as CNO, Adm Elmo R. 
Zumwalt, Jr., previously commanded U.S. naval. forces in Vietnam and shared 
Moorer's appreciation of tactical intelligence and his conviction that space-based — 
surveillance must be an element of America's response to the Soviet Union's - 
modernization, expansion, and use of its four fleets. He knew that the battle would 
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be up-hill, for DCI Helms did not regard. the Soviet navy as a serious threat to 
supremacy of U.S. naval forces. | : | wa 

—S78)- | As the DoN obierver on the USIB, ACNO (1) Harlfinger used the I - demonstration and high-level DoN and. DoD interest to buttress the Navy position. Strong support was provided by the Navy's senior spécial duty officer for: ) . intelligence, RAdm Mac Showers, now serving as DIA's chief of staff. DIA was already funding NIC's detailed analysis and recoristruction of SM for which POPPY was a major contributor. Showers had arranged for DirDIA Donald Bennett to be. briefed on PopPy at the NRL on 1 July by Lloyd Moffit and Howard Lorenzen's ‘ - team. DIA and the SORS had been taking a close look at POPPY productivity. Since _ dJaunch of Poppy 5 three years ayo, NSA K-46's data processing isolated an average of . intercepts per week. Over the 
production effort by K-46, less 

met DIA's EOB criteria for 

ast 18 months of an intensified EOB 
of these, averaging 

rting in ELOs. Popry production | 
| POPPY-derived ELTs were issued 

Whether the shortfalls were in the data or 
y be argued that Mission[Jshould be dedicated © 

the data processing, it could har 

was chaired by CIA's SORS member, who viewed the pro candidate for phase-out after launch of Mission I by which tim 

- to search, technical intelligence, and EOB. The Poppy evaluation working group 
asa 

In July 1970, the USIB granted authority for the general employment of 
for ocean surveillance in support of U.S. fleet commanders... 

Missions 
| NSG immediately promulgated and implemented the protocol and format for = =. ' POPPY at the secret level, . 

eyes only. This was the first instance of overhead data reported . to tactical commanders outside Talent Keyhole channels. Information included | 

when known. No ELINT i ormation could be: | included, but two years later, with the approval of NSA, NSG expanded the human- __ readabl format to include reporting of time of a a 

—(S73)— RE s00n informed NSGA I by message. that 7 was usually alerted to the possibility of eployments by .— ' very limited and communications traffic analysis but that "in each _ case reporting has been the valued source confirming suspected movement" and, in every case, the demonstrated JNM of Poppy had reinforced his. | 
“confidence in your reporting to the extent that on several occasions 
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a ae m4. ba Ut a Ocean saviline Task Force’ I et Seer = 

ocean suryeillance c iljties in on 
JnB pe eae or ae NSA. D ap “4. 

Contmunity rear whe 

+ 

: new oF oe a fe a hse rite ae Ae eer ait keen * 
had se timed he) "by. writen ut requitif ig anata 55 vino vn the Des v vis NIC-2° After-weighitig alternatives proposed by. Nivbects “ecGrt(d i dlip lication:of a analogy digital Sepebiiites atid two bites), NSANsorite di lization at existing” 
sites’ only N Nev inion intellipes bets f “fustont centers foe en and N festa ‘wt iar tt 
coverage fh PC ObpY Fahd ) if iB). Fleizfetd'coitimnittee solidly’ 
endorsed NRE’ s ie oe tot rocessing upgrade, believing that this wotild* 
esseritlally elimitiate the co Qver tasking, Th sti Yeo whether the... relatiy nagpst ipo sfiptld bé' prov rie hee panes oe 
ad Z mts a | at Se me : To ; “. bey ; iM . Py SE ae + ite ooo cas is id dt 

(SLB) Prograth’ C elements of Nav; NSA, Wie, Nise: ‘and NRE we re energie actively thvolved;’ and’) Hats ula Op step in their’ éHors 16 improve’ ‘POPPY support” 
. to oceafi Suiveillarite: D cEucas asked DirPigmC: Hatihtge i toExamiteens new | alternatives ‘ta the bd Sect proposal ahd oubin 4 récontini endatit Onig 

list, the DNR ackftowledged’ ‘overlap’ of tatiénaf aiid tactical #eg — ig‘ a. 
(6 the SecNay'ahd suggested ‘that! shige Nay blick “project offide es 

establishdd'ta Hiatidpe Nae of efforts? “ffhis ir haber months of 
deliberation within OpNav.) - | nue te ee 

eA ‘USIB's July’ Statement’ ofoceaii sitiveillance reqiifib fients“indiSted that’ 
under peacetime’ tonditions, . 

AA Wartune/peacetiine € 
distinction did tiot go far enotigh for UpNav strateg fs, who Were thinking f iri hiss 
Of cold war bakes ath the Soviets, ' preparediteis deferise conditibrig, “and” “7 ee 
contingeti¢y! for abrapt transition frat limited’ war to bes War’ On behalf ‘of the Sod dere, eP elaborate ted thi! general tieed fat inéréasad Hupport from NRP sifiteis'dhd stated ott sikibert felipe! : amet 
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: = 8 MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE . 

Subj : Navy Ocean Surveillance Requirement 

1. The United States intelligence Board recently approved a statement of the requirement for ocean surveillance to be ~ performed by SIGINT satellite systems. This statement of requirement is gerieral in nature, and does not delineate i a5. fully the requirement, which is predicated by the necessity | . of providing Command with information which is essential to’ — - the successful prosecution of its missions. The timely’ . 
collection, processing and dissemination of.ocean surveil- 
lance information provides ‘Command with strategic warning through indications of changes in normal’ patterns Of activity, and provides information necessary for planning and conducting — navaloperations. In order to assist the. National Reconnais- sance Office.in planning for support of this requirement, “the eae following additional detail] is provided. ere . 

settee GD Rosson et eee Fn kz i tothe 

3. The ocean surveillance requirement is bounded -by limits - | 
which dictate locating and re ‘ting on the position of threat 

Lthi of friendly forces within 
| a | ‘emitters wit 

and locating . 
and reporting of emitters within , to 
/ an accuracy of The requirement for time-~ 7 : liness ‘of reporting is governed by an interplay of four -. - _ variables; viz., proximity. of own forces to area of interest, : geographic area, political climate, and Platform. . ; 

Bap pttiger 7 Aug 
An attached table with weights for each possibility ‘under the four variables, enabled - _ computation of acceptable location errér and timeliness for any naval warfare’ 
scenario. Proxintity was in térms of distarice between a threat and a USS. carrier . 
_strike hic areas were prioritized: 

all shipborne 

up or Major amiphibious force, Geo 

contrasted with USIB's 
uirenient of | contr 7 te te 

a The critical differences, itt both scériarios, ‘were in the 
timeliness domain. 

{6/3} At Bill Jensen's request,Lee. Hatnmaretyom, Fréd Hellrick, and George... Price had elaborated NRL's approach to an ocean surveillance upgrade and. = 
coordinated with NSG's Lloyd McGraw and Jim Morgah to prepare a Pro 

_ study. -G54 personnel had been unaware of the extent to which , 
template processing. for known signals had obviated the need. for As | . an alternative to another analog analysis position, the sites ‘could bé equipped with: } _ perishable data extractors, which would - 
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a.secon or additional billets if they were equipped with the data extractor. — 
_ An existing computer van with a SEL 810A configuration could be deployed —. | 
temporarily to ae fo: ocean surveillance augmentation and be replaced:in 
two years by a high-speed SEL 86 computer that employed a 32-bit word size and-had 
a memory capacity of 48K words, A SEL 86 configuration with a 6-megabyte 
movable head disk for permanent file storage and two 3-megabyte fixed head disks 
for interim data storage would be capable of handling all time-critical emitters, — 

- including | | Cost of the 

could ke constructed there for A new facility for operations and training 
in Navy MilCon. NRP cost for equipment moves and‘ refurbishment would be 
For All more, both could be equipped with the SEL | 

configuration. Each satellite of Mission would ‘be able to collect exploitable Soviet shipborne emitters and be fitted with data’ trangmitters, allowing Hl . 
| RAdm Harlfinger signed.a cover letter to forward the. - 
Program C staff's recommended alternative to DNRO McLucas, copies to DitNSA, 
-DirDIA, DirNRL, and CNSG (17 Aug 70). Two days later, Harlfinger ‘authorized the 
three fleet Cincs to advise Poppy field sites directly: of targets of special interest. 

(U) = DDR&E Foster informed CNO Zumwalt of the DSB task force and its... - 
recommendations, reporting that Charles Herzfeld "wag very impressed, as I. have. 
been, with the potential of Program "C" to provide tactical support to the Fleet for i. 
ocean surveillance” (19 Aug 70). On the quéstion of funding responsibility (eft... open by Herzfeld), he opined, “Because the referenced Program "C" improvements .- 
provide an important and, essentially, a unique Naval capability, it would appear - 
that the improvements. should be funded promptly from Navy. resources,,, ._ 

—(S48)— During that. summer, new approaches. to oceari surveillance were - 
stimulated by the Herzfeld committee's far-reaching study, the USIB requirement, .- 

- and NRO's support. SAC was preparing to train air crews on visual techniques for . 
ship identification. sed expanding Program’ 

Col Edwin Sweeney, newdirector-of the NRO staff, had tasked . . 
SAFSP to conduct'a trade-off study, of altertiative systems for ELINT surveillance of. 
the oceans, addressing capabilities of present systems, new systems.in the pipeline,a° . 
longer tange solution, and a processing and teporting system. Col Sweeney was’ °° 

' familiat' with all the ELINT. collectors, having served previously as director of the 
NRO SOC. SAFSP .was.now considering a concept for a new system that | 
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distinguish ocean surveillance and land intercepts, even to switch to ocean data... po only. Named. the concept was already circulatitig on the West Coast. - 
had been recruited by upon his retirement from the Navy 

the previous year and was now‘ working in n ihe fll Operations .. | concept. = - ER 2°34 e 

: 6B... The EB architacture drew: interest ort-the East Coast, particularly from 
_ NSA K-4 and N-1, who weré preparing 4 résponse to the Program C staff study on 
ocean surveillance duginentation (which was ‘of course consistent with thé - Herzfeld's cortmittee's conelusions, since NRL's engineers were the major 
contributors to’ both efforts). NSA concurred‘ with use of POPPY as an "iriterim ~~ 
solution to the‘ELINT portion of the ocean surveillatice problem" and su ported > perishable data éxtractors but disagreéd with a new site ‘at since "an - optimized system is pending near future."_Nor did NSA agree with: ~ 
shifting to a more powerful SEL 86 computer at 

it _ ‘was being sought for an impossible goal, the t rocessing o 

| several unrelated points. 
| | ve | K-4's 

| Overhead data, © 72 Fenn | ) Oo * A-Group was not receiving reports on EE rom 7 
- like other would be incapable of r rosecu a o 

~(S:4B)- ie Appaiently, the gathering of facts for a resporise to Program C established — 

4 

The response reached a 

Le ! processing was abandoned {it was reasoned), then an .__ _ additional SEL 810 should suffice. It was proposed that NSA and NIC "work - : _ together to expedite the interim solution and provide the nec ' direction ta the — design of an optimized ELINT ocean surveillance system ' (4. Sep 70). 
Whether 4 consequence of inadequate background research an staffing er bad- 
editing, no one in the chop chain caught the gaffe on DirNSA. | 
Gayler signed the memorandum for ComNavintCom | nger, and it.was sent to 
Capt Bill Jensen, copy to DNRO McLucas and elements of NSA. At NIG,.as-part of | 
preparation to staff a reclama, Fred Glaeser sent copies of VAdm.Gayler's .- . 
memorandum to Reid Mayo at the NRL and Llayd McGraw at the NSG 
headquarters. Oo te, & Ae @ BEER. 2 | 

_ (UY Ocean, surveillance, was a national-intelligence objective now, and SAFSP_. 
had proposed a second approach from space. In his advocacy of a dedicated system, 
CNSG Cook was further heartened when the door seemed to Open for the DaN ta .. 
develap one. DepSecDef Dayid Packard signed a new directive on space systems. 7 
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_ development, canceling and superseding the directive of 1961.. As part of the 
overhaul and streamlining of DoD's acquisition policy, led by DepDDR&E VAdm . 

Vincent dePoix's steering group, space’ systems acquisition responsibilities would be | _ aligned with those for weapon systems acquisition. The Air Force retained | | responsibility for the Defense Support Program (DSP) satellites for missile launch early warning-(infrared). Military departments, subject to approval of the OSD; — 
could pursue departmental needs for space systems, including “unique surveillance — 

_ (Le., ocean or battlefield)" needs.. DDR&E would."monitor all: space technology . ---— 
activity to minimize system technical risk and cost, to prevent unwarranted’ 

. duplication, and to assure that a space program assigned to one -dapartment meets the needs of other departments (8 Sep 70)." Based on the recommendation of... DNRO McLucas, DepSecDef Packard approved. the Program C ocean surveillance a augmentation three days later. — 

« ' 4848}— “On 22 September, an NSA/NSG/NRO SOC/NRL ineeting was held in the Pentagon, to discuss tradé-offs related to Satellite separation, and establish a. consensus for Poppy. During this meeting, the subject of NSA's response to NIC's revised proposal came to the fore when sqmeone from NSA K-4 deemed. Program C a weak contender for ocean surveillance. NSG répresentatives became irate about 
slipshod staffing on ta ein VAdm Gayler's - 

which ‘could not Jno . mémoranduin ‘applied to Missions 
PopPy had reported IM until NSA's change in p priorities b 
them off the list. Lee Hammarstrom (also mindful that the 
markedly reduced opportunities) urged NSA representatives not to settle for an. additional SEL 810, which would only (EJ processing capacity, whereas a SEL 86 

: could potentially increase productivity by a factor of Adopting the tone of a 
peacemaker, but actually intending to make more trouble, Lt(jg) Morgan from NSG - 

_— because of the opportunity . . "G54 said he saw merit in NSA's advocacy of AIS 

At the'same tinte, Bill Jensen and Reid Mayo were meeting ing 
Office’on the subject of a second-generation computer. 

_ was called in to teferee the nteeting on satellite spacing, which he did. ‘The Program | | 
C budget would be augmented to support implementation of the Herzfeld 7 
committee's recothméndatioris (coinci ing with Program C's) at a cost of iii 
which ¢cOvered: priority data extractors for the ligitized sites, a SEL 86 
configuration for development and one for deployment to fo. | software - develojsiriertt, system deployment, arid one year of O&M support. The ‘| 
did not concur with NSA's request:that the money be passed to NRL through 

in fiscal year 1972, but they [SEL 86 systems were budgeted for 
did not survive a mandated cost reduction.] | 

.(U). Later, Reid Mayo workéd out his distress over the growing disharmony in | 
a memorafidum to file that‘regretted NSA's reassignments of several key men to - 
work on other projects. Joe Strive had pioneered Audico and led machine 
processing for nearly six years. oan 

a 

had devised lécation algorithms and . 
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had been a stimulator and. collaborator on every NRL improvement in data quality and the digital domain. John Conlon had participated in Mayo's project from the _’ beginning in 1958, was stunned at NTPC by the GRAB data density in 1960, and, in. .. Spite of it and its.exponential growth with each new mission, led: production of - _ technical intelligence for eight years. These men were no longer in the picture. Senior managers Gayler, Tordella, an Sam were still within reach for Lorenzen, but at the day-to-day management level, where continuity was needed, NSA had brought in new elements and changed the guard. 2 5 es 

(U) —_CNSG Cook and the DitNRL, Capt Earle W. Sapp, soon received a memorandum from.CNO Zumwalt regarding another recommendation from the 
: the need for of satellite data in . 

DSB ocean surveillance task force PEE oot commurtcafions delay in getting to the Navy (24 Sep 70). Action at the NRL was assigned to Lee Hammarstrom, who began investigating. A satellite. communications project office (PME-116) had been established in 1966 at the Naval Electronic Systems Command (NavElex) headquarters and charged with. developing _ shipboard terminals to operate in conjunction with leased communication satellites anda joint tactical satellite communications (TacSat) project. An initial operating — capability was achieved in 1969 with: Air Force/ Hughes TacSat 1 positioned over the Pacific to suppOrt operations in Vietnam. RAdm Moran's Navy space programs -_ division (Op-76) had recently coordinated fleet-wide technical communication requirements with the staff of ACNO (Comm) Fitzpatrick. . In coordination with the military satellite office of the Defense Communications Agency, the DoN was now preparing a proposal to the DoD for a fleet satellite communications (FltSatCom) _ architecture, based on the TacSat success in the Pacific and the global requirement. 

| tracked 8 a 
SLB} In the early fall 

visibility was reached, the track ended. Arrangements were made to collect data at 
and the ships.were located several times in: the 
as able to resume tracking on the return voyage, when. . 

voyaged.throughout the 
‘The incursion buttressed the stated need to extend. POPPY coverage to the further validated NSG's plan to establish a cite i 

{6/8} The DNRO summed up the decisions regarding ocean surveillance’ augmentation and mended divisions within Program C in a fresh delineation of . roles and responsibilities: 
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MEMORANDUM FOR-THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
SUBJECT: Augmentation of POPPY Facilities for Ocean ‘Surveillance 
REFERENCE: BYR 61524/70, 13 June 1970, Use of ROPPY ELINT Satellite System for Ocean Surveillance 

_ Tt. agree with you that the threat posea By the Soviet Navy is of such — growing. significance that surveillance of Soviet naval activity should be provided by available-national assets where applicable. After discussion of this matter with the Deputy Secretary of Defense, I have asked our NRO Staff to program for the augmentation of POPPY ground facilities so as to. provide additiohal ocean ‘surveillance support to the Navy. Admiral ’ Harlfinger, Director of Program C of the NRO, has prepared a modified | augmentation plan, in coordination with NSA and my Staff, which provides ‘ an interim. capability based on a shared processing concept proposed by NSA. 
or This. interim ocean surveillance capability (TAB A) can be accom . Plished by: augmentin the present” POPPY facilities and installing cee - &@ new facility at | es construction is i included in the Navy FY 1970 authorization. Any other construction - invélved would be subject to the Cccp processes with Navy funding. NSA . will cqaperate with the Navy in programming for any réquired additional .. CCP manpower billets. The NRO will provide funds for the necessary. = -. | equipment to include O&M costs. NSA, as the agency responsible. for - processing and analysis of overhead ELINT data, will exercise technical direction in a coordinated NSA, NRO, NRL effort providing for equipment acquisition,. readiness, and installation. et a ee 

_ I. believe the above arrangements should Provide an adequate interim | ~ ocean surveillance capability which is cost effective and respénsiva to your '- “ meeds. In addition, we are. working on othe#: gystenis-to more effectively -. . Satisfy the problem in the future. | ; | Pee 

| | /3/. John L.. MéLucas- (7 Oct 70) 
On 8 October, répresentatives of the ExTOG teceived a briefing prepared by’ for the U.S. Navy at the direction of DirSAFSS Sweeney. This: =~ comprehensive briefing addressed the océan surveillance requirenient and USIB versions), capabiliti¢s of ctifrent systems 

apability, a mission trade-off study, data : ut, processing, and repo conclusions, and recommendations. oe ee . ° ¢ — os 6 
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fF recommended tasking current systems for ocean surveillance and quick _ Tesponse processing, approving a | | (depending on | criticality of response time), and performing a detailed trade-off study of a new ocean surveillance system concept for a long-term solution. Navy representatives invited’ | _tefinements aimed at meeting the timeliness and geographic coverage requirements — . stated in Harlfinger’s letter of 17 August. DirSAFSS Sweeriey sent the briefing charts - to CNO Zumwalt, copy to RAdm Harlfinger, requesting comments and recommendations, specifically "reaffirmation of the Navy requirement for ocean surveillance that was provided to us by the Director, Program "C™ (16 Oct 70). 
—S/By. . Five miles south of the Pentagon, ‘at the Hoffman Building in Alexandria, - program manager Bill Jensen chaired‘a first POPPY augmentation meeting ort 16 _ October, attended by representatives of NRL, NSA, NSG, and HRB. He attributed past differences to inadequate coordination among NIC and their offices during this year of high-level interest and attendant turmoil. There would be es augmentation meetings in his office, which he would chair. Working groups were _ established on computers, data extractors, and In this endeavor, . - Jensen was aided by Ed Dix, who, after five years with COMSAT, had returned to Program C as a consultant on the program manager's staff. NSA was quick to ~ 

NRL 6ri selection of an SEL 86 confi 
computer and came to closure with ation. At. 

for procurement, | deployment, and support of the new equipment and software (14 Oct 70) 

‘Cost Overrun _ =. — ae oe ee a 
—(648)- Four months into FY71, Pete Wilhelm had to prepare a written request .from the DirNRL to DirP : ) C to secure additional Program C funding from the NRO for completing the satellites (POPPY 7). .Demand fram NASA's-_ - Apollo moon-exploration program had inflated the cost of required space” components by compared to i a malfunction. had consumed resources. in the satellite techniques ‘anch at.an | firstly to isolate the failure (a stuck relay switch fora y to determine possible causes, finally to try to overcome it, -_ 

might ‘suffer the 
sis effort stimulated worth qf 

, secon 

same malfunction. . The failure-anal worth: new precautionary redundancy in the Finally, new payload capabilities related to ocean surveillance for Navy and signal-level measurement for NSA... __ would cost to implement. A cost overrun, in a climate where the Navy had struggled for over half a year to. win a modest oceati surveillance = processing augmentation of [J was a heavy burden to drdp. en NRL's senior | - Management, DitNRL Earle Sapp verified there was no other recoursé.ind signed . . the request to DizPrgm Harlfinger (26. Oct 70). - 
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“(S7*B}—- On the same day, a Monday, that Capt Sapp signed the letter, Pete “~ Wilhelm and Reid Mayo joined Bill Jensen to brief the NRO staff. About fifteen viewgraphs were used to summarize the status of Poppy 7, budget deficits, anda ~*~ proposal for an R&D payload planned for the next launch. ‘It was requested that the’ presentation be reduced to writing for complete evaluation. This was accomplished the following week. and forwarded by DirPrgmC Harlfinger to DNRO Mcl.ucas (5 Nov 79). Se. weet a. oe, SOE ee eee 
+648} At a higher level, the NRO ExCom, via'the DepSecDef, was aware of the ‘Navy need and the capability of at least one NRP system to support it. An ocean — surveillance requirement was validated by the USIB. The need was elaborated by — the CNO (Op-092). Now the action was on NRO to determine what needed to be... ee done, how well, and by what means. On 6 November 1970, DNRO John McLucas, _ DepDNRO Robert Naka, and Capt Bob Geiger of the NRO staff briefed the CNO and - his senior staff on existing and projected capabilities of NRO systems that might be __ applied to collect information on the Soviet navy.. NRO wanted to respond to,Navy ., and other needs using Poppy and other technology and nn: and other NRP 

rT 

e 

resources and assets. The DNRO offered to conduct a test other NRO systems, . to determine their suitability for ocean surveillance support. CNO Zumwalt's _ | position was that the numbered fleets need support from overhead systems. to . perform their mission, and.the DoN would utilize and support the NRO ag _ .- necessary to meet thisneed. . ar eee re ee 
(U) pod Geiger was a Naval Academy graduate (1948), had flown Navy patrol planes (VP°21), received.a master. of scierice degree in aeronautical engineering from _ _ MIT, became designated as an aeronautical engineering duty officer (AEDO), - . pi completed several tours as an AEDO, then served with the SAFSP in El Segundo, California, and was now attached to the SAFSS in the Pentagon, where his: |... ' responsibilities (shared with RF included coordination with NRL on systems ra in preflight status. At SAFSP from January 1966 through October 1969, Geiger had Served as assistarit deputy director for advanced plans, then as deputy director for programs under. BGen John Martin, and his successor, BGen. William G. King. Geiger's current assignment’ as officer-in-charge, Navy Space Projects. Activity, © Washington, D.C:, was the billet forthe senior naval officer assigned to the SAFSS. CNO Zumwalt was favorably impressed with Geiger's experience and familiarity with the Air Force, space technology, defense aerospace industry, and hationally funded systerns. Thesé struck him as ideal qualifications for the current Navy need and motivated him to suggest ‘teassignmient from the Air Force secretariat to forin the covert project office suggested by John McLucas several months ago. 

(U).. Citing: the SecDef's recent ruling on space systeitt development, the VCNO, Adm Ralph W: Cousins, requested the chief of naval material (CNM), Adm .. Jackson D. Arnold,'to establish a Navy space project within the Naval Material Command (NavMat); designated Capt Geiger to be its miariager and assume... 
directorship of Program C; requested RAdm Fiarlfinger to assist CNM in the transfer: of Program C responsibilities from NIC-2; and assigned Op-07 responsibility for 
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coordinating ocean surveillance requirements within OpNav (18 Nov 70), - As the - senior AEDO in the Navy, Adm Arnold welcomed Capt Geiger back tohisown | - community after a five-year absence and_.issued a notice to establish a Navy space — project (25 Nov 70). NavAir would provide Geiger with office space, administrative and security support, and an initial staff from Air-538, including one.naval officer _ _and three civilians, The notice designated Robert Speaker as deputy program. _ Manager and tasked Geiger to promulgate a charter by S January 1971. 
“S/B}— On 10 Decermbex, Bill Jensen conducted 4 TOG meeting itt the Hoffrnan . Building, numbéring about ‘twenty persons front’ NIC, NRO, NSG, NSA, NRL, CIA, and FIRB. Hig agenda wai limited to reports 6h topics of current interest: ProgramC.- organizational changes (Bob Geiger); i ignat level measurémént (Ed Dix), payls te ti (NSG 

litnitedt analytical capability for the 
would begin operations in its new buildin move would be completed the "beyond its design life, Mission was totally inoperable and no further taskir | _. would be issued. The of Mission were petting close enough: _ in orbit to raise concerns about 

Mayo answered a series.of 

te 

é 

_ past suppert and assured Capt Geiger that his new organization could count on the _ same level of support. After twelve years under ONI/NIC, cantrof of the Navy _ ELINT satellite project passed to. NavMat, but Geiger had stated that he foresaw ‘little change in the responsibilities of agencies and activities now associated with ~~ the POPPY program" (11 Dec 70)... . 2 mf 3 | 
/». “(6AB) ___DirNSA Noel Gayler spent the afternoon of 12 Decernber at the NRL, reviewing all eléctromagnettd intelligence ptojects. assigned to the electronics, _ gerteral sciences, and oceanology areas. - Director Alan Berman acknowledged that the Laboratory's talents were balkanized among many divisions that did not interact with ore another ahd that there were few opportunities to couple research . endeavors into more system-oriented objectives. He had expressed these concerns in a letter to Haward Lorenzen the previous day, along with an invitation to head ‘up a new Space a plications division (11 Dec 70). Gayler acknowledged a similar problem at the NSA, witl respect to non-COMINT missions, and the heed to’ _ consolidate management of functions involving about one thousand personnel.  Lofénzen was absent that riionth, attending ineetings at the Naval: Postgraduate . _ School in Monterey, California, so his branch heads and section heads briefed the projects assigned to the electronic warfare division. Reid Mayo covered POPPY and conceded that the Laboratory was now on probation, due-to the cost Overrun. 

on resources. Capt Jensen closed the meeting with thanks to those assembled for 

~~’ 
a 

ry . 
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~S/B; Ss Allthou me his : appointment as program director was not yet official, DirPrgmC Geiger was the recipient of ‘anata to the cost overrun, forwarded by a cover letter signed by DNR cLucas, which stated: | The increased costs of the POPPY Project identified in the referenced documents are * exceedingly difficult to defray. Reasons for the additional costs in some instances are obvious; however, there appeats to be a need for more stringent management and fiscal - control. I recommend you place immediate emphasis On corrective procedures tb reverse ee o the present trend of increased cost growth. (17 Dec 70) To offset the increase, NRO disappraved an NRL R&D payload slated for launch“. - with POPPY 7, slipped ip the next fiscal yeat, and deleted: ‘funding for advariced esting that | Sponsorship should be sought sent Geiger a request for status reports on technical, pcre pa financial aspects of Program €, due by the 20th of each. month for the previous month, a immediately : (25 Dec 70). Bob Geiger forwarded the NRO message to the NRL, where Reid Mayo accepted ns te a hae the — in: oa ‘orm ee > as 

Chiap fee 13 References a 
21 Apr 70 ; CNO (TS/ B- codeword) message ‘for rem (cA), info SSO IA, DieNSA, APSSO" : - USAF, a NRL, CNSG, 212122Z Apr 20 : - ar ag to CinePacFlt] - : (7. Refs “a ) CNS 091700Z Apr support to-CincLantFi Cet 
11May 7) —‘USIB (TS/TK- codeword) TAB D, TCS-032-70, USIB-SC-10.9/43 - _ ° Subj: -USIB Guidance for Overhead Collection and Processing of ELINT * 
11fan70 " - SecNav (TS/B - codeword) memorandum for DepSecDef, BYE 61524/70' . a ; omc - Use of the POPPY Elint Satellite System for Ocean Surveillance _ | oa rr Sareliteg nr Teuaaoe POPPY Procesing Contes Ung BOPPY ELINT " Satellités . | | 

| 17Aug70 .. CNO (Op-092) (8/8 ede) iri DN, ey Bye 685/70. - Subj: Navy Ocean Surveillance Re Ms a > _ Ateh: (U) Locational Accuracy and Reporting Timeliness Criteria 7 8 
17 Aug 70 DirPrgmc (TS/B - - codeword) memorandumn for the DRO, copes to DieNSA, DicDtAy _.. . 1 DitNRL, CNSG, BYE 66387/70 

Subj: _ Proposal for POPPY Support to ‘Ocean Surveillance ~ 
-Enel: (1) (TS/B- codeword) POPY Supporto be Coa Sree Haganent * 

19Aug70 . JohnS. Foster (DDR&E) (TS) memorandurn for Adm Zumwalt(CNO) =” ee Subj Exploitation of Program "C* for Ocean Suryeillance ee os | 
4Sep70 —_‘DitNSA (TS/B- codeword) memorandum for CIC, pies to Di NRO, ADP, Poi/sPO, _. _Ké, K46, NSA-BYE-19291-70 . a‘ —., Saabj: Proposal for POPPY Support for Ocean Servellipcs | : | 
8Sep70 —. SecDef (U) DeD Directive 5160.32 : - 3 rk ais ie of Space Systems 
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CNO (TS/B - codeword) memorandum for CNSG, copy to DitNRL, reference CNO Action. Sheet 489-70, BYE 66418/70 his og 
Subj: DSB Ocean Surveillance Task Force Recommendation #5.6 

' DNRO (TS/B - codeword) memorandum for the SecNav, copies to DepSecDef, DDR&E, DirNSA, DirPrgmC, BYE 13243-70 ; | 
Subj: _Augmentation of POPPY Facilities for Ocean Surveillance 
Atch: TAB A, POPPY Proposal 

DirSAFSS (TS/B - codeword) memorandum for CNO, copy to DirPrgmC, BYE 13256/ 70 Subj: Ocean Surveillance — . | oo Encl: (TS/B) Presentation to U.S. Navy, Capabilities and Limitations of SIGINT Satellite Systems in Support of Navy Ocean Surveillance, 8 October 1970, by National Reconnaissance Office Staff -_ - 
DirNRL (TS/B) letter to DirPrgmC, ebro BYE-51916-70 

DirPrgmC (TS/B) letter to DNRO, Op-923E/th, BYE 66449/70 
Subj: Program € Budgetary Status; information concerning 
Encl: (1) Revisions in Missi } udgetary and Technical . 
‘CNO/VCNO Action Sheet 768-70 to CNM, Op-07,0p-092- = Subj: Navy’ Space Project; establishment of | | 

Op-07; Op-092, BYE 61592/70 - Subj: Navy Space Project; supplemental information - = 
‘NavMat (FOUO) Notice 5430 to distribution, NavMatNote 5430, MATOLL:ATC ° Subj: Navy Space Project (PM16); establishment of . . | 
Manager, Program C (TS/B - codeword) letter to distribution (CNSG G54, NRL Code 5614, NRO SOC, NSA K4/SPO, CIA QEL/GSD) . : Subj: _POPPY Technical Operations Group (TOG) meeting; report of 
Encl: (1) List of Attendees 4 : 

(2) TOG Agenda a ee 
Alan Berman (U) letter to Howard O. Lorenzen, 4000-274:AB:sor 
Subj: [Reorganization] _ 

DNRO (TS/B - codeword) methorandum for DirPrgmC - 
Subj: Program CHB Budgetary Status a “ Ref: DirPrgmC memorandum for DNRO of 5 Nov 70, BYE-66449-70, same subject Atch: Fiscal Status—ProgramC 

- James E. Morgan personal letter to Capt Rand H. Fisher . 
Subj: [Promotion and Assignment as Program Manager] 
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» Merged into W-Group. I 
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Chapter 14, AUTOMATION AND FLYOUT 

“GAB Navy, NRO, and NSA ‘developed an ocean surveillance architecture. Poppy technology and infrastructure were 
_POPPY continued ‘its multiple missions until retirement in 

Reorganizations oO 

~{(648). In a first stage of reorganization at the NSA, DitNSA Gayler established W-Group, successor to K-4 and res onsible for non-COMINT production. The new 

target signals for POPPY (13 Jan 71). 
remained the top priority for both sets 0 field analysis capabilities: 

followed a mix o ) emitters, including the a family. In a second stage of reorganization, N-1 (system planning) would be _ ibility for the entire non-COMINT organization — would be assigned to | 
exploitation of data collected by them. In this role, 

kesman re arding NRO's ELINT, telemetry, and 

repercussions at the NRL. Communication with NIC-2 and SAFSS over increased; cost, closer SAFSS scrutiny of monthly financial status reports compiled by the NRL . comptroller, and some finger-pointing over inadequate coordination on new capabilities, had involved NRL's senior management. Monthly internal isis management reviews of Program C:funded activities began on 17 November 1970, _- with a presentation for DirNRL Earle Sapp and NRL's top civilian, Director of . Research Alan Berman. Monthly written status reports were now required, due the second Thursday-of each month. The first two reviews were conducted in Building 

(U). | ‘The Program c cost overrun for fiscal year 1971 had some additional 

| which housed most of the electronic warfare division and had drafting tables and - _ work benches aplenty but no a _ Building 
yo's section occupied the 

For the January 1971 review, 
conference room in the special 

conference room. 

Dr. Berman suggested a change in.location to-a 
security officer's vault, which was in Building [J — home of NRL's direetorate‘and. - administrative staff. The director of research took.an active interest in.the mission, _ particularly in capabilities against and he had supported Howard Lorenzen's request for additional personnel resources to _ 

rd é. 
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enable Mayo's section (in Jim Trexler's branch) to become established as a separate, third-echelon branch. . | | an 

(U) — At the NRL, the: satellite platform had now eclipsed the electronic warfare mission and would become the basis for a new, first-echelon space science and - technology area. Following through on his pre-Christmas letter-to Howard ~ Lorenzen, Alan Berman initiated a restructuri g of Laboratory elements engaged in research related to space and electromagnetic intelligence (19. Feb 71). The electronic warfare. division (NRL code was disestablished. The two related .. _ branches, under-Bob Misner and Mack Sheets, shifted to the communications =~ sciences division (where Dr. Bruce Wald. would become division superintendent . the following year). Part of the staff, two other EW branches, and two branches from ‘other NRL divisions joined a new tactical electronic warfare division (code 5700); :- whose research supported aircraft, surface ships, and submarines. Jim Trexler's. - space technology branch became part of a new space systems division (NRL code _ 7900), that consolidated most of NRL's on-going space projects, including a data _ systems branch, a navigation branch, and Pete Wilhelm's satellite techniques branch,. which supported all of them. ‘Howard Lorenzen agreed to exchange his’ superintendence of electronic warfare for that of Space systems, due the opportunity to more closely align efforts under Mayo and Wilhelm and Dr. Berman's suggestion that Lyn Cosby take the tactical electronic warfare division. Cosby had long led the” © division's development of ECM equipment for naval aircraft, particularly for, defense against guided missiles, which Lorenzen then considered the Laboratory's - most vital support to U.S. Navy aviatots at war in Vietnam: a ee er 
(U) . Reid Mayo's space applications branch in Building {iJ moved across the its all to. Building §§ just between Lorenzen's Building Ij arid Wilhelm's Buildirig MM As with all branch heads at the NRL, Mayo now had monthly access to the. = - director of research in a private two-hour meeting. The few branch had its own. 7 administrative officer, Loretta Harding, and a secretary. Working space remained - tight, the fypical allocation. for a GS-11 in Fred Hellrich's ground systems section being 50 to 60 square feet. By contrast, Vince Rose's flight systems ‘section enjoyed. the luxury of occupying, in a new high-bay area (room 120), a payload laboratory that included an anechoic chamber, environmental fest equipment, and automated test - systems. =. ee re by ee | | 
(U).* €NO Zumwalt established the OpNav office of command support! si programs (Op-094), effective 15 March 1971, with RAdm Harlfinger as its director. - ~ - The offices of ACNOs for ‘intelligencé and for communications and cryptology were” ° disestablished and made into divisions. of Op-094. Harlfinger continued as CNIC four more months until RAdm (select) Earl F. (Rex) Rectanus was assigned té weat ; three hats: CNIC, director of commiand support programs’ intelligence division (Op: -  : 942), atid CNO's assistatit for intelligence (Op-009).. ComNavCommCom Fitzpatrick : was designated as director, commiunications division: (Op-943); CNSG Cook, director, ©“ - signals exploitation and sécurity division (Op-944): Both of the latter officers would 
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] = soon move to new assignments — = Frants Fitzpa trick, as ics director of | ‘comatunications-electronics 0-6); Ralph Cook, as chief of NSA/ CSS Pacifie. 
68} ‘The sit at NavCommSta ae... digitized by the end of| 1971, and 4 new Sisé Zulu-dperatiotis buil g would be ready for occuparicy " CincPacFt now received POPPY reporting support from [ifsites. ie kné had responsibility for covera pe of 

90th focused on 
between e POPPY site at 

was particularly adept in picking 
results of which flowed to now — _ commanded by VAdm Evan Aurand (ComThirdFit), who had been: present at the — NRL, two years ago, when Adm Moorer spurred the effort to digitize JM and had been President Eisenhower's naval aide when White House a proval was needed to turn on the GRAB payloads. Before the end of the year, ould also be locatitig : a radars i in thie Soviet Union. An ao 

| Program Agreement E 

6. In the sprin ‘a Bob dies maa by i TT io eee NRO SQC, visited received the standard briefing from iz) Bob Lentz, —- Dae the Siss Zulu project officer, and witnessed pass operations. 
were still operational, 

were 
iy Marti : pane pawn around the clock nical support was provided k 

B. Of particular interest in recent roduction on 
were locations of multiple sets of 

surprised the intelligence community to the extent that P B's photo satellites were tasked to confirm th rts. , 

. or) At the NRL, —- satellite ites Lilt had been: designing the next 
} generation POPPY satellite for launch ona Martin Marietta Titan IIEB, in accordance — 
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with last year's buidget guidance from the SAFMS and.a tecent reaffirmation (19 Apr | _71). :The Poppy 5-7 multiface design could not withstand vibration from _ Titan thrust (as compared to 4.5 Gs fram a Thorad). The Titan's lift-off permitted. a sturdier and heavier drum-shaped design and capabilities, but the projected cost had grown t ‘per year 
From the perspective of the __ office, this represented a.doubling of the Poppy baseline of the mid+19¢ per | — a launch every other year, The budget approval. for FY72: deferred all funding 

| 5B} oe To offset a perception of unwarranted cost | 
solicited NRL and NSA for measures of growth in capabilities and per Graphs that showed growth in number of satellites per launch, 

igitized, number of intercepts reported by N A, and ELTs |. Issued by NSA were far steeper in their upward trends than the graph on cost _ growth, Over the eight-year period, NSA's location accuracy attributed to POPPY went from NRP costs per collection operation and emitter . location had plummeted. W-Group Chief oe provided a letter, -— ' testimonial on POPPY achievements in search, ABM search, and: teclinical - intelligence, calling particular attention to its ability to determine 
_ Geiger sent the graphs and letter ta DNRO - John McLucas (6 May'71). A coritemporaneous EOB study conducted by DIA's - * deputy director for collection and surveillance-and NRO's deputy director for . analysis showed that NSA's rocessing of POPPY data was now effective 

number. of ground sites d 

—S/B)— = In a community effort to establish a’tfanagernent construct for POPPY, - NRO was represented by DirPtgmC Geiger; NRL, by How ; NSA, by. 
| era ni by Lloyd McGraw; and CIA, 6} Geiger held'a working conference with Lorenzen, McGraw, and 

that they establish high-level agreement among th principals and leave the details to lower level agreements that PM-16 would negotiate with each participating _ organization. This approach was tried but found to be lacking, since each - =e organization wanted to have.a say on roles and responsibilities of the others. - Mutually satisfactory understand gs were reached and reflected in a management : agreement, by which PM-16 secured ratification of its charter for POPPY, as well as the roles of the participating organizations; as follows: _ Ss ae PP 
| _NRO/NSA/CIA/USN 

MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT FOR THE POPPY SYSTEM I. PURPOSE: : 
and the lines of authority associated with the management of the POPPY System Project. a —, ar 4 

ee | ippopee Handle Via B 
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10 Gs of — 

growth, DirPrgmC Bob Geiger oe 

on 26 May. He suggested . . 

"| The purpose of this-agréeménit is to defirie the ofganizational responsibilities oe . 
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The Navy Space Project (PM-16) was establistied by the Chief of Naval Operations under the Chief of Naval Material. The Manager, Navy Space Project, is _ also the Director of NRO, Program C. ‘As the Director, Program C, he is supported by _ elements of the National Security Agency, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the United States Navy in fulfilling his responsibilities under the National ea | 
! Program. 

_ TE. 
The Director, Program C is responsible to the Director, National: Reconnaissance Office, for the overall management af the POPPY Project. The-Director, ’. . ‘National Security Agency, is respon: le for the processing, analysis, and repotting of | POPPY collected data. The Director, 

administration and 
Central Intelligence 

Research Laboratory, is responsible to the Director, 

Ageticy, ig responsible for the 
The Director, Naval a ) C, for the engineering and . technical support in the design, development, fabrication, test, and on-orbit operation © ‘of the system. The Commander, Naval Security Group.Command, while functioning in _ support of the NRO, exercises for the Director, Program C, in-flight operational control . of the POPPY system, executing the tasking directions of the NRO and processing ey ' priorities of NSA. 

if, 
John L. McLucas. . - 

_DirectoP° = 5 les 
National Reconnaissance Office — 

| November5,1971: =" = 

Carl E. Duckett 
Deputy Director for 
Science and Technology «~ 

+ july. 
Attached, as part of the agreement, were five 

Noel Gayler - 
Vice Admiral, USN 

- Ditector . a. 
“ "National Security’ Agency. 
* + 2 October 1971 pe fe 

Robert A. Frosch.) © 
a Assistant Secretary of _ : *  theNavyo = 

at 

pages of detailed, specific... 
responsibilities of DirPrgmC, DirNRL, CNSG, DirNSA, and DCI for support of the POPPY system, and these summarized roles established under ACNO (1) directorship © 

ear earlier, lea 

Continued Development a - 

(642) - Most of the POHPY-océart surviillarice u 
including completion of a new collection site at 

during the previous decade. Operations at the 
ing operatiotial Navy sites and one under developitient and. - 

j~- all siipported by NRL. ~ 2 ey a 

ad terminated a 

rade remained to be done, 

development of priofity (or as data extractors (PDE), preliminary design of . automated processing for fi 
Naval Weapons Laboratory. To red 

and ephemeris improvement studies with the 
uce meetings, Bob Geiger consolidated the ocean _ surveillance augmentation committee and its working groups with the TOG, which | he chaired. Over a half-year period, Reid Mayo had instigated sufficient changes in’ content and format of the schedule portion of monthly status reports required by NRL and NRO that one mid-month set of milestones charts now sufficed for both, 
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and it was made an enclosure to monthly TOG minutes that DirPrgmC forwarded by memorandum to both directors (plus DCI, DirNSA, and CNSG). George Price had completed semi-automation of collection NNN and now had the lead’ on _ PDEs, scheduled for installation at Navy sites in the fall and wintet.: Development of a POPPY automated processing system was being ttanaged by Fred Hellrich (hardware) and Lee Hammarstrom (software). The next launch would be ire _ December. Intégration and testing of the satellites and ground equipment was underway at the NRL Final plans were being coordinated with | other organizations for launch operations'arid EE&C.. Field sites were being primed for O&M responsibilities. CNO Zumwalt had asked DNRO McLucas fora contingezicy plan, to be implemented in the event of launch failure. In response to PM-16's request, NRL had oytlined a minimal 
for each Scout launch... 

Design and identification of long-lead items for 
| was the primary-focus of design teams under Pete satellites) and Reid Mayo (ELINT payloads and ground upgrades). — 

__ The NRL team delivered afi presentation to the NRO on 10 June — with mixed results. DirPrgmC ‘Geiger informed Lorenzen that the briefing was very - well received but that the NRO needed “alternatives to the [lll proposals to reduce - _ costs".(14 Jun 71). He requested Specific options, including launch intervals shorter. - 
than the nominal two years, offset by two vice four satellites per launch. He ° challenged NRL regarding cost-effectiveness of several of NRL's prop - including a shift to a larger 

_ basic characteristics and at the same time etiploy only those features ‘Which are most cost effective.” a ee ee ee 

—(6 4B}. : Bob Geiger had two: goals ant sustain the present system. and develop an. ocean surveillaice capability — but not enough money td accomplish both on the - scale envisioned. NRL had learned — from thé new DirSAFSS, Col Dave Bradburn, during the 14 June briefing for the NRO — of an SAPSP decision, three months | ' earlier, to revert to the McDonnell Douglas Thorad booster, hecessitating structural. redesign. Faced with reduced capabilities or only one pair of satellites, Pete Wilhelm 

oe * 

accepted Geiger's invitation to be innovative in reducing costs...’ . | | 

(U) Atlas F ICBMs were designed for a lob trajectory, but Wilhelm calculated that the missile had nearly enough power to make orbit. What was needed, wasa_ . controllable upper stage to take the four satellites from: 100 miles, achievable by the ICBM, to 500 miles; circularize the orbit; and dispense the satellites, 
ry in their operational orbit. The cost-part of the analysis, . potentially a significant savings, derived from the fact that SAC had a surplus of. 

Convair's Atlas F ICBMs, which were being replaced by Boeing's Minuteman..." An - | upper stage for the missile could be developed for a fraction of the cost of a Thorad 
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‘ ne could be carried.on a satellite ) .’ dispenser, the entire configuration weighing under pounds and form-fitted to |. -- ] _the Atlas'P. Geiger got a hearing from SAFMS McLucas and his staff. DirSAFSS | Bradburn objected that the Atlas F ICBM could not meet the requirementsand ~~ | ended ‘the meeting. Before departing, Wilhelm offered the colonel his notés and } Me figures, recommending that he have them analyzed on the West Coast. In a week, - -, _ Dave Bradburn acknowledged that he stood corrected. ‘On 3 August, Pete Wilhelm ~ took Col Bradburn and a small , including Charles Sorrels of the OMB staff’ on a guided tour of his facilities at where the stele a - 

ES 2: the NRL, where it would be built. Geiger receiv | - permission to proceed but was disappointed to find that the comptroller would 
‘credit the cost savings to SAFSP's launch support line, rather than his program. _ 

Automated Processing ow - — —. 

reported.to CNO Zumwailt that 
had establi feporting as a full fledged source of ocean surveillance information and recognized POPPY as a valuable intelligence source at a time of decreasing conventional reconnaissance assets. _ 

-~($/3)—— After the Popry management agreement had been signed by DirNSA Noel _ .Gayler on 17 October, PM-16 entered a ) negotiations with NSA, regarding... _ . 
t automation of processing at o improve volume and timeliness of 

reporting. NSA was w illing also to support advanced priority. data extractors, which. could serve Project and ocean surveillar ‘a ed - incorporating 

and automate HRB would: do tf te processing work, and an NRL contrapt was — _ already in place; but DirNSA, was responsible for. processing, analysis, and reporting, and there were differences between NSA: W-Group and NRL on required. ae capabilities, ee ere eee eh 

“S/Py-. _DirNSA Gayler, advised by INEM was altering the intelligence . . community's perception, of NSA's proper role. in overhead SIGINT missions .in, the 
fall of 1971. A revision of the SIGINT directive (NSCID 6),-then being staffed, 

| specifically addressed DirNSA's relationship to SIGINT. activities of the DNRO,a._ 
subject net mentioned in either the NRO charter of 1964 or the 1965 agreement on 

_ reorganization. It did so-in the context of new guidance from President Nixon that. 
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charged the foreign intelligence community, under DCI Helms, to improve. - 2 _ efficiency; gave new visibility to tactical and_timely intelligence at the national level; 7 reaffirmed the NRO management structure; and directed establishment of BO uy Oe | .. “unified National. Cryptologic Command,” under DitNSA (5 Nov.71), © 7 : 
eB) NSA W-Group's greater influence. was evident, as well, in the greater’. | - * 4 level of detail in SORS mission guidance for Mission [iil (scheduled for December .- _ a launch),.which specified .ta et regions, target emitters, areas of interest, and the © -- | 1 | 

Sal = 

{673} —_ To suppéit development of a POPPY autornated processing system (PAPS), . - 7 NRL wanted NSA's algorithms used in the CDC 6600 cothputers; any other ~* re 
during forthcoming. . | 

NSA's W-Group wanted technica oversignt bility "APS — development. ‘DirPtgmC Geiger accepted W-Group Chief position that greater participation by NSA in development of software deployed to ground > nn ; stations was desirable, but he was concerned about difficilty in Maching agreement | at lower levels on objectives and teehnical approaches; -° ©. a 

“~SYH- Mission [I last-and best in this Poppy séries, wis launched oh 14 
December. The four 27x34-iiich satellites would fly 
As in all previous launches, Reid Mayo.and Vince Rose supported pre-launch ssi activities at Vandenberg AFB.’ Mayo left a afte# the successful Thorad: ‘ 

candidates for evaluation; arid NSA's précessing assistance, 
EE&C for Mission p | to determirte 

_ Agena-D laviriehtariet separation, arrivitig at in tirtie to. witriess: telemet: y 
collection on the PopPy 7 providéd RF covéragi ne 

order tO sippo 
réquirement. 

- tovation: o 

capability and 

Mk pepe Handle Vis BYEMAN- _ 
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nnauer had equipped ea Satellite wi ort. 
to store measurements pertinent to spacecraft attitude or other telemetry data. To support the user community, NRL issued a Talent Kevhole- chal cin (2 a 72) DP 

—(S/B}- PAPS development was well underway before a Program C/ NSA © _ agreement was reached to resolve NRL/NSA differences as work proceeded. A -mMembrandum of understanding (MOU) was signed (1 Feb 72) “| DirPrgmC Geiger 
and by g chief of NSA W-8 (system planning). : Terms of the MOU 7 accorded with the POPPY charter and provided for. a 

| © DirPrgmC to exercise overall management, including direction, 
’ scheduling, and finance; ae ee ae 3 

_ * NRL to administer the contract with HRB and deploy /install the :. 

¢ NSA to "provide technical guidance for software development” and 
‘provide a limited number of programmers/systeni analysts to HRB 
Singer Corp. td‘assist in the ‘contract efforts," both to "provide:téchnical — 
assistarice" and “gain experiencé in joint design and usageof = | 
operational software.” a eek ee sa 

/. © "Major differences in technical approach or direction will be resolved 
_ >” by the Director, Program C in combined meeting with cognizant NSA 

‘and NRL representatives.” - ; — 

¢ NSA to lease an‘SEL 86 systent to HRB; NSA and NRO Program € to pay 
- equal shares of software development costs; © ==" * | 

'*. NSA. and Program C to ‘jointly develop funding requirements in FY 73 

(S78})— _ Operational elements of | Program C were informed of the future: ~ | 
_ architecture for Mission [at a first POPPY operations. seminar, hosted by RAdm 
Chet Phillips and conducted at the NSG command headquarters the week of 13-17 
March. Goals were to foster’ program-wide dialogue,.improve Operational: 
performance, and involve field personnel in program planning. Over people 
participated, including members of NavResLab, Na\ m, Na , NavsTIC, 
NSA, CIA, | 
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II HIRB-Singe:, NRO SOC, NavSpaSir, PM-16, NOSIC, PacFlt,.” ae 
and Each Navy field site sent one officer and one we ; 
enlisted representative. Competing: objectives for a system whose collection. a capability continued to dwarf its processing —— were ee in iia and - | ’ discussions thoughout'the week: 7 | : | 

e To fulfill. Poppy's promise off re employed, for example, in ocean surveillance support to US. fleets a CNSG Phillips urged better dialogue among acquisition managers, i engineers, tasking authorities, operators, and constitiers. *. * ne yh 
¢ DirPrgmC Bob Geiger. emphasized the importance of NRO: support to the ae ! military servicgs' intelligence requirements, and. promised that the _ 4 -. character’ of Mission would be changed ta Proves even greater = = = 

emphasis on ocean surveillance. 7 
Cdr John Brent Streit of PM=i6 disclosed that the 

yi ate 

° Superintendent Howard Lorenzen attributed POPPY's § success to the multi | __, agency team effort and spirit that-had been created at its en and _ - sustained as it evolved. 2 oo, i 
¢ _ John F. Doheny, chief of NSA’s office. (a ELINT (W-24), affirmed 

NSA's support for ocean surveillance but ‘urged that such efforta not be, 
_ emphasized to the point of jeopardizing the continuity of. 

Poppy-derived intélligencé o 

appreciation of |. 
W24had °° 

pee ie summarized significant ' 
high interest signals during the past ~~ “ 

forthcomin: detailed — 

To heighten 
'. , the value of field reporting of 

_ reinforced’ its technical feedback pro 
PopPY contributions to knowledge o 
year. John Conlon of W-24 then previewed NSA's 
processing, analysis, and reporting requirements for 

_ on USIB SORS guidance and tailored to POPPY 
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] * .NRL's Lee Hammatstrom and HRB's Dick Wales discussed the SEL 86 architecture and software to be used with it. Interfaced with a Priority data . extractor, the’system would be designed to automatically process lial | 
a radarsignals, © 

_® Lt Richard L. Haver of NavSTIC praised Poppy's exploitation of for naval emitters and revealed NavSTIC's interest in broadening this effort to includ eae 
| NavSTIC had.just:pub at ‘secret level an interim, . | 

which incorporated sanitized POPPY information, rar = 

of-NSA briefed on W-41's efforts to —— -— 

' ’ e 

¢ 

ad . field, Wi | | ding © gital tapes: by next available courier, he disclosed that his office was considering the. 
_ and cons of having field sites retain the tapes for a period of time *_ 

sufficiently long to enable NSA to task additional field processing based on 

e ; : 

review of field reporting and collateral information; = « i? ote 
® LCadr Isaiah C. (Ike) Cole of NSG G54 discussed communication chamiels 

a available fot disseminating POPPY product from field. sites to. Navy usera, 

The seminar afforded members of NSA direct exposite to an representatives of the remote field: sites 

Against the backdrop of briefings and discussions of inadequacy of . 
-’ present analysis and processing capabilities to fully exploit the Poppy data, 
both at the NSA and in the field, and the tension betweenl : 

there was general acknowledgement that collection 
made even more productive against targets of highest. 
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Lloyd McGraw’s division (G54) prepared a 102-page seminar report, which was . 
distributed to the participating organizations and ta NSG's directors for the Pacific, 
Atlantic, and Europe. A cover letter from CNSG assessed the value of the évent: 

The Seminar was highlighted by uniformly outstanding briefings and presefitations 
coveritig a Wide range of subjects, and by the overall strong participation by indivjduals . 
representing the field stations. as well asthe management organizations in the “ 

. Washington, D.C..asem Significant problems regarding Project operations (personriel, - training, tasking, processing, equipment) were discussed in great detail arid actions for 
solution and improvement were identified in many instances. It was unanimously 
agreed that this first POPPY Project Operations Seminar had been extremely useful and 
informatiye; and it‘was strongly recommended that they be scheduled periodically, 
preferably on an annual basis, (12 Apr72) Se Sos 

“S78)- NSA encountered difficulties in carrying out its part of the PAPS ~~ 
agreement, particularly in logistically supporting the SEL 86 computer system at > 

and in finding persorriel who were both qualified and 
willing to. assist in the efforts at HRB's plant. .A fundamerital technical difference 
between NSA's BM praject office and NRL's space apr lications brangh was 
whether PAPS should be patterned after aa 

. 

‘NRL's position); or designed, like to 
(NSA's position). NRL's Lee 

amr arstrom observed that NSA's goa 

- large multi-processor i 
ar exceeded the capabilities of even the 

at NSA. Each of NSA's CDC 6600s° 
quadrupled the processing capacity of the SEL 86.‘ Lines of technical communication. 
between R&D elements of NSA and NRL had been weakened bi migration of 

rocessing brain trust to 

_ Matters were not helped at all by PM-16's role as'a management buft 
and NRL. Superintendent Lorenzen could‘ho longer go directly to Dix NSA Gayler 
or DepDitNSA Tordella on Program C thattets.. Geiger's responsibility t6 resolve 
differences on technical approach.or direction became more of a burden than he and — 

had anticipated. 

~$(B)—— The technical approach issue was finally resolved in favor of doing a small: 
part of the job very. well to begin with, evaluating the capabilities and limitations, 
and then adding capacity over time. The PAPS development was completed in Six 
months by veterans from NRL (Fred Hellrich, Lee Hammarstrom) and. HRB (Gene 

' DeMark, Dick Wales, Bob Daniels, Mike Keebaugh, Bill Bickham, Earl Lybarger, Joe 
Riale). PAPS was deployed II in September for installation and initial - 
checkout by a four-man team from HRB, headed by Dick Wales. While the - 

installation was in progress, nA and Bob Geiger agreed that 
NRL would provide logistics support for the SEL 86 systenis at HRB and 

the ground systems division, headed by from: - 
NSA. In mid-Oc ober egan discussing with Lee Hammarstrom the . 
turnover of responsibilities from NRL to the SPO. . ae 3 7 

—-SECREE- " Handle Via BYEMAN — 
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er between NSA - 

and that a follow-on PAPS software maintenance contract would be administered by 2S 



_ briefed by the Siss Zulu project officer, Lt(jg) 
_ the site technical representative, George Price from NRL.. The DNRO personally 

" proposal). He ci 

_ which the DNRO's party had just visit 

_ assistance in assessing signal power-measuring 

_ request, and Bradburn turned to 

oer 
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NRO John McLucas visited while touring facilities in Europe. His party included Superintendent Howard Lorenzen (NRL), RAdm Chet Phillips CNSG),-BGen Dave Bradburn (DirSAFSS), Capt Bob Geiger (DirPrgmC ISA W-8), (NSA's . D commander of MGS arid several others. .The. visitors were 
Bryant Fred Booth, who was assisted by 

(S/R) — On Tuesday, 14 November 1972, 

operated PAPS, expressed amazement at its flexibility and ease of manual operation, | 

| | In its automatic - 
scheduled to: go on-line the following July, PAPS 

pass, 

would be able to process 

6B - During ensuing discussion arid tour of the operations-spaces, CNSG ~~ 
Phillips asked DNRO McLucas to support a follow-on system with enough satellites . 
to provide coverage (a key factor in RAdm Cook's origir a 

a the personriel inanagement problems of oo staffing, 
erience at HPOPPY sites with long periods of 

rati for example, was busy fora _- 
idle for aa B On-line production was thi 

resumed . their revisits The Siss Zulu watch structure - had to be integrated with the command watch structure, which was geared to 24- hour operations and took into account other military requisites, including security, military and professional training, administrative and personnel support, chain of command, and command functions. The DNRO referred this matter to Bradburn — _ and Geiger for follow-up action.. The visitors took note that the entire operation (satellite commanding, collection, analysis, processing, reporting) was carried out by _ ' watch-standing sailors, costing NSG an average of iia be: man year. This: . | contrasted sharply wit disclosure of the average cost of man year for contracted personnel at th 

, After a Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT I) was concluded between. the U.S. and U.S.S.R. in May 1972, the USIB formed a steering group on monitoring strategic arms limitations and subsequently requested NRO participation and 

Nov 72). DNRO McLucas tasked DirSAFSS Bra burn to handle the steering 
for technical support. 

compiled an assessment of. component uncertainties affecting measurements of 

“SECREF—,  ___ Handle Via BYEMAN— 
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a or NRO's operational satellites that performed ELINT 

missions, « ee ae re ee, 
—(6/3}— _ An NRO 

S7By— Col John E. Kulpa, Jr..USAF of thé NRO staff cotiveried a group of expert 
_ engineering personnel, to‘validate the draft study (Power Measuring Capabilities) 
and fill in gaps 
Kulpa, as did 
improvements in M i0r 
component uncertainties anc 
understated capabilities 

Mayo updated the assessment of POPPY to reflect... - 
formulation, in terms of: ~~ 

lelr sums (instead of a actually. 

Operations a : 

“64B}— Productivity from POPPY ha after the initial 
operating capability (IOC) for Missio Validation of the ocean surveillance _ 
requirement and augmentation did not detract from and perhaps intensified: other 
national intelligence objectives. ‘Competing against other tasking priorities specified *__ 
for RF collection and for signal processing, each in accordance with USIB mission 

. guidance, at‘its peak in POPPY's prodyction against Soviet 
ships averaged somethirig over 

of operational satellites. Following an analysis effort at the NOS 

—SECREF—— Handle Via BYEMAN 
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” - successfully tackled the 
' + . Red Fraser, also fror 

—(3/3)—.. In | after nearly six years ‘of commur y dialogue on 
of NSGA a decision was reached to 
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1973 by an NSG team led by Lt Jim Morgan, two radars were added to the 
. family. On a 30-day temporary.duty assignment from Jim Arnold: 

radar. He was s b 
| whose 30-day task added the : 
radar. Two more additions came without special:effort, the 

7 —~64B}-  VAdm Frederick Harlfinger, | director of Navy command support programs 
(Op-094), received a glowing assessment of the results of the POPPY augmentation 
program from CNSG Chet Phillips. PAPS II had been operational ati for 
over a month and now provided the capability to automatically process | 

tercept. Due to improvements in the 
were teaching Navy users with an average 

The longest delays were now due to 
~- 

from message date time group, 

or deployment in'a few more mon ne next objective was to automate ~ 7 
As a result of continued coordination with the NRO SOC, ocean 

surveillance tasking was t specifically provided for in. 
| SORS mission guidance, which provided "for good Ocean Surveillance coverage | i. 

without detracting from the other missions of the system" (23 Aug 73). 

673) In located and measured the 

was first to locate and report the new 

viabili 
The National SIGINT Operations Center (NSOC), headed b 

positively assessed the‘utility of the current POPPY intercepts compated to 
| other SIGINT systems. The director of Program C, Capt Robert T. Darcy, tasked the 
TOG to conduct a POPFY ¢ofitinuation study. The TOG chainnan, LCdr Ron Potts of > 
the fortned:a working group, whith met between monthly TOG 

sustained 
Cole, NSG; 

Hellrich represented NRL; Cdr Ike" *. 
As the Program C staff; CWO 

NSOC. Using Byeman communication channels, LCdr Jim Morgati of - 
NSG G54 consulted with Siss Zulu project officers at the POPPY sites and with Lt Bob 
Lentz at NSGA - Recommendations of the continyation working 
group weretor st | SE eit i 

© Teritiinate POPPY operations a 
including opérations, maintenatice, 
and a software siipport group. | 

_ ww 

communications, a- training 

nee ee yg Pe I eee 

due .-. 

meetings, t6 determine the level at which POPPY operatioris could and should be ~ 
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' * Provide PAPS software 
' - Miiprocessing equipment. °° a 
After Poppy 10C [EB terminate operations at | Seta transfer equipment to the NRL (for use of components in or for 

(/ + Terminate operations 2 II on transfer __Gquipment to the NRL, - 
° Work manning with Siss Zulu personnel.and NavPers, 

DirPrgmC Bob Darcy approved the recommendations, which were fully’ 
implemented. : NRL, NSG, and HRB by the spring of 1976 within a-total POPPY: | | — -of for that fiscal year.. With closure of and 

“6/3 — . + 

Peer 

next year's budget was reduced tol 

L the POPPY projact ended in 1977. ae 
| | the acting DNRO, . Charles Cook, directed phase-out of POPPY operations by. the end of the fiscal year(1- Aug 77). The next day, DirPrgmC RAdm Grover M. Yowell directed cessation of; POPPY apetations. Hans. Mark terminated the Poppy project and wrote the «  - epitaph: . re re oe ee ee a ee . Pe tesinination of the POPPY Program effective 30 Sep-77 aloses along and a distinguished chapter in the history of overhead reconnaissance, a chapter that began . under Navy auspices even before the NRO was established.’ (30 Sep 77). Nate ° ies 

| eee NRE coritinued. te perform power management functions at its 
facility, to sustain Missior operational capability. 
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NSA. (TS/B - Sodewvord) Memoranufor NSCC, NEASYE-1006271° oe . Subg- Revised SOI List for Local Location Processing. 
Ref; BYE-1471-70, SORS 10/96/21, 17 November 1970 . 

oe 0? oe a 

BYE-1457-70, SORS. 10/47/24, 27 August 1970 
__ NRL (U) Notice 5400 = a a 

71, Cs or; 
DirPremc (s/ B) message for DirNRL, 191645Z Apr s, BME design and brief ] [Retransmittal of DNRO request for detailed 

cy 5 of 
. eG POPPY Growth; capabilities vs s funding | 
Enck (1) POPPY Growth 

(2) Chief, NSA.W (TS/B/TK/C - codeword ord) memorandum for oe 
(3) Mission Costs per Collection Operation 
(4)-NRO Costs/Emitter Location - — 

14Jun71 

DIA/NRO (TS/B/TK/C - codeword) study 
Subj: EOB Satisfaction by Satellite Collection 
DirPrgmC (S/B - codeword) for NRL, 141550Z Jun 71, Co 0-7 Subj: Alternatives for Mission "4 
_NRO/NSA/CLA/USN (18/B - codeword) Management Agreement for the POPPY Syn, BYE 13192-71 
Atchi Specific. Responsibilities in Support of the POPPY System 
President Nixon (TS/B/C) memorandum for SecState, SecTreasury, SecDef, Attorney | . General, DCI, Dir S&T, ChJCS, ChPFIAB, ChAEC; copies to DirOMB and assistant to - ' the President for'national security affairs 
Subj: - Organization and Management of the U.S, Foreign Intelligence Coinmunity 

_ DirPrgmC/NSA (S/B- codeword) Memorandum of Understanding for Software - 
Development 
Subj: [SEL 86 PAPS Development} _ 
.DNRO (TS/ ez message ‘for DirPrgmC; info Dug and DitNSA, 292006Z 

- Feb 72, Cite 
(Retransmitted as DNRO message for DirPrgmC; info DisCIA Reconnaissance P Programs, _ DirPrgmA, DirPrgmD and DirNSA, OGIO Mas 7a, Ce 0285) 

23 Mar 72 
“12 Apr 72 

28 Nov 72 - 

Subj: Ocean Surveillance System 
_ Ref: CNO/DNRO Meeting of 19 February 1972 
NRL (TS/TK) Technical Description of Mission I TK-206000-72 
CNSG (TS/B - - codeword) letter to distribution, NSG/G54/milk, BYES2383-72 
an POPPY Project Operations Seminar - 1972 
Encl:. (1) POPPY Op Operations Seminar Report 

(2) POPPY Operations Seminar Critique Sheet 

USIB Steering Group on Ménitoring Strategic Arms Limitations (1S/B/TK/C- - codeword) memorandum for DNRO, SA/SALT -79/72, BYE 112255/72 
aia Request for NRO Assistance i in oe US Intelligence Collection Capabilities 
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4 Dec 72 - 

| Z3 Aug 73 

1 Aug 77 

30 Sep 77 

Col John E. Kulpa, Jr. (1s/ B) internal maeeuciia for BGen Bradburn | 
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_CNSG (S/B- sodeinaid) memorandum for Dic Contniand Sapo Pam 
NSG/ G54/milh, BYE-38416/73 - 

. Subj: POPPY Ocean Surveillance 

rnooeniced S/ B- codeword) pene for Director, Poganc Cc, 01 116382 ie 77, cr 

Subj: ‘Poppy: Operations Sei cee = . = 7 
DNRO (S/B - codeword) message for De: tsp m, co 

oo 

Subj: [POPPY History} 
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Appendix B, FUNDING J 7 

_ EY Missions = Navy! © ccp2> RP Prgmc? Other3 Total | 1958 2 4 pgs 2: 9590 gg — | 225 1960 GRABi . ° 465 0 _ 325ARPA 79 1961 Failure'&GRAB2 3.025 . | | 3.025, 1962 2 Failures | | | . = 
1963. 

(1964 ° 
1965 

4966 

1967 
196§ 
1969 

"5 1970 
| j 1971 

_ 91972. 
1, - 1973 
os 1974 

1975 
1976 
1977 Oo | . 

Total: lu —. 0—hlU le a 

1Free ride with Navy Transit on first three launches. | 
_ .2CCP funding for NSA and sites' operation and maintenance was distributed in the budgets of NSA, - | _NSG, ASA, and AFSS, It is unlikely that portions allocable to GRAB and POPPY can be determined since (a) sites were elements of SIGINT stations with multiple missions and (b) NSA's NTPC, COSA-5, and successors (C-1, K-4/SP, W-Group) analyzed and processed data from all ELINT and TELINT systemis. | 
$Program A funded Air Force launch vehicle procurement, integration, and launch operations, starting with FY63. Estimates of Mj per launch do not take into account that some of these were shared with other satellites. . : | ne 
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* CNM _Chief of Naval Material 
~CNO _ Chief of Naval Operations 
CNR Chief of Naval Research 
CNSG - Commander, Naval Security isa Command 
CO "Commanding Offices 

. COMINT ‘Communications Intelligence 
COMIREX (USIB) Committee on Imagery Requirements and Exploitation. 
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' COSA —_ (NS office of) Collection ‘and Signal Analysis ; 
COSA-5 ~- (NSA) Advanced Signals Analysis Division | 
css Central Security Service 
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DCI — Director of Central Intelligence et os £ a 
DCNO Deputy Chief of Naval Operations. — e ie oe og os 
DCs (Air Force) Deputy Chief of Staff. cer: DDCI Deputy Director of Central Intelligence 7 Se 

DD/P - (CIA) Deputy ‘Director, Plans se eb. 
DDR&E - Director of Defense Research and Engineering _ ie 
DEFSMAC Defense Space, Missile, and Astronautics Center oe 
DF © Direction Finding - , 

DIA Defense Intelligence Ager | 2 . 

DNI _ Director of Naval Intelligence 
- DoD © Department of Defense | | | 
DoDD Department of Defense Directive . 

~ DoN _ Department of the Navy 
DSB Defense Science Board 
DSP _ Defense Support Program 
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ExCom _ (NRO) Executive Committe -* 5 oo. ° 
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NavSpaSur Naval Space Surveillance 
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SIOP - _ Single Integrated Operations Plan 
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SOSUS (Navy) Sound Surveillance System 

SPASUR = Space Surveillance 

SPO System Project Office 
SPR . Seconds Per Revolution 
‘SR. SolRad, Solar Radiation 

. STIc (Navy) Scientific and Technical nig Center 

TID _ NRL) Technical Information Division ‘ 
' TIROS. © Television and InfraRed Observation Satellite 
TK —-_—‘ Talent Keyhole 

TO . (Program C) Technical Onerisnes Group 

TS Top Secret . 

i U.S. United States | 

USAF . _ United States Air-Force _ | | 
-USIB ss United States es Board Ce ae _ | 
USN ' United States Navy . | oo | 
U.S.S.R_—* Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
VCNO Vice Chief of Naval Operations 
VHF . _ Very High Frequency - 

VP | (Navy) Long Range Patrol Squadron 

VQ °° (Navy) Early Warning ee 
WS Wea = System. 
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